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Published	by	the	China	Press	of	Traditional	Chinese	Medicine.Available	in	Chinese	only.	Compiled	by	Mei	Li,	Jonathan	Chang	and	Wang	Hong-min.	Published	by	the	China	Press	of	Traditional	Chinese	Medicine.This	text	contains	125	recent	clinical	case	studies	by	Dr.	Wang	Ju-yi.	There	are	detailed	descriptions,	analysis	and	commentaries	by	Dr.	Wang,
all	based	on	his	system	of	Applied	Channel	Theory	and	how	it	is	used	in	a	clinical	setting.	The	reader	will	develop	insight	into	how	to	properly	apply	the	concepts	found	in	Applied	Channel	Theory	in	Chinese	Medicine.	Content	includes	channel	examination,	channel	differentiation,	channel	selection,	point	selection	and	some	of	Dr.	Wang’s	unique	point
locations.Available	in	Chinese	only.	(An	English	version	of	the	case	studies	book	is	in	the	works.)	•	The	pericardium	holds	the	office	of	governmental	envoy;	happiness	issues	from	it.	4	Jlt	o/	~.	Il.1t.:t.	't.	t-	~	ili;!%	o	Tan	zhang	zhe,	chen	shi	zhi	guii.n,	xi	le	chu	yii.n.)	•	The	spleen-stomach	holds	the	office	of	the	granaries	and	issues	the	five	flavors.	(~	W~
.	k	Jt.:t..	't	.	Ji.	"~	ili	;!%	o	Pi	wei	zhe,	cii.ng	lin	zhi	guii.n,	wu	wei	chu	yii.n.)	•	The	large	intestine	holds	the	office	of	transport	master,	issuing	change	and	transformation.	(	:k.~4f	.1-t-i!.:t.	't.	~1tili;!%	o	Dachang	zhe,	chuan	dao	zhi	guan,	bian	hua	chu	yii.n.)	•	The	small	intestine	holds	the	office	of	abundant	reception,	issuing	material	transformation.	(	+
~	~	.	~	!.il.:t..	't	.	1t#J	ili	;!%	o	Xiao	chang	zhe,	shou	cheng	zhi	guii.n,	hua	wu	chu	yii.n.)	•	The	kidney	holds	the	office	of	forceful	accomplishment	and	is	the	issuer	of	wondrous	talent.	(	JJi.	~	.	11	~~	.:t.	't	.1i	:Pj	ili	;!%	o	Shen	zhe,	zuo	qiang	zhi	guii.n,	ji	qiao	chu	yii.n.)	•	The	triple	burner	holds	the	office	of	irrigation	design;	the	water	pathways	issue
from	it.	(.3-~~.	~Jc5f	.:t.	't.	7]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	might	look	vastly	different	from	another.	The	images	are	filtered	through	the	mind	of	the	translator	who	is	trying	to	convey	all	of	these	permutations	of	meaning,	always	one	step	removed	from	the	cultural	context	of	the	original.	The	next	question	that	might	come	to
mind	is,	given	the	brevity	of	the	language	used,	how	can	a	modern	practitioner	of	Chinese	medicine	who	reads	little	or	no	Chinese	begin	to	understand	what	these	classical	texts	are	talking	about?	The	answer	to	this	question	involves	a	brief	return	to	the	role	of	the	teacher	in	transmitting	this	medical	art.	During	the	long	history	of	Chinese	medicine,
written	texts	have	been	explained	and	interpreted	for	students	by	their	teachers.	While	much	of	this	explanation	has	been	recorded	as	the	'commentary'	to	the	texts,	there	remains	a	need	for	competent	elucidation	by	an	experienced	clinician.	Without	the	addition	of	contemporary	clinical	insight,	a	text	like	the	Inner	Classic	becomes	much	more
difficult	to	apply	to	patient	treatment	in	the	modern	clinic.	The	learning	process	might	be	described	as	a	triangular	relationship	between	the	teacher,	the	text,	and	the	student.	All	three	must	be	in	place	in	order	to	truly	bring	the	text	to	life.	Later	chapters	will	recreate	this	approach	by	introducing	sections	on	each	of	the	twelve	organs	with	a
discussion	of	the	short	descriptions	provided	in	Chapter	8	of	Basic	Questions	(Fig.	4.1).	.,	,,	Clinical	experience	,	,	,,	,,	,	,,	Student/	apprentice	Fig.	4.1	The	learning	process	might	be	described	as	a	triangular	relationship	among	the	teacher,	the	text,	and	the	student,	all	happening	in	the	clinic.	[54]	Ch.	4	I	Basic	Questions,	Chapter	8	The	metaphors	of
the	Inner	Classic	will	thus	provide	a	starting	point	for	a	broad	evaluation	of	the	role	of	each	organ	within	the	unified	whole.	To	be	clear,	the	unified	whole,	at	least	in	the	context	of	this	book,	involves	an	appreciation	of	how	a	thoughtful	and	experienced	modern	physician	uses	what	they	have	learned	from	classical	texts	to	understand	how	the	organs
function	within	the	channel	system.	In	the	modern	era,	this	process	also	necessarily	includes	integrating	concepts	that	are	not	'classical:	Therefore,	in	the	pages	that	follow,	the	understanding	of	classical	texts	is	shaped	and	informed	by	concepts	from	modern	science.	The	goal	of	the	next	few	chapters	is	thus	to	create	an	interaction	of	classical	text
with	modern	experience,	to	present	what	might	otherwise	be	seen	as	the	vague,	stilted	political	imagery	of	a	classical	text	in	the	context	of	the	physiology	of	the	living	human	body.	The	Role	of	Metaphor	in	Discussions	of	the	Organs	Before	beginning	our	discussion	of	the	organs,	a	few	more	aspects	of	the	language	used	in	the	Inner	Classic	should	be
mentioned.	In	particular,	the	role	of	metaphor	should	always	be	kept	in	mind	when	evaluating	classical	texts.	The	Chinese	language	abounds	in	metaphors.	There	is	a	clear	cultural	tendency	in	China,	even	in	the	modern	era,	to	explain	the	unknown	with	reference	to	the	known.	While	this	is,	of	course,	a	necessary	starting	place	for	any	culture	when
confronted	with	something	new,	classical	Chinese	writers	seem	particularly	fond	of	this	rhetorical	device.	For	example,	in	contrast	to	modern	English,	rather	than	coining	a	completely	new	term	when	confronted	with	a	new	idea,	classical	Chinese	would	instead	often	modify	the	meaning	of	an	old	term.	This	may	actually	be	a	reflection	of	the	nature	of
the	written	Chinese	language,	in	which	a	single	character	can	quite	comfortably	possess	multiple	meanings.	The	written	characters	are,	for	the	most	part,	built	from	'classifiers'pieces	of	the	characters	which	are	also	known	as	'radicals'-that	can	convey	either	the	pronunciation	of	the	character,	its	meaning,	or	both.	Characters	that	share	the	same
classifiers	are	linked	in	a	manner	unfamiliar	to	readers	of	other	written	languages.	A	shared	classifier	most	often	indicates	that	two	characters	have	a	similar	sound	or	a	related	category	of	meaning.	Apart	from	the	classifier,	the	rest	of	an	individual	character	(the	'remainder')	is	often	called	the	'phonetic:	As	the	name	implies,	the	phonetic	might	also
determine	how	the	character	is	pronounced.	The	combinations	of	classifiers	and	phonetics	join	in	different	ways	to	weave	together	disparate	but	related	ideas	and	thereby	create	a	staggering	variety	of	characters	(Fig.	4.2).	[55]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	(ren)	Human	being	(yan)	Speech,	written	language	(xin)	Trust,	faith
(a	human	by	their	word)	.	··	·	tJ	(riJU)	Flesh	;	.	TfJ	(tian)	Field	(wei)	Stomach	(the	'field'	from	which	'flesh'	comes)	\	·~	·......	\3:1	FJ	Fig.	4.2	Classifiers	are	the	building	blocks	of	Chinese	characters.	In	addition,	a	Chinese	character	lacks	the	independent	existence	that	English	words,	for	example,	often	have.	While	etymology	is	also	important	for
understanding	a	language	like	English,	the	apparent	ideographic	nature	of	the	Chinese	language	leads	to	unique	interrelationships.	The	types	of	relationships	that	characters	have	with	one	another	can	seem	almost	familial.	Even	in	the	two-character	'words'	of	modern	Chinese,	each	character	maintains	a	constant	link	to	its	same-classifier	cousins,
brothers,	parents,	and	aunts.	Sometimes	the	meaning	of	a	particular	character	is	barely	distinguishable	from	that	of	another	with	the	same	component	classifier.	At	other	times,	two	characters	might	be	pronounced	the	same	way	because	of	a	shared	phonetic,	but	have	little	similarity	in	meaning.	Like	the	relationships	of	an	extended	family,	there	are
grades	of	similarity	along	a	spectrum	(Fig.	4.3).	How	is	this	relevant	to	the	study	of	Chinese	medicine?	A	few	familiar	examples	found	in	Chapter	8	of	Basic	Questions	will	help	answer	this	question.	The	'flesh'	classifier	or	radical	(	~	or	fJ	)	is	a	constituent	of	nine	of	the	twelve	characters	used	in	Chapter	8	(and	elsewhere)	to	describe	the	organs.	(The
heart,	pericardium,	and	triple	burner	are	the	exceptions.)	In	fact,	even	the	characters	for	the	yin	and	yang	organs,	Jl,)i.	(zimg)	and	il!it	(Ju),	include	the	flesh	classifier.	Based	on	this	common	classifier,	a	reader	of	Chinese	who	looks	at	the	written	names	of	the	various	organs	immediately	perceives	a	relationship.	Most	obvious	is	the	fact	that	the
characters	represent	'flesh'	[56)	Ch.	4	I	Basic	Questions,	Chapter	8	Yang	bright	Yang	bright	next	to	the	side	of	a	hill:	yang	of	yin-yang	Yang	bright	next	to	a	hand:	to	raise	up,	promote	Yang	bright	next	to	fire:	to	melt	metal	Yang	bright	next	to	wood:	the	poplar	tree	Yang	bright	under	sickness:	a	sore	or	ulcer	Yang	bright	next	to	'a	showing':	to	drive	out
demons	Fig.4.3	Characters	with	shared	classifiers	(character	pieces)	have	an	almost	familial	relationship.	All	of	these	characters	are	pronounced	exactly	the	same,	while	most	have	some	commonality	in	meaning.	and	therefore	have	something	to	do	with	a	living	organism.	Generally,	other	characters	with	the	flesh	classifier	represent	parts	of	the	body,
either	human	or	animal.	On	the	other	hand,	the	fact	that	the	characters	for	heart,	pericardium,	and	triple	burner	do	not	contain	the	flesh	classifier	indicates	that	there	is	something	inherently	different	about	those	organs.	In	the	case	of	the	character	for	heart	(	·~	xin	),	some	say	that	it	came	about	during	the	earliest	phases	of	the	development	of	the
written	language	as	a	derivative	of	the	character	for	fire	(.k.	huo).	In	addition,	as	reflected	in	the	passage	from	Basic	Questions	above,	the	heart	maintains	a	unique	and	superior	position	as	monarch	of	the	organs,	which	sets	it	apart.	In	the	case	of	the	pericardium	(	·~	~	xin	biio)	and	triple	burner	(.;.	~	siin	jiiio	),	their	lack	of	a	flesh	radical	is	a	tacit
acknowledgment	on	the	part	of	the	authors	of	the	Inner	Classic	that	these	organs	have	a	different	physical	presence	than	those	which	are	more	readily	seen	on	dissection.	The	unique	and	interesting	nature	of	the	triple	burner	in	particular	will	be	explored	in	Chapter	9	(Fig.	4.4).	Another	character	that	is	repeatedly	used	in	Chapter	8	of	Basic
Questions	is	't	(guiin),	translated	above	as	'organ:	Standing	alone,	this	term	might	mean	either	civil	administrator	or	organ	of	the	body.	The	authors	of	the	Inner	Classic	chose	this	particular	term	instead	of	the	more	specific	[57]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	Organ	Chinese	Name	Inner	Classic	Political	Metaphor	Yin	Organ	Jlil
zcmg	Organ	of	creation	Lung	}];j>	fei	Prime	minister	Spleen	~	p'i	Office	of	granaries	Heart	,\_;	x	in	Emperor	Kidney	~~	shen	Office	of	accomplishment	Pericardium	•'->	€.	xin	biio	Envoy	Liver	}]t	giin	General	Yang	Organ	wtt	Ju	Organ	of	movement	Large	Intestine	Jdlh	dachang	Transport	master	Stomach	,.,	Fl	wei	Office	of	granaries	Small	Intestine
+~;	xiao	chang	Office	of	abundant	reception	Bladder	M~lt.	pang	guiing	Regional	rectifier	Triple	Burner	-	{i_	.,	_	-=-""	san	Jlao	Office	of	irrigation	Gallbladder	Jlt	dan	Rectifier	Fig.	4.4	The	names	of	nine	of	the	twelve	primary	organs,	and	the	characters	for	the	zimg	(yin	organ)	andfu	(yang	organ),	contain	the	'flesh'	(¢:])classifier.	The	fact	that	the	heart
and	triple	burner	do	not	contain	this	classifier	hints	at	the	special	nature	of	those	organs.	terms	Jl,i_	(zang)	and	Mt	(fu),	which	are	used	elsewhere	to	refer	to	the	twelve	organs.	At	the	time	that	the	Inner	Classic	was	compiled,	the	term	was	used	to	describe	organic	structures	and,	even	today,	the	terms	for	both	government	ministers	and	the	sensory
organs	of	the	body	continue	to	share	this	character.	The	use,	in	the	Inner	Classic,	of	a	term	that	might	mean	both	government	minister	and	organ	is	a	means	to	an	end.	The	goal	of	Chapter	8	of	the	Inner	Classic	was	not	to	subordinate	medical	science	to	political	constraints.	Rather,	it	was	an	attempt	to	link	the	human	body	with	the	political	structure-
a	true	'body	politic:	In	fact,	later	in	Chapter	8,	the	balance	among	the	[58]	Ch.	4	I	Basic	Questions,	Chapter	8	organs	in	the	body	is	likened	to	the	balance	that	a	leader	must	maintain	in	society	at	large.	Without	an	understanding	of	the	interrelationships	found	among	all	aspects	of	society	and	physiology,	"the	twelve	officials/	organs	will	be	in	danger,
the	communication	paths	will	become	blocked,	and	there	will	be	great	damage:'	Or	to	put	it	another	way,	just	as	with	the	emperor	in	the	empire,	if	there	is	disease	or	a	lack	of	clarity	in	the	heart,	chaos	will	prevail	in	the	body.	It	might	be	asked	whether	the	authors	of	the	Inner	Classic	are	borrowing	medical	metaphors	here	to	make	a	point	about
politics,	or	using	political	concepts	(with	which	emperors	are	naturally	familiar)	to	make	statements	about	physiology.	The	rest	of	the	Inner	Classic,	and	clinical	experience	down	through	the	millennia,	would	suggest	that	the	information	presented	here	certainly	had	a	real	effect	on	treating	human	suffering.	Nevertheless,	because	of	the	interweaving
of	politics	and	the	natural	sciences	in	Chinese	history,	there	is	likely	wisdom	here	for	the	political	class	couched	in	the	metaphors	of	physiology	as	well.	The	use	of	a	character	that	carries	two	implicit	meanings	is	another	example	of	how	classical	Chinese	is	able	to	convey	quite	a	bit	of	subtle	information	in	a	very	short	space.	Medical	Chinese	is	filled
with	other	examples	of	characters	whose	meaning	is	best	appreciated	by	considering	the	relationships	implied	by	their	component	classifiers.	For	readers	of	this	text,	it	is	most	important	to	remember	that	these	relationships	represent	a	kind	of	undertone	or	subtext	in	the	language,	which	will	be	mentioned	whenever	it	can	be	used	to	deepen	our
understanding	of	a	concept.	The	goal	is	not	to	make	unnecessary	diversions	into	etymology,	but	to	provide	windows	into	a	different	way	of	thinking	that	is	shaped	by	language.	The	mere	appreciation	of	the	fact	that	these	differences	exist	brings	the	non-Chinese	reader	one	step	closer	to	the	classics.	To	summarize,	Chapter	8	of	Basic	Questions
compared	the	organs	and	their	functions	to	readily	observable	political	phenomena	of	the	time	in	order	to	draw	the	broad	brush-strokes	of	the	roles	of	the	organs	in	the	landscape	of	human	physiology.	An	important	idea	to	take	away	from	that	chapter	is	that	the	culture	of	the	time	perceived	both	the	human	body	and	the	body	politic	as	resonating	with
the	movements	and	forces	of	the	natural	world.	Politics,	health,	and	nature	were	inseparable.	It	would	be	a	mistake,	however,	to	think	that	the	understanding	of	physicians	at	that	time	did	not	go	far	beyond	these	basic	starting	points.	The	remainder	of	the	Inner	Classic	and	the	complex	physiological	models	that	they	present	should	be	enough	to
convince	the	reader	otherwise.	Having	started	with	language,	we	will	now	begin	exploring	in	more	detail	the	important	roles	played	by	the	organs	and	their	channels	in	physiology.	[59]	CHAPTER	5	THE	Tai	Yin	(GREATER	YrN)	SYsTEM	The	General	Nature	and	Function	of	Titi	Yin	B	organs	are	the	foundation	of	classical	Chinese	physiology,	they	will
be	discussed	first.	The	journey	through	the	six	channels	begins	with	the	most	external	of	the	three	yin	channels:	tcli	yin	(greater	yin).	Although	the	tai	yang	(greater	yang)	level	is	considered	to	be	the	most	external,	it	is	in	the	yin	levels	that	function	begins	to	take	physical	form.	The	six	yin	organs	are	the	generators	of	the	fluids,	flesh,	and	blood	that
comprise	the	physical	body.	By	contrast,	the	organs	associated	with	the	yang	channels	are	pathways,	hollow	conduits	for	substances	needed	and	produced	by	the	physiology	of	the	yin	organs.	The	yin	organs	are	thus	described	by	the	Inner	Classic	as	being	"replete	[with	essence]	but	not	full	[of	raw	substances]"	while	the	yang	organs	are	"full	[of	raw
substances]	but	not	replete	[with	essence]:'	1	Like	tai	yang	in	the	yang	levels,	tai	yin	is	said	to	open	outward	(	m'l	kiii).	While	tai	yang	opens	to	the	external	environment,	tai	yin	may	be	thought	of	as	opening	the	yin	channels	to	the	internal	environment.	Tai	yang	opens	to	radiate	warmth	and	defend	the	exterior.	Post-natal	qi,	the	ultimate	product	of	yin
organ	physiology,	percolates	outward	from	tai	yin	to	nourish	the	body.	Tai	yin	is	comprised	of	the	spleen	and	lung	organs	and	channels.	In	fact,	tai	yin	is	actually	one	channel	with	two	functional	parts:	spleen	and	lung.	The	organ	pairs	associated	with	each	of	the	six	levels	have	a	very	close	physiological	relationship.	In	the	case	of	tai	yin,	there	is	also	a
particularly	important	relationship	between	the	spleen	and	lung	and	their	paired	yang	organs.	Specifically,	the	tai	yin	organs	work	with	the	yang	ming	stomach	and	large	intestine	in	a	coordinated	system	of	fluid	and	food	metabolism.	ECAUSE	THE	YIN	[	61	l	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	The	tai	yin	channel	is	also	associated
with	dampness.	This	affinity	for	dampness	at	tai	yin	is	balanced	by	a	corresponding	affinity	for	dryness	at	yang	ming.	The	tai	yin	and	yang	ming	channels	maintain	the	delicate	balance	of	dampness	and	dryness	required	by	the	digestive	process	and	in	the	body	as	a	whole.	Consequently,	whenever	one	considers	tai	yin	function,	the	important	role	of	the
yang	ming	organs	should	also	be	kept	in	mind.	The	close	relationship	of	the	tai	yin	and	yang	ming	levels	can	be	further	appreciated	by	understanding	that	yang	ming	is	the	most	internal	of	the	three	yang	levels	while	tai	yin	is	the	most	external	of	the	three	yin	levels.	Nourishment,	in	the	form	of	nutritive	blood	(if	Jfu.	ying	xue)	and	refined	fluids,	opens
outward	to	the	internal	environment	from	tai	yin,	while	food	and	raw	fluids	from	the	external	environment	are	transported	inward	through	the	passageways	of	yang	ming.	This	is	where	the	internal	(yin)	meets	the	external	(yang).	Think	back	to	the	metaphor	of	Tai	yang	the	boiling	pot	and	steaming	dumplings	mentioned	earlier.	The	tai	yin	system	can
be	likened	to	the	steam	rising	off	the	top	of	the	boiling	kettle-just	at	the	point	where	it	reaches	the	more	external	level	of	the	steamer	itself.	This	is	different	from	the	warmth	that	fills	the	skin	and	hair	at	the	tai	yang	level.	At	tai	yin,	a	steam	of	nutrition	infuses	the	internal	organs	with	a	nourishing	bath	that	surrounds	every	cell.	To	be	more	specific,
the	nourishment	of	this	cellular	bath	is	maintained	by	the	nutritive	aspect	of	the	blood,	the	final	result	of	tai	yin	qi	transformation.	(The	relationship	of	nutritive-protective	(ying-wei)	to	tai	yin	is	discussed	more	below.)	Tai	yin	metabolism	may	be	divided	into	two	basic	functions:	the	regulation	of	dampness	and	the	distribution	of	nutrition.	Although,	for
the	sake	of	discussion,	it	is	helpful	to	separate	these	two	functions	in	the	mind,	they	are	actually	interrelated.	One	way	to	conceive	of	this	interrelationship	is	to	remember	that	the	body's	nutrition	travels	through	a	fluid	medium.	T	ai	yin	metabolism	involves:	[	62]	Ch.	5	I	The	Tai	Yin	(Greater	Yin)	System	Dampness	The	ted	yin	association	with
dampness	means	that	it	is	responsible	for	the	integration	of	external	dampness	(adjusting	to	humidity	in	the	environment)	while	also	transforming	internally-generated	dampness	and	helping	to	create	the	healthy	fluids	of	the	body.	The	relationship	of	the	spleen	to	dampness	is	well	known,	but	the	lung	is	also	important	to	fluid	physiology	because	its
movement	of	qi	is	vital	to	spleen	circulation.	Besides	providing	a	balance	to	yang	ming	dryness,	the	tai	yin	level	is	the	source	of	the	body's	nourishing	post-natal	qi.	The	spleen	transforms	food	and	drink	to	create	the	nutritive	aspect	of	the	blood.	The	transformation	of	qi	in	the	tai	yin	lung,	in	concert	with	the	beating	of	the	heart,	distributes	the
nutritive	aspect	throughout	the	body	and	outward	to	the	skin.	The	provision	of	nutrition	therefore	also	includes	the	lung	function	of	'commanding	the	qi'	because	it	is	the	qi	that	provides	the	movement	for	distribution	(Fig.	5.1).	Nutrition	External	dampness	Qi	from	the	external	environment	Nutrition:	nutritiveprotective	\	\	'	~	'	'	..	...	Internal	dampness
Raw	food	and	grains	from	yang	ming	stomach	Fig.	5.1	The	tai	yin	system	metabolizes	dampness	and	produces	nutrition.	[	63]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	The	lung	and	spleen	are	thus	synergistically	involved	in	the	metabolism	of	both	fluids	and	nutrition.	The	infusion	of	qi	from	the	external	environment	by	the	lung	provides
the	driving	force	to	distribute	fluids	and	nutrition	from	the	spleen	to	the	rest	of	the	body.	A	damp	pathology	might	therefore	involve	dysfunction	of	either	or	both	tcli	yin	organs:	water	metabolism	by	the	spleen,	or	the	qi-moving	function	of	the	lung,	or	both.	If	there	is	an	excess	of	dampness	in	the	body	that	cannot	be	effectively	metabolized	by	the	tai
yin	system,	signs	of	spleen	qi	deficiency	(fatigue,	low	appetite,	edema)	might	present.	This	is	basically	a	condition	of	excess	(accumulation	of	dampness)	that	presents	with	signs	of	deficiency.	A	lack	of	dampness	(fluids)	in	the	body,	on	the	other	hand,	tends	more	often	to	affect	the	lungs	and	may	cause	symptoms	of	dry	cough	or	even	atrophy	disorder
(:?'iif	wei	zheng),	associated	with	weakness	and	muscle	atrophy.	Among	the	three	yin	systems,	the	tai	yin	maintains	the	most	direct	connection	to	the	external	environment.	Physically,	the	tai	yin	lung	organ	is	connected	via	the	trachea	and	nose	to	the	outside	world,	while	the	spleen	organ	opens	through	the	stomach	and	mouth.	The	lung	is	also
connected	to	the	outside	through	its	relationship	to	the	skin.	Spleen	"The	spleen-stomach	holds	the	office	of	the	granaries	and	issues	the	five	flavors:'	(	~	W4f	.	:t-	Jt	.:t	't	.	1i...	"~	tl:l	ffi,]	Pi	wei	zhe,	cang	lin	zhi	guan,	o	wu	wei	chil	yan.)	-Basic	Questions,	Chapter	8	This	is	the	first	of	what	will	eventually	be	twelve	short	discussions	of	the	metaphors	used
in	Chapter	8	of	Basic	Questions	to	describe	the	functions	of	each	of	the	organs.	It	is	fitting	that	this	first	passage	is	also	one	of	the	easiest	to	understand.	In	fact,	those	who	have	studied	Chinese	medicine	are	likely	already	familiar	with	it,	as	it	is	often	mentioned	in	other	texts.	The	first	thing	to	note	in	this	passage	is	that	the	spleen	and	stomach	are
described	together	in	the	Inner	Classic,	rather	than	individually.	The	other	ten	yin	and	yang	organs	are	each	given	lines	of	their	own.	This	highlights	the	uniquely	close	functional	relationship	of	the	spleen	with	its	paired	yang	organ.	The	importance	of	the	balance	between	dampness	and	dryness	in	the	tai	yin/yang	ming	system	was	previously	noted,	as
was	their	close	relationship	on	the	surface	of	the	body,	reflected	in	the	relatively	yin	pathway	traced	by	the	yang	ming	stomach	channel	on	the	abdomen,	just	next	to	the	tai	yin	[	64]	Ch.	5	I	The	Tai	Yin	(Greater	Yin)	System	spleen	channel.	While	the	other	yang	channels	flow	along	the	more	yang	surfaces	of	the	body,	the	stomach	channel	traverses	the
yin	abdomen,	the	storage	area	of	food	and	fluids	(see	Fig.	2.6	in	Chapter	2).	The	remainder	of	the	passage	above	may	be	less	clear.	The	original	Chinese	for	the	phrase	translated	here	as	'five	flavors'	is	wu	wei	(1i.	11~).	The	character	for	flavor	(	11~)	is	the	same	one	used	to	designate	the	'taste'	of	herbs	in	the	materia	medica.	In	this	case,	however,
the	character	has	a	different	meaning.	The	term	'five	flavors'	is	actually	a	reference	to	the	nutritive	aspect	of	food.	In	other	words,	when	the	Inner	Classic	states	that	the	spleen-stomach	"issues	the	five	flavors;'	it	is	saying	that	nutrition	is	ultimately	derived	from	these	organs.	In	the	classics,	the	spleen	organ	is	situated	below	the	lungs	and	heart	and
above	the	kidney	and	liver.	2	Its	location	in	the	center	of	the	five	yin	organs	facilitates	the	distribution	of	nutrition.	The	spleen	is	said	to	group	around	the	eleven	thoracic	vertebrae,	3	and	the	du	(governing	vessel)	point	at	this	level	(GV-6)	is	thus	appropriately	named	'spine	center'	(?f	rf	fi	zhang).	Again,	this	is	illustrative	of	the	spleen's	place	at	the
center	of	the	organ	system.	It	is	important	to	remember	that	the	concept	of	'organ'	in	Chinese	physiology	is	both	anatomical	and	functional.	That	is	to	say,	in	addition	to	its	physical	structure,	each	organ	has	a	number	of	interrelated	physiological	=8=	Fig.	5.2	Functions	of	the	spleen	[	65]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE
functions.	Or	to	put	it	another	way,	Chinese	medicine	breaks	down	physiology	into	functional	categories	that	we	refer	to	as	the	yin	and	yang	organs	(SJJIH-	zimgfu).	For	example,	the	functions	of	transforming	dampness,	moving	the	qi,	maintaining	the	limbs,	and	storing	thought	are	all	interrelated	aspects	of	the	spleen	'organ'	(Fig.	5.2).	The	entire	body
is	made	up	of	these	functional	organ	groups	interacting	with	each	other.	Thus	Chinese	physiology	might	be	thought	of	as	a	web	of	functional	levels	or	groupings	(tai	yin,	shao	yin,	jue	yin,	etc.)	Each	level	has	a	defined	relationship	to	the	others,	its	place	within	the	whole.	These	relationships	are	described	in	different	ways.	One	involves	the	familiar
patterns	of	organ	theory.	Another	is	the	relationships	described	by	five-phase	theory.	The	channel	system,	too,	can	be	thought	of	as	yet	another	way	to	understand	the	interactions	of	the	organs.	But	it	is	also	an	overarching	system	that	unifies	all	other	approaches	into	a	networked	whole.	This	is	the	channel	system	in	a	nutshell.	The	largest	categories
in	this	system	are	the	six	levels	themselves.	4	The	smallest	categories	are	described	by	the	various	functions	of	the	individual	organs	(Fig.	5.3).	(\	THE	BODY	AS	A	WHOLE	A	=	The	six	levels	8	=	The	twelve	organs	-	THE	FUNCTIONS	OF	THE	ORGANS	-	Fig.5.3	The	channel	system	is	like	a	web	which	connects,	integrates,	and	communicates	among	the
various	aspects	of	physiology.	[	66	J	Ch.	5	I	The	Tai	Yin	(Greater	Yin)	System	fUNCTIONS	OF	THE	SPLEEN	Governs	blood	The	spleen's	relationship	to	blood	is	woven	into	its	role	as	provider	of	nutrition.	Specifically,	the	blood	is	the	medium	for	the	transportation	of	nutritive	qi.	Many	modern	textbooks	say	that	the	spleen	is	responsible	for
'transformation	and	transportation'	(1-ti!	hua	yun	).	This	refers	to	the	spleen's	transformation	of	food	that	has	been	stored	and	fermented	by	the	dry	warmth	of	the	stomach,	and	its	transport	of	the	resulting	nutrition	into	the	blood.	While	the	heart	gives	movement	(1t	xing)	to	the	blood,	sending	it	through	the	body,	and	the	liver	stores	(;l	cang)	the
blood	in	the	deepest	levels,	it	is	the	spleen	which	governs	the	nutritive	blood	at	the	point	where	it	interacts	with	the	'external'	environment	inside	the	body.	In	modern	physiological	terms,	this	refers	to	those	places	within	the	internal	environment	where	the	smallest	blood	vessels	intersect	with	the	interstitial	fluids	surrounding	the	cells.	The	word
'governs'	is	often	used	as	a	translation	of	the	Chinese	term	tong	(kit),	but	does	not	convey	the	entire	meaning.	Nigel	Wiseman	translates	the	term	as	'manages'-	a	very	helpful	image,	but	also	not	quite	broad	enough.	Tong	refers	to	the	process	of	unifying	and	gathering	together	into	an	interconnected	system.	In	the	case	of	the	spleen,	on	one	hand	this
organ	gathers	the	necessary	constituents	to	provide	the	nutritive	aspect	of	the	blood,	and	on	the	other,	it	gathers	the	blood	at	the	level	of	microcirculation	to	bring	it	back	into	the	vessels	(Fig.	5.4).	When	thinking	of	the	role	of	the	spleen	in	gathering	blood	into	the	vessels,	a	distinction	should	be	made	between	the	functions	of	the	spleen	and	the	liver.
Specifically,	when	one	says	that	the	spleen	'governs'	blood,	this	does	not	mean	that	the	spleen	is	responsible	for	holding	the	blood	in	the	large	vessels.	This	is	a	function	of	the	liver,	which	stores	blood	at	the	deepest	level.	Instead,	the	spleen's	function	relates	to	the	uptake	of	blood	at	the	level	of	small	vessel	circulation.	This	can	be	likened	to	the
activity	at	the	point	where	arterial	and	venous	capillaries	meet	and	there	is	a	comingling	of	nutrition	with	the	interstitial	fluid.	The	spleen	therefore	provides	nutrition	through	transformation	at	two	distinct	levels:	first	with	the	transformation	of	food	and	fluids,	and	then,	in	a	broader	sense,	at	the	point	where	the	blood	leaves	the	vessels.	One	also	sees
that	these	functions	are	related	to	the	fundamental	tai	yin	role	in	maintaining	the	quality	of	fluids.	If	the	fluids	in	this	cellular	environment	begin	to	lack	nutritive	quality,	then	dampness	will	result.	Dampness,	in	other	words,	is	a	condition	where	fluids	without	beneficial	qualities	accumulate	and	develop	pathology.	[	67]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY
IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	Fig.	5.4	The	spleen	maintains	the	nutritive	quality	of	the	fluids	which	surround	all	the	cells	of	the	body.	A	modern	understanding	of	the	spleen	function	of	controlling	blood	might	therefore	include	the	re-uptake	of	fluids	at	the	capillary	level.	Given	this	association,	a	common	symptom	said	to	arise	from	an	inability	of	the	spleen
to	control	blood	can	be	more	clearly	understood.	Namely,	a	tendency	to	bruise	easily	implies	a	lack	of	proper	re-uptake	of	substances	into	the	blood	by	the	spleen	at	the	capillary	level.	If	one	bruises	easily,	the	most	external	level	of	the	internal	environment	is	not	being	properly	maintained.	[	68]	Ch.	S	I	The	Tai	Yin	(Greater	Yin)	System	Not	only
bruises,	but	other	dermatological	conditions	can	be	rooted	in	an	inability	of	the	spleen	to	nourish	the	skin	through	its	'cellular	bath:	The	ted	yin	spleen	channel	is	therefore	often	important	in	the	treatment	of	chronic	skin	conditions	such	as	eczema	and	psoriasis	(see	case	study	below).	The	nature	of	spleen	function	in	controlling	the	blood	is	also
helpful	in	understanding	the	role	of	the	organ	in	gynecological	bleeding.	This	will	be	discussed	further	in	connection	with	liver	function	(see	question	in	Chapter	7).	Q:	You've	mentioned	the	relationship	of	the	spleen	to	the	nutritive	aspect	of	blood.	What	about	the	relationship	of	nutritive	and	protective	(ying-wei)	that	we	often	hear	so	much	about?
Nutritive	and	protective	are	important	aspects	of	tili	yin	physiology.	They	represent	the	interplay	of	lung	and	spleen	qi	transformation.	As	we've	discussed,	'nutritive'	refers	to	the	nutritive	core	of	the	blood	arising	from	the	spleen.	'Protective;	on	the	other	hand,	depends	on	the	stimulus	of	lung	qi.	It	serves	to	move	the	nutritive	aspect	while	also	being
nourished	by	it.	Fundamentally,	nutritive	and	protective	both	come	from	the	same	source:	the	combination	of	the	subtle	essence	from	food	transformed	by	the	spleen	with	the	natural	qi	taken	in	by	the	lung.	In	other	words,	they	are	not	separate	entities	but	are	two	aspects	of	the	product	of	tai	yin	qi	transformation.	Relatively	speaking,	the	spleen	is
more	associated	with	the	nutritive	while	the	lung	is	more	associated	with	the	protective	aspect.	The	Classic	of	Difficulties	discusses	the	nutritive-protective	aspects	in	Chapter	30.	There	it	says	that,	after	being	received	by	the	stomach,	food	and	water	become	the	source	of	both	the	nutritive	and	protective	aspects.	It	goes	on	to	say	that	the	'clear'	(	7t
qing)	becomes	nutritive	while	the	'turbid'	()~	zhu6)	becomes	protective.	The	terms	clear	and	turbid	have	a	different	meaning	here	than	in	the	case	of	the	'separation	of	clear	and	turbid'	that	occurs	in	the	small	intestine.	Here,	'clear'	can	be	interpreted	to	mean	gentle	and	rhythmic	while	'turbid'	describes	a	chaotic	and	active	nature.	The	Inner	Classic
describes	the	protective	qi	as	having	a	'fierce'	Of.	han)	nature	that	allows	it	to	accumulate	quickly	to	repel	invasion	from	external	qi.	5	Think	once	again	of	the	blood	in	the	vessels.	The	nutritive	aspect	is	inside	the	vessels	and	is	always	moving	at	a	constant,	rhythmic	pace	to	all	parts	of	the	body.	The	protective	aspect,	on	the	other	hand,	moves	quickly
to	where	it	is	needed,	like	a	rescue	unit	during	an	emergency.	DR.	WANG:	[	69]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	The	protective	aspect	travels	outside	the	vessels	in	the	more	superficial	levels	of	the	body	where	defense	is	needed,	but	always	maintains	a	connection	to	the	material	support	provided	by	the	nutritive	aspect	of	the
blood.	Another	helpful	analogy	is	that	of	a	nation	in	which	the	economy	{nutritive	aspect)	requires	continuous	and	open	transportation	to	all	corners,	while	the	country's	defense	(protective	aspect)	requires	the	ability	to	move	with	fierceness	to	wherever	it	is	needed.	There	is	always	mutual	interdependence	(Fig.	5.5).	INJURY	FROM	EXTERNAL
INVASION	SKIN	'fti	Protective	aspect	moves	rapidly	outside	ilie	vir\	needed.	Skttv	~	Nutritive	aspect	moves	with	a	constant,	even	pace	to	all	corners	of	the	body	within	the	vessels.	Fig.	5.5	Movement	of	the	nutritive-protective	aspects	The	commonly-heard	diagnosis	of	nutritive-protective	disharmony	is	often	a	type	of	tcti	yin	condition.	Look	at	the
herb	pair	commonly	used	to	harmonize	nutritive	and	protective:	Paeoniae	Radix	alba	(bai	shao)	and	Cinnamomi	Ramulus	(gui	zhi).	Paeoniae	Radix	alba	[	70	l	Ch.	5	I	The	Tai	Yin	(Greater	Yin)	System	(bdi	shdo)	nourishes	the	blood	and	enters	the	spleen	channel	while	Cinnamomi	Ramulus	(gui	zhi)	moves	and	enlivens	the	qi	in	the	lung	channel.	This	pair
of	herbs	has	a	specific	effect	on	tili	yin	qi	transformation.	There	are	therefore	many	uses	for	Cinnamon	Twig	Decoction	(gui	zhi	tang)	in	addition	to	the	common	exterior	deficiency	pattern	discussed	in	the	early	chapters	of	the	Discussion	of	Cold	Damage	(1~	~Mli	Shang	han	lim).	Turn	your	mind	to	the	role	of	nutrition	and	yang	at	the	surface	of	the
body.	This	should	illuminate	how	Cinnamon	Twig	Decoction	(gui	zhi	tang)	might	benefit	aches	in	the	body	and	even	certain	types	of	allergic	conditions	in	the	skin	or	nose:	it	can	be	used	where	tt'li	yin	qi	transformation	is	compromised	and	there	is	abnormal	interaction	between	the	nutritive-protective	aspects.	Moves	the	qi	and	transforms	dampness
Everywhere	in	the	internal	environment,	tai	yin	is	responsible	for	transformation	of	nutrition	and	dampness.	The	association	of	the	spleen	with	'moving	the	qi'	(IT~	xing	qi)	is	rooted	in	the	fact	that	the	liveliness	of	postnatal	qi	depends	on	the	nutrition	provided	by	the	transformative	action	of	the	spleen.	Nourishment	and	the	movement	of	qi	are	thus
interdependent.	This	is	an	important	and	sometimes	under-appreciated	aspect	of	spleen	function.	In	order	to	move	the	qi,	the	spleen	and	lung	work	together	to	combine	nourishment	with	external	qi	from	the	environment.	The	spleen	relationship	to	dampness	is	more	complex	than	is	often	presented	in	basic	textbooks.	One	sees	that	the	spleen	'dislikes
dampness'	(	~	~!f.	wu	shi)	and	'transforms	dampness'	(1t	~.~	hua	shi)	but	there	is	also	a	need	for	a	certain	amount	of	healthy	fluids	for	proper	spleen	function.	This	is	the	concept	of	spleen	yin.	Simply	put,	the	relationship	of	the	spleen	to	dampness	is	reflected	in	the	functions	associated	with	spleen	qi	and	those	associated	with	spleen	yin.	Both	are
necessary.	Spleen	qi	is	involved	in	the	transformation	(removal)	of	pathogenic	dampness	while	spleen	yin	is	involved	in	providing	nourishing	fluids	(~iii	jin	ye)	and	the	nutritive	aspect	of	the	blood.	While	dampness,	fluids,	and	the	nutritive	aspect	of	blood	share	certain	similarities,	dampness	is	pathogenic	while	the	others	are	necessary	parts	of	normal
physiology.	Ultimately,	dampness	and	healthy	fluids	are	not	of	the	same	nature,	and	one	does	not	become	the	other.	Consequently,	there	are	no	common	treatment	principles	whereby	pathogenic	dampness	is	transformed	into	beneficial	fluids	or	blood.	When	dampness	has	become	pathogenic,	transformation	is	basically	a	process	of	removal	(Table
5.1).	[	71	l	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	D	amp	ness	(	-~	s~thogenic	substance	removed	z	1..	,	Fluids	(it	)1i	jin	ye)	from	the	body	by	spleen	qi	Necessary	physiological	fluids	provided	by	spleen	yin	Table	5.1	Both	dampness	and	fluids	are	intimately	related	to	the	spleen.	Returning	to	spleen	qi	and	yin,	it	is	helpful	to	look	to	the
herbs	used	to	'benefit	the	spleen'	for	insight.	Herbs	such	as	Atractylodis	macrocephalae	Rhizoma	(bai	zhu)	and	Atractylodis	Rhizoma	(cang	zhu)	are	acrid	and	drying	to	support	the	qi	of	the	spleen.	On	the	other	hand,	herbs	such	as	Dioscoreae	Rhizoma	(shan	yew),	Rehmanniae	Radix	(sheng	di	huang),	and	Coicis	Semen	(yi	yi	ren)	can	benefit	the	yin	of
the	spleen.	Think	of	the	formula	Tonify	the	Middle	and	Augment	the	Qi	Decoction	(bu	zhang	yi	qi	tang)	in	relation	to	the	qi	of	the	spleen,	and	part	of	Six-Ingredient	Pill	with	Rehmannia	(liu	wei	di	huang	wan)	in	relation	to	benefiting	spleen	yin.	Problems	connected	with	spleen	yin	can	also	be	a	factor	in	atrophy	syndrome	(also	associated	with	the	lung)
while	a	spleen	qi	pattern	includes	such	symptoms	as	edema,	diarrhea,	and	fatigue.	Often,	a	damp	pathodynamic	will	not	involve	insufficiency	of	spleen	yin	or	qi,	but	will	be	associated	with	qi	counterflow	leading	to	abnormal	qi	transformation.	In	these	cases,	herbs	such	as	Poria	(Ju	ling)	and	Polyporus	(zhu	ling),	which	regulate	spleen	function,	should
be	considered.	The	concept	of	qi	transformation,	of	course,	also	applies	to	acupuncture	treatment.	For	example,	the	point	pair	LU-5	(chi	ze)	and	SP-9	(yin	ling	quan)	has	a	regulating	effect	on	spleen	function	that	can	be	likened	to	the	effects	of	Poria	(fo	ling)	and	Polyporus	(zhu	ling).	On	the	other	hand,	the	combination	of	LU-5	(chi	ze)	with	the	kidney
water	point	KI-7	(fit	liu)	is	better	for	strengthening	yin.	Finally,	combining	the	source	points	LU-9	(tcli	yuan)	and	SP-3	(tcli	bdi)	serves	to	benefit	tili	yin	qi.	We	will	explore	the	effects	of	particular	point	combinations	on	qi	transformation	throughout	the	book,	and	especially	in	Chapter	20.	However,	before	proceeding	with	our	discussion	of	spleen
function,	it	might	be	helpful	to	consider	a	few	basic	concepts	regarding	point	pairs.	The	pairs	described	in	this	book	are	not	selected	so	much	on	the	basis	of	individual	point	functions.	Rather,	points	are	considered	to	have	particular	effects	on	the	channels	with	which	they	are	associated,	and,	by	combining	points	with	specific	[	72)	Ch.	5	I	The	Ttii	Yin
(Greater	Yin)	System	channel	effects,	a	kind	of	synergistic	shift	in	qi	transformation	may	be	initiated.	For	example,	the	use	described	in	the	previous	paragraph	comes	from	considering	the	effects	of	combining	LU-5	(chi	ze)	and	SP-9	(yin	ling	quan),	the	sea	(uniting)	points,	on	the	qi	transformation	of	the	tai	yin	system.	Table	5.2	is	a	rather	simplified,
but	useful,	model	for	considering	how	both	acupuncture	and	herbal	medicine	can	communicate	in	the	language	of	qi	transformation.	Effect	on	Qi	Transformation	Point	Pair	Herbs	LU-9	(tai	yuan)	and	SP-3	(tai	bai)	Atractylodis	macrocephalae	Rhizoma	(bdi	zhu),	Atractylodis	Rhizoma	(cang	zhu)	Strengthens	spleen	qi	to	transform	dampness	LU-5	(chi	ze)
and	KI-7	(ju	liu)	Dioscoreae	Rhizoma	(shim	yao),	Rehmanniae	Radix	(sheng	di	huang),	Coicis	Semen	(yi	yi	ren)	Benefits	fluids	to	support	spleen	yin	LU-5	(chi	ze)	and	SP-9	(yin	ling	quan)	Poria	(ju	ling),	Polyporus	(zhu	ling)	Regulates	tai	yin	qi	dynamic	Table	5.2	Similarities	between	acupuncture	and	herbal	medicine	using	language	of	qi	transformation
Turning	now	to	the	spleen	function	of	'moving	qi;	a	principle	often	stated	in	modern	textbooks	is	that	the	spleen	'warms	the	five	yin	organs'	Ulili.	JJ,i	wen	wu	zang).	The	creation	of	warmth	is	related	to	the	concept	of	moving	qi.	It	is	another	way	of	saying	that	the	spleen	provides	nourishment	to	the	rest	of	the	body	through	its	transformative	action	on
food,	and	proper	nourishment	of	the	organs	leads	to	warmth.	Warming	the	organs	gets	the	qi	moving.	This	can	be	contrasted	with	the	ability	of	the	spleen's	paired	organ,	the	lung,	to	'command	the	movement	of	qi;	which	is	discussed	below.	A	helpful	image	for	understanding	how	the	spleen	warms	the	organs	can	be	found	at	the	cellular	level.	The
process	of	cellular	respiration	involves	the	intake	of	nourishment	and	a	net	release	of	warmth.	The	spleen	provides	the	post-natal	raw	material	for	this	process.	This	modern	concept	illustrates	another	way	of	understanding	how	the	functions	of	what	Chinese	medicine	calls	the	'spleen'	extend	throughout	the	body,	even	beyond	the	boundaries	of	the
digestive	system.	[	73	J	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	Remember,	as	always,	that	such	comparisons	between	Chinese	medicine	and	modern	physiology	are	made	to	provide	images	that	facilitate	understanding;	they	are	not	meant	to	create	direct	links	between	modern	biology	and	classical	Chinese	medicine.	The	goal	is	to
provide	some	common	ground	where	ideas	from	the	very	different	scientific	traditions	might	overlap.	Obviously,	the	authors	of	ancient	texts	had	a	very	different	understanding	of	human	physiology	than	what	is	described	by	modern	science.	Nevertheless,	both	systems	observe	the	same	human	body	in	an	attempt	to	describe	a	basis	for	diagnosis,
principles	of	treatment,	and	techniques	to	heal	disease.	Common	truths	are	there	to	be	apprehended.	Responsible	for	muscles	and	the	four	limbs	The	third	aspect	of	spleen	function	is	closely	related	to	the	second.	The	ability	of	the	spleen	to	effectively	nourish	the	muscles	is	dependent	on	its	transformation	of	grains	and	water,	that	is,	its	qi-moving
function.	Muscles	become	weak	or	atrophied	when	they	lack	nourishment	from	the	spleen.	Remember	though	that	this	is	not	always	due	to	spleen	qi	deficiency.	Spleen	function	may	be	compromised	in	other	ways,	both	from	excess	and	deficiency.	Accumulation	of	dampness	in	either	the	spleen	organ	or	in	the	channels	can	lead	to	muscle	weakness	or
atrophy.	This	is	often	forgotten	in	the	rush	to	'strengthen	the	spleen'	when	there	are	weak	or	atrophied	muscles.	Sometimes	it	is	better	to	clear	than	to	strengthen;	dampness	may	be	in	the	channels	and	collaterals	instead	of	the	organs.	Palpation	of	the	channels	is	a	very	helpful	tool	for	distinguishing	excess	from	deficiency	in	cases	of	muscle	atrophy.
Deficiency	of	spleen	qi	will	manifest	as	softness	of	the	muscle	tissues	along	the	tai	yin	channels,	while	accumulation	of	dampness	often	involves	tenderness	and	soreness	and	possibly	nodules.	It	should	also	be	remembered	that	long-term	accumulation	of	dampness	readily	leads	to	the	development	of	phlegm.	If	phlegm	is	involved,	one	is	even	more
likely	to	find	palpable	nodules	along	the	course	of	the	channels.	The	most	common	situation	is	a	combination	of	excess	and	deficiency,	where	it	is	advisable	to	regulate	channel	function	before	beginning	tonification.	Stores	intent	(~	~	cdng	yi)	One	of	the	five	psychic	aspects	(JL;t	wu	zhi),	often	translated	as	intent,	reflection,	or	signification,	is	stored
and	regulated	by	the	spleen.	Both	intent	and	digestion	require	a	composure	that	depends	in	turn	on	the	rhythm	(	~	jie	lfi)	of	the	spleen.	For	intent,	this	rhythm	represents	the	slow,	methodical	process	by	which	random	ideas	gradually	form	into	organized	intent.	n	[	74]	Ch.	5	I	The	Tili	Yin	(Greater	Yin)	System	This	is	similar	to	the	even	pace	of
digestion,	where	there	is	a	transformation	of	raw	food	into	useful	nutrition.	Intent,	like	digestion,	must	be	maintained	at	an	even	pace.	Over-concentration	(excessive	intent)	is	a	loss	of	balance	that	becomes	obsession,	while	lack	of	intent	manifests	as	scattered,	disorganized	thought.	Of	course,	the	presence	of	healthy	mental	composure	also	optimizes
the	spleen	function	of	providing	nourishment.	What	is	often	called	'over-thinking'	injures	the	spleen	by	interrupting	the	rhythm	and	composure	of	the	subconscious	mind.	Of	course,	over-thinking	also	leads	one	to	spend	more	time	sitting	and	less	time	exercising	the	muscles.	The	importance	of	rhythm	also	includes	a	recognition	that	one	must	move
about	in	order	to	properly	distribute	the	nourishment	of	the	spleen	to	the	appendages.	Therefore,	the	tranquility	and	composure	of	rhythmic	movement	provides	a	basis	for	healthy	thought	(Fig.	5.6).	Fig.	5.6	Both	digestion	and	thought	require	a	healthy	rhythm.	The	image	of	the	slow,	constant	movement	of	tai	ji	quan	provides	a	visual	metaphor.	[	75)
APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	It	should	be	pointed	out	that	there	is	a	difference	between	the	five	psychic	aspects	and	the	seven	emotions	(	t	·It	qi	qfng).	In	the	case	of	the	spleen,	the	associated	psychic	aspect	is	intent,	while	the	associated	emotion	is	thought	or	pensiveness(.~	si).	While	the	two	are	related,	the	first	is
considered	to	be	a	fundamental	aspect	of	the	subconscious	mind	while	the	second	involves	a	response	to	external	stimulus.	In	addition,	intent	is	a	capacity	while	thought	is	an	activity.	The	five	psychic	aspects	are	associated	more	with	the	pre-natal	(deep-seated)	aspects	of	personality	or	character	while	the	seven	emotions	are	more	post-natal
manifestations	of	the	interaction	of	the	individual	with	the	world.	The	five	psychic	aspects	are	with	a	person	from	birth	and	are	considered	to	be	inherent	in	the	organs	themselves.	6	And	just	as	the	organs	have	a	capacity	for	change	over	time,	becoming	strengthened	and	weakened	by	the	process	of	existence,	so	do	the	psychic	aspects.	In	case	of
disease,	either	the	psychic	aspects	or	the	seven	emotions	might	be	affected.	The	concept	of	over-thinking	described	above	provides	an	example	of	how	the	five	psychic	aspects	interact	with	the	seven	emotions.	A	person	may	have	an	inherent	ability	to	focus	intent	due	to	strong	spleen	function.	This	type	of	person	would	be	less	likely	to	suffer	from
excessive	thinking	(the	emotion).	Thus,	one	could	say	that	the	psychic	aspect	of	the	spleen	(intent)	can	be	affected	by	an	excess	of	its	emotional	aspect	(thought).	The	relationship	of	the	psychic	aspects	to	the	emotions	is	unique	to	each	of	the	organs	and	should	be	considered	carefully	by	combining	physical	symptompatterns	with	observed	emotional
states	(Table	5.3a,	b).	CLINICAL	PEARLS	OF	WISDOM	ABOUT	SPLEEN	PATHOLOGY	The	important	rhythms	of	spleen	function	are	facilitated	by	the	even	breaths	of	the	lung.	Consequently,	many	conditions	will	benefit	from	regulating	the	interaction	of	these	two	organs.	In	many	cases,	Dr.	Wang	will	begin	treatments	that	have	a	lung	or	spleen
component	with	the	point	pair	LU-5	(chi	ze)	and	SP-9	(yin	ling	qudn).	The	general	regulating	effects	of	this	pair	are	in	some	ways	similar	to	those	of	the	four-gates	(LI-4	[he	gu]-	LR-3	[tth	chong]).	For	further	discussion,	see	Chapter	20.	Lung	The	lung	holds	the	office	of	prime	minister	and	is	the	issuer	of	management	and	regulation.	()jij>;;ff.	;ffl1~Z.	't.
~~	tb	~	o	Fei	zhe,	xiimgfo	zhi	guiin,	zhi	jie	chu	yiin.)	w	-	Basic	Questions,	Chapter	8	[	76]	Ch.	5	I	The	Ttii	Yin	(Greater	Yin)	System	Organ	often	Affected	Emotion	Effect	on	Qi	Transformation	Joy,	elation(-!-	xi)	Causes	qi	to	slacken;	moderates	excessive	emotions	Heart	Anger	(	Pb	nu)	Causes	qi	to	rise;	moves	to	the	head;	blood	follows	qi	in	counterflow
Liver	Thinking,	pensiveness	Causes	qi	to	knot	and	bind;	qi	dynamic	doesn't	move	Heart,	spleen,	stomach	Sorrow	(	.'$.	bei)	Dispels	qi;	prevents	free	flow	in	the	upper	burner	by	depressing	the	lung	Heart,	lung	Melancholy,	worry	(!:	you)	Effects	not	described	in	Inner	Classic;	often	combined	with	sorrow	Lung,	spleen	Fear	(f&	kong)	Causes	qi	to
descend;	kidney	fails	to	hold	urine,	feces,	or	even	essence	Kidney	Fright	(	~	jing)	Causes	disorder	of	qi;	affects	the	clarity	of	the	heart;	one	cannot	think	Heart	(.~	si)	Table	5.3a	Seven	emotions	describe	interaction	with	the	external	world	Mind	Associated	Organ	Character	Attribute	Corporeal	soul	(a_t	po)	Lung	Tenacity,	physical	endurance	Intent,
reflection	(:!	yi)	Spleen	Organized,	logical	thought	Spirit	(;fo/	shen)	Heart	Spark	of	intelligence,	'recognition'	Essence	(t'ff	jing)	Kidney	Ability	to	finalize	intended	actions	Ethereal	soul	(i9t	hun)	Liver	Balanced	courage	Table	5.3b	Five	psychic	aspects	describe	inherent	character	[	77]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	Unlike	the
passage	cited	earlier	in	Basic	Questions	describing	the	spleenstomach,	this	one	is	a	bit	more	difficult	to	grasp.	First,	it	should	be	said	that	the	lung	is	the	'prime	minister'	to	the	heart's	'emperor:	In	this	metaphor,	just	as	the	prime	minister	begins	the	process	of	shaping	the	emperor's	commands	into	policy,	so	too	is	the	lung	woven	into	the	function	of
the	heart.	The	true	qi	(~	~	zhen	qi)	brought	into	the	body	by	the	lung	is	necessary	to	activate	heart	blood.	In	other	words,	there	is	potential	in	blood	that	is	activated	by	qi;	the	two	are	interdependent.	Thus	the	lung	and	heart	are	the	ultimate	source	of	movement	for	both	qi	and	blood.	The	two	organs	work	together,	the	lung	commanding	the	qi	(.i..	~
zhu	qi)	and	the	heart	moving	the	blood	(1T	Jfu...	xing	xue	).	The	second	part	of	the	passage-"issuer	of	management	and	regulation"	-sounds	very	bureaucratic	to	the	modern	ear.	The	characters	chu	yiin	(	tl:l	;t	),	translated	as	"is	the	issuer	of;'	literally	means	"issue	from	it:'	Therefore,	when	the	Inner	Classic	says	that	the	lung	is	the	"issuer	of
administration;'	it	is	saying	that	"administration	comes	out	(gets	its	start)	at	this	point:'	This	implies,	in	the	suggestive	manner	characteristic	of	classical	Chinese,	that	'administration'	of	qi	begins	(but	does	not	end)	with	the	lung.	In	other	words,	whenever	this	phrase	is	used,	the	substance	or	action	that	'issues'	from	an	organ	goes	on	to	develop	and
differentiate	throughout	the	body.	In	this	particular	passage,	the	administration	(or	regulation)	of	qi	is	initiated	by	the	movement	of	lung	qi.	This	brings	the	reader	closer	to	what	is	meant	by	the	statement	that	the	lung	is	the	commander	of	qi.	It	is	an	assertion	that	all	movement	of	qi	begins	with	the	rhythm	of	the	breath	that	originates	in	the	lung.	The
paired	spleen	organ	depends	on	this	rhythm	to	support	digestion,	transform	dampness,	and	maintain	the	focus	of	intent.	At	the	same	time,	the	clarifying	and	descending	(ilF$-	sit	jiimg)	action	of	the	lung	is	balanced	and	aided	by	the	action	of	the	spleen	in	sending	clear	yang	upward	(Fig.	5.7).	The	lung	is	said	to	hang	from	the	third	thoracic	vertebrae.
Changes	palpated	along	the	spine	in	this	area	often	indicate	not	only	lung	pathology,	but	also	digestive	disorders	that	are	rooted	in	a	lack	of	the	rhythmic	movement	of	qi	from	the	lung.	fUNCTIONS	OF	THE	LUNG	Responsible	for	respiration	The	term	'respiration'	should	be	considered	in	its	broadest	sense.	Besides	the	act	of	breathing,	the	lung	is	also
responsible	for	the	infusion	of	qi	[	78]	Ch.	5	I	The	Ttii	Yin	(Greater	Yin)	System	moves	downward.	Fig.S.7	Upward	and	downward	movement	is	fundamental	to	tai	yin	qi	transformation.	throughout	the	body.	Many	texts	describe	the	lung	as	'ruling	the	hundred	vessels'	(.i..	1i	Jlt	zhu	bai	mai).	Lung	function	is	therefore	thought	to	be	everywhere	in	the
body-wherever	vessels	can	be	found.	Either	at	the	cellular	level	or	within	the	lung	organ	itself,	tai	yin	lung	function	is	associated	with	the	separation	of	clear	and	turbid	qi	from	the	external	environment.	Inhalation	brings	the	true	qi	of	the	environment	into	the	body	while	exhalation	sends	turbid	qi	out.	At	the	cellular	level,	there	is	a	similar	transfer	of
clear	and	turbid	qi	(oxygen	and	carbon	dioxide)	through	the	extra-cellular	fluids.	This	is	an	important	part	of	the	tai	yin	function	of	maintaining	the	nutritive	quality	of	fluids	within	the	body.	While	the	spleen	provides	nutrition	through	the	nutritive	aspect	of	the	blood,	the	lung	is	the	ultimate	source	of	qi	in	the	fluids.	Thus	both	nutritive	and	true	qi
travel	in	the	fluids	on	their	way	to	the	cells	of	the	body	(Fig.	5.8).	Besides	being	balanced	by	the	upward	movement	of	spleen	qi	transformation,	the	lung	has	an	upward-downward	movement	of	its	own.	Specifically,	the	lung's	upward	and	outward	diffusing	and	dispersing	action	(	'€!	.g.xuiin	fii)	also	balances	the	clarifying	and	descending	action
described	above.	The	diffusing	action	of	the	lung	sends	qi	and	fluids	up	and	out	to	the	skin.	The	descending	action	facilitates	inhalation,	balances	the	middle	[	79]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	'!RUE	QI	,,	/I	Fig.	5.8	The	transformations	of	the	spleen	and	lung	within	the	interstitial	fluids	burner	(spleen),	and	facilitates
movement	in	its	paired	large	intestine	organ.	Problems	with	respiration	involve	dysfunction	in	or	imbalance	between	these	upward	and	downward	movements.	The	treatment	principles	for	herbs	or	acupuncture	will	vary	depending	on	how	the	qi	dynamic(~~	qi	ji)	is	compromised.	In	general,	the	treatment	principles	for	lung	pathology	fall	into	one	of
four	categories:	diffusion	(~	xuiin),	descending	(ft	jiimg),	moistening	()~	run),	and	contraction	(lit	shou).	One	or	more	of	these	approaches	may	be	required	in	cases	of	compromised	respiratory	function,	and	are	particularly	relevant	when	developing	herbal	strategies	(Fig.	5.9).	Responsible	for	the	skin	and	body	hair	The	second	lung	function	is	related
to	the	first	in	that	the	nourishment	[	80	l	Ch.	5	I	The	Tai	Yin	(Greater	Yin)	System	Diffusing	and	dispersing	outward	Clarifying	and	descending	downward	Fig.S.9	The	respiration	of	the	lung	has	both	an	outward-diffusing	and	a	downward-clarifying	action.	Either	action	may	be	compromised	in	illness.	The	rhythmic	balance	of	the	two	movements	guides
the	beating	of	the	heart.	of	the	skin	and	body	hair	depends	on	proper	outward	diffusion.	As	stated	above,	the	lung	is	responsible	for	the	respiration	of	qi	throughout	the	body.	This	also	includes	the	breathing	of	the	skin.	The	health	of	the	lung	is	therefore	reflected	in	the	quality	of	a	person's	skin.	Textbooks	often	state	that	skin	elasticity	is	a	reflection
of	the	'ampleness'	(it.	chong)	of	the	lung.	When	lung	qi	is	ample,	it	has	the	ability	to	fill	and	diffuse	upward	and	outward.	A	deficiency	of	lung	qi	is	therefore	often	associated	with	a	dry,	dull	skin	tone.	Acts	as	prime	minister	As	previously	noted,	the	lung	is	prime	minister	to	the	heart.	It	assists	the	heart	in	administering	and	regulating	the	physiology	of
the	body.	The	heart	is	responsible	for	the	flow	of	blood	through	the	body	and	the	lung	for	initiating	the	movement	of	qi.	Together,	they	work	in	the	upper	burner	to	regulate	the	metabolic	pace	of	the	other	organs.	The	prime	minister	provides	the	rhythm	that	helps	set	the	pace.	Once	again,	one	can	see	the	importance	of	rhythm	in	tai	yin.	The	pace	of
the	breath	guides	the	beating	of	the	heart.	[	81]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	Holds	the	corporeal	soul	(a.t	po)	The	corporeal	soul	is	reflected	in	the	physical	strength	of	the	body.	It	is	also	a	sense	projected	by	a	person	that	'whatever	is	undertaken	can	be	completed:	The	confidence	that	a	person	inspires	in	others	can
therefore	be	affected	by	the	state	of	that	person's	corporeal	soul.	A	relatively	yin-natured	mind,	the	corporeal	soul	radiates	upward	and	outward	to	the	surface	with	the	qi	of	the	lung.	It	is	not	directly	observable,	but	is	a	strength	that	can	be	sensed	by	others.	Q:	It	is	sometimes	hard	to	understand	why	a	particular	psychic	aspect	is	associated	with	a
certain	organ.	Why,	for	example,	is	the	lung	associated	with	the	corporeal	soul?	DR.	WANG:	The	key	to	understanding	why	an	organ	is	associated	with	a	particular	psychic	aspect	lies	in	considerations	of	organ	function.	In	other	words,	the	activities	of	a	particular	organ	influence	and	are	influenced	by	the	emotional/psychological	states	represented	by
the	associated	psychic	aspect.	In	addition,	the	psychic	aspect	is	rooted	to	each	organ	because	of	the	nature	of	that	organ's	physiology.	In	the	case	of	the	lung,	the	associated	psychic	aspect	is	the	corporeal	soul.	This	is	a	fairly	complex	idea.	Let's	turn	for	a	moment	to	the	classics	to	shed	a	bit	of	light.	There	is	a	particular	passage	in	the	Inner	Classic
that	describes	the	relationship	of	essence	and	spirit	to	the	corporeal	and	ethereal	souls:	"That	which	follows	the	spirit	in	its	comings	and	goings	is	called	the	ethereal	soul.	That	which	matches	the	essence	as	it	goes	in	and	out	is	called	the	corporeal	soul."7	First,	this	passage	emphasizes	a	particular	relationship	between	the	essence	(kidney)	and	the
corporeal	soul	(lung)	on	one	hand,	and	the	spirit	(heart)	and	the	ethereal	soul	(liver)	on	the	other.	This	concept	was	explained	further	by	Zhang	Jie-Bin	(5k	11'-	-t)	in	the	Ming	dynasty	work,	The	Classified	Classic	(	~~#~	Lei	jing,	1624	A.D.).	As	I	understand	it,	the	idea	is	that	both	essence	and	the	corporeal	soul	are	relatively	yin	while	spirit	and	the
ethereal	soul	are	relatively	yang.	Now,	within	those	two	categories,	one	might	make	further	distinctions,	namely,	that	essence	is	yin	within	yin	while	the	corporeal	soul	is	yang	within	yin.	Conversely,	the	spirit	is	yang	within	yang	and	the	ethereal	soul	is	yin	within	yang	(Table	5.4).	This	brings	me	to	my	original	statement	about	the	importance	of
considering	organ	function	when	trying	to	grasp	what	is	meant	by	each	of	the	five	psychic	aspects.	I	just	mentioned	that	essence	is	[	82]	Ch.	5	I	The	Ttii	Yin	(Greater	Yin)	System	Yang	Yin	Mind	Organ	Relationship	Yang	within	yang	Spirit	Heart	Yang-natured	ethereal	soul	is	attracted	to	the	deep	yin-blood	of	the	liver.	Yin	within	yang	Ethereal	soul	Liver
Like	the	beating	of	the	heart,	the	spirit	moves	the	ethereal	soul	(the	spirit	within	the	blood).	Yang	within	yin	Corporeal	soul	Lung	The	active	qi	of	the	lung	attracts	the	yin-natured	corporeal	soul.	Yin	within	yin	Essence	Kidney	The	moving	corporeal	then	stimulates	essence.	Qi	stimulates	pre-natal.	Table	5.4	Relationships	of	psychic	aspects	in	Divine
Pivot,	Chapter	8	relatively	yin	to	the	yang	of	the	spirit.	At	the	same	time,	the	corporeal	soul	is	an	essentially	yin-natured	soul	while	the	ethereal	soul	is	yang-natured.	Sorting	these	four	psychic	aspects	in	this	manner	helps	one	to	grasp	why	each	is	associated	with	a	particular	organ.	Being	yin-natured,	the	corporeal	soul	is	drawn	to	the	active	qi	of	the
lung,	and	in	fact	depends	on	the	rhythm	of	lung	qi	in	order	to	move	about	the	body.a	Remember	that	the	corporeal	soul	'matches	the	essence	as	it	goes	in	and	out;	and	also	that	essence	is	the	most	yin-natured	substance	in	the	body.	Essence,	in	fact,	is	pure	yin	and	requires	movement	in	order	to	actualize.	The	movement	of	essence	is	facilitated	by	the
corporeal	soul.	Of	course,	this	is	actually	woven	into	the	physiological	relationship	of	the	kidney	and	the	lung	organs	as	well.	Pre-natal	essence	requires	qi	that	arises	from	the	lung	in	order	to	actualize.	One	might	think	of	this	as	the	classical	Chinese	version	of	the	concept	that	genetic	potential	requires	stimulus	from	the	external	environment	in	order
to	take	form.	A	seed	needs	sunshine	in	order	to	sprout.	This	is	the	relationship	of	essence	to	the	corporeal	soul,	and	thus	of	the	kidney	to	the	lung.	Now,	what	have	the	classics	told	us	here	that	might	be	useful	in	the	clinic?	In	everyday	Chinese,	if	someone	is	said	to	have	'corporeal	soul	[	83]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE
strength'	(s.t}J	po	li),	this	means	that	they	have	the	ability	to	endure	and	stick	with	a	task.	Why	is	this	quality	associated	with	the	lung	in	particular?	It	is	because	the	relationship	of	lung	qi	to	kidney	essence	means	that	strong	lung	function	provides	the	qi	that	allows	kidney	essence	to	manifest	as	a	strong	body-one	that	is	able	to	endure	physical
challenge.	A	person	with	a	strong	body	must	have	strong	lungs.	The	lungs	are	not	the	root	of	a	strong	body;	that	is	provided	by	kidney	essence.	However,	without	the	qi	of	the	lung,	the	essence	cannot	effectively	take	root	to	become	material	strength.	Therefore,	the	corporeal	soul	can	be	seen	in	the	clinic	in	the	strength	of	a	person's	body,	and
particularly	in	that	person's	ability	to	stick	with	physically	challenging	work	over	a	long	period	of	time.	This	is	called	'corporeal	soul	strength:	An	interesting	thought	that	occurred	to	me	about	this	concept	is	that	singing	basically	arises	from	the	lung-another	reference	to	rhythm	in	tai	yin.	The	essence	from	our	ancestors	is	drawn	to	the	lung,	which
gives	rise	to	song.	One	might	then	think	of	singing	as	another	manifestation	of	essence	brought	about	by	the	qi	of	the	lung.	In	the	clinic,	the	practitioner	must	try	to	determine	the	quality	and	influence	of	the	psychic	aspects	in	each	patient.	This	is	not	an	easy	task.	Experience	with	patients	is	the	key	to	developing	this	ability	and	involves	perceiving	the
patient's	subconscious,	a	difficult	skill	to	put	into	words.	The	subconscious	nature	of	the	five	psychic	aspects	is	alluded	to	in	the	very	structure	of	the	written	characters.	As	previously	noted,	'corporeal	soul	strength'	is	a	sensed	quality	that	an	observer	can't	always	put	their	finger	on.	The	Chinese	character	for	corporeal	soul,	po	(s.t),	has	two
components.	On	the	left	is	the	classifier	meaning	'white'	(a),	and	on	the	right	is	a	classifier	meaning	'ghost'	(Jib).	A	ghost	is	something	that	can't	be	seen	or	felt	most	of	the	time.	It	changes	form	and	cannot	be	completely	understood.	Similarly,	a	patient's	corporeal	soul	is	difficult	to	ascertain	but	is	reflected	in	this	quality	that	is	called	'corporeal	soul
strength:	Because	little	is	written	about	them	elsewhere,	we	will	focus	on	the	five	psychic	aspects	in	this	book,	and	less	on	the	seven	emotions.	However,	we	do	need	to	say	a	few	words	about	how	the	emotions	interact	with	the	psychic	aspects.	Among	the	seven	emotions,	the	lung	is	associated	with	the	emotion	of	sorrow	(	.~	bei).	The	Chinese
character	for	sorrow	also	conveys	a	meaning	of	pessimism,	as	its	structure	combines	the	character	for	a	negative	with	that	of	the	heart/mind.	When	the	lung	is	in	a	healthy	state,	the	corporeal	soul	is	usually	also	healthy	and	a	person	will	maintain	the	opti[	84]	Ch.	5	I	The	Tai	Yin	(Greater	Yin)	System	mistic	outlook	that	helps	prevent	a	susceptibility	to
pessimism	or	sorrow.	This	optimism	often	depends	on	the	physical	strength	of	the	body,	that	is,	a	strong	corporeal	soul.	Conversely,	when	sorrow	affects	the	qi	transformation	of	the	lung,	it	also	affects	the	ability	of	the	corporeal	soul	to	manifest	as	a	strong	physical	body.	The	Inner	Classic	(Basic	Questions,	Chapter	39)	discusses	the	effects	of	sorrow
on	tai	yin	physiology:	Sorrow	causes	the	collaterals	of	the	heart	to	become	agitated	and	disturbs	the	lobes	of	the	lungs.	The	upper	burner	does	not	have	open	movement	and	the	nutritive-protective	is	not	disseminated.	There	is	heat	in	the	middle.	This	is	a	description	of	a	'backing	up'	in	the	tai	yin	system.	Earlier	(see	Table	5.3)	it	was	noted	that	sorrow
is	said	to	'dispel	qi:	By	dispelling	qi	in	the	upper	burner,	the	upward-downward	movement	of	the	lung	and	spleen	is	compromised,	and	with	the	lack	of	movement,	heat	is	created	in	the	spleen.	One	can	see	how	a	vicious	circle	thus	begins	wherein	grief	compromises	post-natal	qi	production	and	leads	to	weaker	'corporeal	soul	strength:	A	person	with	a
congenital	deficiency	of	corporeal	soul	strength	might	also	have	a	tendency	to	become	sad.	The	health	of	the	psychic	aspect	can	thus	also	be	reflected	in	a	tendency	to	experience	an	excess	of	a	particular	emotion.	Also,	a	tendency	to	experience	sorrow	that	is	inappropriate	to	its	cause	may	be	a	clue	to	lung	organ	dysfunction.	Of	course,	serious	life
events	that	give	rise	to	grief	can	damage	even	the	healthiest	lungs.	The	relationship	among	sorrow,	the	corporeal	soul,	and	lung	function	is	thus	multifaceted.	Weak	lungs	or	a	lack	of	corporeal	soul	strength	may	leave	one	susceptible	to	sorrow,	but	excessive	sorrow	can	also	damage	the	strongest	lungs.	The	most	important	thing	to	remember	about
the	lung	is	that	it	governs	the	qi	of	the	entire	body.	For	this	reason,	palpable	channel	changes	will	be	found	along	the	lung	channel	in	a	wide	variety	of	pathodynamics.	This	means	that	tai	yin	channel	points	can	be	used	in	the	treatment	of	many	types	of	dysfunction	in	qi	transformation.	Use	of	tai	yin	is	thus	by	no	means	limited	to	issues	with	the	spleen
and	lung.	This	concept	is	sometimes	under-appreciated	by	practicing	acupuncturists.	CLINICAL	PEARLS	OF	WISDOM	ABOUT	LUNG	PATHOLOGY	Some	urinary	problems	are	associated	with	the	lung.	If	the	urine	is	dark	in	color,	it	may	reflect	an	inability	of	the	lung	to	properly	diffuse	upward,	thus	causing	heat	to	be	trapped	inside.	In	addition,
problems	with	urinary	control	during	the	daytime	may	be	due	to	an	inability	of	the	lung	to	bring	qi	[	85]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	upward.	Treatment	of	daytime	urinary	problems	thus	often	involves	tai	yin	point	pairs.	(See	the	narrative	following	this	chapter	which	discusses	the	use	of	the	source	points	LU-9	and	SP-3).	Q:
What	about	the	great	collateral	of	the	spleen	(Mf.	k~	pi	da	luo)?	What	does	that	refer	to?	DR.	WANG:	The	great	collateral	of	the	spleen	has	long	been	a	subject	of	debate	in	Chinese	medicine.	When	I	first	began	practicing,	I	really	didn't	know	what	it	meant.	It	was	always	said	to	treat	'pain	throughout	the	body'	(-	!{	Z..?ffi	yi	shen	zhi	tong)	or	'softness
and	weakness'	(f.~fx~;/J	song	ruan	wu	li),	and	most	doctors	leave	it	at	that.	I	originally	tried	to	use	the	spleen	associated	point	SP-21	(da	biio)	for	arthritic	conditions,	as	this	certainly	seemed	to	be	a	type	of	pain	throughout	the	body,	but	I	didn't	get	very	good	results.	At	one	point	I	had	a	patient,	an	older	woman,	who	was	extremely	thin.	She
complained	of	severe	pain	in	her	ribs	and	upper	body.	At	the	time,	because	of	the	location	of	her	pain,	I	thought	of	SP-21	(da	biio).	The	point	was	very	effective.	Afterwards,	I	began	to	think	that	the	reason	this	particular	area	has	a	network	vessel	of	its	own	is	to	supply	the	intercostal	muscles.	This	musculature	never	really	gets	to	rest,	as	breathing
never	stops.	When	these	muscles	become	weak	and	the	fatty	tissue	in	the	area	becomes	thin,	pain	often	results.	So	far,	my	understanding	and	experience	with	the	great	collateral	of	the	spleen	stops	there.	I	do,	however,	suspect	that	the	point	can	also	be	beneficial	for	other	types	of	breathing	and	qi	movement	problems.	After	all,	the	tai	yin	system
involves	nourishment	of	muscles	and	it	involves	the	lung.	This	needs	further	confirmation	in	the	clinic.	Q:	We	see	a	lot	ofpatients	outside	of	China	who	tend	to	have	a	combination	of	spleen	qi	deficiency	patterns	with	stomach	heat	symptoms.	For	example,	the	patient	might	be	fatigued,	overweight,	and	have	a	puffy	tongue	or	other	symptoms	of
dampness,	but	also	an	extremely	strong	appetite	and	maybe	strong-smelling	breath.	What	do	you	think	about	this	presentation?	DR.	WANG:	The	very	first	thing	that	comes	to	mind	are	the	various	Drain	the	Epigastrium	U!.?;	·~	xie	xin)	formulas,	especially	Pinellia	Decoction	to	Drain	the	Epigastrium	(ban	xia	xie	xin	tang).	A	formula	[	86]	Ch.	5	I	The
Ttii	Yin	(Greater	Yin)	System	like	this	can	strengthen	the	spleen	while	clearing	stomach	heat.	The	general	treatment	principle,	as	far	as	the	channels	are	concerned,	is	to	strengthen	tai	yin	while	clearing	yang	ming.	One	might	use	the	spleen	source	point	SP-3	(tai	bdi)	in	conjunction	with	CV-12	(zhang	wan)	and	ST-44	(nei	ting).	If	dampness	and	heat
are	more	pronounced,	SP-4	(gong	sun),	the	collateral	point,	and	ST-45	(li	dul)	might	be	even	better.	The	collateral	point	can	help	reestablish	the	qi	transformation	of	the	spleen-stomach	while	ST-45,	the	spring	point,	can	clear	excess	heat	from	the	tai	yin/yang	ming	channels.	Q:	It	seems	that	in	many	complex	cases,	you	prefer	to	use	tai	yin	channel
treatment	approaches.	Why	is	this	approach	so	frequently	chosen?	In	general,	many	of	the	conditions	of	modern	society	are	due	to	changes	in	qi	transformation,	as	opposed	to	structural/organic	problems.	These	are	the	types	of	problems	that	modern	medicine	often	has	difficulty	treating,	but	are	ones	that	respond	especially	well	to	Chinese	medicine.
This	is	not	to	say	that	qi	transformation	problems	are	not	serious.	Immune	system	disorders	and	metabolic	dysfunction	often	fall	in	this	category.	When	regulating	qi,	it	is	often	appropriate	to	choose	tai	yin.	Moreover,	difficult	cases	are	like	untying	a	knot:	Sometimes	you	must	clear	the	air	by	regulating	the	qi	dynamic	first	so	that	you	can	expose	the
core	of	the	knot.	For	this	reason,	it	may	appear	that	I	am	choosing	tai	yin	fairly	often,	but	actually	I	use	tai	yin	to	regulate,	and	then	proceed	to	other	channels	in	later	stages	of	treatment	as	the	root	condition	becomes	more	evident.	DR.	WANG:	Case	Studies	Certain	types	of	skin	disorders	are	appropriate	for	treatment	with	the	tai	yin	channel.	In	these
cases,	there	is	often	a	loss	of	the	normal	nourishing/cleaning	functions	of	the	surrounding	tissues.	This	is	in	contrast	to	skin	disorders	caused	primarily	by	heat	and/or	deficiency	of	the	blood.	Given	the	appropriate	diagnosis,	tai	yin	skin	problems	are	often	treated	with	the	point	pair	LU-5	(chi	ze)	and	SP-9	(yin	ling	quan).	This	pair	regulates	tai	yin	qi
transformation	to	reestablish	healthy	fluid	metabolism,	which	in	turn	helps	to	nourish	the	skin.	The	pair	LU-5	(chi	ze)	and	SP-9	(yin	ling	quan)	is	often	used	in	treating	other	conditions	as	well.	Because	of	its	regulating	nature,	this	pair	is	useful	for	many	patterns	associated	with	dampness	or	qi	counterflow.	The	ability	[	87]	APPLIED	CHANNEL



THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	of	the	pair	to	regulate	derives	from	the	combination	of	two	uniting	(sea)	points,	which	are	said	to	'reverse	counterflow:	In	general,	counterflow	is	a	qi-level	functional	disharmony,	thus	the	treatment	principle	involves	the	regulation	of	qi.	A	functional	disharmony	is	one	that	involves	the	metabolism	of	the	organs,	as
opposed	to	a	condition	involving	observable	physical	changes	in	the	organs	or	channels,	which	more	often	involves	stagnation	of	phlegm	or	blood.	Besides	skin	disorders,	this	point	combination	is	useful	in	the	treatment	of	patterns	that	include	cough,	asthma,	or	edema	due	to	tai	yin	counterflow.	The	first	three	cases	below	illustrate	a	few	of	the
applications	for	regulating	tai	yin	qi	transformation.	•	CAsE	No.1	44-year-old	female	Chief	complaint	Allergic	dermatitis	The	patient	presented	with	dry,	red,	slightly	raised	papules.	Lesions	were	focused	around	the	wrists,	dorsal	surface	of	the	hand,	ankles,	and	dorsal	surface	of	the	foot	(generally	yang	m[ng	areas).	The	lesions	were	scaly	and	itchy,
but	without	a	tendency	to	bleed	or	become	purulent.	The	condition	was	chronic,	having	first	appeared	7-8	years	previously.	It	usually	appeared	in	the	fall,	continued	through	the	winter,	and	cleared	in	the	spring.	Intensity	of	outbreaks	seemed	to	be	worsening	in	recent	years.	Use	of	detergents,	soap,	or	warm	water	tended	to	irritate	the	condition,	even
to	the	point	where	she	had	found	it	necessary	to	drastically	limit	hand	washing	and	bathing.	There	was	some	worsening	of	itchiness	and	redness	before	the	onset	of	menstruation.	Menses	were	irregular	(varying	late/early)	and	began	with	a	scanty	flow	for	2-3	days.	The	patient's	appetite	and	sleep	were	normal,	while	her	bowel	movements	were
generally	dry,	sometimes	occurring	once	every	2-3	days.	She	also	suffered	from	recurring	nosebleeds.	A	doctor	at	a	local	hospital	diagnosed	the	condition	as	allergic	dermatitis	and	treated	with	a	mid-potency	topical	corticosteroid.	Although	steroid	treatment	provided	temporary	relief,	the	condition	returned	when	treatment	was	discontinued.	Another
doctor	prescribed	the	herbal	formula	Rambling	Powder	(xiiio	ydo	san),	which	had	no	effect	on	the	skin	problem,	but	did	seem	to	improve	the	frequency	of	bowel	movements.	Channel	palpation	revealed	soreness	and	palpable	changes	along	the	lung	channel	at	LU-6	(kong	zui),	on	the	spleen	channel	at	SP-6	(san	yin	jiiio)	and	SP-9	(yin	ling	qudn),	and	on
the	liver	channel	at	LR-3	(tai	chong).	There	History	of	present	illness	[	88]	Ch.	5	I	The	Tai	Yin	(Greater	Yin)	System	were	also	some	palpable	changes	on	the	heart	channel	at	HT-3	(shew	hai)	and	HT-6	(yin	xi),	and	on	the	stomach	channel	at	ST-40	(jeng	long).	Nodules	on	the	tai	yin	channel	have	a	tendency	to	be	fairly	deep	and	are	generally	harder	than
those	found	on	the	heart,	liver,	and	stomach	channels.	The	tongue	body	was	puffy/enlarged	and	slightly	purplish,	with	a	crack	in	the	center	toward	the	back.	The	tongue	coating	was	sticky/slippery	and	white.	The	pulse	was	slippery.	Diagnosis	Tai	yin	disharmony;	dysfunction	of	fluid	circulation	In	this	case	the	condition	worsens	in	the	fall	and	exhibits
dryness,	both	associated	with	lung	tai	yin.	The	patient's	dermatitis	was	generally	located	on	the	yang	ming	surfaces	of	the	arms	and	legs.	Here,	a	disharmony	of	the	yin	channel	was	manifesting	along	its	paired	yang	channel:	a	tai	yin	condition	appearing	on	the	yang	ming	channel.	For	these	types	of	conditions,	it	is	often	appropriate	to	use	yin	channel
points	to	treat	a	yang	channel	condition.	Traditionally,	this	approach	is	called	'choosing	yin	to	treat	a	yang	disease'	(i%~JfstFt	yang	bing	qu	yin).	Nevertheless,	the	chronic	nature	of	this	condition	and	the	pattern	of	menstrual	irregularities	indicate	the	presence	of	blood	dryness	as	a	secondary	aspect.	Treatment	Treatment	focused	on	regulating	tai	yin
function.	As	the	patient	had	never	received	acupuncture	before,	only	four	points	were	used	in	the	first	treatment:	LU-5	and	SP-9	bilaterally.	One-inch	needles	were	used	with	a	very	gentle	radiating	sensation	on	all	four	points.	Subsequent	treatments	used	the	original	four	points,	and	added	LI-5	(yang	xi)	and	ST-41	(jie	xi)-patches	of	redness	and
itchiness	were	just	distal	to	both	of	these	fire/river	(~£	jing)	points.	(See	the	section	on	the	five	transport	points,	beginning	on	page	441,	for	more	discussion	of	the	river	points.)	Results	The	patient	reported	a	reduction	in	itching	immediately	following	the	first	treatment.	The	next	week,	the	patient	reported	that	the	condition	had	continued	to	improve.
She	received	treatments	once	weekly	for	eight	weeks.	Lesions	began	to	clear	first	on	the	lower	limbs,	where	the	redness	and	scaling	also	declined.	Healing	and	reduction	of	the	affected	areas	on	the	upper	limbs	followed.	The	area	around	LI-4	(he	gu)	was	the	last	to	heal,	two	months	after	treatment	began.	At	that	point,	the	condition	had	completely
cleared	from	the	yang	ming	surfaces	of	the	arms	and	legs,	with	one	final	area	on	the	dorsal	surface	of	the	hand	remaining	(now	on	the	triple	burner	shao	yang).	[	89]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	Addendum	As	treatment	progressed,	the	patient	reported	that	she	had	experienced	frequent	nosebleeds	for	some	time.	Palpation
revealed	tenderness	at	LU-3	(tiiinfo).	There	is	often	a	reaction	on	the	tai	yin	channel	at	this	point	when	there	are	abnormalities	in	nasal	vasculature.	Bilateral	needling	of	LU3	was	added	to	subsequent	treatments,	and	the	frequency	of	nosebleeds	decreased.	Analysis	As	previously	noted,	this	is	a	case	where	a	condition	involving	the	yang	channel	is
treated	by	regulating	function	of	the	paired	yin	channel.	Strengthening	yin	nourishes	yang.	Tai	yin	qi	transformation	was	thus	regulated	using	the	four	uniting	points	on	the	arm	and	leg	aspects	of	tai	yin.	This	is	different	from	a	simple	case	of	deficiency	of	the	yin	channel	where	other,	more	tonifying	points	(such	as	source	points)	might	have	been
chosen.	Here	there	was	little	indication	of	deficiency	in	the	tai	yin	system	and	thus	regulation	of	function	was	more	appropriate.	The	yang	mfng	channel,	on	the	other	hand,	showed	obvious	signs	of	dryness.	Besides	the	clear	pattern	of	skin	changes	along	the	yang	mfng	pathway,	there	was	also	a	tendency	to	dry	bowel	movements	and	the	general	dry
nature	of	her	dermatitis,	all	of	which	pointed	to	yang	mfng	as	the	location	of	the	condition.	As	yin	channels	and	organs	provide	nourishment,	it	is	often	necessary	to	utilize	the	approach	of	treating	yin	channels	in	cases	of	yang	channel	or	organ	deficiency.	A	secondary	aspect	of	the	original	diagnosis	included	dryness	in	the	blood.	This	is	also	due	to	the
underlying	tai	yin	dysfunction.	Given	the	dysfunction	in	tai	yin	fluid	metabolism,	it	is	not	surprising	that	there	are	patterns	in	the	menstrual	cycle	(scanty	and	irregular	menses)	that	also	indicate	dryness	due	to	lack	of	healthy	blood	production.	Fundamentally,	it	is	difficult	to	separate	the	nourishing	role	of	tai	yin	fluids	in	the	skin	from	the	concept	that
full,	healthy	blood	nourishes	the	skin.	While	the	yang	mfng	channel	is	said	to	be	full	of	qi	and	blood,	it	is	ultimately	dependent	on	its	paired	tai	yin	channel	to	sustain	this	fullness	via	the	nutritive	aspect	of	blood.	Considerations	of	underlying	physiology	thus	serve	to	highlight	the	importance	of	choosing	yin	to	treat	yang.	In	Chapter	14	of	this	book	we
provide	a	detailed	discussion	of	how	to	choose	appropriate	channels	for	treatment.	The	fact	that	the	channel	chosen	here	was	not	the	channel	that	showed	the	clearest	signs	of	disease	reflects	a	fundamental	principle	of	traditional	acupuncture,	namely,	that	the	qi	transformation	of	the	entire	channel	system	must	be	considered	when	choosing	a
channel	for	treatment.	In	addition,	only	after	a	channel	has	been	chosen	can	one	proceed	to	consider	specific	points.	The	thought	process	that	led	to	the	selection	of	these	specific	points	in	[	90]	Ch.	5	I	The	Tai	Yin	(Greater	Yin)	System	this	patient	should	be	considered.	As	previously	noted,	both	LU-5	and	SP-9	are	uniting	points	used	to	treat
counterflow	of	qi	by	reestablishing	proper	movement	in	the	channel.	In	particular,	the	ascending/descending	function	of	the	lung	was	compromised	in	this	patient,	a	kind	of	counterflow	of	qi.	The	counterflow	affected	the	tai	yin	system	and	led	to	improper	nourishment	of	the	paired	yang	ming	channel.	In	many	modern	acupuncture	treatments	for
dermatology,	points	are	chosen	based	on	function	much	the	same	as	herbs	are	chosen	in	a	formula.	Points	such	as	LI-ll	(qu	chi),	LI-4	(he	gu),	GB-31	(jeng	shi),	SP-6	(san	yin	jiao),	or	BL-18	(gan	shu)	are	generally	used	to	clear	wind	and	benefit	the	blood	in	cases	of	allergic	dermatitis.	The	approach	described	above	focuses	more	on	regulation	of	channel
and	organ	function	than	on	clearing	and	removal	of	wind	and/or	heat	from	the	blood.	While	the	use	of	herbs	in	a	situation	such	as	this	would	be	quite	effective	for	clearing,	removing,	and/	or	tonifying,	acupuncture	is	best	suited	for	regulation	with	a	goal	of	helping	the	body	restore	normal	qi	(iE	~	zheng	qi)	on	its	own.	Often,	problems	with	right	qi	are
not	due	to	deficiency,	but	are	rooted	in	a	lack	of	regulated	movement	of	qi	and	blood	in	the	body.	In	these	cases,	acupuncture	is	often	more	effective	than	qi-regulating	herbal	approaches.	•	CAsE	No	.2	4	7-year-old	female	Chief	complaint	Constipation	for	5	years	Upon	presentation	the	patient's	bowels	were	moving	only	once	every	four	to	six	days	and
would	not	move	without	suppositories.	Constipation	had	been	a	problem	for	the	last	five	years,	but	the	condition	had	worsened	considerably	during	the	last	six	months.	The	day	of	the	first	visit	was	the	fifth	day	since	her	previous	bowel	movement.	She	complained	of	chronic	abdominal	distention	and	a	poor	appetite.	Her	hands	and	feet	were	cold.	The
patient's	tongue	was	pale	with	a	thick,	white	coating	and	the	pulse	was	wiry.	Channel	palpation	showed	changes	on	the	tai	yin	and	yang	ming	channels.	There	was	tenderness	and	a	soft,	fairly	shallow	nodule	just	below	LU-5	and	a	similar	tender	spot	around	LI-10	(shou	san	ll).	There	was	also	pain	with	pressure	above	and	to	the	right	of	the	umbilicus.
Further	palpation	of	the	abdomen	revealed	an	egg-like	mass	to	the	right	of	the	umbilicus,	a	likely	fecal	accumulation.	History	of	present	illness	[	91	l	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	Diagnosis	Tai	yin	qi	transformation	counterflow	leading	to	over-assimilation	of	fluids	Treatment	LU-5,	SP-9,	ST-25	(tiiin	shu),	ST-40	(feng	long)	A
draining	technique	was	applied	at	LU-5	until	a	radiating	sensation	down	to	the	thumb	was	achieved.	The	same	technique	was	used	at	SP-9,	with	radiation	down	to	the	foot.	Sensation	was	immediately	felt	in	the	abdomen.	A	draining	technique	was	also	used	at	ST-25	and	ST-40.	One-anda-half-inch	needles	were	used	on	all	points.	Stimulation	Results
The	patient	felt	movement	in	the	abdomen	following	treatment.	The	following	day	she	was	able	to	move	her	bowels	without	a	suppository.	Treatments	continued	every	other	day	for	a	week.	At	the	end	of	that	time,	the	patient	was	able	to	move	her	bowels	every	other	day	and	her	appetite	began	to	recover,	while	her	hands	and	feet	warmed	up.	Course
of	treatment	was	eight	visits	over	a	two-month	period.	At	the	end	of	that	time,	the	patient	was	able	to	move	her	bowels	on	her	own	(without	suppositories	or	acupuncture)	every	one	to	two	days	with	a	concurrent	reduction	in	other	symptoms.	Note	that	the	organ	diagnosis	of	spleen	deficiency	is	relatively	clear	given	her	low	appetite	and	abdominal
distention.	The	relatively	chronic	nature	of	the	condition	is	also	a	hint	to	the	involvement	of	the	yin	channel.	One	might	be	tempted	to	use	only	the	yang	ming	or	possibly	shao	yang	triple	burner	channels	in	treating	a	patient	like	this.	However,	organ	diagnosis,	refined	by	considering	palpated	changes,	indicates	that	both	the	tai	yin	and	yang	ming
channels	were	involved.	There	are	cases,	of	course,	where	constipation	is	more	of	a	pure	yang	ming	excess	type.	In	general,	even	in	many	chronic	cases,	it	is	best	to	regulate	first	and	tonify	later.	It	might	have	been	possible	to	get	decent	results	here	using	more	torrifying	points,	but	the	constipation	indicated	the	presence	of	stagnation.	It	is	often	best
not	to	tonify	in	cases	of	stagnation.	If	the	condition	had	improved	but	did	not	resolve	completely,	then	it	would	have	been	advisable	to	consider	tonification	in	later	stages	of	treatment.	Finally,	regulating	with	uniting	points	does	have	a	slightly	draining	effect	because	they	promote	movement.	The	technique	in	this	case	also	affected	the	outcome,	as	a
draining	technique	was	used	on	the	pair	LU-5	and	SP-9.	Analysis	•	CASE	No.	3	28-year-old	female	Chief	complaint	Leukorrhea	[	92)	Ch.	5	I	The	Tai	Yin	(Greater	Yin)	System	Upon	presentation,	the	patient	complained	of	excessive,	foul-smelling	leukorrhea	of	a	yellowish	color.	The	condition	began	three	weeks	previously.	She	also	complained	of
constipation	and	a	dry	throat.	Her	tongue	was	puffy	and	her	pulse	was	deep.	Channel	palpation	revealed	a	swollen	tenderness	around	SP-6	(siin	yin	jiiio)	and	general	tenderness	all	along	the	tili	yin	channel	(both	spleen	and	lung	aspects).	There	was	also	tightness	below	the	skin	at	CV-12	(zhang	wan)	and	hardness	of	the	musculature	around	ST-40.
History	of	present	illness	Diagnosis	Tid	yin	qi	deficiency	combined	with	yang	mfng	excess.	Because	of	the	inability	to	properly	maintain	fluid	metabolism,	fluids	were	unable	to	effectively	nourish	the	body	(dry	throat	and	bowels)	and	thus	accumulated	as	dampness	that	drained	downward	as	leukorrhea.	Yang	mfng	excess	is	reflected	in	the	relatively
recent	onset	of	the	constipation	and	the	palpable	tightening	of	the	muscles	around	ST-40.	Yang	mfng	deficiency,	on	the	other	hand,	would	more	likely	manifest	as	soft	or	weak	muscles	along	the	yang	mfng	pathway	below	the	knees.	LU-5,	SP-9,	CV-3	(zhang	j£),	and	SP-4	(gong	sun)	in	the	first	treatment.	Later	treatments	saw	the	substitution	of	CV-12
and	ST-40	for	CV3	and	SP-4.	Treatment	Even	technique	on	all	points	except	ST-40,	which	was	drained	in	later	treatments.	Stimulation	Results	The	patient	reported	slight	reduction	in	leukorrhea	following	the	first	treatment,	after	which	the	point	prescription	was	modified	as	indicated	above.	After	the	second	treatment,	leukorrhea	had	improved
further,	while	constipation	continued.	The	addition	of	ST-25	and	two	more	weeks	of	treatment	regulated	the	bowel	movements	as	well.	Note	the	addition	in	this	case	of	the	collateral	points	of	the	tid	yin	andyangmfngchannels	(SP-4	and	ST-40).	Both	collateral	points	were	not	used	at	the	same	time:	the	spleen	collateral	point	was	used	in	early
treatments,	and	the	stomach	collateral	point	was	substituted	in	later	treatments.	In	this	case,	there	was	both	a	deficiency	of	qi	transformation	combined	with	excess	in	the	paired	yang	channel.	Treatment	involved	regulating	the	yin	channel	first,	followed	by	draining	of	the	yang	channel	(ST-40	was	drained)	in	subsequent	treatments.	Collateral	points
were	used	to	open	up	the	circulation	of	qi	between	the	paired	yin	and	yang	channels,	in	this	case	facilitating	tai	yin/	yang	mfng	fluid	metabolism.	Analysis	[	93]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	•	C	ASE	No.4	32-year-old	female	Chief	complaint	Bleeding	between	periods	(spotting:	~	lou)	History	of	present	illness	Upon
presentation	the	patient	reported	20	consecutive	days	of	light	spotting.	The	color	of	the	blood	was	pale	and	the	volume	light.	She	had	been	extremely	busy	with	work	in	recent	months	and	also	complained	of	fatigue	that	was	exacerbated	by	a	generally	weak	constitution.	Her	back	was	also	achy	and	sore.	She	was	sensitive	to	cold	and	had	cold	hands
and	feet.	Her	tongue	was	pale	with	a	slightly	thinner	coating	than	normal.	Her	pulse	was	deep	and	thin.	Channel	palpation	revealed	small,	string-like	nodules	in	the	area	around	LU-8	(jing	qu)	and	in	the	area	on	the	knee	above	SP-9	and	below	SP-10	(xue	hai).	Diagnosis	Treatment	Tai	yin	qi	deficiency	LU-9,	SP-3	(tai	bai),	BL-64	(jing	gu)	(source	point
of	the	bladder)	Stimulation	Tonifying	technique	was	used	on	all	three	points.	Results	The	patient	reported	that	spotting	had	slowed	greatly	on	the	evening	of	her	treatment.	She	received	another	treatment	two	days	later,	after	which	spotting	stopped	completely.	The	patient	was	later	given	herbs,	a	variation	of	Eight-Treasure	Decoction	(ba	zhen	tang),
to	support	her	constitution	This	case	should	be	compared	to	the	previous	two	in	which	accumulation	of	qi	or	dampness	was	the	primary	diagnosis.	In	this	case,	the	diagnosis	was	qi	deficiency	and	therefore	called	for	the	use	of	three	source	points.	These	points	are	used	to	draw	source	qi	from	the	triple	burner	into	the	channel	with	which	they	are
associated,	a	concept	that	will	be	discussed	further	in	Chapter	17.	Here,	channel	palpation	was	crucial	for	differentiating	between	tai	yin	and	shao	yin,	as	the	symptom	pattern	could	have	indicated	either	spleen	or	kidney	qi	deficiency.	There	was	little	palpable	change	in	the	area	between	KI-3	(tai	xi)	and	KI-6	(zhao	hai).	Nevertheless,	the	presence	of
low	back	pain	indicated	that	the	menstrual	irregularity	also	likely	involved	cold	stasis	in	the	bladder	channel,	which	called	for	tonification	of	bladder	channel	qi.	Note	also	that	the	area	between	SP-9	and	SP-10	on	the	knee	often	shows	changes	in	the	presence	of	tai	yin-type	gynecological	conditions	(Table	5.5).	Analysis	[	94]	Ch.	5	I	The	Tt1.i	Yin
(Greater	Yin)	System	Point	Pair	Case	Effects	on	Qi	Transformation	in	each	Case	LU-5	(chi	ze)	and	SP-9	(yin	ling	quan)	1	Regulates	tai	yin	to	facilitate	provision	of	fluids	to	the	skin	(even	technique)	LU-5	(chi	ze)	and	SP-9	(yin	ling	quan)	2	Regulates/drains	to	strongly	re-establish	tai	yin	-	yang	ming	dryness-dampness	relationship	(draining	technique)
ST-25	(tiiin	shu)	and	ST-40	(jeng	long)	2	Collateral/local	point	combination	reestablishes	fluid	circulation	in	large	intestine	organ	LU-5	(chi	ze)	and	SP-9	(yin	ling	quan)	3	Regulates	to	support	SP-4	and	ST-40	pair	(even	technique)	SP-4	(gong	sun)	and	ST-40	(jeng	long)	3	Use	of	collateral	point	pair	to	regulate	tai	yin	-	yang	ming	in	a	case	where	excess
and	deficiency	are	combined	LU-9	(tai	yuan)	and	SP-3	(tai	bai)	4	Source	points	used	in	a	case	where	deficiency	is	primary	(tonifying	technique)	Table	5.5	Analysis	of	point	pairs	from	case	studies	•	Narrative	THE	URGE	To	MovE	Transportation	of	nourishment	is	the	function	of	tai	yin,	while	transportation	to	nourishment	was	always	the	function	of	Dr.
Wang's	small,	boxy	car.	The	morning	clinic	shift	would	generally	end	around	noon	and	we	would	consider	options	for	lunch.	The	streets	around	the	clinic	itself,	situated	in	one	of	Beijing's	busiest	shopping	districts,	were	full	of	restaurants,	but	Dr.	Wang	always	preferred	to	drive	to	less	redeveloped	sections	of	the	city.	He	was	never	in	a	hurry	as	we
negotiated	the	chaotic	traffic	that	has	begun	to	afflict	a	city	most	recently	redesigned	for	bicycles,	buses,	and	the	occasional	official	in	a	large	black	sedan.	[	95]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	The	small	two-door	that	Dr.	Wang	drives	moved	through	the	traffic	at	a	pace	which	seemed	to	frustrate	some	of	the	taxi	drivers	and
young	professionals	in	black	Audi	sedans.	He	remained	only	marginally	aware	of	their	protestations	as	he	described	with	enthusiasm	one	place	or	another	that	we	drove	past:	"That	small	alley	over	there	is	where	I	lived	with	my	mother	and	father	right	after	I	was	born.	I	still	remember	that	old	milling	stone	that	you	can	see	in	there:'	Or,	as	we	moved
along	at	a	relatively	quick	pace	on	the	ring	highway	that	surrounds	the	central	part	of	the	city:	"This	highway	is	built	on	top	of	what	used	to	be	Beijing's	city	wall.	Originally,	there	was	also	a	moat	next	to	the	wall	where	my	friends	and	I	would	swim	and	try	to	catch	fish."	He	would	often	point	to	huge	glass-sheathed	skyscrapers	and	remember	a	school
or	a	market	that	was	once	in	the	same	place.	Sometimes	we	would	get	lost	or	turned	around	as	he	negotiated	roads	so	newly	altered	that	even	last	year's	city	map	couldn't	explain	.	the	way	out.	Eventually	we	would	find	one	of	his	favorite	restaurants,	or	we	might	settle	for	a	favorite	style	of	cooking	when	one	of	his	preferred	establishments	had	been
torn	down	to	make	way	for	a	new	Kodak	store	or	even	an	entire	shopping	mall.	In	the	northern	part	of	the	country,	most	Chinese	consider	a	meal	to	be	incomplete	without	noodles,	while	those	in	the	south	maintain	a	similar	attitude	about	rice.	As	Beijing	is	solidly	part	of	north	China,	we	would	most	often	eat	noodles.	This	isn't	as	monotonous	as	it	may
seem	given	that	the	styles	of	noodle	preparation	available	in	Beijing	are	many.	We	would	have	noodles	in	soup,	noodles	in	a	variety	of	sauces,	fried	noodles,	or	noodles	baked	in	clay	pots.	There	would	always	be	side	dishes	as	well,	and	these	could	also	vary	considerably.	A	visitor	in	a	large	Chinese	city	like	Beijing	is	often	staggered	by	the	variety	of
Chinese	food	after	experiencing	the	more	limited	menus	and	regional	options	that	overseas	restaurants	provide.	On	a	cloudy	day	toward	the	end	of	summer,	Dr.	Wang	and	I	were	eating	in	one	of	the	old	Beijing	restaurants	that	had	survived	the	recent	onslaught	of	urban	'renewal:	It	had	originally	opened	one-hundred-fifty	years	ago	as	a	restaurant
specializing	in	clay-pot	cooked	dishes	and	continues	to	turn	out	stews	and	broiled	meat	today.	The	walls	were	covered	with	detailed	paintings	of	people	in	Qing	dynasty	clothing	preparing	and	cooking	dishes	much	like	the	ones	before	us	[	96]	Ch.	5	I	The	Tai	Yin	(Greater	Yin)	System	on	the	table.	I	set	down	my	chopsticks	on	the	edge	of	the	bowl	and
looked	around	for	the	restroom.	As	in	any	other	language,	asking	for	the	location	of	a	restroom	during	a	meal	generally	requires	a	careful	choice	of	words	to	maintain	tact.	"Where	is	the	hand-washing	room?"	I	asked.	This	term	can	be	used	to	mean	bathroom	in	Chinese	and	is	certainly	more	polite	than	the	usual	word	meaning	toilet,	but	it	can
sometimes	lead	to	confusion	in	a	restaurant	as	there	may	be	a	separate	area	just	for	washing	hands	when	there	is	no	toilet	available.	Dr.	Wang	looked	around	the	room	and	then	asked,	"Do	you	want	to	wash	your	hands	after	the	clinic	shift?"	I	replied	that	I	was	looking	for	a	more	full-service	facility	and	he	laughed	while	pointing	me	upstairs.	When	I
returned,	he	chuckled	at	the	recollection	of	a	story	from	the	clinic	...	I	remember	a	patient	I	had	in	the	mid-1980s.	She	was	a	woman	who	had	given	birth	to	her	first	child	over	a	year	before	and	had	since	been	afflicted	with	urinary	incontinence.	In	fact,	by	the	time	I	saw	her,	she	had	to	visit	the	restroom	almost	twenty	times	a	day.	She	had	been	to	see
a	host	of	doctors,	both	Western-trained	and	some	trained	in	Chinese	medicine.	Nothing	had	helped.	As	a	clinician,	one	is	often	surprised	at	how	difficult	a	seemingly	simple	condition	can	be	to	treat,	and	also	how	profoundly	they	can	affect	a	patient's	life.	Take	this	case	for	example.	The	woman	was	in	her	late	twenties	and	worked	at	a	government-
owned	factory	back	before	many	of	them	were	privatized	in	the	late	1990s.	Government	factories	like	this	one	provided	good	jobs	in	the	sense	that	there	was	no	way	one	could	be	fired.	However,	they	were	tedious,	especially	if	you	got	one	of	the	boring	jobs	that	hardly	required	any	work	at	all.	Before	her	pregnancy,	this	patient	had	one	of	the	better
jobs	in	the	factory	as	she	worked	along	the	most	active	assembly	line	with	all	of	her	friends.	They	would	all	keep	very	busy	but	had	a	good	time	talking	as	the	day	passed.	After	she	returned	to	work	following	her	pregnancy,	however,	she	found	that	she	had	to	use	the	bathroom	much	more	often	than	before.	Her	job	involved	calibrating	one	of	the	large
machines	on	the	assembly	line	and	thus,	whenever	she	left	for	the	bathroom,	the	whole	line	would	have	to	stop	for	a	few	minutes.	DR.	WANG:	[	97)	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	This	hadn't	been	a	problem	in	the	past	when	the	whole	line	would	stop	every	few	hours	for	a	break	and	everyone	could	go	to	the	restroom.	Now,
however,	she	found	that	she	had	to	stop	every	half	hour	to	forty-five	minutes.	Sometimes	she	had	to	go	even	more	often	than	this.	Her	boss	took	note	of	the	change	in	productivity	in	her	work	cadre	and	reassigned	her	to	a	less	demanding	position	in	packaging	across	the	room.	Yet	even	the	packaging	section	had	a	certain	rhythm	to	its	work	that	was
interrupted	every	time	she	had	to	duck	out	to	the	bathroom.	So	she	was	transferred	again,	this	time	to	the	small	office	next	to	the	production	line	where	she	was	charged	with	answering	the	factory	phone.	If	someone	from	another	part	of	the	factory	called	to	speak	with	one	of	the	supervisors,	she	was	to	go	out	onto	the	factory	floor	to	find	them.	But
even	this	job	proved	difficult	for	her,	as	she	would	often	make	detours	to	the	bathroom	after	answering	a	call	before	she	could	notify	the	recipient,	or	she	might	miss	calls	altogether	due	to	the	frequent	absences	from	her	post.	Eventually,	the	factory	manager	placed	her	in	front	of	the	bathroom	door	where	she	was	charged	with	distributing	toilet
paper,	a	job	familiar	to	those	of	us	who	lived	in	that	era	when	we	had	to	ration	even	the	most	basic	of	daily	supplies.	But	she	hated	the	job,	since	now	she	only	saw	her	friends	when	they	took	breaks.	This	was	her	condition	when	she	came	to	see	me,	and	she	was	quite	unhappy.	I	began	by	reviewing	the	course	of	her	previous	treatment.	As	is	often	the
case	in	post-partum	urinary	incontinence,	the	woman	had	been	diagnosed	with	a	displaced	urethra.	Because	the	position	of	the	urethra	had	shifted,	she	had	become	less	able	to	control	her	urine	and	thus	avoided	urinating	in	her	pants	by	making	frequent	trips	to	the	bathroom.	There	was	no	indication	of	urinary	tract	infection	or	neurological	problems
that	might	have	been	the	cause.	In	most	cases,	this	problem	is	temporary	and	resolves	within	a	few	months.	But	hers	hadn't	resolved,	and	she	had	sought	treatment	from	a	variety	of	doctors.	The	Western-trained	doctor	had	given	her	medications	that,	while	helping	a	bit,	caused	her	to	have	dry	mouth	and	blurred	vision.	She	stopped	taking	those	and
then	went	to	see	a	Chinese	medicine	practitioner	who	diagnosed	kidney	deficiency,	because	the	symptoms	began	after	pregnancy	and	[	98]	Ch.	5	I	The	Tcli	Yin	(Greater	Yin)	System	were	accompanied	by	some	low	back	pain	as	well.	After	months	of	using	herbs,	she	felt	less	urgency	but	still	had	to	make	frequent	trips	to	the	bathroom.	She	had	then
visited	an	acupuncture	clinic	where	the	doctors	used	fairly	strong	needling	techniques	around	her	abdomen	on	the	ren	(conception)	vessel,	which	sent	strong	radiating	sensations	to	her	bladder.	They	had	also	used	strong	moxa	treatments	in	the	lower	abdomen	and	on	KI-3	(tai	xi)	to	strengthen	the	kidney	qi	and	yang.	She	even	had	some	scars	on	her
abdomen	from	the	use	of	direct	moxa.	Despite	the	strength	of	these	treatments	and	the	relatively	large	number	of	needles	that	were	used,	she	had	failed	to	respond	to	acupuncture	and	moxa.	Now,	over	a	year	after	giving	birth,	she	was	sitting	before	us	in	the	clinic.	I	asked	questions	but	wasn't	able	to	come	up	with	a	definitive	diagnosis	with	that
method.	Apart	from	the	incontinence,	she	was	basically	healthy.	It	was	during	the	channel	palpation	stage	of	her	intake	that	some	headway	was	made.	Palpation	revealed	a	small	string-like	line	of	nodules	along	the	lung	tai	yin	channel	in	the	area	of	LU7	(lie	que),	but	a	relatively	normal	state	of	affairs	along	her	shao	yin	channel	(heart	and	kidney).	The
spleen	channel	was	tender,	especially	in	the	area	between	SP-3	(tai	bdi)	and	SP-4	(gong	sun).	There	was	also	an	area	of	tenderness	around	SP-9	(yin	ling	qudn).	Although	her	previous	treatments	had	focused	on	strengthening	the	grasping	and	securing	functions	of	kidney	qi,	it	seemed	to	me	to	be	a	case	of	tai	yin	qi	deficiency	which	was	failing	to
transform	fluids.	Another	way	of	describing	this	diagnosis	would	be	to	say	that	tai	yin	qi	deficiency	had	led	to	a	loss	of	regulation	and	circulation	of	the	waterways	(~	1	1Jt~il.JJ	[	99]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	the	general	trend	was	toward	less	frequent	urination.	After	six	treatments	over	a	period	of	a	month,	she	had
basically	returned	to	normal.	It	was	a	great	relief	for	her	to	return	to	the	factory	line	and	to	her	friends	at	work.	A	patient	like	this	provides	a	few	interesting	insights.	The	first	is	the	obvious	lesson	that	urinary	problems	can	be	quite	effectively	treated	with	the	tai	yin	channel.	However,	in	this	case	we	didn't	use	spleen	points	on	the	abdomen,	or	even	a
point	like	SP-9	(yin	ling	qudn),	which	is	traditionally	indicated	for	urinary	difficulty.	Instead,	a	clear	diagnosis	of	tai	yin	qi	deficiency	failing	to	transform	fluids	led	us	to	the	source	points	of	the	channel.	Only	with	a	clear	understanding	of	the	qi	dynamic	in	the	tai	yin	system	could	we	arrive	at	this	treatment	principle.	If	we	had	gone	down	the	road	of
thinking	only	of	the	functions	of	individual	points,	we	might	have	repeated	the	treatment	strategy	of	other	doctors	who	focused	on	the	kidney	and	urinary	bladder	channels	and	on	the	lower	abdomen.	Effective	acupuncture	involves	the	use	of	traditional	concepts	of	organ	physiology.	It	should	also	be	noted	that	the	treatment	here	involved	relatively
few	needles	and	gentle	stimulation.	She	had	already	endured	months	of	strong	stimulation,	to	no	avail,	and	it	seemed	to	me	that	this	probably	weakened	her	channel	system.	Sometimes	a	seemingly	simpler	and	gentler	treatment	will	actually	be	quite	profound	in	its	effect.	However,	there	are	times	when	I	use	more	needles,	and	each	patient	must	be
taken	in	the	context	of	the	evolution	of	their	own	condition.	By	this	point	we	had	long	finished	our	noodles	and	sat	thoughtfully	for	a	moment,	watching	the	customers	in	the	restaurant.	A	few	minutes	later	Dr.	Wang	dropped	me	off	at	a	nearby	subway	stop.	As	the	old	squeaking	subway	cars	moved	quickly	under	the	busy	streets	of	Beijing,	I	thought
about	the	small	factories	above	me.	[	100]	CHAPTER	6	THE	Shao	Yin	(LESSER	YIN)	SYsTEM	The	General	Nature	and	Function	of	Shiw	Yin	T	shew	yin	(lesser	yin)	channel	regulates	the	physiology	of	fire	(.k.	huo).	It	is	the	conduit	and	regulator	of	extreme	heat	from	the	external	environment,	and	the	source	of	fire	and	blood	movement	in	the	internal
environment.	The	channel	weaves	together	the	functions	of	the	heart	and	kidney	and	is	at	the	center	of	the	yin	aspect	of	the	body.	It	is	the	pivot	between	the	opening	at	teli	yin	and	the	deep	closing	inward	of	the	jue	yin	level.	The	pivot	of	shew	yin	is	moved	by	the	beating	of	the	heart	and	movement	in	the	gate	of	vitality	(	~	ming	men)	between	the
kidneys.	Within	the	three	yin	systems,	movement	at	tai	yin	is	broadest,	as	nourishment	spreads	outward	to	meet	the	three	yang	channels;	movement	at	shao	yin	is	characterized	by	the	refined	regulation	of	pre-natal	qi	and	the	movement	of	blood;	at	the	jue	yin	level,	yang	movement	decreases	as	the	channel	system	moves	toward	a	brief	stillness	before
return.	The	shao	yin	channel	is	used	clinically	to	drain	fire	and	clear	the	heart	U1!t.k.	5-N-•-:.;	xie	huo	qing	xin)	while	also	dredging	and	opening	the	yin	collateral	vessels	(il.fft.:i!fi~	shu	tong	yin	luo).	The	nature	of	the	channel	is	thus	to	invigorate	blood	and	transform	stasis	of	blood	and	heat.	While	the	channel	clears	pathogenic	fire,	the	shao	yin
organs	are	the	source	of	metabolic	fire.	The	role	played	by	shao	yin	as	the	pivot	of	the	three	yin	channels	and	its	association	with	fire	are	interrelated:	the	presence	of	fire	assures	proper	movement	at	the	pivot.	Specifically,	shao	yin	fire	includes	the	gate	of	vitality	~	ming	men)	of	the	kidney	and	the	sovereign	fire	of	the	heart	(At	.k.	jun	huo).	The	fire	of
shao	yin	regulates	the	tai	yin	dispersal	of	fluids	and	nourishment	outward	and	facilitates	the	storage	and	assignment	of	blood	(sending	blood	to	where	it	is	needed)	in	the	interior	at	the	jue	yin	level.	It	seems	HE	F,	(	r,	[	101	l	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	counterintuitive	that	a	yang-natured	entity	like	fire	might	arise	from	a
yin	channel	system.	The	key	to	understanding	this	apparent	contradiction	lies	in	the	concept	of	kidney	essence	(*i	jing).	Inherited	by	a	person	from	their	ancestors,	kidney	essence	is	a	fundamental	yin	substance	that	gives	rise	to	the	fire	at	the	gate	of	vitality,	discussed	below	(Fig.	6.1).	\	\	I	II	Tili	yin	Fluids	and	nourishment	radiate	to	the	internal
environment	Jue	yin	Storage	and	assignment	of	blood	Fig.6.1	The	shiw	yin	level	is	the	pivot.	Its	fires	regulate	movement	among	the	yin	levels.	The	shew	yin	organs	are	also	responsible	for	maintaining	the	body's	warmth.	This	is	different	from	the	spleen	tai	yin	function	of	warming	the	yin	organs.	Tai	yin	warming	is	provided	by	nourishment	while	shao
yin	warming	is	provided	by	the	movement	of	blood	and	the	physiological	fundamentals	of	the	gate	of	vitality	and	the	sovereign	fire.	[	102]	Ch.	6	I	The	Shiw	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	Q:	If	shew	yin	is	intimately	related	to	the	sovereign	fire	and	the	fire	at	the	gate	of	vitality,	then	why	is	the	primary	clinical	application	of	the	shew	yin	channel	to	clear	heat,
stasis,	and	fire?	Why	isn't	it	used	instead	to	provide	warmth	in	cases	of	deficiency?	The	answer	to	this	question	provides	insight	into	the	unique	nature	of	shew	yin.	Each	of	the	six	channels	has	its	own	nature	and	unique	roles	in	physiology.	At	the	shew	yin	level,	there	is	a	sort	of	functional	balance	between	the	organs	and	the	channel,	in	contrast	to	the
synergy	seen	at	the	tai	yin	level.	The	most	difficult	concept	in	shao	yin	revolves	around	the	meaning	of	'fire:	While	the	shao	yin	channel	and	heart	and	kidney	organs	are	all	part	of	shao	yin,	the	nature	of	fire	is	a	bit	different	in	each	organ,	and	in	the	channel	itself.	As	I	mentioned	before,	the	channel	is	often	a	conductor	and	regulator	of	fire,	while	the
organs	themselves	are	sources	of	physiological	fire.	For	a	moment,	try	to	separate	channel	and	organ	in	your	mind.	This	is	done	to	underline	the	fact	that	the	channel	is	often	subject	to	fire-type	disorders	while	the	organs	generate	warmth.	Organ	dysfunction	can	readily	lead	to	fire	that	can	become	trapped	in	the	channel	system;	thus	the	specific	use
of	the	shao	yin	channel	in	the	clinic.	The	concept	of	fire	stasis	in	the	channels	is	particularly	applicable	to	the	concept	of	heat	stasis	in	the	yin	collaterals,	which	we'll	talk	about	in	a	bit.	At	this	point,	a	helpful	image	is	that	of	the	pivot	and	movement.	When	the	movement	of	the	pivot	(organs)	is	compromised	or	overactive,	it	may	give	rise	to	heat	and
fire	in	the	channels.	This	could	manifest	as	heat	or	fire	from	either	excess	or	deficiency.	However-and	this	is	important-if	the	ultimate	cause	is	related	to	shao	yin,	then	there	is	deficiency	at	the	root.	In	other	words,	while	channel	symptoms	may	often	look	like	excess,	the	underlying	organ	dysfunction	in	shao	yin	is	deficiency.	It	is	important	to
understand	the	implications	of	what	I'm	saying	here.	In	the	first	case,	the	shao	yin	channel	itself	is	the	location	of	heat	or	fire	and	thus	the	two	primary	functions	of	the	shao	yin	channel	are	to	drain	fire	and	clear	the	heart	while	dredging	and	opening	the	yin	collaterals.	But	another,	decidedly	different,	clinical	use	of	the	shao	yin	channel	is	to	regulate
the	qi	dynamic	of	the	heart	or	kidney	organs.	This	is	quite	distinct	from	the	goal	of	clearing	the	heart	or	opening	the	yin	collaterals.	This	second,	qi-dynamic	regulating	application	of	the	shao	yin	channel	is	more	familiar	to	students	and	practitioners	of	Chinese	medicine	and	includes	such	common	applications	as	using	the	heart	shao	yin	chanDR.
WANG:	[	103]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	nel	in	cases	of	heart	qi	deficiency,	or	the	kidney	shew	yin	channel	for	kidney	yin	deficiency.	Basically,	just	remember	that	shew	yin	is	a	channel	where	one	should	be	especially	aware	of	the	unique	relationship	between	channel	and	organ	functions.	Your	choice	of	points	or	technique
will	be	determined	by	the	effects	you	are	trying	to	achieve	in	either	the	channel	or	organ.	Each	of	the	channels	is	different	and	should	be	understood	both	individually	and	as	a	part	of	the	larger	channel	system.	I	know	this	seems	a	bit	complex;	just	keep	thinking	it	over	and	over	in	your	mind	and,	most	importantly,	while	working	in	the	clinic	(Table
6.1).	Shew	yin	channel	Invigorates	and	transforms	to	clear	fire	stasis	Shew	yin	organs	Source	of	the	body's	metabolic	fire	Table6.1	Functions	of	the	shiw	yin	channel	and	organs	There	is	another	concept	that	adds	depth	to	the	concept	of	shew	yin.	This	is	the	function	of	the	pericardium	as	protector	of	the	heart.	Often,	fire	or	heat	that	one	might	expect
to	be	trapped	in	the	shew	yin	becomes	trapped	instead	in	the	jue	yin	pericardium	channel.	Therefore,	when	diagnosing	the	location	of	pathogenic	fire	or	heat,	one	must	always	consider	the	jue	yin	channel	as	well.	Remember	that	the	jue	yin	pericardium	is	also	a	fire-phase	organ:	it	is	associated	with	ministerial	fire	(discussed	later	in	the	chapter).	In
fact,	in	many	cases	where	the	diagnosis	is	one	of	heat	or	fire	in	the	heart	channel,	it	is	the	pericardium	channel	which	is	nonetheless	chosen	for	treatment.	As	many	students	may	already	know,	during	the	early	history	of	channel	therapy	the	heart	channel	was	considered	inappropriate	for	needling.	Because	the	heart	is	the	house	of	the	spirit	and	the
emperor	of	the	body,	problems	associated	with	heart	channel	dysfunction	were	often	treated	with	the	nearby	pericardium	channel.	Even	though	heart	shew	yin	channel	points	are	often	used	now,	there	is	nonetheless	a	real	clinical	tendency	for	heat-type	problems	to	manifest	as	palpable	changes	on	the	pericardium	jue	yin	channel.	It	is	helpful	to
remember	that	the	heart	and	pericardium	organs	are	physically	connected.	Clinical	experience	has	shown	that,	in	general,	the	pericardium	channel	[	104]	Ch.	6	I	The	Shiw	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	is	associated	with	problems	with	the	heart	muscle	and	cardiac	blood	supply	while	palpable	changes	along	the	heart	channel	are	seen	more	often	in	cases	of
conductivity	problems	in	the	heart,	leading	to	irregular	heart	beat.	Emotional	conditions	can	manifest	in	either,	but	are	seen	more	often	in	the	pericardium.	An	exception	is	anxiety,	which	often	reflects	with	a	palpable	change	between	HT-5	(tong	ll)	and	HT-7	(shen	men).	As	usual,	one	must	palpate	the	channels	in	order	to	ascertain	their	condition
(Table	6.2).	Channel	Usually	shows	palpable	change	when	there	are	...	Heart	shew	yin	problems	with	the	qi	of	the	heart	(conductivity	problems	affecting	heartbeat	and	some	emotional	problems)	Pericardium	jue	yin	problems	with	the	blood	of	the	heart	(problems	with	the	vasculature	of	the	heart	organ	and	some	emotional	problems)	Table	6.2	Cause
of	changes	in	heart	and	pericaridum	channels	The	Five-Phase	Relationship	of	the	Heart	and	Kidney	Because	of	the	unique	relationship	of	the	heart	and	kidney,	a	few	more	things	should	be	said	about	the	nature	of	the	shiw	yin	channel.	While	tai	yin	involves	a	clear	synergistic	relationship	between	the	lung	and	spleen	organs,	shao	yin	is	instead
characterized	by	a	dynamic	tension.	Five-phase	theory	provides	helpful	insight.	While	the	lung	and	spleen	have	a	relationship	of	mother-child	(earth	gives	birth	to	metal),	there	is	a	mutually	controlling	relationship	between	the	heart	and	kidney	(water	controls	fire).	In	fact,	there	is	also	a	mother-child	relationship	between	the	jue	yin	liver	and
pericardium	(wood	gives	birth	to	fire)	thus	highlighting	once	again	the	unique	relationship	of	the	shao	yin	organs	to	each	other.	Within	the	yang	levels	there	is	a	similarly	unique	relationship	between	the	bladder	and	small	intestine,	for	the	same	reasons	(Fig.	6.2).	This	diversion	into	the	five-phase	relationships	of	the	yin	organ	systems	has	clinical
implications,	namely,	that	there	are	fewer	situations	where	one	regulates	the	shao	yin	qi	dynamic	in	the	same	way	that	one	might	in	the	other	two	yin	channel	pairs.	The	heart	shao	yin	and	kidney	shao	yin	organs	do	not	always	work	together	in	synergy,	but	instead	have	a	relationship	based	on	a	balance	of	mutual	strength.	The	pivot	of	the	shao	yin
system	is	[	105	]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	Liver	(wooD)	Lung	Spleen	(METAL)	(EARTH)	Fig.6.2	Among	the	yin	organs,	the	shew	yin	have	a	unique	five-phase	relationship.	turned	by	two	organs	balanced	like	spinning	magnets.	Of	course,	in	this	metaphor,	one	of	the	magnets	has	a	water	nature	and	the	other	a	fire	nature.
The	net	result	of	this	unique	physiology	is	that	the	heart	and	kidney	organs	have	a	tendency	not	to	communicate	or	interact.	In	the	clinic,	this	pathodynamic	(called	heart-kidney	disharmony)	is	the	cause	of	a	variety	of	symptoms	including	insomnia,	irritability,	excessive	dreaming,	palpitations,	and/or	seminal	emissions	(Fig.	6.3).	Nevertheless,	there
are	situations	in	the	clinic	where	the	combination	of	points	from	both	the	heart	and	kidney	shew	yin	channels	creates	a	synergy	similar	to	that	seen	in	lung-spleen	tai	yin	treatments,	especially	in	cases	where	movement	is	the	desired	result	(see	case	studies	below).	The	difference	is	that	there	are	more	situations	where	shao	yin	is	combined	with	other
[	106]	Ch.	6	I	The	Shiw	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	Fig.6.3	The	heart	and	kidney	organs	balance	each	other	in	mutual	strength,	much	like	a	fire-water	pair	of	spinning	magnets.	channels	in	actual	clinical	practice,	especially	when	deficiency	is	involved.	For	example,	in	cases	of	heart	blood	deficiency,	heart	channel	points	are	often	combined	with	tai	yin
spleen	points,	while	kidney	yin	deficiency	often	involves	the	use	of	jue	yin	liver	points	or	even	tai	yin	spleen	and	lung	points.	(Specific	treatment	strategies	will	be	discussed	later.)	What	should	be	remembered	at	this	point	is	that	even	the	most	coherent	theories	are	helpful	only	insofar	as	they	facilitate	real-world	applications.	In	the	case	of	channel
and	five-phase	theory,	one	must	not	forget	the	yin	and	yang	organ	relationships	when	developing	treatment	strategies.	The	most	difficult	part	of	developing	effective	treatment	strategies	is	learning	how	to	fine-tune	an	understanding	of	the	relationship	of	the	channel	system	to	organ	(zangju)	theory.	This	is	a	slow	process,	and	clinical	experience	is	the
best	teacher.	The	goal	of	this	book	is	to	provide	a	framework	from	which	practitioner	can	more	quickly	develop	their	own	understanding.	[	107)	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	THE	CONCEPT	OF	HEART-KIDNEY	DISHARMONY	Before	proceeding,	a	few	more	things	should	be	said	about	the	balance	of	fire	and	water	in	the
functions	of	the	heart	and	kidney	organs.	This	grows	out	of	considerations	of	what	is	actually	meant	by	the	commonly	used	diagnostic	term	'heart-kidney	disharmony'	(,-:_;	~~	Relationship/balance	...-	between	kidney-water	and	heart-fire	!	lr·	··	~·	·	·	·	t	"t	)	Condition	of	the	gate	of	vitality	Fig.	6.4	Three	relationships	that	affect	heart-kidney	interaction	[
108]	Ch.	6	I	The	Shiw	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	Beginning	with	the	kidney	organ,	it	was	noted	earlier	that	yin	essence	generates	fire	in	the	gate	of	vitality.	Thus	the	kidney	is	a	fundamentally	yin,	water-natured	organ	that	paradoxically	gives	rise	to	a	physiological	process	that	is	termed	'fire:	It	is	helpful	to	resist	the	temptation	to	think	exclusively	in
either/or	terms	when	considering	the	fire/water	nature	of	the	kidney.	A	more	useful	image	is	that	of	the	tai	jf	(;k.;fi)	or	yin-yang	symbol.	While	essence	can	be	thought	of	as	a	yin	substance,	it	has	within	it	the	seed	of	the	yang-natured	fire	at	the	gate	of	vitality.	At	the	same	time,	while	the	fire	at	the	gate	of	vitality	is	decidedly	yang-natured,	it	is	rooted
in	essence.	By	thinking	of	the	tai	jf	symbol,	one	can	begin	to	understand	how	classical	Chinese	physicians	conceived	of	a	water-natured	organ	that	nonetheless	gives	rise	to	fire.	This	fire	coming	from	the	kidney	is	the	ultimate	stimulus	of	the	qi	transformation	in	all	the	other	organs	of	the	body.	Besides	the	fire-water	balance	within	the	kidney,	there	is
another	type	of	fire-water	balance	occurring	simultaneously	between	the	heart	and	kidney	organs.	In	this	second	relationship,	the	kidney	is	likened	to	water	and	the	heart	to	fire.	The	relationship	between	the	kidney	and	heart	is	familiar	to	students	of	Chinese	medicine	as	being	one	of	yin	essence	(kidney)	and	yang	sovereign	fire	(heart).	This	is	the
relationship	that	characterizes	the	shao	yin	system	in	the	broadest	sense.	When	sovereign	fire	becomes	either	excessive	or	deficient,	kidney	essence	acts	to	regulate	it.	Here	is	the	balance	which	was	earlier	compared	to	two	spinning	magnets.	When	the	water	magnet	spins	too	slowly,	fire	is	added	to	speed	it	up,	and	if	the	fire	magnet	spins	too	quickly,
water	is	added	to	cool	and	slow	it	down.	When	they	are	in	balance,	their	interaction	is	smooth	and	constant,	but	when	they	are	out	of	balance,	the	condition	of	heart-kidney	disharmony	often	develops.	Most	often,	this	disharmony	involves	a	deficiency	of	kidney	yin	that	leads	to	heat	from	deficiency	in	the	heart.	A	review	of	the	treatment	principles	and
herbal	actions	within	the	formula	Emperor	of	Heaven's	Special	Pill	to	Tonify	the	Heart	(tian	wang	bu	xin	dan),	for	example,	gives	clear	insight	into	a	common	treatment	approach	for	this	type	of	shao	yin	dysfunction	(Table	6.3).	Having	considered	the	two	aspects	of	the	heart-kidney	relationship	which	occur	within	shao	yin,	the	third	general	factor	that
might	lead	to	heart-kidney	disharmony	involves	the	channel	system	as	a	whole.	In	other	words,	sometimes	the	healthy	balance	of	heart-kidney	function	becomes	disturbed	by	a	pathodynamic	in	other	organs.	When	devising	a	clinical	approach	to	problems	with	heart	and	kidney	not	connecting,	it	is	therefore	important	to	also	revisit	the	multiple	channel
relationships.	For	example,	the	most	common	channel-to-channel	relationship	in[	109]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	Herb	Main	Function	in	Formula	Ziziphi	spinosae	Semen	(suan	zao	ren)	Nourishes	heart	yin/	calms	the	spirit	Asparagi	Radix	(tian	men	dong)	Clears	heat	from	upper	burner	(nourishes	yin	of	lung	and	kidney)
Ophiopogonis	Radix	(mai	men	dong)	Clears	heat	from	upper	burner	(nourishes	yin	of	lung	and	stomach)	Schisandrae	Fructus	(wu	wei	zl)	Calms	heart	(stabilizes	kidneys)	Platycladi	Semen	(bai	Zl	ren)	Nourishes	heart	blood	(calms	the	spirit)	Salviae	miltiorrhizae	Radix	(dan	shen)	Clears	heat	and	restlessness	(moves	blood)	Platycodi	Radix	(jie	geng)
Opens	lung	qi;	releases	the	heart	Ginseng	Radix	(ren	shen)	Benefits	qi	Poria	(fu	ling)	Benefits	spleen	qi	Polygalae	Radix	(yuan	zhi)	Calms	the	spirit;	opens	fluids	through	the	triple	burner	Angelicae	sinensis	Radix	(dang	gui)	Nourishes	the	blood	Effects	on	Qi	Dynamic	Calm	heart	fire	Stimulate	the	process;	open	circulation	between	upper	and	lower
Build	blood	to	unify	Longan	Arillus	(long	yan	rim)	Nourishes	the	blood	Scrophulariae	Radix	(xuan	shen)	Nourishes	kidney	yin	Nourish	kidney	water	Rehmanniae	Radix	(sheng	di	huang)	Nourishes	kidney	yin	Table	6.3	Analysis	of	Emperor	of	Heaven's	Special	Pill	to	Tonify	the	Heart	(tiijn	wang	bU	xln	dan)	[	110	l	Ch.	6	I	The	Shew	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)
System	volves	the	familiar	one	of	'interior-exterior'	organs.	In	the	case	of	shew	yin,	the	interior-exterior	relationship	of	the	kidney	and	the	bladder	is	of	special	significance.	As	a	yang	organ	at	the	most	exterior	of	the	three	yang	channels	(tili	yang),	the	bladder	provides	a	direct	conduit	to	the	outside	through	which	the	kidney	can	regulate	internal	fire
and	heat.	The	bladder	channel	removes	heat	outward	by	venting	(H~	ft	xu	fii)	over	the	large	surface	area	of	the	tai	yang	pathway	on	the	skin.	On	the	other	hand,	the	bladder	can	create	net	warmth	in	the	body	by	removing	fluids	through	the	bladder	organ.	Damp	fluids	can	lead	to	cold;	thus	long,	clear,	profuse	urination	is	a	sign	that	the	body	is	trying
to	remove	fluids	in	an	effort	to	create	net	warmth.	This	type	of	urination,	in	fact,	is	often	a	symptom	of	cold	from	deficiency	in	the	kidneys.	On	the	other	hand,	the	herbal	formula	Guide	Out	the	Red	Powder	(dew	chi	scm)	is	used	in	situations	where	heat	in	the	shao	yin	system	(particularly	heart	fire)	is	drained	through	the	tai	yang	bladder	organ.	In	this
case,	the	appropriate	pattern	would	involve	urination	that	is	dark	and	relatively	scanty,	indicating	heat.	Promoting	and	increasing	the	volume	of	urine	can	thus	also	drain	excess	fire	from	the	body.	These	are	just	a	few	examples	of	how	the	balance	between	the	kidney	and	heart	is	facilitated	by	the	internalexternal	shao	yin-tai	yang	relationship	(Fig.
6.5).	DEFICIENCY	COLD	IN	KIDNEYS	LEADS	TO	·············	FLUID	ACCUMULATION	BLADDER	TAl	YANG	EXCESS	HEAT	IN	THE	HEART	Fig.	6.5	Imbalances	in	shOo	yin	can	also	be	regulated	via	the	paired	tai	yang	system.	There	are	of	course	other	channel-to-channel	relationships	that	affect	shao	yin	physiology.	For	example,	the	movement	of	the
shao	yin	pivot	is	affected	by	the	quality	of	blood	stored	at	the	jue	yin	level.	Problems	with	quality	of	blood	(particularly	heat	in	the	blood)	can	affect	the	relationship	of	the	heart	and	kidney,	a	concept	discussed	in	the	next	chapter.	[	111	l	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	Finally,	the	pathway	of	connection	between	the	heart	and
kidney	involves	maintenance	of	fluid	movement	within	all	three	burners.	Here	one	can	see	how	tai	yin	lung	and	spleen	physiology	might	affect	heart-kidney	communication.	If	dampness	or	phlegm	is	allowed	to	collect	in	the	interior,	fire	and	water	cannot	interact	smoothly.	Once	again,	the	strategy	underlying	the	combination	of	herbs	in	the	formula
Emperor	of	Heaven's	Special	Pill	to	Tonify	the	Heart	(tiim	wang	bu	xin	dan)	is	illustrative.	To	summarize	the	three	levels	affecting	the	heart-kidney	relationship:	1.	Within	the	kidney	organ	there	is	a	fire/water	relationship	in	the	generation	of	fire	at	the	gate	of	vitality.	Ultimately,	the	result	of	the	interaction	of	this	fire	and	essence	within	the	kidney	is
the	production	of	source	qi,	discussed	below.	2.	Within	shao	yin,	there	is	a	balance	of	fire	and	water	between	kidney	essence	and	the	sovereign	fire	of	the	heart.	3.	In	the	channel	system	as	a	whole,	there	is	a	regulating	effect	that	maintains	heart-kidney	connection.	This	is	most	clearly	seen	in	the	interior-exterior	organ	pairings.	In	the	case	of	shao	yin,
the	pairing	with	tai	yang	provides	a	venue	for	heat	regulation	through	contact	with	the	external	environment.	Nevertheless,	the	role	of	the	other	organs	in	blood	and	fluid	physiology	also	plays	an	important	role	in	healthy	shao	yin	function.	Once	again,	it	is	the	channel	system	that	provides	the	communication	network	for	all	of	these	physiological
processes.	Problems	at	any	of	the	levels	affect	shao	yin	physiology	and	can	lead	to	the	familiar	diagnosis	of	heartkidney	disharmony.	Ascertaining	the	state	of	water	and	fire	(yin/yang)	is	of	primary	importance	in	making	a	clear	diagnosis	in	shao	yin	disharmony.	If	one	can	refine	that	diagnosis	further	based	on	a	clear	idea	of	location	(e.g.,	within	the
kidney	as	opposed	to	the	kidney-bladder)	the	diagnosis	will	be	more	precise.	This,	in	turn,	will	yield	clear	treatment	principles	and	more	consistent	clinical	results.	SPECIAL	CLINICAL	CONSIDERATIONS	FOR	Shew	Yin	As	noted	above,	problems	in	the	shao	yin	channel	can	be	either	excessive	or	deficient,	while	the	root	often	lies	in	organ	deficiency.
Nevertheless,	there	may	be	'hyper-function'	(Jt:ii!	kang	jin)	of	the	heart	organ	due	to	kidney	deficiency.	This	is	one	of	the	most	familiar	causes	of	heart	fire	seen	in	the	clinic.	It	is	still	rooted	in	(kidney)	organ	deficiency,	although	it	presents	[	112]	Ch.	6	I	The	Shiw	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	clinically	as	excess.	The	pattern	might	involve	dryness	in	the
body,	mental	disturbances	such	as	irritability	and	restlessness,	or	heart	organ	disorder	such	as	palpitations	and	arrhythmias.	Pure	deficiency	of	both	shiw	yin	organs,	on	the	other	hand,	involves	weakness	of	the	sovereign	fire	in	the	heart	and/or	kidney	gate	of	vitality.	This	might	eventually	involve	symptoms	similar	to	congestive	heart	failure	where	the
fluids	fail	to	move,	leading	to	swelling,	cold	limbs,	and	fluid	in	the	lungs	or	kidney-related	types	of	low	libido	or	edema.	It	is	interesting	to	note	that	edema	caused	by	kidney	dysfunction	generally	manifests	in	the	face	(upper	burner)	while	that	associated	with	the	heart	is	found	in	the	lower	extremities	(lower	burner).	This	is	a	point	agreed	upon	by	both
modern	allopathic	and	Chinese	medicine,	but	is	explained	in	different	ways.	In	the	case	of	kidney	(qi)	deficiency,	the	qi	from	the	lower	burner	can't	reach	the	face,	while	in	the	case	of	heart	(yang)	deficiency,	the	yang	is	unable	to	descend	to	the	lower	extremities.	Again,	these	conditions	are	not	associated	with	the	channel	per	se,	but	involve
dysfunction	of	the	organs	themselves.	This	careful	differentiation	of	channel	versus	organ	symptoms	may	seem	trivial,	but	it	does	help	guide	treatment	by	aiding	in	the	selection	of	acupuncture	points	and	herbs.	To	summarize,	the	shew	yin	channel	is	both	a	part	of	and	more	than	the	individual	shiw	yin	organs.	Specifically,	the	shiw	yin	channel	is	both
a	clearer	of	heat	(from	the	organs	and	exterior)	and	an	important	part	of	the	functional	balance	of	the	shiw	yin	organs.	It	is	the	channel	which	drains	fire,	clears	the	heart,	and	dredges	and	opens	the	yin	collaterals.	The	shiw	yin	organs,	on	the	other	hand,	are	associated	with	warming	the	body.	Together,	channel	and	organs	regulate	the	complex
physiology	of	fire.	Finally,	having	described	in	theory	how	the	shao	yin	channel	can	be	associated	with	excess	heat	symptoms,	a	few	of	the	most	common	pathomechanisms	involving	heat	trapped	in	the	shao	yin	channel	should	be	noted.	These	include	patterns	where	there	are:	•	Heat	pathogens	blocked	internally	(Mf~	01	M	re	xie	nei	hi)	These	are
generally	heart-type	symptoms	associated	with	anxiety	and	agitated	movement.	•	Sores	or	fire	toxins(~~-*-·	chuang	yang	huo	du)	Some	types	of	shingles	and	boils	are	included	in	this	category.	•	Stagnation	in	the	collateral	vessels	of	the	heart	or	brain	(	·~	R~	~~	xin	nao	luo	yu)	Microcirculation	issues	in	the	heart	or	brain.	This	broadly	applies	to
stroke,	cognition,	and	developmental	issues.	[	113]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	The	Heart	The	heart	holds	the	office	of	emperor	and	is	the	issuer	of	spirit	clarity.	z	(•(>	4f	.	M.i.	't	-!:!?.	•	~fa}]	tl:l	~	o	Xin	zhe,	fun	zhu	zhi	guiin	ye,	shen	ming	chu	yiin.)	-Basic	Questions,	Chapter	8	This	is	the	opening	passage	in	Basic
Questions,	Chapter	8.	In	the	space	of	just	ten	characters,	the	stage	is	set	for	all	the	other	organs	that	follow.	The	heart	is	placed	clearly	above	all	others	with	"spirit	clarity"	as	its	guiding	principle.	The	term	shen	ming	(~f	aJJ)	is	translated	quite	literally	here	as	"spirit	clarity:'	In	this	case,	a	literal	translation	seems	appropriate,	as	any	attempt	to	render
more	common	English	phrases	would	suggest	a	meaning	that	is	not	present	in	the	original.	It	is	especially	important	to	avoid	that	pitfall	with	this	term.	The	term	'spirit'	in	conjunction	with	Chinese	medicine	brings	to	bear	certain	cultural	pre-conceptions	outside	of	China.	Therefore,	a	clear	understanding	of	this	word	should	first	begin	with	an
explanation	of	what	the	writers	of	the	Inner	Classic	might	have	meant.	Simply	put,	spirit	is	the	intelligence	of	existence	itself,	while	'spirit	clarity'	is	a	manifestation	of	that	intelligence.	Any	time	that	the	term	spirit	(#	shen)	is	used	in	Chinese,	it	is	in	connection	with	something	that	cannot	normally	be	seen	or	felt.	In	reference	to	the	heart	in	Chinese
medicine,	spirit	clarity	involves	an	unseen	intelligence	that	allows	a	being	to	recognize	and	interact	with	its	environment.	The	word	'recognize'	does	not	necessarily	refer	to	something	at	the	conscious	level,	but	instead	represents	the	innate	ability	of	an	organism	to	perceive	and	respond	to	its	environment.	In	the	case	of	human	beings,	there	are	three
levels	of	recognition:	1.	Recognition	of	the	external	environment:	the	six	qi	2.	Recognition	of	the	internal	environment:	the	movement	of	the	qi	dynamic	3.	Recognition	of	the	social	environment:	interactions	with	people/	animals	Because	of	its	role	as	the	'recognizer;	the	heart	is	said	to	be	preeminent	among	the	twelve	organs	and	the	source	of	the
intelligence	of	life	(spirit).	The	heart	is	located	above	the	diaphragm	and	below	the	lungs	at	the	level	of	the	5th	thoracic	vertebra	(GV-11	shen	diw).	Ancient	anatomists	may	have	also	noted	the	attachment	of	many	of	the	small	ligaments	that	hold	the	heart	in	place	to	the	area	around	the	7th	thoracic	vertebra.	In	any	[	114]	Ch.	6	I	The	Shew	Yin	(Lesser
Yin)	System	case,	palpable	changes	along	the	spine	between	the	5th	and	7th	thoracic	vertebrae	often	coincide	with	heart	dysfunction.	Traditionally,	the	heart	was	described	as	looking	like	a	peach	or	a	lotus	with	openings	at	the	top.	The	heart	is	the	pivot	for	the	movement	of	blood	in	the	body,	between	the	internal	storage	of	blood	in	the	pericardium
and	liver	at	the	jue	yin	level	and	the	infusion	of	external	qi	and	nourishment	into	(and	beyond)	the	blood	at	the	tili	yin	level	in	the	lung	and	spleen.	The	heart	moves	blood	around	the	body	after	it	has	been	infused	with	qi	from	the	environment	and	nutrition	from	food	and	grains.	As	we	noted	in	the	last	chapter,	external	true	qi	(-1--	~	zhen	qi)	enters	the
body	through	the	lungs	while	food	and	grains	are	transformed	by	the	spleen.	Together,	the	tai	yin	organs	create	the	essence	of	blood	(nutritive	and	protective)	which	is	then	moved	by	the	heart.	FUNCTIONS	OF	THE	HEART	Commands	the	blood	vessels	1	This	refers	to	the	heart	function	of	moving	blood	through	the	vessels	of	the	body.	Difficulty
sometimes	surrounds	this	concept	due	to	various	interpretations	of	the	character	_i_	(zhu)	in	the	phrase	"The	heart	commands	the	blood	vessels"	(·~_i_.illz.~	xin	zhu	xue	mai).	Based	on	the	variability	of	interpretation	of	this	character,	it	is	sometimes	said	that	blood	is	"created"	in	the	heart.	2	But	it	is	more	accurate	to	say	that	blood	comes	from	the
heart,	meaning	that	blood	moves	about	due	to	the	beating	of	the	heart	organ.	A	discussion	of	the	blood	vessels	should	also	include	the	concept,	mentioned	earlier,	of	the	yin	collaterals.	Considered	the	smallest	vessels	in	the	yin	channels,	the	yin	collaterals	may	be	likened	to	the	microcirculation	of	blood.	As	previously	noted,	the	shao	yin	channel	is
used	clinically	both	to	drain	heat	from	the	body	and	to	dredge	stagnation	from	the	yin	collaterals.	In	some	cases,	the	generation	of	heat	in	the	body	can	be	due	to	stasis	in	the	yin	collaterals.	Here	the	underlying	deficiency	involves	an	inability	of	the	heart	to	properly	move	blood	at	this	level	of	circulation.	Stasis	of	blood	leads	to	heat,	which	finally	can
cause	boils	(~~	chuang	jie)	and	pustulating	sores	(58~	pao	chuang).	Longer-term	stagnation	in	the	yin	collaterals	can	lead	to	mental	disorders,	memory	problems,	speech	difficulties,	or	even	stroke.	In	general,	heat	and	stasis	in	the	yin	collaterals	is	harder	to	clear	than	heat	in	the	yang	collaterals.	The	yin	collaterals	are	most	effectively	dredged	using
the	shao	yin	channel,	while	yang	collateral	heat	is	cleared	by	treating	the	affected	yang	channel.	Yin	collateral	stagnation	is	generally	stagnation	of	blood,	while	the	yang	collaterals	tend	to	have	stagnation	of	qi,	which	might	also	lead	to	heat.	In	both	yin	and	yang	collateral	stasis,	however,	the	important	underlying	concept	is	microcirculation.	[	115	1
APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	Q:	We	have	discussed	the	statement	in	the	Inner	Classic	that	the	heart	"commands	the	blood	vessels."	What	are	the	relationships	of	the	other	yin	organs	to	blood?	Generally	speaking,	the	relationship	of	each	yin	organ	to	blood	can	be	summarized	in	single	characters.	The	liver	stores	($&.	cang),
the	heart	moves	(it	xing),	and	the	spleen	controls	(#it	tong)	blood	(Table	6.4).	Let's	take	each	one	separately.	DR.	WANG:	Organ	Term	Meaning	Spleen	#Jt	tong	CONTROLS	-	The	Spleen	gathers	the	blood	and	keeps	it	within	the	vessels	at	the	capillary	level.	Heart	it	xing	MOVES	-	The	Heart	moves	blood	like	a	pump	and	also	moves	consciousness.	if&.
cang	Blood	is	held	deep	for	rejuvenation	and	also	assigned	to	where	it	needs	to	go.	STORES	-	Liver	Table	6.4	Yin	organs	and	the	blood	The	term	associated	with	the	liver	blood	function	is	'storage:	In	classical	texts,	the	word	cang	is	used	to	describe	substances	held	within	the	yin	organs.	It	suggests	putting	the	blood	away	somewhere	deep	and	safe.
We'll	discuss	this	more	in	connection	with	jue	yin,	but	let	me	say	for	now	that	there	are	two	basic	subcategories	of	the	liver	blood-storing	function:	1.	The	holding	of	blood	at	the	deepest	yin	level	for	storage	and	rejuvenation.	2.	The	careful	assignment	and	distribution	of	blood	to	where	it	is	needed	in	the	body.	The	term	associated	with	the	heart	blood
function	is	'movement:3	There	are	also	two	aspects	of	the	heart	blood-moving	function.	The	first	relates	to	the	body	and	the	second	to	the	spirit:	1.	The	heart	moves	the	blood	throughout	the	body	by	pumping.	This	is	similar	to	the	modern	physiological	understanding	of	heart	function.	[	116	J	Ch.	6	I	The	Shew	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	2.	The	heart
moves	consciousness.	This	can	be	loosely	thought	of	as	the	need	for	the	spirit	to	have	an	adequate	supply	of	blood	in	order	to	function.	Finally,	the	spleen	is	said	to	'control'	blood.	This	involves	the	process	of	keeping	blood	in	bounds.	There	is	also	the	idea	of	'gathering	up'	that	brings	to	mind	my	metaphor	of	spleen	function	at	the	capillary	level.	The
spleen	functions	to	bring	the	blood	back	into	the	vessels	after	it	interacts	with	the	internal	environment.	Stores	the	spirit	As	noted	above,	in	the	most	general	sense,	the	term	spirit	refers	to	the	intelligence	of	existence.	This	is	an	intelligence	that	is	in	all	living	things.	In	plants,	for	example,	it	is	seen	in	their	ability	to	respond	to	changes	in	the	seasons
and,	on	a	daily	basis,	to	turn	toward	the	sun	(heliotropism).	In	human	beings,	this	concept	also	includes	the	capacity	for	understanding	or	comprehending	and	involves	an	innate	ability	to	make	associative	leaps	from	one	concept	to	another.	Thus	the	more	common	English	definition	of	intelligence	also	falls	within	the	idea	of	spirit.	Previously,	it	was
noted	that	the	spirit	was	more	yang-natured	and	the	essence	more	yin-natured.	Essence	is	the	ultimate	material	basis	of	the	body,	while	spirit	is	the	ineffable	presence	of	the	supernatural	in	the	human	body.	While	intent,	associated	with	the	spleen,	involves	the	logical	'digesting'	of	information,	only	spirit	can	make	leaps	of	inspiration.	The	quality	of
spirit	in	each	individual	has	a	broad	effect	on	the	five	psychic	aspects.	Without	clear	recognition	by	the	spirit,	the	other	psychic	aspects	may	become	confused.	Once	again,	the	position	of	the	heart	as	emperor	is	relevant.	Another	common	image	is	that	of	the	heart	as	a	pool	of	water.	When	the	surface	of	the	heart	is	calm,	it	can	clearly	reflect
perceptions	from	the	outside	world.	When	the	surface	is	stirred	by	the	wind-like	movement	of	the	seven	emotions,	then	the	reflection	becomes	muddled	and	a	person	has	difficulty	perceiving	the	real	nature	of	a	situation.	The	nature	and	health	of	the	spirit	has	a	direct	effect	on	the	ability	of	a	person	to	keep	the	'heart	mirror'	polished	and	calm	(Fig.
6.6).	Opens	to	the	tongue	The	relationship	of	the	heart	to	the	tongue	is	of	particular	importance	in	the	context	of	speech	and	communication.	Problems	moving	the	tongue	and	expressing	ideas	are	most	likely	due	to	heart	dysfunction.	The	relationship	of	the	heart	to	the	tongue	is	related	to	its	ability	to	house	the	spirit.	One	aspect	of	the	spirit	described
above	was	its	ability	to	clearly	'recognize'	the	[	117]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	Recognition	The	heart	mirror	recognizes	the	true	nature	of	the	external	environment	when	calm	and	undisturbed.	When	clouded	by	the	winds	of	the	seven	emotions,	reality	may	become	obscured.	Fig.6.6	Heart	mirror	world	at	large.	This	is
both	similar	to	and	greater	than	the	idea	of	consciousness.	A	person	is	conscious	if	they	are	awake,	but	may	not	necessarily	be	able	to	clearly	recognize.	In	the	case	of	a	stroke,	for	example,	a	patient	may	appear	completely	conscious	but	often	seems	unable	to	recognize	the	world	around	them	in	the	same	way.	This	is	a	case	in	which	the	qi
transformation	of	the	sht'w	yin	channel	has	been	affected.	In	these	types	of	stroke	patients,	the	ability	to	speak	is	often	compromised.	More	specifically,	the	patient	may	have	relatively	normal	tongue	movement,	but	be	unable	to	properly	vocalize	ideas	because	of	changes	in	the	brain	itself.	In	this	type	of	case,	where	the	'spirit'	is	disturbed,	one	should
again	consider	the	concept	of	microcircula[	118]	Ch.	6	I	The	Shew	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	tion	and	the	yin	collaterals.	The	kidney,	spleen,	and	yin	qiao	mai	(yin	heel	vessel)	are	also	related	to	tongue	function.	(Appendix	2	provides	a	more	detailed	examination	of	tongue	conditions	in	Chinese	medicine.)	CLINICAL	PEARLS	OF	WISDOM	ABOUT	HEART
PATHOLOGY	•	Classical	texts	often	say	that	itchy	sores	are	related	to	the	heart.	Sores,	especially	those	in	the	upper	part	of	the	body	and	face,	are	associated	with	heat	toxins	in	the	heart	channel.	This	may	include	some	types	of	acne	or	mouth	sores.	Palpate	the	shao	yin	channel	for	confirmation.	•	The	area	on	the	back	associated	with	the	heart,
between	the	5th	and	7th	thoracic	vertebrae,	is	often	involved	in	problems	with	cognition	(~lf	;t	shen	zhi).	It	is	therefore	used	in	treating	many	types	of	developmental	problems	in	children,	including	physical	difficulties/muscle	coordination	and	problems	with	cognition	and	speech.	This	area	may	also	have	tenderness	(as	will	the	parallel	bladder
channel	points)	where	there	are	emotional	problems.	Furthermore,	the	area	is	important	in	the	treatment	of	dementia,	Alzheimer's,	and	other	cognition	and	emotional	disorders	in	the	elderly	that	are	related	to	brain	function.	The	heart	channel	in	general	is	often	important	in	these	types	of	conditions.	For	this	reason,	the	point	pair	HT-5	(tong	ll)	and
KI-6	(zhao	hai)	is	often	added	to	treatments	designed	to	affect	the	brain.	•	Insomnia	and	a	tendency	toward	fear	or	being	easily	startled	often	involve	heart	shao	yin.	This	is	more	often	a	yin/blood	deficiency	type.	•	Pain	in	the	genitals	is	sometimes	due	to	excessive	accumulation	of	heat	in	the	shao	yin	channel	due	to	an	underlying	deficiency	of	kidney
yang.	As	noted	earlier,	this	is	a	case	which	presents	as	excess	that	is	actually	rooted	in	deficiency-a	lack	of	yang	qi	to	drive	circulation.	•	Urinary	incontinence	may	often	involve	heart	shiw	yin.	Note	the	use	of	HT-7	(shen	men)	with	Kl-3	(tai	xi)	in	bed-wetting	and	problems	controlling	urine,	especially	at	night.	[	119]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN
CHINESE	MEDICINE	The	Kidney	The	kidney	holds	the	office	of	forceful	accomplishment	and	is	the	issuer	of	wondrous	talent.	(~	=t	.11	~m	z	't	.1i	;Pj	tl:l	1.9	o	Shen	zhe,	zuo	qiang	zhi	guan,	ji	qiao	chu	yan.)	-	Basic	Questions,	Chapter	8	Despite	suggesting	something	more	mystical,	this	phrase	from	the	Inner	Classic	is	firmly	rooted	in	reality.	Of	course,
this	is	apropos	the	concept	of	the	kidney	as	a	repository	of	essence,	that	most	important	of	material	substances.	A	more	literal	translation	than	"office	of	forceful	accomplishment"	might	be	"an	organ	of	doing	and	striving";	this	is	a	reference	to	the	importance	of	the	kidney	as	the	material	root	of	the	body.	It	is	the	root	strength	from	which	one	rises	to
the	challenge	of	urgent	need.	Moreover,	the	physical	strength	that	develops	in	the	presence	of	healthy	kidney	essence	also	gives	rise	to	the	body's	"wondrous	talent"	for	reproduction.	The	term	"forceful	accomplishment"	refers	to	the	association	of	the	kidney	with	the	will	(;t	zhi).	The	will	is	the	ability	of	a	person	to	steadily	do	and	strive	in	the	world,
with	the	eventual	goal	of	reproduction.	This	is	the	realm	of	the	kidney.	The	kidney	is	said	to	collect	at	the	level	of	the	2nd	lumbar	vertebra,	roughly	level	with	the	umbilicus.	fUNCTIONS	OF	THE	KIDNEY	Stores	essence	Essence	is	the	yin-natured	root	of	the	gate	of	vitality,	the	driving	force	behind	all	life	processes.	It	is	the	most	fundamental	physical
manifestation	of	a	human	being's	inheritance	from	their	ancestors.	The	interaction	of	essence	with	the	qi	derived	from	fluids,	food,	and	air	is	the	basis	for	the	physiological	activities	that	make	up	daily	life.	Essence	provides	the	guidance	that	creates	human	form	from	the	fruits	of	the	earth.	Furthermore,	essence	is	the	fundamental	spark	that	begins
the	qi	dynamic	of	all	the	other	organs.	The	urge	to	take	the	first	breath	of	life	comes	from	essence	stored	in	the	kidneys.	Essence	moves	with	the	corporeal	soul	found	in	the	lung.	The	lung	is	the	commander	of	qi	in	the	body	while	the	essence	is	the	spark	that	begins	the	qi	dynamic.	Essence	is	yin	to	the	yang	of	spirit,	and	thus	the	strength	of	the
physical	body	(yin-material)	ultimately	depends	on	essence.	The	stages	of	growth	and	development	are	manifestations	of	essence,	and	the	decrepitude	of	old	age	reflects	the	outward	signs	of	its	decline.	[	120	l	Ch.	6	I	The	Shew	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	In	Chapter	5,	the	relationship	of	the	spirit	to	the	ethereal	soul	was	noted.	Specifically,	the	'comings
and	goings'	of	the	spirit	are	said	to	be	with	the	ethereal	soul,	which	is	housed	in	the	liver.	The	relationship	of	spirit	to	essence	(heart-kidney)	is	different	from	the	relationship	of	spirit	to	the	ethereal	soul	(heart-liver).	Essence	balances	and	roots	spirit	in	the	body	by	bringing	the	insights	of	'intelligence'	into	reality.	It	is	the	balance	of	fire	and	water.	By
contrast,	the	ethereal	soul,	associated	with	the	liver	and	blood,	provides	a	different	kind	of	root	for	the	spirit	in	the	body.	Essence	is	a	prenatal	rooting	while	the	ethereal	soul	(via	liver	blood)	provides	a	rooting	based	on	an	abundance	of	post-natal	qi.	The	ethereal	soul,	in	turn,	is	moved	by	spirit	as	the	beating	heart	moves	the	blood.	(The	nature	of	the
ethereal	soul	will	be	discussed	in	Chapter	7	on	jue	yin	physiology.)	Governs	the	bones	The	kidney	is	responsible	for	the	growth	and	development	of	bones,	especially	during	childhood.	This	is	actually	part	of	its	function	in	governing	the	stages	of	development.	The	growth	of	bones	in	childhood	is	regarded	as	the	most	visible	manifestation	of	the	fullness
of	essence.	Stores	the	will	The	character	usually	translated	as	'will'	(.t	zhi)	also	means	steadfastness	(	~	Jt	jiiin	ding).	A	person's	ability	to	persist,	to	put	their	mind	to	something	and	follow	through	with	plans,	is	linked	to	the	kidney.	The	concept	of	will	in	Chinese	medicine	is	also	inexorably	linked	to	the	concept	of	essence.	Simply	put,	the	will	depends
on	essence.	The	ability	to	remain	steadfast	depends	on	the	quality	and	metabolism	of	essence.	Activities	that	'waste	essence'	will	also	eventually	begin	to	compromise	a	person's	will.	Consider	again	the	relationship	of	the	heart	and	kidney	in	the	context	of	the	five	psychic	aspects.	The	psychic	aspect	associated	with	the	heart	is	spirit	and	that	of	the
kidney	is	essence.	Spirit	has	been	described	as	the	"intelligence	of	existence"	and	manifests	as	the	ability	to	recognize	and	extend	one's	vision	to	the	outside	environment	(intuitive	leaps	•t%	.t	wu	zhi).	It	is	the	spirit	that	perceives.	By	contrast	to	the	relatively	yang-natured	spirit,	essence	roots	the	physical	body.	The	balancing	act	maintained	by
essence	and	spirit	is	yet	another	aspect	of	shao	yin	physiology.	The	inquisitive,	curious,	and	agile	mind	that	we	in	the	West	call	intelligence	must	be	supported	by	the	physical	strength	of	the	human	body.	This	is	the	crux	of	the	relationship	between	spirit	and	essence	(Fig.	6.7).	The	Chinese	word	for	'will'	might	also	be	translated	as	'intention:	In	order
for	the	ideas	generated	by	intelligence	to	take	on	form	in	the	world,	[	121	l	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	ESSENCE	Fig.	6·7	Essence	roots	the	spirit	so	that	leaps	of	intuition	can	be	held	and	realized.	they	must	be	held	in	place	and	brought	to	fruition	through	sustained	will.	This	is	'keeping	one's	eye	on	the	ball:	When	the
heart	and	kidney	are	not	'communicating;	a	person	may	have	an	abundance	of	interesting	and	insightful	ideas,	but	they	are	not	held	or	brought	into	reality.	One	therefore	might	also	say	that	essence	and	will	are	two	sides	of	the	same	coin.	Without	the	tenacity	that	arises	from	proper	manifestation	of	pre-natal	essence,	it	is	impossible	to	maintain
intent.	At	the	same	time,	without	the	yang-natured	stimulus	provided	by	the	intelligence	of	spirit,	the	life	potential	represented	by	essence	does	not	take	on	its	best	form.	In	other	words,	it	is	important	to	keep	the	reflective	pool	of	the	heart	calm	and	clear	so	that	will/intent	can	focus	on	real	and	attainable	goals.	Ultimately,	the	will	to	live	and	take	on
the	challenges	of	life	arises	from	the	physical	body	(essence).	Without	this	material	foundation,	the	drive	to	live	and	press	forward	eventually	fades.	A	person	who	has	a	strong	will	to	live	in	the	midst	of	severe	disease	still	maintains	an	adequate	supply	of	what	ancient	physiologists	called	'essence:	[	122]	Ch.	6	I	The	Shiw	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	Opens
to	the	ears	Many	take	the	association	of	the	kidney	with	the	ears	to	mean	that	all	hearing	problems	are	related	to	the	kidneys.	In	fact,	this	is	not	categorically	true.	When	considering	the	kidney,	think	of	the	small	bones	of	the	middle	ear.	If	problems	arise	with	the	health	or	flexibility	of	movement	in	these	bones,	the	kidney	is	more	likely	to	be	involved.
The	process	of	aging	often	leads	to	problems	of	this	type.	Problems	involving	the	flexibility	or	nourishment	of	the	eardrum	also	tend	to	be	kidney	related.	However,	for	ringing	in	the	ears	or	other	types	of	gradual	deafness	due	to	problems	with	the	auditory	nerve,	the	kidney	may	not	be	involved	at	all.	Ringing	very	often	involves	injury	to	the	qi	dynamic
of	the	liver-gallbladder,	most	often	due	to	heat.	Alternatively,	problems	with	clarity	of	hearing	can	be	due	to	an	accumulation	of	dampness	in	the	inner	ear,	which	requires	spleen-type	treatment	approaches.	However,	as	the	case	study	below	will	show,	dampness-type	inner	ear	problems	can	also	be	due	to	a	lack	of	kidney	qi	transformation.	A	modern
perspective	on	the	treatment	of	ear	conditions	is	also	provided	in	Appendix	2.	CLINICAL	PEARLS	OF	WISDOM	ABOUT	KIDNEY	PATHOLOGY	•	The	statement	in	the	Inner	Classic	that	the	kidney	holds	the	"office	of	forceful	accomplishment"	suggests	an	association	of	this	organ	with	bursts	of	adrenaline	in	stressful	situations.	The	ability	to	rise	and
perform	in	highly	stressful	situations	is	associated	with	the	kidney.	Similarly,	excessive	stress	will	eventually	damage	the	kidney.	•	Many	types	of	allergic	and	autoimmune	disorders	are	related	to	the	kidney.	This	might	be	thought	of	as	hyperactivity	of	the	"forceful	accomplishment"	aspect	of	kidney's	nature.	In	other	words,	the	kidney	is	responding
with	force	in	an	untimely	way.	These	cases	require	strengthening	of	the	kidney	yin.	For	example,	in	the	case	of	seasonal	allergies,	the	point	pair	LU-5	(chi	ze)	and	KI-7	(fo	liu)	is	helpful	in	harmonizing	the	lungs	and	benefiting	the	yin	aspect	of	the	kidney.	Similarly,	herbal	formulas	designed	to	benefit	kidney	yin	can	be	used	for	chronic	allergies,



sinusitis,	or	allergic	asthma.	•	Problems	with	the	endocrine	system	are	often	related	to	the	kidney	qi	dynamic.	Hormone	imbalance	or	hyper-	or	hypoactivity	of	endocrine	glands	are	often	treated	with	acupuncture	and	herbs	that	regulate	the	kidney.	[	123]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	Q:	What	is	the	difference	between	the
fluid	metabolism	functions	of	the	kidney	and	spleen?	In	order	to	answer	this	question,	we	should	first	differentiate	between	the	tili	yin	function	of	'commanding'	(_i_	zhu)	the	body's	fluids	and	the	kidney's	'control'	(#it	tong)	of	water	metabolism.	An	easy	way	to	understand	the	difference	is	to	consider	the	image	of	a	tree.	A	tree	absorbs	and	metabolizes
fluids	through	its	roots	but	depends	on	the	warmth	and	nourishment	of	the	earth	(literally,	the	'qi	of	the	ground'~~	di	qi)	to	stimulate	the	process.	In	this	case	the	tree	can	be	likened	to	the	spleen	and	the	earth	below	to	the	gate	of	vitality	of	the	kidney.	When	one	hears	that	the	kidneys	'control'	water,	remember	that	the	function	is	fundamentally
related	to	the	gate	of	vitality.	The	gate	of	vitality	rises	up,	like	the	qi	of	the	earth,	to	warm	and	stimulate	tai	yin.	It	thus	'controls'	water	by	providing	the	pre-natal	source	for	the	rate	of	fluid	metabolism.	The	warmth	from	the	gate	of	vitality	radiates	from	the	kidneys	to	provide	the	driving	force	in	not	only	the	tai	yin	system,	but	in	the	body	as	a	whole.
The	warm,	generative	power	of	the	gate	of	vitality	is	known	as	source	qi	when	it	moves	through	the	channel	system.	At	tai	yin,	source	qi	stimulates	the	process	of	fluid	metabolism,	thus	allowing	the	spleen	to	effectively	'command'	the	transformation	of	fluids	and	dampness	(Fig.	6.8).	A	common	fluid	metabolism	disorder	such	as	edema	might	be
caused	by	dysfunction	of	either	tai	yin	or	shao	yin.	Shao	yin	type	edema	would	necessarily	involve	a	deficiency	of	yang	in	the	kidney	or	heart,	while	tai	yin	edema	is	generally	a	case	of	spleen	qi	deficiency,	although	it	may	involve	excessive	accumulation	of	dampness	as	well.	Shao	yin	edema	is	more	often	pitting	edema,	while	tai	yin	edema	more	often
accumulates	in	the	abdomen	and	waist.	DR.	WANG:	Q:	I	know	we	haven't	talked	about	shao	yang	yet,	but	I'm	wondering	how	you	differentiate	these	two	'pivots'	in	the	channel	system?	Well,	the	most	obvious	answer	is	that	shao	yang	pivots	the	three	yang	channels	while	shao	yin	pivots	the	three	yin	channels.	In	both	cases,	the	idea	of	regulation	is
extremely	important.	As	you've	probably	noticed	by	now,	I	emphasize	the	importance	of	shao	yin	as	a	place	of	movement.	The	heart	beats	to	move	the	blood	while	the	pre-natal	stimulus	of	the	kidneys	drives	metabolism.	I	must	admit	that	I	am	informed	by	the	concept	of	hormones,	as	understood	by	DR.	WANG:	[	124]	rh	h	I	ThP	.'\han	Yin	(fp~~Pr	Yin)
,,,,~tPm	Fig.6.8	Like	a	tree	to	the	earth,	the	spleen	depends	on	the	kidney	for	warmth	and	nourishment	to	initiate	its	transformations.	modern	medicine,	when	I	think	of	the	kidney.	The	understanding	of	the	adrenal	hormones,	for	example,	certainly	plays	a	role	in	what	has	been	traditionally	called	kidney	qi	and	yang.	Of	course	in	this	case,	as	in	almost
all	others,	there	is	not	a	direct	equivalence	between	the	Chinese	and	modern	physiological	concepts,	just	a	striking	and	helpful	similarity.	The	differentiation	of	shew	yang	and	shiw	yin	might	also	be	approached	from	a	completely	different	angle.	Consider	the	two	formulas	Minor	Bupleurum	Decoction	(xiao	chai	hu	tang)	and	Frigid	Extremities	Powder
(si	ni	san).	In	the	most	basic	sense,	Minor	Bupleurum	Decoction	regulates	the	yang	pivot	while	Frigid	Extremities	Powder	regulates	the	yin	pivot.	In	Minor	Bupleurum	Decoction,	the	movement	created	by	first	warming	and	transforming	the	stomach	with	Pinelliae	Rhizoma	(him	xia),	Zingiberis	Rhizoma	recens	(sheng	jiiing),	Ginseng	Radix	(ren	shen),
Jujubae	Fructus	(da	zao),	and	Glycyrrhizae	Radix	(giin	cao)	is	then	lifted	upward	and	outward	by	Scutellariae	Radix	(huang	qin)	and	Bupleuri	Radix	(chai	hu).	The	overall	movement	of	Minor	Bupleurum	Decoction	is	thus	in	the	yang	organs	[	125]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	and	channels.	On	the	other	hand,	Frigid
Extremities	Powder,	with	the	inclusion	of	Paeoniae	Radix	alba	(btii	shao),	has	a	different	focus.	That	formula	also	regulates	with	Bupleuri	Radix	(chai	hu),	but	the	regulation	tends	more	to	affect	the	yin	organs.	Specifically,	Paeoniae	Radix	alba	homes	deeply	to	the	blood	of	jue	yin,	thus	bringing	the	focus	of	the	formula	down	into	yin	levels.	Sure,	both
formulas	are	moving	and	thus	yang	in	nature,	but	their	influences	differ:	they	affect	different	pivots.	Once	this	basic	principle	is	kept	in	mind,	the	realm	of	modification	for	the	formulas	is	quite	large.	When	thinking	about	the	difference	between	the	shew	yang	and	shiw	yin	pivots,	these	two	formulas	provide	an	interesting	way	of	thinking.	4	The
Various	Fires	of	the	Human	Body	Q:	I'm	a	bit	confused	about	the	term	'fire'	in	Chinese	medicine.	The	opinions	vary	in	different	texts	and	in	different	historical	periods.	What	is	your	interpretation	of	the	nature	of	the	various	'fires'	in	the	body?	Any	discussion	of	fire	or	warmth	in	Chinese	physiology	should	begin	with	a	look	at	shew	yin	function,	but	will
certainly	include	concepts	associated	with	other	channels	as	well.	The	warming	function	of	shew	yin	can	be	summarized	in	two	basic	concepts:	the	gate	of	vitality	in	the	kidney	and	sovereign	fire	in	the	heart.	The	gate	of	vitality	should	be	considered	first,	followed	by	a	discussion	of	a	few	other	concepts	related	to	fire	and	metabolic	stimulus,	as
understood	by	Chinese	medicine.	DR.	WANG:	GATE	OF	VITALITY	Fundamentally,	kidney	function	has	both	a	fire	and	a	water	aspect.	The	water	aspect	is	the	essence	or	'primal	yin'	(iU~	yuan	yin),	while	the	fire	aspect	is	the	gate	of	vitality	or	'primal	yang'	(	7L	1%	yuan	yang).	The	two	together	are	necessary	in	order	for	the	gate	of	vitality	to	enliven	the
body.	Many	classical	texts	use	the	metaphor	of	a	pot	of	boiling	water	to	describe	the	gate	of	vitality.	When	the	fire	at	the	gate	of	vitality	and	the	water-essence	are	balanced	in	kidney	function,	the	pot	is	boiling	strongly,	but	not	excessively.	Excessive	use	of	the	fire	at	the	gate	of	vitality	can	boil	away	the	water-essence	and	lead	to	signs	of	heat	from	yin
deficiency.	A	lack	of	fire	at	[	126]	Ch.	6	I	The	Shiw	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	the	gate	of	vitality,	on	the	other	hand,	slows	down	the	boiling	and	reduces	the	amount	of	stimulus	that	can	be	sent	outward	to	nourish	and	facilitate	the	qi	dynamic	in	the	body.	This	will	manifest	in	generalized	yang	deficiency.	One	could	also	say	that	the	gate	of	vitality	is	the
fire	aspect	of	pre-natal	qi	(that	which	comes	to	a	person	from	their	ancestors).	The	water	aspect	of	pre-natal	qi	would	of	course	be	essence.	The	two	are	inseparable.	It	is	also	interesting	to	note	parallels	between	the	Chinese	medicine	concept	of	the	gate	of	vitality	and	the	endocrine	system	in	Western	medicine.	Ideas	about	growth,	development,
libido,	and	metabolism	tend	to	follow	similar	lines	in	both	frames	of	reference.	Specifically,	the	systemic	influence	of	hormones	might	be	likened	to	gate	of	vitality	theory	in	Chinese	medicine.	Also,	modern	research	is	showing	that	many	herbal	formulas	that	are	said	to	'strengthen	the	gate	of	vitality'	and	'benefit	kidney	yang'	affect	the	complex
interactions	of	the	endocrine	system.	This	idea	is	exciting	and	is	only	just	beginning	to	be	understood	in	the	context	of	modern	science	(Fig.	6.9).	HEALTHY	GATE	OF	VITALITY	DEFICIENCY	AT	GATE	OF	VITALITY	EXCESS	AT	GATE	OF	VITALITY	Fig.6.9	Within	the	gate	of	vitality,	there	is	a	balance	between	fire	at	the	gate	of	vitality	and	essence
(water).	Excess	and	deficiency	affect	systemic	metabolism.	[	127]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	Turning	now	to	the	other	'fires'	of	the	body,	it	is	helpful	to	carefully	differentiate	between	commonly	used	terms	and	related	concepts.	These	include	ministerial	fire	(;fgj	X	xiimg	huo),	sovereign	fire	(fJ	X	jun	huo),	chest	yang	(}]~
1%	xiong	yang),	and	gathering	qi	(	*L	zong	qi).	*	MINISTERIAL	FIRE	The	term	'ministerial	fire'	is	most	commonly	seen	in	three	cases:	1.	As	a	synonym	for	the	gate	of	vitality.	2.	In	five-phase	discussions	when	trying	to	categorize	the	somewhat	incongruent	'sixth	yin	organ'-the	pericardium-and	its	paired	yang	organ,	the	triple	burner.	Some	texts
describe	the	pericardium	and	triple	burner	as	also	being	fire	organs;	generally	speaking,	this	is	true.	To	be	more	specific,	however,	one	should	remember	that	the	heart	and	small	intestine	are	considered	to	be	fire-phase	organs,	while	the	pericardium	and	triple	burner	are	categorized	as	ministerial	fire-phase	organs.	3.	In	discussions	of	pathology,
particularly	pathology	associated	with	the	liver-gallbladder.	These	three	uses	of	the	same	term	are	not	mutually	exclusive.	Ultimately,	ministerial	fire	is	derived	from	the	shew	yin	system	and	arises	from	the	gate	of	vitality.	The	interchangeability	of	the	terms	'gate	of	vitality'	and	'ministerial	fire'	in	many	texts	is	representative	of	the	fact	that	the	term
changes	depending	on	where	in	the	body	this	particular	fire	is	located.	When	in	(or	between)	the	kidneys,	the	term	gate	of	vitality	is	appropriate.	On	the	other	hand,	once	outside	the	lower	burner,	there	is	some	variation	and	occasional	confusion	about	terminology.	As	mentioned	above,	the	pericardium	and	triple	burner	are	categorized	in	five-phase
theory	as	ministerial	fire-phase	organs.	Thus	the	two	organs	are	defined	as	having	a	distinctly	different	nature	than	the	fire-phase	organs	(heart	and	small	intestine).	In	addition,	the	nature	of	ministerial	fire	is	slightly	different	in	each	of	the	two	ministerial	fire	organs.	The	pericardium	ministerial	fire	represents	the	overflow	of	heart	sovereign	fire.	A
metaphor	may	be	helpful	to	envision	how	the	pericardium	gets	its	ministerial	fire.	The	heart	can	be	likened	to	a	cooking	pot	on	a	flame.	The	heat	in	the	pot	is	the	sovereign	fire	of	the	heart,	pumping	blood	around	the	body.	The	excess	heat	radiating	off	the	sides	of	the	pot,	or	flowing	up	from	the	flames	past	the	pot,	may	be	likened	to	ministerial	fire
reaching	the	pericardium.	This	metaphor	also	helps	one	to	imagine	how	the	pericardium	protects	the	heart	by	absorbing	and	removing	excess	heat.	Therefore,	although	[	128]	Ch.	6	I	The	Shew	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	ministerial	fire	in	the	pericardium	ultimately	arises	from	the	sovereign	fire	of	heart	shew	yin,	it	takes	on	a	different	name	and	nature
when	entering	jue	yin.	In	the	case	of	the	pericardium,	the	ministerial	fire	is	considered	to	be	part	of	the	normal	functioning	of	the	organ.	When	the	heart	beats,	heat	is	created	that	is	naturally	absorbed	by	the	pericardium	(Fig.	6.10).	Ministerial	fire	Fig.	6.10	Pericardium	ministerial	fire	arises	from	the	shew	yin.	It	is	part	of	normal,	healthy	physiology.
To	review	what	has	already	become	a	fairly	complex	concept,	in	the	kidneys	there	is	the	gate	of	vitality,	which	is	related	to	the	ministerial	fire	of	the	pericardium	via	the	heart.	Earlier	in	this	chapter	the	sovereign	fire	of	the	heart	and	its	relationship	to	the	kidneys	was	described	(see	Fig.	6.1).	In	the	triple	burner	(a	yang	organ)	the	ministerial	fire	takes
on	yet	another	nature.	Traveling	through	the	ditches	of	all	three	burners,	arising	from	the	gate	of	vitality	at	shew	yin,	ministerial	fire	in	the	triple	burner	is	crucial	to	source	qi.	Specifically,	ministerial	fire	is	the	motive	force	underlying	source	qi.	Source	qi	ultimately	arises	from	the	kidneys	and	can	be	thought	of	as	the	pervasive	influence	of
inheritance	(pre-natal)	in	the	body.	Like	the	gate	of	vitality,	source	qi	has	a	polarity:	its	yang	aspect	derives	from	[	129]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	ministerial	fire	and	its	yin	aspect	from	essence.	Source	qi,	perhaps	likened	to	the	guiding	force	of	genetics	in	modern	physiology,	provides	the	ultimate	stimulus	for	life	activity.
Thus	the	source	qi,	while	not	created	in	the	triple	burner,	travels	through	it	to	permeate	all	aspects	of	life	in	the	body.	In	the	pathways	of	the	triple	burner,	the	source	qi	intermingles	with	the	nutritive	aspect	of	blood	from	food	and	drink	and	the	qi	of	the	external	world	drawn	from	the	breath.	This	is	the	fundamental	interplay	of	pre-natal	and	post-
natal	qi	in	the	fluids	of	the	body,	a	concept	that	will	be	discussed	in	Chaper	9	on	shew	yang.	At	this	point,	it	is	important	to	note	the	use	of	the	term	ministerial	fire	in	relation	to	the	triple	burner	and	to	understand	that	this	fire	also	ultimately	arises	from	the	gate	of	vitality	at	shao	yin	(Fig.	6.11).	EXTERNAL	TRUE	QI	(02)	NUTRITIVE	ASPECT	OF
BLOOD	SOURCE	QI	Fig.	6.11	In	the	fluids	of	the	triple	burner,	external	true	qi	(	~	*t	zhen	qi)	and	the	nutritive	aspect	of	blood	(	~	ying)	interact	with	source	qi.	The	source	qi	is	driven	by	the	motive	force	of	ministerial	fire.	This	is	the	cellular	level	interplay	of	pre-natal	and	post-natal.	[	130]	(ying)	Ch.	6	I	The	Shao	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	Thus
ministerial	fire,	associated	with	the	pericardium	and	triple	burner,	can	be	understood	as	a	type	of	fire	that	arises	from	shiw	yin	and	is	part	of	the	normal,	healthy	metabolism	of	those	organs.	The	final	reference	to	ministerial	fire	is	its	association	with	the	development	of	disease	and	involves	the	interior-exterior	paired	organs	of	both	the	triple	burner
and	the	pericardium.	In	the	case	of	pathogenesis,	ministerial	fire	'leaves'	the	pericardium	and	triple	burner	and	can	damage	the	qi	in	their	paired	liver	and	gallbladder	organs.	Here	the	term	ministerial	fire	involves	fire	gone	astray.	In	this	case	either	the	liver,	gallbladder,	or	both	is	affected	by	a	fire-type	pathodynamic.	In	the	case	of	the	liver,	the
pathodynamic	is	often	a	dual	deficiency	of	kidney	and	liver	yin,	leading	to	liver	yang	rising.	Liver	yang	rising	is	thus	sometimes	termed	'ascendant	hyperactivity	of	ministerial	fire:	Healthy	ministerial	fire	has	left	the	shiw	yin	and	is	affecting	the	liver.	In	the	case	of	the	gallbladder,	hyperactive	ministerial	fire	has	more	of	an	excess	nature	and	leads	to
constrained	heat	patterns,	sometimes	called	'internal	blazing	of	ministerial	fire'	(:fm	j(	J7;l	~	xiimg	hu6	nei	chi).	In	the	massive,	fifty-two	volume	Comprehensive	Outline	of	the	Materia	Medica($..¥-~~	~Ben	cao	gang	mit),	compiled	by	Li	Shi-Zhen	(~%=J$-)	over	a	thirty	year	period	in	the	16th	century,	there	is	description	of	a	pattern	of	ministerial	fire
disorder	associated	with	the	liver-gallbladder.	This	is	found	in	a	discussion	of	the	herb	Saigae	tataricae	Cornu	(ling	yang	jiao):	[When	the]	ministerial	fire	lies	in	the	liver	and	gallbladder,	anger	is	created	in	the	qi	level,	illness	develops,	producing	irritability	and	fullness	with	qi	counterflow,	hiccuping	obstruction,	chills	and	fever	resulting	from	injury	by
[external]	cold	and	deep-lying	fever,	then	Saigae	tataricae	Cornu	(ling	yang	jiao)	can	be	used	to	direct	downward.	5	In	this	case,	the	herb	is	being	used	to	direct	ministerial	fire	downward	and	back	into	the	kidney.	Finally,	some	texts	describe	the	ministerial	fire	as	being	"held"	in	the	liver/gallbladder,	and	there	is	a	tradition	of	using	the	term	in
conjunction	with	the	yang	energy	of	the	gallbladder	that	helps	to	move	the	jue	yin	liver;	this	will	be	discussed	further	in	Chapter	9	on	the	shiw	yang.	Nevertheless,	many	physiological	models	describe	ministerial	fire	as	moving	in	the	pericardium	and	triple	burner;	it	is	only	associated	with	the	liver	I	gallbladder	in	cases	of	pathogenesis.	As	is	often	the
case	with	other	concepts,	given	the	long	history	of	Chinese	medicine,	a	survey	of	historical	texts	will	uncover	conflicting	ideas	about	the	location	and	nature	of	ministerial	fire.	What	is	most	important	to	remember	about	ministerial	fire	is	that:	•	It	arises	from	the	gate	of	vitality.	[	131	1	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	•	It	is
associated	with	the	warmth	drawn	to	the	pericardium	from	the	heart.	•	It	inspires	the	movement	of	source	qi	in	the	triple	burner.	•	It	is	associated	with	patterns	of	disharmony	in	the	liver	and	gallbladder.	············	MINISTERIAL	FIRE	FROM	shiw	yin	...	···········	...	...	···············	··········	GALLBLADDER	INTERIOR	LIVER	shiw	yang	;	-	-	EXTERIOR	-	-	:	.	.
PAIR	jue	yin	...	·············	...	...	t	Excess	fire	causes	constraint	in	gallbladder	or	shew	yang	qi	dynamic	(ministerial	fire)	Yin	deficiency	has	led	to	ascendant	hyperactivity	of	liver	yang	{ministerial	fire)	Fig.6.12	When	associated	with	pathology,	ministerial	fire	has	left	the	shew	yin	and	ministerial	fire	organs.	SOVEREIGN	FIRE	The	sovereign	fire	is
associated	with	the	heart	and	is	exemplified	in	the	actual	movement	of	the	heart	organ.	This	movement	sends	warm	blood	throughout	the	body	and	is	directly	dependent	on	the	stimulus	from	the	gate	of	vitality.	This	is	the	crux	of	the	heart-kidney	relationship	at	the	fire	level.	The	fire	at	the	gate	of	vitality,	balanced	by	the	water-essence	of	the	kidney,
provides	constant	and	regulated	impetus	to	the	warming	movement	[	132)	Ch.	6	I	The	Shao	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	of	the	heart.	Therefore,	while	sovereign	fire	is	considered	to	be	a	'fire'	in	its	own	right,	it	ultimately	depends	on	the	gate	of	vitality	for	stimulus.	Sovereign	fire	is	a	simpler	concept	than	ministerial	fire,	but	is	nonetheless	crucial.	There	is
a	fire	in	the	heart	that	stimulates	its	beating.	If	this	fire	wanes,	the	movement	of	blood	is	slowed	and	an	array	of	associated	symptoms	may	arise.	The	sovereign	fire	might	also	become	excessive	due	to	heat	from	deficiency	rising	up	from	the	kidney.	In	this	case,	the	normal	warming	of	sovereign	fire	has	the	potential	to	become	heat	which	damages	the
body.	The	first	line	of	defense	is	the	pericardium,	which	absorbs	the	fire	of	the	heart	in	the	creation	of	ministerial	fire.	Again,	this	ministerial	fire	is	ultimately	coming	from	the	kidney,	but	is	moving	through	the	heart	as	it	stimulates	the	sovereign	fire.	CHEST	YANG	Related	to	the	concept	of	fire	in	the	body	is	the	term	'chest	yang:	It	is	not	actually	a
fire,	but	instead	describes	the	warmth	of	yang	which	fills	the	upper	burner.	It	is	the	result	of	the	combination	of	ministerial	fire	from	the	pericardium	with	post-natal	qi	from	the	lungs	and	spleen.	Chest	yang	has	no	material	form	(in	contrast	to	gathering	qi)	and	is	often	a	fairly	generic	term	for	warmth	in	the	upper	part	of	the	body.	GATHERING	QI
This	term	is	also	translated	as	'ancestral	qi;	and,	like	chest	yang,	is	not	a	fire	but	is	related	because	of	its	dependence	on	fire	in	the	upper	burner	for	its	creation.	It	is	the	broadest	of	the	three	fire	concepts	associated	with	the	upper	burner	(the	other	two	being	sovereign	fire	and	chest	yang).	Gathering	qi	involves	the	combination	of	chest	yang	with
lung	and	heart	yin.	Thus	constituted,	gathering	qi	is	another	way	of	describing	the	physiological	functions	of	the	upper	burner.	This	is	what	is	often	termed	the	ascending	and	descending	(	ft	sheng	jiimg)	function	of	the	lung	and	the	warming	movement	of	blood	in	the	chest.	An	important	feature	of	gathering	qi	is	the	incorporation	of	yin	nourishment	in
its	definition.	Gathering	qi,	while	sharing	some	aspects	of	fire,	is	actually	the	final	expression	of	a	classical	conception	of	a	complex	physiological	process.	In	the	case	of	gathering	qi,	yang	warmth	has	now	taken	yin	form	(Fig.	6.13).	*	Case	Studies	An	illustrative	point	combination	to	demonstrate	the	shao	yin	channel	function	of	'dredging	the	yin
collaterals'	is	HT-5	(tong	li)	and	KI-6	(zhao	[	133]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	a7	External	qi	~~~~z~w	GATHERING	Ql	Includes	yin	aspect	of	the	lungs	and	heart,	arising	from	the	spleen	and	kidney	Fig.	6.13	Gathering	qi	hai).	This	combination	is	often	used	to	address	problems	with	microcirculation	in	the	brain	and/or
heart	leading	to	cognition	or	speech	difficulties.	Clinically,	this	might	also	include	treating	problems	with	brain	development.	These	two	points	are	also	especially	effective	for	stroke	associated	with	speech	problems	or	esophageal	dysphagia	(choking	easily).	In	the	case	of	stroke,	treatment	should	begin	as	soon	as	possible	because	the	benefits	from
acupuncture	are	less	after	six	months.	'Problems	with	speech'	can	also	refer	to	dementia,	the	early	stages	of	Alzheimer's,	or	even	vocalization	problems	in	children.	In	these	cases,	the	points	can	be	beneficial	at	any	time.	HT-5	(tong	li)	is	the	collateral	(~	luo)	point	of	the	heart	channel	and	helps	to	open	collateral	circulation	not	only	in	the	heart	and
brain,	but,	because	the	heart	is	the	prime	mover	of	blood,	it	also	dredges	the	collaterals	throughout	the	body.	KI-6	(zhlw	hai)	is	the	command	point	of	the	yin	qiiio	mai	(yin	heel	vessel).	This	vessel	affects	the	function	of	the	involuntary	(smooth)	muscle	tissue	and	also	internal	muscles	such	as	the	tongue	or	heart	(see	the	discussion	of	yin	qiiio	in
Chapter	11).	KI-6	(zhao	hai)	also	helps	reestablish	circulation	in	the	collaterals	around	the	throat	and	tongue,	which	explains	its	use	for	loss	of	voice	as	well.	[	134]	Ch.	6	I	The	Shew	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	•	CAsE	No.1	4-year-old	male	Developmental	difficulties	following	a	fever	of	unknown	origin	during	infancy.	Chief	complaint	At	six	months	of	age,
the	child	developed	a	very	high	fever	(42oC)	which	lasted	for	approximately	four	days.	During	the	febrile	episode,	he	experienced	seizures	and	profuse	sweating.	After	the	fever	abated,	he	was	left	with	brain	damage	that	manifests	primarily	as	difficulty	with	speech	and	coordination	of	the	lower	limbs.	The	child	also	has	diplopia	(double	vision),	likely
due	to	damaged	cranial	nerves	or	brain	tissue.	This	is	alleviated	by	wearing	a	patch	over	one	eye.	Treatment	before	the	initial	visit	involved	the	use	of	low-dose	steroids	for	two	months	following	the	episode	in	conjunction	with	herbal	formulas	to	clear	toxic	heat.	Previous	acupuncture	treatment	by	other	doctors	included	local	points	for	speech
difficulties	such	as	CV-23	(ficin	qucin)	and	GY-15	(ya	men),	and	yang	mingchannel	points	such	as	ST-36	(zu	san	li)	and	LI-10	(sh6u	san	li),	to	strengthen	post-natal	qi.	Earlier	acupuncture	treatments	seemed	to	have	helped	some,	but	the	parents	were	dissatisfied	with	the	rate	of	change	and	thus	decided	to	consult	Dr.	Wang.	Upon	arrival	at	the	clinic,
the	child	had	received	no	acupuncture	or	herbs	for	six	months.	On	the	first	visit,	he	was	unable	to	vocalize	with	any	significant	volume.	He	was	able	to	speak	basic	words	and	small	sentences,	but	with	a	weak	voice	and	unclear	articulation.	Motor	difficulties	included	an	inability	to	balance	when	sitting	and	an	inability	to	stand	or	walk.	Despite	the
various	neuromuscular	difficulties,	the	child	maintained	significant	cognitive	ability	and	an	awareness	of	surrounding	people	and	places.	He	was	extremely	irritable,	crying	often,	and	sometimes	refusing	to	eat.	Bowel	movements	tended	to	be	normal	to	slightly	dry.	The	child	would	go	to	sleep	fairly	easily,	but	would	often	wake	with	violent	crying
episodes.	Palpation	of	channels	revealed	tightness	of	the	muscles	and	fascia	in	the	yin	aspect	of	the	arms.	There	was	a	noticeable	tightness	in	the	muscles	and	a	lack	of	skin	elasticity	along	the	pericardium	jue	yin	and	heart	shiw	yin	channels.	The	areas	below	T	5	and	T	6	also	had	tightness	that	was	comparatively	greater	than	around	other	vertebrae	in
that	part	of	the	spine.	The	'qi	pass'	area	on	the	second	joint	of	the	child's	index	finger	showed	red,	full	vessels,	while	the	tongue	was	also	slightly	red.	History	of	present	illness	Five	retardations	(li.il.	wu	chi)	The	term	'five	retardations'	is	from	classical	Chinese	pediatrics	and	describes	a	condition	characterized	by	slower	rates	of	development	for
standDiagnosis	[	135]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	ing,	walking,	hair	growth,	tooth	growth,	and	speech.	Not	all	children	given	this	diagnosis	will	necessarily	have	all	five	symptoms.	The	five	retardations	may	be	caused	by	either	a	congenital	(essence)	deficiency	or	by	post-natal	external	pathogens.	In	this	patient,	the	cause
was	post-natal.	This	case	involved	heat	trapped	in	the	shew	yin	system	affecting	the	yin	collaterals.	Here,	the	term	'yin	collaterals'	refers	specifically	to	the	collaterals	(microcirculation)	of	the	brain.	Treatment	of	this	patient	continued	for	over	a	year.	In	the	initial	stages,	the	child	was	treated	2-3	times	each	week.	Frequency	declined	over	time	but
never	went	below	twice	monthly.	During	the	course	of	treatment,	channel	and	point	selection	varied,	but	followed	certain	themes,	as	described	below.	In	all	cases,	1-unit	needles	were	inserted	to	a	shallow	depth,	stimulated,	and	removed	quickly.	Treatment	Clearing	of	yin	collaterals	In	the	initial	stages,	treatment	focused	on	clearing	heat	from	the	yin
collaterals.	The	lead	point	pair	during	this	stage	was	HT-5	(tong	li)	and	KI6	(zhiw	hai).	There	was	also	heat	trapped	in	the	pericardium,	evidenced	by	the	findings	in	channel	palpation	and	the	frequent	crying	episodes.	Excessive	crying	in	children	is	a	sign	of	heat,	most	often	associated	with	stasis	in	the	jue	yin	pericardium.	Consequently,	the	point	pair
PC-7	(da	ling)	and	LR-2	(xing	jian)	was	used	at	the	same	time	to	clear	and	transform	jue	yin	(see	discussion	of	point	pairs	in	Chapter	20).	Opening	the	du	(governing)	vessel	Problems	with	motor	skills	in	children	usually	also	include	a	lack	of	open	circulation	in	the	du	vessel.	In	this	case,	palpation	revealed	tightness	in	the	du	vessel	area	associated	with
the	heart	(T	4	-	T	6).	After	the	initial	clearing	of	heat	toxins	(approximately	three	months),	the	focus	of	treatment	shifted	to	warming	and	opening	the	du	vessel.	Stimulation	of	the	entire	du	vessel	on	the	back	is	especially	helpful	in	these	cases.	Specifically,	GV-14	(da	zhui),	GV-12	(shen	zhit),	GV-9	(zhi	yang),	GV-8	(jin	suo),	GV-6	(ji	zhang),	GV-4	(ming
men),	and	the	confluent	point	pair	SI-3	(him	xi)	and	BL-62	(shen	mai)	were	used.	Strengthening	post-natal	qi	Throughout	the	course	of	treatment,	but	especially	after	heat	had	been	cleared	from	the	yin	collaterals,	there	was	also	a	focus	on	strengthening	the	[	136]	Ch.	6	I	The	Shew	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	child's	ability	to	absorb	nourishment	and
support	the	nutritive	aspect	of	blood.	This	included	the	use	of	yang	mtng	channel	points	like	ST-36	(zu	san	li)	and	ST-40	(jeng	long)	in	conjunction	with	the	tai	yin	points	SP-3	(tai	bai)	and	LU-9	(tai	yuan)	to	facilitate	the	interrelated	qi	dynamic	of	tai	yin	and	yang	mtng.	Note	that	ST-40	(jeng	long)	is	the	stomach	yang	mtng	collateral	point	and	that	SP-3
(tai	bai)	and	LU-9	(tai	yuan)	are	both	tai	yin	source	points.	As	many	textbooks	point	out,	source-collateral	point	combinations	serve	to	bring	nourishment	from	a	yin	channel	to	its	paired	yang	channel.	Balancing	the	shao	yang	pivot	In	later	stages,	the	shao	yang	channel	was	used	in	conjunction	with	treatments	to	strengthen	post-natal	qi.	The	shao	yang
channel	is	especially	helpful	for	treating	problems	with	balance	and	walking.	Shao	yang	points	included	GB-30	(huan	tiao),	GB-34	(yang	Ung	quan),	and	GB-39	(xuan	zhong),	the	influential	point	for	marrow.	Results	Initial	changes	in	the	symptom	pattern	involved	the	gradual	reduction	of	heat	in	the	jue	yin	pericardium.	Specifically,	there	was	a
reduction	in	the	frequency	of	violent	crying	episodes	and	an	improvement	in	the	ability	to	sleep	through	the	night.	The	pair	PC-7	and	LR-2	was	discontinued	after	these	symptoms	abated.	After	continued	treatment	(six	months)	to	clear	the	yin	collaterals	using	the	pair	HT-5	and	KI-6	as	lead	points,	the	child	began	to	exhibit	improvement	in
communication	skills,	followed	by	improvements	in	balance.	The	following	stages	(six	months	to	one	year)	involved	alternation	and	sometimes	combination	of	the	yin	collateral	clearing	treatment	with	du	vessel	treatment.	Gradually,	the	yin	collateral	pair	was	used	less	often	as	treatment	focused	more	on	improving	post-natal	qi	and	shao	yang
circulation,	as	described	above.	After	one	year,	the	child	was	able	to	vocalize	at	significantly	greater	volume,	with	clearer	articulation.	Problems	with	balance	improved	significantly,	allowing	for	the	development	of	motor	skills	in	his	legs	and,	eventually,	the	ability	to	walk	unaided.	There	was	still	a	tendency	to	fall	more	often	than	other	children	of	the
same	age,	and	his	problems	with	vision	remained.	Of	significance	to	the	parents	was	a	dramatic	improvement	in	the	child's	mood.	Whenever	he	came	to	the	clinic	during	the	final	six	months	of	treatment,	he	would	smile	and	laugh	with	other	patients	and	would	only	barely	cry	during	treatments.	At	this	point,	due	to	increased	participation	in	school,
the	frequency	of	visits	was	slowly	reduced	to	once	weekly,	then	bi-monthly,	and	finally	was	discontinued	with	plans	for	another	course	of	treatment	after	one	to	two	years.	[	137]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	Analysis	When	treating	children	with	developmental	problems,	the	general	goal	is	to	reestablish	proper	circulation	of
qi	and	blood	in	the	channel	system	in	order	to	facilitate	normal	development.	While	strengthening	treatments	are	used,	this	case	emphasizes	the	importance	of	clearing	excess	(heat	and	blood	stasis)	as	a	preliminary	goal.	Remember	that	the	diagnosis	was	'five	retardations'	due	to	heat	trapped	in	the	yin	collaterals.	Of	course,	the	heat	in	this	case	is	a
lingering	result	of	the	initial	high	fever.	After	first	clearing	heat	from	the	yin	collaterals,	the	focus	of	treatment	shifted	to	opening	the	du	vessel	and	finally	to	the	regulation	of	post-natal	qi	production	and	shew	yang	balance.	During	the	course	of	treatment,	the	evolution	from	one	stage	of	treatment	to	the	next	was	not	always	clearly	defined	but
involved	a	gradual	shift.	The	points	used	during	each	phase	of	treatment	varied	accordingly.	For	example,	while	clearing	heat	from	the	yin	collaterals	was	the	goal	of	treatment	in	the	early	stages,	points	to	regulate	the	du	were	eventually	included	before	heat	was	totally	cleared.	Similarly,	in	later	stages,	while	the	goal	was	to	strengthen	production	of
post-natal	qi,	du	points	were	still	used	(Fig.	6.14).	This	is	a	difficult	type	of	case	that	involves	a	great	deal	of	patience	on	Clear	heat	trapped	in	yin	collaterals	and	pericardium	Open	circulation	of	du	vessel	Strengthen	post-natal	qi	development	Regulate	balance	with	shew	yang	Fig.	16.14	General	evolution	of	treatment	for	Case	No.	1	[	138]	Ch.	6	I	The
Shew	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	the	part	of	both	the	practitioner	and	the	parents.	Changes	are	gradual	and	must	be	gauged	against	the	severity	of	initial	presentation.	Of	course,	in	cases	involving	significant	brain	impairment,	like	this	one,	complete	recovery	is	extremely	unlikely.	Nonetheless,	by	improving	the	child's	mood	and	by	facilitating	normal
development,	the	parents	were	very	pleased	with	the	results.	In	general,	acupuncture	can	be	useful	in	helping	children	along	the	path	of	development	when	there	is	any	type	of	slowness	in	development.	The	child's	own	body	often	facilitates	the	process.	It	is	assumed	that	this	particular	child	will	require	repeated	courses	of	treatment.	In	such	cases	of
long-term	treatment,	it	is	often	helpful	to	stop	treatment	for	periods	of	up	to	(but	not	more	than)	a	year	so	that	the	doctor	and	parents	can	evaluate	effectiveness	while	also	reducing	economic	strain.	Now,	compare	the	application	of	shew	yin	treatment	in	this	case	with	the	following	one.	•	CAsE	No.2	70-year-old	female	Chief	complaint	Hearing	loss
(with	tinnitus)	The	condition	began	four	months	prior	to	the	first	visit,	with	low-pitched	ringing	in	both	ears.	The	patient	had	experienced	periodic	bouts	of	tinnitus	and	numbness	on	the	right	side	of	her	face	below	the	cheek	and	mouth	since	a	cervical	surgery	six	years	before.	In	this	recent	bout,	both	the	tinnitus	and	numbness	became	constant,
gradually	leading	to	severe	hearing	loss	in	the	right	ear	and	slight	loss	of	hearing	in	the	left	ear.	The	patient	was	thin	but	appeared	to	be	generally	healthy.	She	had	a	slight	deviation	of	the	mouth	toward	the	left	(away	from	the	area	of	numbness).	Her	pulse	was	thin	and	slightly	wiry,	and	her	tongue	was	red	with	reduced	coating.	Channel	palpation
revealed	a	line	of	thin,	tender	nodules	along	the	heart	shew	yin	channel	near	the	wrist.	There	was	also	a	puffy,	tender	area	on	the	kidney	shew	yin	channel	around	KI-4	(da	zhang).	On	the	face,	the	shao	yang	channel	behind	the	ear	did	not	show	nodules	or	tenderness	(less	likely	shao	yang	involvement)	while	small,	hard	nodules	could	be	felt	to	the
right	of	CV-24	(cheng	jiiing).	History	of	present	illness	Diagnosis	Shao	yin	qi	deficiency	failing	to	send	the	clear	yang	upward	The	lead	points	in	this	case	were	HT-5	and	KI-4.	Both	shao	yin	collateral	points,	this	pair	has	a	more	specific	effect	on	the	collaterals	of	the	Treatment	[	139	J	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	shew	yin
channel,	as	opposed	to	the	yin	collaterals	of	the	brain	and	heart	in	the	pair	HT-5	and	KI-6.	KI-7	(fo	liu),	the	mother	point	on	the	shew	yin	channel	in	the	five-phase	system,	was	used	as	well	to	benefit	kidney	yin	in	order	to	facilitate	the	generation	of	clear	yang.	A	1-unit	needle	was	also	inserted	at	a	very	shallow	depth	into	the	nodule	at	CV-24.	There
were	a	total	of	three	treatments	over	a	two-week	period,	with	the	second	and	third	treatments	involving	the	addition	of	CV-6	(qi	hili)	to	facilitate	the	clear	yang	and	ST-7	(xia	guiin)	to	improve	qi	circulation	on	the	face.	One-unit	needles	were	used	at	all	points,	with	a	radiating	sensation	at	HT-5	and	a	distending	sensation	from	KI-4.	An	especially	gentle
technique	was	used	at	the	point	next	to	CV-24,	likened	to	dropping	a	stone	into	a	pond.	A	very	light	twirling	technique	was	used	with	the	intent	of	creating	a	gentle	radiating	sensation	throughout	the	right	side	of	the	face	(Fig.	6.15).	Stimulation	----~r~~	~\~	Fig.	16.15	Stimulation	of	a	nodule	found	next	to	CV-24	(chengjiang)	was	likened	to	"dropping
a	stone	in	a	pond",	i.e.,	gentle-twirling	with	a	faint	radiating	sensation.	[	140	l	Ch.	6	I	The	Shao	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	In	the	final	two	treatments,	a	1.5-unit	needle	at	CV-6	was	combined	with	a	heat	lamp	to	warm	the	kidney	yang.	A	1-unit	needle	was	also	used	at	ST-7	with	the	same	gentle	twirling	technique	described	above.	Results	The	patient
reported	immediate	improvement	in	the	ringing	of	the	ears	and,	when	she	came	for	the	second	treatment	four	days	later,	reported	that	the	ringing	continued	to	diminish.	The	addition	of	CV-6	in	the	second	treatment	seemed	to	broaden	the	scope	of	improvement,	as	she	reported	that	her	hearing	had	dramatically	improved	and	that	the	ear	ringing	was
only	barely	noticeable	when	she	came	for	the	third	treatment.	The	deviation	remained	to	some	degree	on	her	face,	while	the	numbness	was	less.	Analysis	This	is	an	interesting	case	both	for	the	relative	simplicity	of	the	treatment	and	the	quickness	of	the	patient's	recovery.	The	case	highlights	the	importance	of	careful	channel	palpation	in	facilitating
proper	point	selection,	as	KI-4	is	not	always	the	first	point	that	comes	to	mind	in	cases	of	hearing	loss.	As	a	collateral	point,	however,	it	is	appropriate	to	benefit	microcirculation	(collaterals)	in	the	ears.	Also,	it	is	often	the	case	that	a	sudden	symptom	presentation	like	this	might	lead	to	a	diagnosis	of	shew	yang	involvement.	Of	course,	as	the	pathway
of	source	qi	in	the	body,	the	shew	yang	channel	may	have	been	helpful	in	this	case,	but	recovery	time	would	likely	have	been	longer.	Considerations	of	shew	yin	qi	dynamic	led	to	the	inclusion	of	CV-6	to	benefit	the	ascending	of	clear	yang.	Checking	on	the	face	itself	for	small	changes	and	nodules	along	the	channel	pathways	is	also	a	very	important
aspect	of	all	treatments	involving	the	head.	The	small	lymph	nodes	of	the	face	and	neck	often	show	small	changes	in	chronic	conditions	and	should	be	palpated	very	slowly	and	carefully.	It	is	also	significant	in	this	case	that	the	general	yin	collateral	point	pair	HT-5	and	KI-6	was	passed	over	in	favor	of	the	very	specific	shew	yin	collateral	point	pair	HT-
5	and	KI-4.	In	this	case,	because	the	condition	seemed	clearly	to	be	associated	with	shiw	yin	in	particular	and	not	with	microcirculation	in	general,	it	was	deemed	less	appropriate	to	use	the	yin	qiiio	command	point	(KI-6).	As	mentioned	above,	the	yin	qiiio	command	point,	when	combined	with	HT-5,	has	a	specific	effect	on	collateral	circulation	in	the
heart,	brain,	and	speech	areas.	•	CAsE	No.3	41-year-old	female	Chief	complaint	Dementia	[	141	1	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	History	of	present	illness	This	patient	had	a	history	of	high	blood	pressure.	During	the	previous	year	she	had	also	begun	to	develop	signs	of	disorientation	and	dementia	along	with	increased
irritability.	Recently,	her	family	had	even	found	her	standing	in	the	bathroom	for	hours	in	the	morning	in	a	state	of	disorientation.	Pharmaceutical	and	herbal	medications	had	stabilized	her	blood	pressure,	but	the	cognitive	symptoms	remained	months	later.	Channel	palpation	revealed	noticeable	change	along	the	shew	yin	heart	channel.	Diagnosis
Heat	in	the	yin	collaterals	The	pair	HT-5	and	KI-6	were	needled	bilaterally	with	1-unit	needles.	These	were	the	only	points	used.	Treatment	Stimulation	Slight	draining	technique	twice	weekly	for	three	weeks.	Results	The	cognitive	symptoms	resolved	fairly	quickly	over	the	period	of	a	few	weeks.	The	patient	continued	to	use	medication	to	stabilize	her
blood	pressure.	Analysis	This	short	case	highlights	the	importance	of	clearing	heat	and	stasis	from	the	yin	collaterals	in	the	early	stages	of	what	was	likely	a	series	of	minor	strokes.	If	the	patient	is	treated	fairly	quickly,	the	prognosis	is	much	better.	•	Narrative	THE	SPIRIT	OF	CHINESE	MEDICINE	The	concept	of	spirit	was	discussed	in	the	previous
chapter.	In	our	discussions	about	the	functions	of	the	shao	yin	system,	I	would	often	try	to	steer	the	conversation	toward	the	subject	of	how	Dr.	Wang's	understanding	of	the	five	psychic	aspects	and	the	interplay	of	the	seven	emotions	applied	in	the	clinic.	The	discussion	would	inevitably	be	very	interesting,	not	only	because	these	are	concepts	about
which	Dr.	Wang	has	thought	a	great	deal,	but	also	because	of	what	it	revealed	about	my	own	pre-conceptions.	Specifically,	we	both	came	to	realize	that	there	were	some	fairly	profound	differences	in	what	we	meant	by	the	term	'spirit'	(;j-!f	shen)	and	'spiritual'	(	,._:;	1i	&iJ	xin	ling	de).	Many	students	who	come	to	China	in	the	early	21st	century	are
looking	for	the	'spiritual	side'	of	the	medicine	and	are	disappointed	to	find	huge,	underfunded	hospitals	full	of	poor	people	with	nonexistential	complaints.	A	two-week	tour	of	a	major	big	city	hospital	[	142	]	Ch.	6	I	The	Sht'w	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	or	even	a	four-year	course	in	undergraduate	TCM	training	in	China	leaves	gaping	holes	of	expectation.
So	many	have	had	these	types	of	experience	that	we	often	hear	complaints	about	how	the	communists	have	vacuumed	the	'spirit'	right	out	of	the	Inner	Classic	in	their	efforts	to	create	a	traditional	medical	edifice	worthy	of	respect	from	their	Western	scientific	colleagues.	What	happened	to	Chinese	medicine?	Where	is	the	qi	of	the	medicine	today?	Did
it	ever	"have	qi"	as	we	understand	that	statement	outside	of	China?	In	fact,	the	very	concept	of	qi	seems	to	always	be	the	goal	on	the	ever-receding	horizon,	that	unattainable	philosopher's	stone	within	the	mind's	eye	of	Chinese	medicine.	What	is	a	clear,	concise,	and	(especially	to	the	mind	of	the	21st	century)	'provable'	definition	of	qi?	Is	it	possible
that	we	have	built	up	a	romanticized	idea	that	existed	neither	in	modern	China	nor	in	the	mists	of	history?	These	are	the	questions	that	many	students	are	asking	as	the	field	enters	a	new	stage	of	maturity,	where	texts	are	not	accepted	without	question,	and	the	claims	that	we	make	as	healers	are	coming	under	increasing	scrutiny.	Of	course,	my
conversations	with	Dr.	Wang	didn't	answer	all	of	these	questions,	as	these	are	subjects	that	could	fill	books	or	stretch	over	an	entire	career.	Just	finding	away	to	convey	these	questions	as	a	non-Chinese	student	in	China	is	a	challenge.	First	of	all,	what	exactly	is	the	question?	What	do	we	mean	as	students	when	we	say	that	we	are	interested	in	the
'spiritual	side'	of	Chinese	medicine?	Are	we	talking	about	qi	gong,	about	applications	for	psychology,	about	mystical	Daoism,	or	the	Chinese	understanding	of	the	somatization	of	disease?	Often,	students	don't	even	know	specifically	what	it	is	they	want	to	learn.	Instead,	there	is	simply	a	sense	that	there	must	be	more	going	on	beneath	the	surface,
given	the	tantalizing	hints	in	basic	textbooks	about	spirit,	souls,	and	destiny.	The	problem	of	framing	the	question	is	compounded	by	the	fact	that	one	of	the	greatest	gulfs	that	exists	between	the	Chinese	TCM	establishment	and	non-Chinese	students	of	Chinese	medicine	is	caused	by	subtle	stereotypes.	These	have	led	to	different	expectations	about
the	basic	goals	and	motivations	of	each	side.	For	example,	many	Chinese	practitioners	who	have	had	less	experience	with	foreigners	believe	that	non-Chinese	have	a	lack	of	interest	in	what	are	often	termed	"superstitions:'	This	belief	is	compounded	by	a	widely-	[	143]	APPLIED	CHANNEL	THEORY	IN	CHINESE	MEDICINE	held	conviction	in	China	on
the.	part	of	many	TCM	professionals	and	the	Chinese	public	at	large	that	Chinese	medicine	is	a	web	of	mystery	upon	mystery	that	the	occidental	mind	will	never	be	able	to	fully	penetrate.	Now,	contrast	these	perceptions	with	the	expectations	of	practitioners	who	arrive	in	China	to	study	and	are	often	seekers	of	esoteric	knowledge.	They	are	often	met
by	teachers	and	Chinese	friends	who	are	under	the	impression	that	they	could	not	possibly	have	any	interest	in	the	"mysterious"	sides	of	Chinese	medicine.	In	any	case,	most	Chinese	believe	that	any	such	knowledge	is	beyond	the	comprehension	of	a	non-Chinese	mind.	This	is	not	a	setting	for	good	communication.	One	cool	fall	day,	Dr.	Wang	and	I
came	back	to	the	clinic	after	lunch	to	talk	over	a	backlog	of	questions	that	I	had	gathered	while	trying	to	understand	qi	transformation	in	the	shao	yin	system.	We	had	been	going	over	and	over	the	concepts	of	essence	and	gate	of	vitality	and	I	had	asked	variations	on	the	same	questions	from	a	variety	of	angles.	We	were	both	a	bit	frustrated,	I	think,	by
the	inability	of	the	other	to	understand	what	was	being	said.	This	was	one	of	those	situations	where	it	wasn't	so	much	that	we	were	misunderstanding	each	other's	words,	but	that	we	couldn't	>i,3E.	r1ii	J±l	A4f~	.:t.a>t	Sui	shen	wang	lai	zhe	wei	zhi	hun,	bingjing	er	chu	ru	zhe	wei	zhi	po.	7.	The	term	'corporeal	soul;	the	English	translation	of	the
Chinese	term	a>t	po,	serves	to	emphasize	the	relationship	of	the	soul	with	the	earth	and	human	form,	while	the	term	'ethereal	soul;	for	:i>>i	hun,	emphasizes	the	relationship	of	the	soul	to	heaven	or	the	world	at	large.	**	Ch.	6	I	The	Shiw	Yin	(Lesser	Yin)	System	1.	This	function,	and	other	familiar	organ	associations,	originates	in	Basic	Questions,
Chapter	44:	"The	lungs	govern	the	skin	and	hairs,	the	heart	governs	the	vessels	of	the	body,	the	liver	governs	the	tendons,	the	spleen	governs	the	muscles,	and	the	kidneys	govern	the	bones	and	marrow:'	2.	See,	e.g.,	Giovanni	Maciocia,	Fundamentals	of	Chinese	Medicine	(London:	Churchill	Livingstone,	2005),	107.	Here	it	is	asserted	that	blood	is
"created"	in	the	heart.	I	am	unfamiliar	with	any	modern	Chinese	source	that	makes	this	statement.	3.	The	character	it	(xing)	carries	a	meaning	of	regulated,	normal	movement	along	a	preset	path	as	the	character	originally	was	a	pictograph	for	the	columns	of	trees	by	the	side	of	the	main	road.	The	meaning	of	'column'	was	then	transformed	into
substantive	buildings	that	had	columns,	as	in	the	term	for	bank	(jftit	yin	hang).	Thanks	to	Dan	Bensky	for	this	insight.	4.	Dr.	Wang	did	not	elaborate	on	this	example,	but	it	is	included	here	because	it	provides,	I	think,	a	helpful	window	into	how	he	applies	physiological	concepts	when	choosing	and	modifying	herbal	formulas.	By	thinking	of	the	opening,
pivoting,	and	closing	of	the	six	levels,	a	feel	for	the	mechanism	and	location	of	action	can	be	cultivated.	This	is	the	interesting	area	where	physiology	(as	described	by	channel	theory)	serves	to	provide	a	link	between	the	mechanisms	and	practice	of	acupuncture	and	Chinese	herbal	medicine.	5.	Quoted,	with	modification	of	terminology	("vexation"
changed	to	"irritability";	"downbear"	to	"direct	downwards")	from	Charles	Chace	and	Zhang	Ting	Liang,	trans.,	A	Qin	Bowei	Anthology	(Brookline,	MA:	Paradigm	Publications,	1997),	88.	[	663]	Notes	Ch.	7	I	The	fue	Yin	(Terminal	Yin)	System	1.	See	discussion	in	Chapter	2	of	the	classical	antecedent	for	the	concept	that	the	channels	"open,	pivot	and
close:'	2.	The	term	xu	(Ji)	is	translated	in	this	text	as	'deficiency'	while	the	term	bu	zu	(::f	Jt..)	is	translated	as	'insufficiency:	After	some	discussion	with	Dr.	Wang,	he	agreed	that,	for	many	modern	practitioners,	the	two	terms	are	interchangeable.	In	his	mind,	however,	they	are	along	a	spectrum	with	insufficiency	involving	a	less-serious	form	of
deficiency.	Ch.	8	I	The	Tili	Yang	(Greater	Yang)	System	1.	Dr.	Wang	would	often	point	out	that	his	understanding	of	the	tendency	of	the	channels	to	"open,	close,	and	pivot"	was	informed	by	the	work	of	the	Ming	dynasty	physician	Zhang	Jie-Bin	(~.ft-'f).	In	Chapter	29	of	Zhang's	Classified	Classic	(1624),	he	comments	on	Plain	Questions,	Chapter	6.	The
Plain	Questions	chapter	contains	the	earliest	reference	to	the	concept	that	the	channels	open	close	and	pivot.	Zhang	further	elaborates	that	tcli	yin	is	the	"exterior	ofthe	yin	[levels]"	(Jft~.	Ch.	9	I	The	Shao	Yang	(Lesser	Yang)	System	1.	Dr.	Wang	uses	the	slightly	idiosyncratic	term	'sinew-bones'	~	1f	(jin	gU)	to	denote	the	area	of	influence	for	shiw
yang.	Traditionally,	the	sinews	(~	jin)	are	associated	with	the	liver	while	the	bones	(	1f	gu)	are	associated	with	the	kidney.	Here	we	see	the	pivot	of	shew	yang	moving	in	the	area	between	liver	and	kidney-in	the	fluids	of	the	joints.	The	chosen	term	underlines	this	fact.	[	664]	Notes	2.	Divine	Pivot,	Chapter	8.	3.	The	current	Qing	dynasty	formulation	of
Gallbladder	Warming	Decoction	has	a	decidedly	cool	nature.	Thus,	in	the	case	of	true	gallbladder	qi	deficiency,	it	is	advisable	to	increase	the	dosage	of	Zingiberis	Rhizoma	recens	(sheng	jiang)	to	the	12g	advocated	by	Sun	Si-Miao	in	his	Important	Formulas	Worth	a	Thousand	Gold	Pieces.	4.	An	excellent	modern	Chinese	resource	for	introducing	the
Classic	of	Difficulties	is	Solutions	to	the	Classic	of	Difficulties	($~I[[email	protected]	Ncm	jing	tong	jie)	(Xi'an:	Santai	Publishing	House,	2001).	This	is	the	basic	textbook	used	by	Dr.	Wang	for	his	classes	on	the	subject.	-	;~	&	~	~	1i1i	'	"1'1'~	u..	'	~;;;	>-	-	""	~-m.	~	_;.)...Ji.	;)IIJi-"~/J~	JC:.	"{!!)	•	.£.1.!!l.	ff	..=:..	*'-·	,.'!l:.J.JE:JT;A"	111"	1~san	}lao	z	he.v
yuan	qi	zhi	bie	shi	ye.	zhu	tong	xing	san	qi.	jing	li	yu	wu	zcmg	liu	fo)	6.	Qu	Li-	Fang	and	Mary	Garvey	come	to	similar	conclusions	about	the	nature	and	form	of	the	triple	burner	in	an	article	in	the	journal	of	Chinese	Medicine	(JCM:65,	February	2001,	26-32).	One	interesting	difference	of	opinion	regards	the	role	of	the	interstices	(~.f.!.	cou	li).	Qu	and
Garvey	seem	to	assert	that	the	transformations	of	the	triple	burner	also	involve	the	interstices.	In	other	words,	they	discern	a	link	between	the	'corridors'	of	the	triple	burner	and	the	interstices.	Dr.	Wang's	opinion	is	that	the	interstices	are	more	involved	in	the	interplay	of	the	nutritive-protective	aspects	at	the	surface	of	the	body	(closer	to	the	tai	yang
level)	while	the	pathways	of	the	triple	burner	are	somehow	deeper,	in	the	fluids	below	that	level.	7.	There	is	an	interesting	discussion	in	English	of	the	concept	(and	classical	antecedents)	of	the	'membrane	source'	in	Kiko	Matsumoto	and	Steven	Birch's	text	Hara	Diagnosis:	Reflections	on	the	Sea	(Brookline:	Paradigm	Publications,	1988).	The
discussion	begins	on	page	141,	but	is	interspersed	throughout	the	text.	8.	This	and	the	similar	quotations	that	follow	are	from	Chapter	31	of	the	Classic	of	Difficulties.	9.	This	and	the	metaphors	that	follow	for	the	three	burners	are	from	Chapter	18	of	the	Divine	Pivot.	10.	Commentary	and	Notes	from	the	Inner	Classic,	Basic	Questions	(1t	pq	~£	-t	~	"ti
Huang	di	nei	jing	su	wen	yi	zhu)	(Beijing:	Ancient	Chinese	Medical	Works	Publishing	Company,	2003),	79.	11.	Qin	Bo-Wei	(~Ha	~)	was	an	important	personage	in	twentiethcentury	Chinese	medicine.	The	teacher	of	many	great	practitioners	of	the	next	generation,	Dr.	Qin's	writings	continue	to	be	very	popular	today.	An	excellent	translation	of	a	series
of	Dr.	Qin's	lectures	can	be	found	in	A	Qin	Bo-	Wei	Anthology,	trans.	Charles	Chace	and	Zhang	Ting	Liang	(Brookline,	MA:	Paradigm	Publications,	1997).	'*"	r,,	[	665]	Notes	12.	The	ghost	points	of	Sun	Si-Miao	are	discussed	in	some	detail	at	the	end	of	Chapter	17.	Ch.	10	I	The	Yang	Ming	(Yang	Brightness)	System	1.	Dr.	Wang	considers	the	collateral
points	to	be	places	at	which	circula-	tion	in	the	collaterals	(small	vessels)	throughout	the	channel	can	be	affected.	An	example	was	provided	in	Chapter	6	on	the	sht'w	yin,	where	the	collateral	point	HT-5	(tong	li)	was	used	to	stimulate	microcirculation	in	the	collaterals	of	the	brain	(the	heart	is	related	to	consciousness).	Another	example	involves	the
use	of	the	collateral	point	ST-40	({eng	long)	or	LI-6	(pian	li)	to	affect	the	yang	ming	collaterals	on	the	face	in	cases	of	stroke,	paralysis,	or	Bell's	palsy.	The	collateral	point	on	any	channel	should	be	considered	when	there	is	a	condition	that	seems	to	be	affecting	microcirculation	along	the	path	of	that	channel.	Ch.	11	I	The	Extraordinary	Vessels	1.	The
extraordinary	vessels	are	mentioned,	but	not	described	with	the	same	thoroughness	as	in	the	Classic	of	Difficulties,	in	Basic	Questions,	Chapters	41	and	60,	and	Divine	Pivot,	Chapter	65.	The	first	chapter	of	Basic	Questions	also	mentions	the	chong	and	ren	vessels	in	conjunction	with	fertility	in	females.	2.	The	"27	vessels"	refer	to	the	12	regular
channels	and	the	collateral	vessels	of	those	channels	plus	the	collateral	vessels	of	the	Governing	and	Conception	vessels	and	the	"great	collateral"	of	the	spleen	(~	*-~	pi	da	luo).	Thus	there	are	12	regular	vessels	and	15	collateral	vessels.	Note	that	the	collateral	vessels	are	considered	to	be	within	the	purview	of	the	regular	channels.	The	15	collateral
vessels	described	here	represent	the	largest	of	the	three	categories	of	collateral	vessels	described	in	modern	texts.	The	three	categories	include	the	(large)	collateral	vessels	(JJ1J~	hie	luo	),	the	minute	collaterals	(~~sun	luo),	and	the	floating	collaterals	(~~	fo	luo).	The	minute	and	floating	collaterals	are	what	Dr.	Wang	is	referring	to	when	he
describes	the	use	of	the	collateral	points	to	affect	"microcirculation:•	In	addition,	many	modern	texts	equate	the	floating	collaterals	with	the	small	blood	vessels	often	seen	on	the	skin	surface	(capillaries).	3.	Channel	divergences	should	be	clearly	differentiated	from	collateral	vessels.	The	channel	divergences	have	a	general	function	of	connecting
internal-externally	paired	channels	while	the	collateral	vessels	are	branches	of	the	regular	channels.	The	divergences	are	said	to	reinforce	the	functional	relationship	of	yin-yang	paired	organs	through	pathways	of	connection	[	666]	Notes	while	the	collaterals	represent	the	classical	understanding	that	the	channel	system	branches	into	smaller	and
smaller	pathways.	To	be	specific,	the	channel	divergences	of	the	yang	channels	travel	through	other	structures	in	the	body	then	return	to	their	original	channel.	The	channel	divergences	of	the	yin	channels	travel	through	other	structures	of	the	body	then	connect	with	their	paired	yang	channel.	The	other	structures	of	the	body	linked	by	the	channel
divergences	often	explain	some	of	the	more	idiosyncratic	uses	of	the	channels	(using	them	to	treat	areas	not	usually	associated	with	the	pathway	of	the	regular	channel).	4.	This	passage	in	the	28th	difficulty	has	been	the	source	of	some	debate.	One	can	see	some	parts	of	this	debate	in	English	by	consulting	the	translated	commentary	in	Paul
Unschuld's	Nan-Ching	The	Classic	of	Difficult	Issues	(Berkeley:	University	of	California	Press),	330.	The	crux	of	the	debate	revolves	around	the	meaning	of	the	phrase	~~	-f	:;r:;	ij~Jl_	~AUl51!t~4f~£4f-!!!.	(Yi	xu	bit	neng	huan	liu	guim	gili	zhu	jing	zhe	ye).	Unschuld	translates	this	phrase	as	"When	they	are	filled	to	overflowing,	[their	contents]
stagnate;	they	cannot	[return	to	the]	circulating	[influences]	by	drainage	into	the	[main]	conduits:'	Dr.	Wang	takes	a	quite	different	view	of	this	same	phrase	by	interpreting	it	to	mean	"overflows	to	fill	[when	areas]	are	not	circulated	and	irrigated	by	the	various	[regular]	channels:'	This	interpretation	of	the	phrase	opens	the	way	to	more	clearly
understanding	the	next	phrase,	"the	yang	wei	begins	where	the	yang	meets	and	the	yin	wei	begins	where	yin	intersects;'	as	describing	the	vessels	as	actors	in	areas	not	reached	by	regular	channel	circulation,	in	areas	of	final	destination	for	yin	and	yang.	The	following	paragraphs	describe	what	this	means	functionally	and	how	it	influences	clinical
thinking,	especially	in	the	context	of	why	particular	points	are	chosen	as	the	command	points	for	the	two	wei	vessels.	5.	Some	commentary	to	the	Classic	of	Difficulties	takes	note	of	the	phrase,	translated	in	note	4	as	"the	yang	wei	begins	where	the	yang	meets	and	the	yin	wei	begins	where	yin	intersects;'	to	be	a	description	of	specific	points	on	the
body.	Some	assert	that	this	phrase	refers	to	B-63	(jin	men)	as	the	beginning	of	the	yang	wei	and	KI-9	(zhu	bin)	as	the	beginning	point	of	the	yin	wei.	When	one	sees	these	points	associated	with	the	wei	vessels	in	modern	texts,	it	is	likely	from	this	source.	6.	For	example,	scrolls	6,	8,	and	9	of	Case	Records	as	a	Guide	to	Clinical	Practice	contain	cases
where	inappropriate	treatment	or	serious	conditions	caused	problems	of	either	excess	or	deficiency	in	specific	extraordinary	vessels.	Appropriate	herbal	treatment	strategies	are	discussed.	Thanks	to	Charles	Chace	for	digging	up	these	references.	7.	This	concept	of	layering	within	historical	texts	is	a	crucial	component	[	667]	Notes	of	classical
Chinese	scholarship	and	contrasts	quite	starkly	with	the	modern	scientific	approach.	8.	An	interesting	historical	and	terminological	discussion	of	the	terms	'bulging	disorder'	and	'mobile	abdominal	masses'	(;,!,	and	#i)	can	be	found	in	a	footnote	in	Unschuld's	Nan-Ching	The	Classic	of	Difficult	Issues,	338.	9.	Dr.	Wang	often	refers	to	the	small	intestine
as	being	involved	in	the	"transformation	of	red	to	maintain	blood"	({t~Mt.Ua.	hua	chi	wei	xue).	This	is	likely	drawn	from	an	interesting	connection	he	makes	to	discussions	of	the	separation	of	clear	and	turbid	in	connection	with	blood	found	in	the	Inner	Classic	(Basic	Questions,	Chapter	43	and	Divine	Pivot,	Chapter	81).	10.	An	excellent	chart	of	the
extraordinary	vessel	confluent	points	can	be	found	in	Peter	Deadman	and	Mazin	Al-Khafaji,	A	Manual	of	Acupuncture	(London:	Journal	of	Chinese	Medicine	Publications,	1997).	The	Terrain	Thus	Far	1.	The	Yellow	Emperor	is	generally	believed	to	be	an	historical	myth	utilized	by	members	of	a	certain	school	of	early	Chinese	thought	to	lend	particular
credence	to	their	writings.	Now	known	as	the	Huang-Lao	C"*"~)	tradition,	it	represented	a	kind	of	innovation	in	early	Daoism	which	took	place	during	the	Han	dynasty.	The	author/compilers	of	the	Inner	Classic	used	the	literary	device	of	a	dialogue	between	this	mythic	ancestor	and	his	court	physician	as	a	means	of	both	maintaining	the	spirit	of	oral
teaching	while	also	lending	a	particular	credibility	to	its	authorship.	In	most	portions	of	the	Inner	Classic,	the	dialogue	is	between	the	Yellow	Emperor	and	his	court-physician	Qi	Bo	(.Ui	1a),	but	questions	are	also	sometimes	asked	of	figures	named	Lei	Gong	(	't	*)	or	Shao	Shu	(	:!t'	ioJ).	Ch.	12	I	Physiology	Under	the	Fingertips	1.	The	concept	of	change
in	the	channels	(kfh	shi	dong),	first	mentioned	in	the	Divine	Pivot,	Chapter	10,	is	taken	up	again	and	again	throughout	the	centuries	by	Chinese	physicians.	In	this	respect,	Dr.	Wang	is	continuing	an	ancient	discussion	about	the	meaning	of	the	Inner	Classic.	The	first	significant	appraisal	of	the	meaning	of	this	term	occurred	quite	soon	after	the	Inner
Classic	in	the	Classic	of	Difficulties	(22nd	difficulty).	A	brief	survey	of	some	of	the	commentary	to	this	particular	difficulty	can	be	found	in	English	in	Unschuld's	Nan-Ching	(beginning	on	p.	278)	and	reflects	the	fact	that	physician/scholars	over	the	ages	have	long	debated	the	meaning	of	the	original	classic.	In	that	text,	Unschuld	translates	the	Qing
dynasty	physi[	668]	Notes	cian	Xu	Da-Chun's	Ut:k.#-)	assessment	of	the	true	meaning	of	the	Classic	of	Difficulties	when	it	refers	to	change	in	the	channels.	Dr.	Wang	seems	to	agree	most	with	Xu,	and,	when	discussing	this	difficulty,	asserts	that	there	are	certain	changes	which	might	be	felt	along	a	particular	channel	which,	in	the	end,	are	not
necessarily	best	treated	on	that	channel.	For	example,	when	one	feels	small	nodules	along	the	liver	channel,	it	might	be	best	to	consider	other	channels	in	the	treatment	of	that	condition.	Certain	channels	show	changes	(;;'t_tb	shi	dong)	in	the	presence	of	a	particular	condition,	but,	as	noted	in	Divine	Pivot,	Chapter	10,	each	organ	also	gives	rise	to
certain	diseases	(.PJr	!:U~	suo	sheng	bing).	Thus,	although	the	channel	with	palpated	changes	has	'given	rise'	to	a	particular	condition,	it	may	now	be	located	in	another	channel	or	organ.	Dr.	Wang	asserts	that	in	these	cases,	one	first	palpates	the	channels,	then	considers	qi	transformation	in	the	entire	system	before	finally	choosing	a	particular
channel	for	treatment.	This	concept	will	be	discussed	further	in	Chapter	14.	Ch.	14	I	Selecting	Channels	for	Treatment	1.	This	passage	is	found	in	Chapter	1	of	the	Divine	Pivot,	translated	in	full	on	the	first	page	of	the	introduction	to	this	text.	Often,	after	describing	this	short	passage,	Dr.	Wang	would	tell	his	students	that	the	sentiments	described	in
this	particular	chapter	are	at	the	heart	of	classical	acupuncture	and	that	they	have	inspired	him	many	times.	When	there	is	a	difficult	case	or	if	other	doctors	have	not	succeeded	at	treating	a	particular	condition,	he	often	resolves	to	more	carefully	determine	the	pattern	at	hand,	re-palpating,	asking	more	careful	questions,	and	even	carefully
considering	the	Western	medical	diagnosis	and	laboratory	results.	The	answer	to	difficult	diseases	is	often	found	in	this	process	and	may	in	fact	be	as	easy	as	pulling	out	a	thorn,	if	one	carefully	considers	and	reconsiders	the	patterns	of	disharmony.	2.	In	some	of	the	more	commonly-used	styles	of	five-phase	acupuncture,	in	a	case	like	this,	one	would
be	more	likely	to	combine	the	mother	(water)	point	on	the	kidney	channel	(KI	-10	yin	gu)	with	the	water	point	on	the	liver	channel	(LR-8	qu	quan).	Ch.	15	I	What	is	an	Acupuncture	Point?	1.	~	7f3	.:t	iii	4r.	at.Rt	:t.li.	-IE.	Shen	xing	zhi	jie	zhe	zimgfu	zhi	gcli	ye.	2.	While	the	first	chapter	of	the	Divine	Pivot	describes	365	of	these	meetings,	in	reality	the
Inner	Classic	only	lists	just	over	a	hundred	acupuncture	points.	A	few	centuries	later,	the	Systematic	Classic	(	'f	L.fo.£	fia	yl	jing)	[	669)	Notes	listed	over	340	points.	According	to	the	texts	that	are	now	available,	it	was	not	until	the	writing	of	the	Great	Compendium	of	Acupuncture	and	Moxibustion	(#9t::k.A	Zhen	jiu	da	cheng)	in	the	Ming	dynasty	that
over	365	points	were	finally	described	in	some	detail.	3.	There	are	a	variety	of	ways	to	understand	these	empirical	points.	In	fact,	throughout	history,	many	of	them	were	the	guarded	secrets	of	family	lineages	of	acupuncturists.	It	is	Dr.	Wang's	opinion	that	most	of	these	socalled	'secret	points'	can	be	found	in	the	clinic	by	logically	considering	the
mechanisms	of	channel	theory.	'Tong-style	acupuncture'	(	~	~	1t	9t	Dong	shi	zhen	jiu),	which	is	quite	famous	in	modern	Taiwan	(and	explained	in	such	texts	as	Miriam	Lee's	Master	Tong's	Acupuncture),	provides	many	examples	of	experience	points	that	can	also	be	understood	by	considering	the	channels	on	which	they	are	found	and	the	categories	of
the	major	points	in	the	area.	Many	of	these	points	might	actually	represent	alternate	locations	for	major	points,	as	determined	by	palpation.	Nevertheless,	it	cannot	be	denied	that	although	many	of	these	points	defy	explanation	with	channel	theory,	they	generate	effective	results.	Ch.	16	I	Five	Transport	Points	1.	The	most	thorough	discussion	in
English	of	the	relationship	of	the	cultural,	linguistic,	and	textual	traditions	which	gave	rise	to	significant	portions	of	the	modern	corpus	of	the	Inner	Classic	can	be	found	in	Paul	Unschuld's	Huang	Di	Nei	ling	Su	Wen:	Nature,	Knowledge,	Imagery	in	an	Ancient	Chinese	Medical	Text	(Berkeley:	University	of	California	Press,	2003).	This	very	helpful	text
introduces	the	reader	to	the	interesting	evolution	of	ideas	that	began	in	the	early	stages	of	Chinese	medical	history	and	continued	through	the	millennia.	2.	To	be	precise,	Chapter	2	of	the	Divine	Pivot	describes	in	detail	the	transport	points	on	eleven	channels	below	the	elbows	and	knees	(the	heart	channel	is	not	described).	It	describes	the	beginnings
of	all	the	channels	on	the	toes	and	fingers.	It	then	proceeds	to	describe	points	on	the	yang	channels	on	the	head	(thus	implying	that	those	channels	travel	to	the	head)	but	does	not	describe	yin	channel	points	beyond	the	uniting	points	at	the	elbows	and	knees.	Later	chapters	of	the	Inner	Classic	(and	later	texts)	describe	other	yin	channel	points	on	the
abdomen	and	chest.	Thus	later	scholars	and	practitioners	assert	that	the	qi	circulation	model	first	outlined	in	Chapter	2	of	the	Divine	Pivot	is	describing	a	movement	from	the	hands	and	feet	to	the	head	(yang	channels)	and	chest/abdomen	(yin	channels).	3.	Most	of	the	modern	five	element	(phases)	styles	of	acupuncture	can	[	670]	Notes	trace	their
development	to	the	meridian	therapy	(~£~	~~	~	jing	luo	zhi	lido/	keiraku	chiryo	[Japanese])	school	of	acupuncture	that	was	started	in	Japan	in	the	1920s.	For	an	excellent	discussion	of	the	historical	trends	that	led	to	the	development	of	Japanese	five-element	acupuncture,	see	Shudo	Denmei,	Japanese	Classical	Acupuncture:	Introduction	to	Meridian
Therapy	(Seattle:	Eastland	Press,	1990).	A	discussion	of	some	of	the	basic	principles	of	an	important	five	element	acupuncture	style	can	also	be	found	in	J.R.	Worsley,	The	Five	Elements	and	the	Officials	(Classical	Five	Element	Acupuncture,	Volume	III)	(Worsley	Institute,	1998).	This	is	the	most	common	style	of	five-element	acupuncture	practiced	in
the	West,	and	was	developed	by	J.	R.	Worsley	beginning	in	the	1960s.	4.	Dr.	Wang	often	uses	points	on	the	scalp	for	musculoskeletal	and	pain	conditions.	He	often	locates	points	along	the	du	vessel	or	bladder	channel	line	based	on	palpation,	then	stimulates	these	points	strongly	before	moving	on	to	other	semi-local	and/or	local	points.	He	does	not
seem	to	use	ear	acupuncture	at	all.	5.	The	discovery	of	the	circuit	of	blood	by	William	Harvey,	first	published	in	1628	in	his	small	pamphlet,	"On	the	Motion	of	the	Heart	and	of	Blood';	is	the	result	of	inferences	made	from	the	work	of	a	great	many	researchers	at	the	famous	medical	school	of	Padua.	Most	notable	were	the	observations	of	Harvey's
teacher	at	Padua,	Fabricius,	who	noted	the	presence	of	one-way	valves	in	the	venous	system	during	dissection.	From	these	observations,	and	the	work	of	others	who	traced	the	movement	of	blood	in	vivisected	animals,	Harvey	was	able	to	describe	a	system	in	which	blood	moves	from	the	heart	to	the	extremities	and	back	again.	Before	Harvey,	the
dominant	opinion	in	Western	medicine	was	that	blood	left	the	heart	and	was	disseminated	to	the	body	and	appendages	for	absorption	in	the	course	of	metabolic	function.	Blood	creation	was	thought	to	depend	on	the	absorption	of	'juices'	from	digested	foods.	Many	modern	texts	of	Chinese	medicine	also	paint	a	picture	of	one-way	movement	of	blood	in
the	body.	This	is,	in	fact,	at	odds	with	some	of	the	fundamental	source	material	in	the	Chinese	classics.	In	fact,	like	Harvey,	the	ancient	anatomists	of	Han	dynasty	China	perceived	that	blood	moves	in	a	circuit	from	larger	to	smaller	vessels	out	to	the	appendages,	then	back	again	into	increasingly	larger	vessels.	Chapter	30	of	the	Classic	ofDifficulties
describes	the	circuitous	movement	of	blood	in	connection	with	the	movement	of	nutritive-protective	aspects:	[They]	move	in	a	circuit	without	ceasing.	There	is	a	great	return	after	fifty	[circuits].	Yin	and	yang	are	linked	and	move	like	a	circle	without	end.	This	is	why	the	nutritive	and	protective	[aspects]	are	said	to	move	together.	[	671]	Notes	Integral
sub-components	of	the	blood	system,	the	nutritive	and	protective	aspects	are	said	to	move	in	a	circuit	that	has	a	measurable	rate	of	return.	The	exact	amount	of	time	that	the	'fifty	circuits'	represents	has	been	a	source	of	some	debate	over	the	centuries.	The	important	fact	to	note	is	that	the	blood	was	thought	to	move	in	a	circular	manner	and	to
return	(to	the	heart?)	with	predictability.	Ch.	17	I	The	Source,	Cleft,	and	Collateral	Points	1.	Chapter	66	of	the	Classic	of	Difficulties	is	generally	acknowledged	to	provide	the	earliest	extant	listing	of	the	twelve	source	points	used	today.	Chapter	1	of	the	Divine	Pivot	omits	the	modern	source	point	of	the	heart	channel,	and	instead	lists	PC-7	(da	ling)	as
the	heart	source	point.	While	omitting	the	modern	heart	channel	source	point,	the	Divine	Pivot	does	list	two	more	points	as	source	points-both	relating	to	the	much	debated	concept	of	the	fatty-substance	gao	(	f',	also	translated	as	'vitals').	In	the	Divine	Pivot,	the	two	source	points	associated	with	gao	are	CV-15	(jiu	wei)	and	CV-6	(qi	hili).	Dr.	Wang
often	describes	his	understanding	of	gao	in	the	context	of	explaining	what	he	sees	as	the	related	concept	of	huang	(ll)	spaces.	Noting	that	the	two	terms	are	paired,	for	example,	in	the	name	of	the	point	BL-43	(f'lf	-itr-	gao	huang	shu),	he	describes	gao	as	a	kind	of	protective	padding	in	the	body	that	can	be	found	in	special	types	of	less-vascularized
open	spaces	(the	huang	ll)	around	vital	organs.	Note	that	classical	anatomy	seems	to	highlight	other	spaces	that	might	be	associated	with	gao	substance	at	BL51	(huang	men),	BL-53	(bao	huang),	and	Kl-16	(huang	shu).	To	be	precise,	Chapter	66	of	the	Classic	of	Difficulties,	like	the	Divine	Pivot	before,	does	list	PC-7	as	the	source	of	the	heart,	but	then
goes	on	to	describe	the	"shao	yin	source"	as	being	the	5t	1f	(dui	gu)-possibly	a	reference	to	the	styloid	process	of	the	ulna	near	the	current	source	point	HT-7	(shen	men).	Interestingly,	the	character	Jt	(dui)	is	also	used	to	describe	the	trigram	in	the	Book	of	Changes	for	lake	(or	joy),	a	concept	which	also	alludes	to	the	classical	understanding	of	the
heart.	2.	Despite	this	relationship	of	the	source	points	with	the	concept	of	channel	qi	development	outlined	in	five	transport	point	theory,	most	modern	texts	place	the	source	points	in	a	separate	category	of	their	own	as	places	where	source	qi	enters	the	channel.	3.	For	a	fascinating	discussion	of	ways	in	which	the	research	of	recent	decades	might	be
used	to	understand	the	role	of	connective	tissues	in	chan[	672]	Notes	nel	theory,	see	].I.	Oschmann,	Energy	Medicine:	The	Scientific	Basis	(Edinburgh:	Churchill	Livingstone,	2000).	4.	Dr.	Wang	is	quoting	from	a	Chinese	translation	of	a	text	entitled	it	fk.#M	(Zhen	jiu	jing	sui).	The	original	text,	Shinkyu	Shinzui,	was	actually	written	by	a	student	of	Dr.
Sawada's,	Shiroda	Bunsh,	and	published	in	Yokosuka,	Japan	by	!do-no-Nippon	Company	in	1977.	5.	Some	believe	that	it	is	physiologically	impossible	to	create	new	essence	or	fire	at	the	gate	of	vitality.	In	fact,	one	of	the	main	projects	of	the	two-thousand-year	tradition	of	health	maintenance	in	Chinese	medicine	is	the	search	for	methods	which
minimize	unecessary	waste	of	these	fundamental,	irreplaceable	substances	that	come	into	the	body	in	the	mysterious	process	of	life	creation.	As	the	fundamental	substances	wane,	so	does	the	vitality	of	life	in	any	living	being.	6.	It	should	be	noted	at	this	point	that	each	of	the	collateral	vessel	pathways	described	in	Chapter	10	of	the	Divine	Pivot	is
rather	distinct	from	the	pathways	of	the	regular	channels.	For	this	reason,	certain	regions	of	the	body	have	traditionally	been	thought	to	be	irrigated	by	the	collateral	vessels.	These	regions	are	shown,	and	the	associated	areas	and	symptoms	are	described,	in	Shanghai	College	of	Traditional	Chinese	Medicine,	Acupuncture:	A	Comprehensive	Text,
trans.	by	John	O'Connor	and	Dan	Bensky	(Chicago:	Eastland	Press,	1981):	83-89.	7.	Dr.	Wang	often	finds	this	point	in	a	slightly	more	medial	location,	closer	to	the	actual	pathway	of	the	lung	channel,	and	1.5	inches	above	LU-9	(tai	yuan).	This	puts	the	point	more	along	the	pathway	of	the	lung	channel	and	less	toward	the	large	intestine	channel.
Nevertheless,	at	other	times,	he	finds	the	point	more	in	the	traditional	location	between	the	tendons	of	the	styloid	process.	When	deciding	which	location	to	use,	palpation	is	an	important	consideration.	Small	nodules	or	tenderness	can	be	helpful.	Obviously,	when	trying	to	needle	the	point	more	deeply	so	as	to	treat	cervical	issues,	the	more	medial
location	is	easier.	8.	A	standard	dosage	for	Pinellia	and	Millet	Decoction	is	15g	of	treated	Pinelliae	Rhizoma	(ja	ban	xia)	with	50g	of	millet	(or	husked	sorghum).	The	herbs	are	then	cooked	together	to	make	a	porridge.	The	formula	harmonizes	the	stomach	to	provide	restful	sleep	(:fu	W~	6~	he	wei	an	midn)	in	cases	where	there	is	insomnia	due	to	heat
in	the	stomach.	9.	The	information	on	the	ghost	points	came	about	in	response	to	a	discussion	with	Dr.	Wang	on	October	31,	2003.	One	of	the	visiting	students	pointed	out	that	the	day	was	Halloween.	Dr.	Wang	then	digressed	into	this	interesting	discussion	of	these	points	with	secondary	names.	[	673]	Notes	Ch.	18	I	A	Brief	Discussion	of	Classical
Technique	1.	Of	course,	many	of	the	ideas	in	the	Classic	of	Difficulties	find	their	antecedent	in	the	Inner	Classic.	For	those	who	are	interested,	Chapters	1,	3,	9,	27,	and	75	of	the	Divine	Pivot	and	Chapters	25,	54,	and	62	of	Basic	Questions	also	discuss	the	concepts	of	tonification	and	draining.	2.	It	is	interesting	to	note	that	this	same	chapter	of	the
Divine	Pivot	is	often	cited	as	the	earliest	reference	to	'getting	qi'	(1-lt	~	de	qi).	3.	:iff.	(ying)	means	to	go	against	and	is	an	early	cognate	of	:I!	(ni-counterflow).	It	has	something	to	do	with	the	idea	that	going	to	meet	someone	is	a	violation	of	protocol	and	is	therefore	being	contrary.	Ch.	19	I	A	Modern	Perspective	on	Acupuncture	Technique:	Seven
Steps	1.	The	term	1-lt	~	(de	qi)	is	also	often	translated	as	obtaining	qi,	qi	sensation,	or	needle	sensation.	The	exact	meaning	of	this	concept	is	the	subject	of	some	interesting	debate.	As	stated	here,	for	Dr.	Wang,	this	concept	describes	a	noticeable	sensation	that	is	felt	by	the	patient-most	often	one	which	involves	a	radiating	sensation	up	or	down	the
channel.	This	should	be	contrasted	with	the	arrival	of	qi	(~~	qi	zhi),	which	is	a	sense	by	the	practitioner	that	qi	has	arrived	at	the	needle.	2.	~	1]	~t.~,	~	o/	~i\.,	~	o/	~	o/	~i\_f!rJ	Hi'#-~%	(Ci	bi	zhe,	bi	zhong	qi	xue,	wu	zhong	rou	jie,	zhong	qi	xue	ze	zhen	you	yu	xiimg).	3.	Thanks	to	Stephen	Brown	for	asking	the	question	that	led	to	this	paragraph.
Apparently,	there	is	a	greater	emphasis	in	the	Japanese	acupuncture	tradition	upon	the	subtle	perception	by	the	practitioner	of	the	arrival	of	qi	(~~	qi	zhi).	Some	Japanese	practitioners	thus	assert	that	the	arrival	of	qi	is	actually	of	equal	or	even	greater	importance	than	the	sensation	felt	by	the	patient,	which	we	call	'getting	qi'	(1-lt	~	de	qi).	From
what	I	can	gather,	Dr.	Wang,	like	many	Chinese	acupuncturists,	places	a	great	deal	of	emphasis	on	getting	qi	and	having	the	patient	feel	a	radiating	sensation	down	(or	up)	the	channel	away	from	the	needle.	However,	Dr.	Wang	clearly	stops	speaking,	focuses	intently	(sometimes	even	pulling	up	a	chair	to	sit	down),	and	places	all	of	his	concentration
on	the	needle	after	completing	his	insertion.	When	asked	what	he	is	doing,	he	often	says	that	you	must	"put	all	of	your	heart	at	the	needle"	(·~t~~~4H	xin	dou	yiw	jit	zai	zhen).	Sometimes,	he	appears	to	be	waiting,	with	very	little	movement	of	the	hands,	while	at	other	times	he	is	clearly	using	one	of	the	techniques	described	below	for	moving	qi.	It	is
therefore	difficult	to	clearly	separate	the	sensation	that	he	himself	feels	at	w,	[	674]	Notes	the	needle	from	the	manipulations	he	is	using	to	modify	the	qi	sensation	as	felt	by	the	patient.	4.	Dr.	Wang	generally	asks	patients	to	come	in	once	weekly	for	treatment.	There	are	many	exceptions,	however,	especially	in	the	early	stages	of	treating	a	relatively
complex	case.	Like	many	doctors	working	in	China,	he	is	quite	willing	to	ask	a	new	patient	to	come	twice	or	even	three	times	a	week	for	the	first	two	to	four	weeks	of	treatment.	This	reflects	one	significant	difference	between	his	practice	environment	and	that	of	many	of	us	outside	of	China.	Because,	for	much	of	the	twentieth	century,	acupuncture	in
China	was	very	inexpensive	at	the	state-funded	hospitals,	doctors	and	patients	alike	became	used	to	the	possibility	of	using	frequent	treatment	in	the	early	stages.	Despite	the	systemic	disincentives,	practitioners	outside	of	China	should	still	consider	the	possibility	of	encouraging	patients	to	come	relatively	frequently	(at	least	once	a	week)	for
treatment	in	chronic	or	more	serious	cases.	5.	For	readers	of	English,	a	reference	to	the	concept	of	combining	tonifying	and	draining	in	a	single	treatment	can	be	found	in	Robert	Johns,	The	Art	of	Acupuncture	Techniques	(Berkeley:	North	Atlantic	Books,	1996),	167-168.	Ch.	20	I	Point	Pairs	1.	In	modern	Chinese,	the	term	qi	hua	(~1t)	refers	to
'gasification:	as	in	the	process	of	transforming	a	solid	to	a	gaseous	state.	While	this	is	different	than	the	meaning	of	the	same	term	in	traditional	medicine,	it	does	convey	a	similar	sense	of	transformation	in	the	presence	of	heat	(yang	qi).	2.	Dr.	Wang	often	uses	ST-43	(xian	gu)	as	a	kind	of	stand-in	source	point	on	the	stomach	channel.	He	often	says
that	he	has	had	trouble	getting	adequate	qi	sensation	(in	fact,	he	reports	that	there	is	often	pain)	when	he	needles	the	actual	source	point,	ST-42	(chong	yang).	3.	A	passage	in	Chapter	24	of	Basic	Questions	describes	the	relative	amount	of	qi	and	blood	in	each	of	the	six	channels:	"Tai	yang	normally	has	more	blood	and	less	qi,	shao	yang	normally	has
less	blood	and	more	qi,	yang	mfng	usually	has	more	qi	and	more	blood,	shao	yin	has	less	blood	and	more	qi,	jue	yin	has	more	blood	and	less	qi,	tai	yin	has	less	blood	and	more	qi:'	From	this,	one	can	see	again	the	unique	relationship	of	tai	yin	and	yang	mfng:	while	each	of	the	other	channels	is	balanced	by	the	relative	amounts	of	qi	and	blood	in	its
interior-exterior	channel,	there	is	a	relative	abundance	of	qi	associated	with	the	tai	yin-yang	mfng	pair.	4.	Divine	Pivot,	Chapter	10.	[	675]	Notes	Appendix	2	I	The	Sensory	Organs	1.	Dr.	Wang	often	uses	the	modern	channel	and	collateral	atlas	by	Lin	Yun-Gui	(~	~:fi.),	Illustrated	Channels	and	Collaterals	(~~IIJM	ling	luo	tu	jie).	Fuzhou:	Fujian	Science
and	Technology	Press,	1991.	He	feels	that	professor	Lin	has	provided,	through	very	meticulous	studies	of	the	classics,	a	series	of	clearly	drawn,	textually	accurate	renderings	of	the	channel	pathways.	In	that	text,	next	to	careful	illustrations	of	various	regions	of	the	body	with	the	channel	pathways,	there	are	collections	of	classical	excerpts	describing



what	one	sees.	In	this	Appendix	and	in	other	sections	of	our	book,	Dr.	Wang	often	draws	from	this	source	as	a	basis	for	such	statements	as	"Classical	texts	list	seventeen	channels,	collaterals,	and	vessels	which	travel	to	the	eyes:'	[	676]	POINT	INDEX	---	8	---	0	Bladder	channel	BL-1	(jing	ming),	531,608,611	BL-4	(qu	cha),	620	BL-5	(wu	chit),	620	BL-7
(tong	tiiin),	620,	634,	635,	646	BL-10	(tiiin	zhu),	174,	187,	655	BL-	11	(da	zhu),	187	BL-12	(fong	men),	351	BL-13	(fei	shu),	364,	365,	390	BL-15,	656	BL-18	(giin	shu),	91,608,610,656	BL-20	(pi	shu),	656	BL-21	(wei	shu),	370	BL-23	(shen	shu),	623	BL-26	(guiin	yuan	shu),	200,	202	BL-28	(pangguiing	shu),	200,292	BL-31	-34	(bii	liao),	200,	202	BL-36
(chengfu),	378,	379	BL-37	(yin	men),	378,	379	BL-39	(wei	yang),	628,	629	BL-40	(wei	zhiing),	377,	438,	465,	575,	644,	646	BL-42	(po	hit),	205	BL-47	(hun	men),	205	BL-57	(cheng	shan),	378,	379,	646	BL-58	(fei	yang),	378,	379,	505,	514,	646	BL-59	(fu	yang),	504	BL-60	(kun	tun),	378,	379,	438,	462	BL-62	(shen	m	ai),	136,	199,	303,	310,	315,	322,	418,
519,	572,	574,	576	BL-63	(jin	m	en),	378,	379,	499,	502,	573,	574,	638	BL-64	(jinggu),	174,	200,202,	378,488,492,495,496,	573,	574,	638	BL-65	(shu	gu),	438,	459,	623	BL-66	(zu	tong	gu),	438	BL-67	(zhi	yin),	438	Du	(Governing)	vessel	GV-	1	(chiingqiang),	306,516	GV-4	(ming	men),	136,	200,	202,	391,	392,	624	GV-6	(ji	zhang),	65,	136,	392	GV-8	(jin
suo),	136,	391,	392	GV-9	(zhi	yang),	136,	306,	392	GV-	10	(ling	tai),	646	GV-11	(shen	dao),	373,391,392,646	GV-	12	(shen	zhit),	136,307,	351,390,392,393	GV-	14	(da	zhui),	136,	187-	188,391,393,564,624,	634,646	GV-	15	(ya	men),	614	GV-16	(fengfu),	290,	519,619	GV-	19	(shen	zhu),	307,	390,393	GV-20	(biii	hui),	609,	623	GV-21	(I!Ou	ding),
174,243,307,322,375,390,393,	628,	629,	655	GV-22	(xin	hui),	619,	620	GV-23	(shang	xlng),	520	GV-23	(shang	xing),	619,	620	GV-24	(shen	tlng),	307,	619,	620,	655	GV-25	(sl)	liao),	620	---	E	Extraordinary	points	Hua	Tu6	jla	ji	points	(M-BW-35),	290	M-BW-35	(Hua	Tuo	jia	ji),	390	M-HN-38	(she	zhu),	520	M-UE-9	(sifong),	175	---	G	Gallbladder	channel
GB-2	(ting	hui),	623	[	677)	Point	Index	---	L	GB-3	(shimgguan),	623,624	GB-5	(xuan	lu),	314,315	GB-6	(xuan	If),	314,	315	GB-15	(t6u	lin	qi),	299	GB-20	(fengchi),	299,608,619,620,624,655	GB-21	(jian	jing),	638	GB-30	(hutin	tiiw),	137,200-201,202,534,573	GB-31	([eng	shi),	91,	624	GB-34	(yang	ling	qulin),	137,	161,	206,	215,	387,	388,
412,419,438,461,465,469,556,557,573,618,633,	634,	635,	638	GB-35	(ytingjiao),	504	GB-36	(),	499	GB-37	(guang	ming),	505,515-516,609,611	GB-38	(ydngfu),	438	GB-39	(xutin	zhong),	137,	573,	620	GB-40	(qiu	xu),	362,	387,	388,	401,	402,	488,	492,	635	GB-41	(zu	lin	qi),	161,	215,	242,	243,	309,	310,	386,	387,	401,	402,403,	407,	438,470,	555,	556,
558,	608,	609,	623,	626,	627,	638	GB-43	(xid	xi),	386,	438	GB-44	(zu	qiao	yin),	438	---	H	Heart	channel	HT-3	(shiw	hai),	89,373,374,438,614,616	HT-4	(ling	diw),	373,	438	HT-5	(tong	li),	119,	133,	135,	136,	139,	142,	158,	303,	318,401,402,505,512-513,570,571,572,574,613,	614,615,616,630,654	HT-6	(yin	xi),	89,	349,	350,	373,	374,	403,	499,	502,	503,
571,	572,	574,	633,	654	HT-7	(shen	men),	119,	158,200,202,373,374,401,	402,403,	438,	484,	488,	492,495,	570,	572,	614,	615,	628,	629,	630,	654	HT-8	(shiwfu),	373,374,438,466,467,614,615	HT-9	(sluio	chong),	438,	484	--	K	Kidney	channel	K1-1	(yongqutin),	438,452,453,531,614,615	Kl-2	(ran	gu),	438,	455,	574,	614,	615	Kl-3	(tai	xi),	99,
119,200,201,202,243,380,381,401,	402,	403,	412,	415,438,459,	462,	488,	489,492,	497498,	498,	569,	575,	608,	610,	624,	628,	629,	650	Kl-4	(da	zhong),	139,	141,	349,	350,	380,	381,	505,	514,	571,	572,	614,	615	Kl-5	(shui	qutin),	199,	349,	350,	380,	381,	401,402,	403,	499,	502-503,	504	Kl	-6	(zhao	hai),	119,	133,	134,	136,	142,200,303,310,
315,380,381,568,569,570,572,574,576,613,614,	616,630	K1-7	(fu	liu),	72,	123,	174,200,201,380,381,419,438,	462,470,471,568,569,571,572,610,619,620,628,	629,	630,	633,	653,	654	Kl-8	(jitio	xin),	380,	381,	504	K1-9	(zhu	bin),	300,	381,	382,	504	K1-	JO	(yin	gu),	438,467,616,628,629	Kl-	16	(huang	shu),	305,380,474,610,628,629	Large	Intestine
channel	Ll	-1	(shangydng),	242,243,256,438,450,453,563,	565	Ll-1	(shim	san	li),	256	Ll-2	(er	jian),	438	Ll-3	(tai	chOng),	438,	618	Ll-4	(hegit),	76,	89,	91,	184,260,308,314,335,366,	367,432,488,492,495,496,561,562,563,609,619,	620,	626,	627'	630,	631	LI-S	(yang	xi),	89,	364,	366,	367,	438	Ll-6	(pian	li),	200,202,260,366,367,505,509,511,	636,637	Ll-7
(wenliu),	366,367,368,499,502,617,618	Ll	-10	(slulu	san	li),	91,	257,	262,	268,	269,	308,	358,	366,367,368,610,636,638	Ll-11	(qli	chi),	91,	184,256,257,268,367,368,438,	520,	565,	609,	630,	631,	636,	638	Ll-	14	(jian	yu),	609,636,637	Ll-	15	(bi	nao),	636,637	Ll-20	{ying	xiting),	619,	620	Liver	channel	LR-	1	(da	dan),	169,	349,	350,	438,	453	LR-2	(xing
jian),	136,	168,	173,388,389,412,419,438,	455,456,470,471,555,556,557,558,569,572,610,	639,653	LR-3	(tai	chong),	76,	88,	169,	172,	199,	243,	308,	313,	314,	335,	388,	389,	401,	412,	438,	488,	492,	495,	496,	563,	569,	608,	626,	654	LR-4	(zh6ngjeng),	438	LR-5	(li	gou),	389,	390,	505,	516,	554,	556,	557	LR-6	(zhong	d•t),	389,	390,	499,	503	LR-8	(qli
qulin),	438	Lung	channel	LU-1	(zll6ngfu),	364,	366	LU-2	(yun	men),	364	LU-3	(tiiin	fil),	90,	620	LU-5	(chi	ze),	72,	76,	87,	89,	91,	95,	123,	160,200,201,	202,242,259,351,363,365,366,419,438,442,443,	463,	465,	469,	480,	557,	562,	563,	565,	567,	568,	569,	619,620,626,627,631,633,635,636,639	LU-6	(kong	zui),	88,	199,351,363,364,365,401,402,
442,499,501-502,503	LU-7	(lie	que),	99,	309,	310,	363,	364,	365,	505,	507,	508,	509,	510-511,	568,	575,	576,	627	LU-8	(jing	qu),	363,	438,	461,	462,	466,	467,	470,	472,	567	LU-9	(taiyuan),	72,	86,	95,	99,	137,201,202,205,349,	363,	364,	365,	366,	438,	442,	480,	488,	492,	494,497,	566,	567,	634,	649,	655	LU-10	(y1i	ji),	438,	441,	455,	456,	494	LU-ll
(shao	shting),	438,442,443,455,469,494,519	--P	Pericardium	channel	(	678	J	PC-3	(qu	ze),	383,	384,	438	PC-4	(xi	men),	157,	!59,	382,	383,499,	503	PC-5	(jiii.n	shi),	382,	383,	438,	520	PC-6	(nei	guii.n),	293,	298,	299,	300,	310,	382,	383,409,	416,432,505,514,515,553,554,556,557,559,560,	562,	563,	576	Point	Index	PC-7	(da	ling),	136,	168,
173,382,383,419,438,488,	492,519,555,556,557,558,	562,563,639,653	PC-8	(lao	gong),	438,	520,	618	PC-9	(zhang	chong),	438	Point	pairs	BL-63	and	SI-S,	573	BL-64	and	Sl-4,	572	CV-6	and	Kl-2,	574	CV-6	and	Kl-3,	201,	575	CV-6	and	Kl-7,	201	CV-	11	and	ST-36,	561,	562,563,655	CV-	12	and	ST-36,	561,563	CV-12	and	ST-40,	561,	562,563	CV-21	and
CV-	14,	575	CV-26	and	BL-40,	575	HT-5	and	Kl-4,	139,	141,	571,	572	HT-5	and	Kl-6,	119,	133-134,	136,	142,	303,	570-571,	572	HT-6	and	Kl-5,	349	HT-6	and	Kl-7,	57	1-572,	654	HT-6	and	51-3,	572	HT-7	and	Kl-3,	119,	201	HT-7	and	SP-6,	570,	572	Kl-3	and	LR-3,	569,	572	Kl-7	and	LR-2,	470-471,	471,	569,	572	Ll	-	1	and	ST-45,	256,257,563,565	Ll-4	and
LR-3,	76,	308,	335,	563-565,	565	Ll-4	and	ST-43,	561,	562,	563	Ll-6	and	ST-40,	636	Ll-11	and	ST-44,	638	LR-1	and	LR-3,	169	LR-5	and	PC-6,	554-555,	556	LU-5	and	Kl-6,	568,	569	LU-5	and	Kl-7,	72,	73,	123,419,568,569,619	LU-5	and	SP-9,	72,	73,	76,	87,	89,	93,	95,	160,20	1,259,	351,	366,	463,	565-566,	567,	635,	639	LU-7	and	Kl-6,	310,	568	LU-7	and
SP-4,	309,	575-576	LU-8	and	SP-2,	461,469,470,472,567	LU-9	and	SP-3,	72,	73,	86,	95,	201.	349,	366,	566-567,	567,	633,	635,	655	LU-	ll	and	LU-5,	469	PC-6	and	K1-6,	310,	576	PC-6	and	ST-44,	560-561,	562,	563	PC-7	and	LR-2,	136,	168,	173,419,555,556,557,558,	639,653	PC-7	and	LU-5,	557-559,	562	Sl-3	and	BL-62,	136,	310,	572-	573	Sl-3	and	LU-
7,	311,	576	SP-	1	and	SP-3,	169	SP-3	and	SP-9,	468-	469,	470	SP-4	and	PC-6,	310,	553,	559-	560,	562,	563	SP-4	and	ST-40,	95,	626	ST-25	and	ST-40,	95	ST-36	and	Ll-10,	256,257,308	ST-36	and	Ll-11,	562,565	ST-36	and	SP-3,	470	TB-4	and	GB-40,	635	TB-5	and	BL-62,	3ll,	576	TB-5	and	GB-34,	633-	634,	635	TB-5	and	GB-41,	16	1,215,	242,310,470,555-
556,	556,	558,	623,	638	TB-6	and	G	B-34,	161,215,419,461,469-470,556,	557,638	--R	Ren	(Conception)	vessel	CV-	1	(hui	yin),	520	CV-3	(zhang	ji),	93,	200,	202,	308	CV-4	(gutin	yuan),	193,	308,	393,	394	CV-6	(qi	hai),	141,	187,	200,	201,	298,	308,	392,	393,	394,	574,	575,	609,	624,	628,	634,	649	CV-7	(yin	jitio),	227	CV-9	(shuijen),	628,631,	634	CV-	10
(xia	wan),	393,	394	CV-	11	(jian	li),	173,	262,263,269,308,393,394,561,	562,	563,	655	CV-	12	(zh6ng	wiin),	87,	92,	93,206,269,308,339,	382,	392,	393,	394,	417,	497,	561,	562,	563,	609,	631,	649,656	CV-13	(shang	wiin),	393,	394	CV-	14	(jit	que),	394,575	CV-	15	(jitl	wei),	290,516	CV-17	(tan	zhong),	226,	308	CV-21	(xuan	ji),	392,	393,575	CV-23	(/ian
quan),	6!6	CV-24	(chengjiang),	139,	140,420,	520,618	CV-26	(ren	zhang),	519,	575	--s	Small1ntestine	channel	SI-1	(shao	ze),	438,	451,	453	Sl-2	(qidn	gu),	438	Sl-3	(hOu	xi),	136,	174,	192,	310,	375,	376,	438,	459,	520,	572,	574,	576,	623,	628	Sl-4	(wan	gzi),	375,	376,	488,	492,	573,	574,	623,	638	Sl-5	(ydngg1i),	438,573,574,638	Sl-6	(yang	liio),	192,
375,	376,	377,	499,	502	SI-7	(zhi	zheng),	192,377,505,513-514	Sl-8	(xiiio	hiii),	438	SI-10,	638	Spleen	channel	SP-	1	(yin	bdi),	169,438,452,453,467,5	19	SP-2	(da	du),	370,	37	1,	438,	455,456,	461.	466,	467,	470,	472,	567	SP-3	(tai	bdi),	72,	86,	87,	95,	99,	137,	169,	201.	202,	349,366,370,37	1,	409,412,438,459,467,468,470,	474,	475,	488,	492,	495,	496,
566,	567,	618,	635,	655	SP-4	(gong	sun),	87,	93,	95,	99,	172,	305,	309,	310,	371,	372,	416,	505,	512,	553,	559,	562,	563,	575,	609,	625,	626	SP-5	(shiingqi1i),	371,372,438,466,467,617,618	SP-6	(san	yin	jitio),	88,	91,	206,	308,	371,	372,475,	564,	565,	570,	571,	572	SP-7	(lougu),	371,372	SP-8	(di	ji),	37	1,	372,	499,	502,	504	SP-9	(yinlingqudn),	72,	76,
87,	88,	89,	95,	160,	200,	201,202,242,259,351,366,371,372,373,438,463,	465,	467,468,	470,	565,	567,	609,	625,	626,	627,	631,	633,	635,	636,	639	SP-	12	(chong	men),	649	SP-21	(da	bao),	517	Stomach	channel	ST-6	(jid	chi!),	520	ST-7	(xia	guan),	313,315,648	ST-8	(t6u	wei),	368,	648	[	679]	Point	Index	ST-9	(ren	ying),	648,	649,	650	ST-24	(hud	rim
men),	615,	616	ST-25	(tiiin	shu),	95,	227,	369,	370,474	ST-28	(shui	diw),	628,	629,	634	ST-34	(liang	qiii),	369,	370,	499,	502	ST-36	(zu	sim	li),	137,	174,	188,	206,	256,	262,	268,	269,	308,	313,	314,	357,	370,409,	412,	432,438,465,	470,	532,	534,	548,	561,	562,	563,	565,	609,	610,	618,	619,	624,	626,	627,	628,	631,	638,	655	ST-37	(shimgju	xii),	268,
313,	358	ST-39	(xia	ju	xii),	370	ST-40	(jeng	long),	89,	93,	94,	137,	174,	243,409,	505,	509,	511-512,	532,	561,	562,	563,	626,627,	636,	637,	656	ST-41	(jii!xi),	89,368,369,438,532	ST-42	(chong	yang),	368,	369,	488,	492,	497,	650	ST-43	(xiim	gil},	368,	369,	438,	561,	562,	563	ST-44	(nei	ting),	87,	368,	369,	438,	456,	560,	562,	563,	638	ST-45	(li	dui),	87,
256,	257,	438,	450,	453,	563,	565	---T	Triple	Burner	channel	TB-1	(guiin	chong),	438,	615	TB-2	(ye	men),	384,	385,	386,	438,	623	TB-3	(zhong	zhu),	384,	385,	386,	438,	459	TB-4	(yang	chi),	229,	384,	488,	492,	497,	635	TB-5	(wai	guiin),	161,	215,	242,	243,	293,	298,	310,	315,317,385,407,461,470,505,515,555,556,557,	558,	576,	623,	633,	635,	638	TB-
6	(zhigou),	161,215,313,385,386,411,412,419,	438,	461,	462,	469,	556,	557,	638	TB-7	(hui	zong),	385,	386,	499,	623	TB-8	(wai	guiin),	385,	386	TB-9	(si	du),	386	TB-10	(tiiin	jing),	438	TB-15	(tiiin	lido),	384	TB-17	(yi	feng),	384	TB-18	(qi	mai),	655	TB-21	(er	men),	623,	624	[	680	l	G	ENERAL	INDEX	3-1-2	channel	exercise	system,	429-435	---	A	Abdominal
diagnosis,	in	Japanese	tradition,	328	Abdominal	distention,	liver	cleft	point	treatment,	503	Abdominal	masses,	and	rim	vessel	disorder,	307	Abdominal	pain	case	study,	627-630,	632-635	and	leg	yin	channel	cleft	points,	504	Accumulation	at	cleft	points,	499	effects	in	yang	vs.	yin	channels,	181	Action	potential,	growth	in,	446	Acupuncture	classical
understandings	of	mechanism,	526	diminished	understanding	of	classical	mechanisms,	10	family	lineage	styles,	274	mechanisms,	and	interstitial	fluid	circulation,	241,518-	519,587	nerve	stimulation	theory	of,	518-	519	seven	steps	of,	549	slow	response	by	older	or	deficient	patients,	333	stimulation	of	normal	physiology	by,	332	Acupuncture
anesthesia,	Bladder	cleft	point	in,	502	Acupuncture	point	functions,	modern	roots	of	conceptualization,	9-	10	Acupuncture	points	differing	types	of	qi	at,	429	increased	conductivity	at,	431	as	places	of	potential	change,	427	Acupuncture	points(~	It	shu	xue),	329	as	active	participants	in	physiology,	421,	422	as	articulations	(i.	J!P	zhi	jie),	422,423	based
on	channel	location,	424	based	on	empirical	uses,	425	based	on	point	categories,	424	body	landmarks	for,	426	connectivity	at,	422	defining,	421-424	Dr.	Wang's	conceptual	evolution,	439	Dr.	Zhu's	3-1-2	method,	429-435	location	methods,	426-427	modern	vs.	classical	Chinese	concepts,	422	movement	and	activity	at,	421	movement	of	qi	and	blood	at,
422	movement	of	spirit	qi	at,	423	nature	of,	424,	425	as	openings,	421	as	outward	reflections	of	internal	organ	states,	422	as	places	of	interchange,	423	as	places	of	irrigation,	422	as	places	of	regulation,	422	proportional	measurement	for,	426	special	location	techniques,	426-	427	theory	and	practice,	424-	428	transformation	and	transportation	at,
422	variable	locations	of,	428	Acupuncture	points	(It	{il..	xue	wei),	422	Acute	conditions	differentiating	from	chronic	by	palpation,	352	experiential	point	pairs	for,	553	shallow	hardness	in,	345	stick-like	channel	changes	in,	347,	348	[	681	1	Genera/Index	Acute	tonsillitis	well	point	treatment	for,	455	well-sea	point	pair	in	treatment	of,	469	Adrenals,
association	with	Kidney,	123	Alarm	points,	308	as	collection	points	for	organ	excess,	517-518	diagnostic	palpation	of,	341	small	intestine	channel,	193	Alismatic	Rhizoma	(ze	xie),	198	Allergic	dermatitis,	case	study,	88-91	Allergic	disorders,	kidney	and,	123	Allergies,	619-620	Alleviate	pain	and	regulate	qi	(.ll:.;'ffi	J!.	~	zhi	tong	li	qi),	559,	560
Alternative	extraordinary	vessel	point	pairs,	575-576	Alzheimer's	disease,	point	pairs	for,	570	Ampleness	(iL	chong),	81	Ancestral	qi.	See	Gathering	qi	(	~	zong	qi)	Anemarrhenae	Rhizoma	(zhi	mil),	654	Anemia,	470	Angelicae	sinensis	Radix	(diinggui),	llO,	175,654	Anger	(1-&	nit),	77	uncontrolled,	166	Angina,	and	pericardium	channel	palpation,	157
Angle	of	insertion,	529	Antidepressants,	and	shew	yang	deficiency/jue	yin	excess,	213	Anxiety,	and	heat	pathogens	blocked	internally,	*	113	Aortic	pulse,	association	of	chong	vessel	with,	559	Apprenticeship,	xxiii-xxv,	xxx	Arecae	Semen	(bing	lang),	238	Arisaema	cum	Bile	(dim	nan	xing),	174	Arm	jue	yin	pericardium	channel	(	JiJ:.	~	•'->	(;!..	~!ll.	sh(;u
jue	yin	xin	biio	jing),	channel	pathway,	18,599	Arm	shew	yang	triple	burner	channel	(	j'	Fl%	_=:_	i!U!ll.	shi';u	shew	yang	san	jiiio	jing),	channel	pathway,	18,	600	Arm	shao	yin	heart	channel	(	j'	~	•'->	#&'.	shou	shew	yin	xin	jing),	18	channel	pathway,	595	Arm	tai	yang	small	intestine	channel	(	k	FJ%	.j,	~!%#£	shou	tai	yang	xiiio	changjing),	18	channel
pathway,	596	Arm	tai	yin	lung	channel	(	;k	~	Jj;j;	#&	+	+	+	+	+	+	facilitating	with	slow	manual	techniques,	535	felt	by	practitioner,	533,	534	hastening	with	strong	techniques,	535	vs.	getting	qi,	534	Arteriosclerosis,	and	pericardium	channel	changes,	159	Ascending	counterflow	of	ministerial	fire	(fg}	:k.	J:.	i!	xiang	huo	shemg	ni),	213	Asini	Corii	Colla
(e	jiiio),	631	Asparagi	Radix	(tiiin	men	dong),	llO,	655	Asthma	cough	with,	351-352	and	du	vessel	disorder,	306	with	kidney	deficiency,	452	kidney	deficiency	causing,	453	Atractylodes	macrocephalae	Rhizoma	(bai	zhu),	198,639	Atractylodes	Rhizoma	(ciing	zhu),	72	Atractylodis	macrocephalae	Rhizoma	(bdi	zhu),	72	Atrophy	disorder	(7$1'i	wei	zheng),
64	Attention	deficit	hyperactivity	disorder	(ADHD)	bladder	cleft	point	treatment,	502	case	study,	172-175	Chinese	medicine	perspective,	652	differentiation,	653	emotional	stressors	and,	652	exuberant	liver	fire	pattern,	653-654	heart	and	spleen	deficiency	pattern,	654-655	irregular	diet	and,	652	liver	and	kidney	yin	deficiency	pattern,	654	liver
involvement	in,	651,	657	point	pairs	for,	555,	571	symptomatology,	652-653	traumatic	experiences	and,	652	Aucklandiae	Radix	(mit	xiang),	639	Aurantii	Fructus	immaturus	(zhi	sh{j,	3	16,	318,	639	Auricular	points,	357-358	Autoimmune	disorders	channel	changes	preceding	symptoms	in,	334	kidney	and,	123	and	kidney	channel	changes,	380,	382	and
triple	burner	channel	changes,	384,	641	and	triple	burner	channel	lumpiness,	232	-	--	8	Back	pain	and	bladder	channel,	192	and	du	channel	changes,	392	and	du	vessel	disorder,	307	and	liver	collateral	point,	516	point	pairs	for,	573	treating	excess-type	with	extraordinary	vessel	points,	3ll	Back	shu	points,	188,	365,	379	diagnostic	significance	of	skin
surrounding,	645	and	five	psychic	aspects,	203-207	Back	transport	points,	390.	See	also	Back	shu	[	682]	Genera/Index	points	contrasts	with	alarm	points,	518	use	for	deficiency,	518	Bad	breath,	618	Balance	problems	inADHD,	653	and	yang	qiiio	channel,	303	Bamboo-like	hardness	in	asthma	case	study,	351	in	chronic	conditions,	345,	347	Barefoot
doctors,	583	Basic	Questions	("f	Fa~	Sit	wen),	21	on	channel	palpation,	42	Chapter	8	organ	metaphors,	51-55	Bei	Chi	Zi,	585	Bei	Hai	park,	586	Beijing,	xxviii	greatest	walk	in,	579-588	Beijing	Channel	Research	Association(~!:.	:?-#£/.li	-"Jf	#.	thb	t"	Bei	jingjing	luo	yan	jiu	xil!	hui),	430	Beijing	College	of	Traditional	Chinese	Medicine,	176	Beijing
University	of	Chinese	Medicine,	17	Bell's	palsy,	312-318	lung	collateral	treatment,	511	pulse	palpation,	366	and	small	intestine	channel	changes,	377	and	stasis	in	yang	ming	and	shew	yang	channels,	314	well	point	treatment	for,	450	Bile,	as	clear	substance,	233	Bitter	taste,	618	Bladder,	association	with	Kidney	channel,	598	Bladder	channel.	See	also
Leg	tili	yang	bladder	channel	(JLt	1%	!lt	~ft.#£	zu	tai	yang	pang	guiing	jing);	Tai	yang	bladder	channel	cleft	point,	502	cold	stasis	in,	646	collateral	point,	514	five	transport	points,	438	indications	of	source	qi	deficiency	in,	635	location	and	nature,	18	organs	associated	with,	597	uses	of	inner	vs.	outer	line,	203-207	Bladder	conditions,	and	n}n	vessel
disorder,	308	Bladder	organ,	193-194	functions,	194-198	secretion	and	differentiation	of	clear	and	turbid	(i;L;	!i1J	rn-	);j	mi	hie	qing	zhu6)	by,	194-198	storage	of	fluids	(#tit~	cangjin	ye)	by,	194	Bleeding	between	periods,	case	study,	94	Bleeding	disorders,	jue	yin	vs.	tai	yin	differentiation,	169-170	Bleeding	techniques	blurry	vision	case	study,	610	in
boils	case	study,	646	for	collateral	points,	506	for	well	points,	452-453	withered	tongue,	615	Bloating,	and	dai	vessel	disorder,	309	Blockage	(	ffJ	hi)	at	cleft	points,	499	and	flow	to	extraordinary	vessels,	285	of	interstices,	187	of	tai	yin	collaterals	with	concurrent	qi	stagnation	affecting	shao	yang,	626	Blocked	(	T-	:i!	bit	tong),	287	Blocked	nasal
packages,	619	Blood	assignment	to	particular	organs,	162,	163	Liver	impetus	for	movement	of,	162,	163	relationship	to	wind,	154	small	intestine	role	in	building,	189	spleen	governance	of,	67-71	storage	of,	162,	163	yin	organs'	role	in,	116-117	Blood	circulation	problems,	and	pericardium	channelchanges,382	Blood	collaterals	(Jfrz./.li	xue	luo),	506
Blood	insufficiency	and	dryness	on	palpation,	341	in	local	dryness,	341	and	wind,	154	Blood	level	changes,	344	Blood-spirit	relationships,	and	jue	yin,	154	Blood	stasis	and	bladder	channel	changes,	377	bleeding	collateral	points	to	relieve,	506	in	collaterals	of	Liver,	390	and	color	of	blood	on	point	bleeding,	452,	453	diagnosis	by	sublingual	veins,	644
in	genesis	of	boils,	115	and	hard	nodules,	343,	345,	346	and	ren	vessel	disorder,	308	Blood	sugar,	and	heaven	pulse	on	stomach	channel,	648	Blood	vessels,	at	stream	points,	457	Blurry	vision,	case	study,	609-611	Body	hair,	lung	role	in,	80-81	Body	inches	(i'	citn),	426	Body	stance,	for	channel	visualization,	22	Body	surface,	as	reflection	of	internal
physiology,	39,44	Boiling	water	metaphor,	and	gate	of	vitality,	127	Boils	(i,f~	chuiingjie),	115	and	bladder	channel	changes,	377	observation	and	case	study,	645-646	Bombyx	batryticatus	(bdi	jiiing	can),	316,	656	Bone	units	(it	It	gu	dit),	426	Bones	of	ear,	621	Kidney	association	with,	121	and	Kidney	qi,	212	Book	learning,	vs.	on-the-job	training,	177
Book	of	Changes	(	l&	#£	Yi	jing),	34	Brain	as	area	of	increased	circulation	and	communication,	495	[	683]	General	Index	association	with	bladder	channel,	597	association	with	heart	channel,	595	association	with	liver	channel,	602	association	with	stomach	channel,	593	Brain	microcirculation,	and	heart	channel	changes,	373	Branch	collaterals	(~~
zhi	luo),	506	Breast	swelling,	cleft	point	treatment,	502	Breathing,	importance	to	movement	in	blood,	362	Breathing	difficulty	and	great	collateral	of	spleen,	517	with	tightness	in	chest,	159	Bruising,	spleen	role	in,	68-69	Bulging	disorder	(1\t	shim),	306	in	men	vs.	women,	307	Bumpiness,	338	along	triple	burner	channel,	634,	640	and	dredging	and
draining	by	liver,	361	lung	channel,	362	and	organ	vs.	channel	function,	349	similarity	to	ungraded	road,	640	Bupleuri	Radix	(chai	hu),	125,	316,	318,	639	Bupleurum	Powder	to	Dredge	the	Liver	(chai	hu	shu	gem	san),	639,640	---c	Calligraphy,	580,	582	Cannabis	Semen	(huo	martin),	631	Capillaries	association	with	collateral	vessels,	506	and	Bladder
channel	changes,	377	and	blood	collaterals,	506	diagnostic	observation	of,	643-644	role	of	interstices	in,	186-187	role	of	spleen	in,	67,	68	tai	yang	bladder	channel,	379	Capillary	circulation,	and	triple	burner,	221-223	Carotid	artery	pulse,	647,	648	significance	at	end	of	life,	649	Carpal	tunnel	patterns,	and	liver	channel	changes,	361	Carthami	Flos
(hong	huii),	175,	656	Case	Records	as	a	Guide	to	Clinical	Practice	(ilJ1.	~lH~	~	Lin	zheng	zhi	nan	yi	an),	274	Case	studies,	xxvi-xxvii	allergic	dermatitis,	88-	91	asthma	with	cough,	351-352	attention	deficit	hyperactivity	disorder	(ADHD),	172-175	bleeding	between	periods,	94	blurry	vision,	609-611	channel	differentiation,	400-404,418-419	chronic
colitis,	262-263	constipation,	91-	92	dementia,	141-142	developmental	difficulties,	135-	139	dizziness,	243	facial	paralysis/extraordinary	vessels,	312-318	"'t:	headache,242	hearing	loss	with	tinnitus,	139-141	heart	throbbing/palpitations,	630-632	heat	in	palms,	637-	641	jue	yin,	172-175	leukorrhea,	92-	93	loss	of	smell	and	taste,	625-627	low	abdominal
pain	and	urinary	discomfort,	632-635	lower	left	quadrant	abdominal	pain,	627-630	prostatitis,	348-351	shao	yin	system,	133-142	shoulder	pain,	635-637,637-641	tai	yang,	199-203	tiii	yin	system,	87-97	urinary	incontinence,	199-203	weight	gain/lethargy,	400-404,	418-419	Categorization	in	Chinese	vs.	Western	thought,	4	interrelationships	of,	7
Cellular	respiration,	spleen	role	in,	73	Cervical	disorders	lung	collateral	point	treatment,	510	and	small	intestine	channel,	192	Chairman	Mao,	244,	319	role	in	preservation	of	Chinese	medicine,	583	Change,	and	pivot	concept,	27	Channel	changes,	329,	332-335.	See	also	Channel	palpation	({lti	xun)	bilateral	location	of,	336-337	case	studies,	348-352
in	clear	line	along	specific	pathways,	336	connection	to	disease	symptoms,	335	contradicting	symptom	pattern,	335,	336	deep	hardness,	345-347	generalized	hardness	and	tightness,	343-344	integrating	into	clinical	treatment	strategy,	395-398	noncoincidence	with	symptoms,	334,	336	organizing	for	treatment	strategy,	402	and	pathodynamics,	361
preceded	by	symptoms,	333	preceding	symptoms,	334,	335,	354,	358-360	as	reflection	of	unrelated	conditions,	399	simultaneously	with	symptoms,	332-333	soft-weak	areas,	342-343	specific	types,	341-342	Channel	circuit,	441,	442	Channel	confusion	(~,ll	[	684]	General	Index	channels	and	disease,	331-332	chronic	cough	case,	46	classical,	41-43	and
clinical	applications	of	channels,	332-335	clues	to	organ	function,	39	connection	to	disease	symptoms,	336	failure	to	match	organ	diagnosis,	396	feeling	method,	339-340	five	methods	of,	337-341	modern	perspective	on	classic,	44-45	palpation	method,	337-338	pressing	method,	337,	338-339	and	rate	of	recovery,	44	reasons	for	modern
discontinuation,	47-49	and	specific	channel	pathways,	336	and	specific	types	of	channel	changes,	341-348	Channel	differentiation	(~~Mt	tt	JIIJT	jing	luo	zhen	duan),	395,	398	and	channel	changes	reflecting	unrelated	conditions,	399	and	channel	memory,	399	and	determination	of	most	important	channel,	399	with	multiple	channels	affected,	399,	400
role	in	clinical	encounter,	40,	397	vs.	channel	selection,	398-400	Channel	divergences	(~£$	1]	jing	hie),	absence	in	extraordinary	vessels,	276	Channel	exhaustion	(~£Mt7'!	jing	luo	pi	lao),	335,565	Channel	flow	from	arms	and	legs	toward	head	and	trunk,	*	444	as	circuit,	441	Channel	integration,	315	Channel	memories,	399	in	weight	gain/lethargy
case	study,	401	Channel	names,	17-18	and	arm/leg	location	of	external	pathway,	18-22	and	nature	of	channel,	24,	27	and	organ	association,	24	Channel	observation	(1f	shen),	337	Channel	palpation	(:fm	xun).	See	also	Channel	changes;	Channel	diagnosis	in	abdominal	pain	case	study,	628,	638	in	ADHD	case	study,	172,	173	in	ADHD	patterns,	651
algorithm	for	integrating	into	treatment,	413	allergic	dermatitis	case	study,	88,	90	in	arteriosclerosis,	159	in	asthma	case	study,	351	in	blurry	vision	case	study,	610	in	chronic	colitis	case,	262	constipation	case	study,	91	in	daybreak	diarrhea	case,	268	in	developmental	difficulties	case	study,	135	as	diagnostic	tool,	329	differentiation	of	chronic	and
acute	conditions	by,	352	distinguishing	excess	from	deficiency	by,	74	in	dizziness	case,	243	Dr.	Wang's	method,	26	du	vessel,	390-392	in	facial	paralysis	case	study,	312,	313	general	principles,	349	gynecological	bleeding	case	study,	94	in	headache	case,	242	in	hearing	loss	case	study,	139	in	heart	throbbing	case	study,	630	in	heat	in	palms	case
study,	638	improved	clinical	results	with,	4	insight	into	metabolism	through,	46	in	irregular	heart	beat,	158	jue	yin	liver	channel,	388-390	jue	yin	pericardium	channel,	382-384	leukorrhea	case	study,	92-93	in	loss	of	smell/taste	case	study,	625-636	lung	channel	and	whole-body	pathodynamics,	85	as	measuring	stick	for	tracking	patient	progress,	46	in
obese	patients,	232	as	objective	diagnostic	tool,	46	in	organic	heart	disease,	159	pericardium	channel	in	angina,	157	in	prostatitis	case	study,	349	refining	channel	selection	with,	629	ren	and	du	vessels,	341	ren	vessel,	392-394	role	in	clinical	encounter,	40,	397	role	of	findings	in	diagnosis	technique,	344	shtio	yang	gallbladder	channel,	386-388	shtio
yang	triple	burner	channel,	384-386	shao	yin	heart	channel,	373-375	shao	yin	kidney	channel,	380-382	in	shoulder	pain	case	study,	636	tai	yang	bladder	channel,	377-379	tai	yang	small	intestine	channel,	375-377	tai	yin	lung	channel,	364-366	tai	yin	spleen	channel,	370-373	three	times	per	channel,	338	triple	burner	tips,	239-242	urinary	bladder
channel,	341	in	urinary	incontinence	case	study,	199	in	weight	gain/lethargy	case	study,	400	yang	mfng	large	intestine	channel,	366-368	yang	mfng	stomach	channel,	368-370	Channel	pathways,	589-590	arm	jue	yin	pericardium	channel	(.f	If	itt·~	~	~~	shou	jue	yin	xin	bii.o	jing),	599	arm	shtio	yang	triple	burner	channel	(.f	j,'	~	.::..	;(H~	shOu	shao
yang	sii.n	jiii.o	jing),	600	arm	shao	yin	heart	channel	(.f	Y	Itt·~#£	shou	shtio	yin	xin	jing),	595	arm	tai	yang	small	intestine	channel	(.f	'-'.	~	•J•	~~£	shOu	tai	yang	xiao	chang	jing),	596	[	685]	General	Index	arm	tili	yin	lung	channel	(	-f-	k	fi"	JliP	~£	shou	tai	yin	fei	jing),	591	arm	yang	ming	large	intestine	channel	(	-f-	fib	a)J	;k_~~£	shOu	yang	ming	da
changjing),	592	collateralizing(~	luo),	589	du	vessel,	604	encircling	(Jf	huan),	589	entering	(A	ru),	589	going	along	u~	xun),	589	legjw!	yin	liver	channel	(Jt.~fi"	JlH£	zu	jue	yin	giin	jing),	602	leg	shao	yang	gallbladder	channel	(	Jt.	y'	fib	Jlt	~£	zu	shao	yang	dan	jing),	601	leg	shao	yin	kidney	channel	(	Jt.	Y'	fi"	'If~£	zu	shao	yin	shen	jing),	598	leg	tai	yang
bladder	channel	(	Jt.	k	fib	Jlt	~U£	zu	tai	yang	pang	guiing	jing),	597	leg	tai	yin	spleen	channel	(	Jt.	k	fi"	AA'-	~£	zu	tili	yin	pi	jing),	594	leg	yang	ming	stomach	channel	(	Jt.	fib	a}]	1f	~£	zu	yang	ming	wei	jing),	593	moving	(	xing),	589	ren	vessel,	603	scattering	(iti	san),	589	Channel	qi,	446	along	five	transport	points,	442	analogies	to	venous	return,	478,
479	collection	at	spring	points,	454	development	of,	44	differentiating	from	nutritive-protective	qi,	443	first	appearance	at	well	points,	448	functionality	of,	443	gradual	development	of,	439	growth	with	consumption	of	nutritive	qi,	445	promoting	proper	movement	with	river	points,	460	at	sea	points,	464	slow	and	gradual	accumulation	of,	449,	489,
490	source	qi	as	origin	of,	449	at	well	points,	448	Channel	selection(!!~£	xuan	jing),	395,	398,	405-406,	529	associated	leg-arm	aspect	of	affected	channel,	409-410	based	on	five-phase	relationships,	410-412	case	study,	400-404	channel	differentiation	vs.,	398-400	channel	of	disease	location	method,	406-407	combined	yin/yang	channels	method,	408-
410	eight	extraordinary	vessels,	415-418	integrating	channel	changes	into,	395-398	internal/external	paired	channel	method,	407-408	with	palpable	changes	on	both	yin	and	yang	channels,	408	relationship	to	channel	findings,	408	role	in	clinical	encounter,	40,	297	six	approaches	to,	406-412	for	treatment	purposes,	395	rr	Channel	sinews,	lack	of
integration	among,	315	Channel	system,	16,	182	3-1-2	method	for	invigorating	movement	in,	431	reflection	of	disease	in,	331-332	role	in	body's	defense	mechanisms/immune	response,	331-332,	352-353	weakness	in	older	or	deficient	patients,	333	Channel	theory,	xx-xxii,	425	application	to	non-Chinese	environment,	25	centrality	to	Chinese	medicine
practice,	25	decline	in	20th	century,	9	and	evolution	of	disease,	15	and	historical	autopsy,	11	and	historical	surgery,	11-12	and	imperial	punishments,	11-12	inseparability	from	organ	theory,	8	and	living	process,	3	modern	underemphasis	on,	xv	and	physiology,	15	and	pillars	of	Chinese	medicine,	1-2	reconciling	conflicting	schools	of	acupuncture	with,
180	roots	of,	11	and	treatment	mechanisms,	15	Channel	theory	fundamentals,	15-17	channel	names,	17-24	organ	pairings	in	six	levels,	33-34	six	levels	in	classical	thought,	24-29	six	qi,	29-33	sub-types	of	yin	and	yang,	34-36	Channel-to-channel	relationships,	109,	111	Channel	treatment,	329	limitations	of,	328	two	steps	in,	398	Channels(~£~	jing	luo),
13	analogy	to	river,	13	as	communication	system,	16-17,	495	as	conduits	for	disease,	16	conveyance	of	qi	by,	16	inclusion	of	structures	and	fluids	in,	13	as	interwoven	network,	15-16,	17	location,	nature,	associated	organ,	18	as	participants	in	physiology,	9	as	pathways,	16,	17	as	pathways	and	communication	systems,	446	role	in	normal	qi
transformation,	51	separating	from	organs	in	shao	yin,	103	as	spaces,	13	Chengdu	University	of	TCM,	xxx	Chest	discomfort,	heart	cleft	point	treatment,	502	Chest	distention,	heart	collateral	point	treatment,	512	Chest	yang	(Jl~	fib	xiong	yang),	128,	133	Chief	complaint,	relation	of	channel	changes	to,	398	Child's	pose	position,	for	du	collateral	point
treatment,	516	China	Books	store,	580	(	686]	Genera/Index	Chinese	clock,	and	daybreak	diarrhea,	269	Chinese	language.	See	also	Classical	Chinese	language	character	for	corporeal	soul,	84	characters	with	shared	classifiers,	57	classifiers/	radicals	in,	55	meaning	of	jue	(Mt),	153	metaphors	in,	55	phonetics	in,	55	remainders	in,	55	written	characters
on	scrolls,	580,	582	Chinese	medicine,	as	embodiment	of	living,	growing	cultural	system,	584	Chinese	physiotherapy	(;Jfi	1:"	tui	na),	312	Chong	(penetrating)	vessel,	296-297	relationship	to	kidney	and	stomach,	296	as	sea	of	blood,	296	Chong	vessel	disorder,	304-305	Choosing	yin	to	treat	a	yang	channel	condition	(i%?%Jf'i.Fi	yangbingquyin),	89
Chronic	asthma,	306	and	hard	nodules	on	lung	channel,	365	Chronic	colitis,	470	case	study,	262-263	and	yang	ming	qi	deficiency,	256	Chronic	conditions	bamboo-like	channel	hardness	in,	345,347	channel	changes	reflecting,	399	choice	of	channels	for	treatment,	417	differentiating	by	channel	palpation,	352	experiential	point	pairs	for,	553	and	hard
nodules,	343,	344,	345	Chronic	cough	case,	channel	diagnosis	in,	44-45,	46	Chronic	disease	noncoincidence	of	channel	changes	with	symptomsin,334	use	of	yang	ming	channel	in,	252	Chronic	gastritis,	and	stomach	channel	changes,	370	Chronic	illness,	treatment	with	gate	of	vitality	herbal	tonics,	225	Chronic	inflammation,	with	deficiency,	455
Chronic	pain	conditions,	channel	changes	in,	361	Chronic	throat	conditions,	and	nodulation	on	large	intestine	channel,	366	Chronoacupuncture,	466	Chuanxiong	Rhizoma	(chuiin	xiong),	639	Cicadae	Periostracum	(chan	tui),	315,	318	Cinnamomi	Ramulus	(gui	zhi),	70-71,	195,631	Cinnamon	Twig	Decoction	(gui	zhi	tang),	71,	195,	197,202	and	qi
dynamic,	197	qi	dynamic	and,	197	Circadian	cycle,	278.	See	also	Chinese	clock	and	yang	qiiio	disorder,	304	and	yin	qiao	disorder,	303,	304	Citri	reticulatae	Pericarpium	(chen	pi),	174,	631,	639	Civil	service	examination	system,	155	Classic	ofDifficulties	(~~£	Ncm	jing),	xv,	11,	26,	273,362	discussion	of	eight	extraordinary	vessels,	275-276	discussion
of	palpation,	338	discussion	of	technique	in,	521	importance	of	dialogue	in,	326	nutritive-protective	aspects,	69	palpation	of	forearm	in,	43	on	sea	points,	463	on	spring	points,	455	on	stream	points,	468	triple	burner	discussion,	220	yin-yang	organ	pairings	in,	182-184	Classic	ofNourishing	Life	with	Acupuncture	and	Moxibustion($+	~	.1.~£	Zhen	jiu	zi
sheng	jing),	178,	179,	530,	455455	Classical	Chinese	language.	See	also	Chinese	language	impossibility	of	literal	translation,	53	multiple	meanings	in,	53	Classical	Chinese	philosophy,	and	channel	theory,	11	Classical	clinical	experience,	12	and	channel	theory,	11	Classical	literature,	strategies	for	mining,	177-180	Classical	physiology	digestive	organ
functions,	191	and	five	transport	point	theory,	471-481	spleen	in,	6	Classical	technique,	330,	521	Classic	ofDifficulties,	Chapter	72,	524-525	Classic	of	Difficulties,	Chapter	76,	525-528	Classic	of	Difficulties,	Chapter	78,521-523	Classification	(51-	!Ji~	fen	lei),	role	of	small	intestine	in,	190	Classified	Classic(~~!!	Lei	jing),	82	Classifiers	as	building
blocks	of	characters,	56	characters	with	shared,	57	in	Chinese	characters,	55	common	use	in	description	of	organs,	56-57	for	corporeal	soul,	84	in	jue	(Mt),	153	Clay-pot	cooking,	96	Clear	(5k	qing),	69	separation	by	bladder	and	small	intestine,	195	separation	from	turbid,	190,	191	Clear	and	drain	shew	yang	(	7k	~	:Y'	F/h	qing	xie	shew	yang),	555
Clear	and	drain	static	heat	(	7k	~~	$-	~	qing	xie	yu	re),	557	Clear	and	drain	yang	ming	(	lk-~	1%	a.Jj	~£	qing	xie	yang	ming	jing),	563	Clearing	and	transforming	in	the	jue	yin	(	7k	1t	Mk	Jli),	555	[	687]	t	General	Index	Cleft(~	xi)	points,	157,	159,300,304,350,	377,	378,382,487,498-501	bladder	channel,	502	extraordinary	vessels,	504	facilitating
movement	of	qi	to	alleviate	pain	and	eliminate	swelling	(:f1]	fL	Jl:.	~	)j!j	llt	II	qi	zh£	tong	xiao	zhang),	501	heart	channel,	502	inclusion	in	point	pairs,	571	individual	cleft	points,	501-504	kidney	channel,	502-503	large	intestine	channel,	502	liver	channel,	503-504	lung	channel,	501	as	narrow	openings,	498-499	pericardium	channel,	503	as	places	of
accumulation,	500	point	pairs	including,	573	points	table,	499	redirecting	counterflow	to	stop	bleeding	(	F$-:!!	Jl:.Jia.	jiimg	ni	zhi	xue),	501	reestablishment	of	circulation	by,	350	small	intestine	channel,	502	spleen	channel,	502	stomach	channel,	502	tendency	to	blockage	and	accumulation,	499	toll	booth/sluice	gate	metaphors,	499	yang	qiao	vessel,
504	yang	wei	vessel,	504	yin	qiao	vessel,	504	yin	wei	vessel,	504	Clinic	notebooks,	177-178	Clinical	efficacy	as	guide	to	theory,	18,	495	as	standard	of	point	selection,	468	vs.	five-phase	theory,	484	Clinical	encounter,	39,	40,	397	Clinical	experience,	role	in	elucidating	medical	classics,	54	Clinical	pearls	of	wisdom	heart	pathology,	119	kidney
pathology,	123	large	intestine	pathology,	260	liver	pathology,	168-169	lung	pathology,	85-86	pericardium	pathology,	159	small	intestine	pathology,	192	spleen	pathology,	76	stomach	pathology,	262	triple	burner	pathology,	232	Closed-circuit	qi	flow,	439,	441,	471,	484	and	nutritive	qi,	443	Closing	(	liJ	he)	functions,	within	six	levels,	151	Clumping
opening	with	well	points,	450-452	well	point	treatment	for,	450,	451	Cock's	crow	diarrhea	(.lilt)~	wugeng	xie),	267	Codonopsis	Radix	(dang	shen),	639	Cognition(:#,§	shen	zhi),	119	and	speech	disorders,	612-613	Coicis	Semen	(yi	y£	ren),	72	Cold(~	han),	185	accumulation	with	bumpiness,	349	as	environmental	qi	factor,	30	and	hard	nodules,	345,	346
Cold	hands/feet,	and	reversal	in	du	vessel	disorder,	305	Cold	stasis	in	bladder	channel,	94	Colitis	and	nodulation	on	large	intestine	channel,	366	and	ren	vessel	changes,	394	Collagen	diseases,	and	membrane	source,	238	Collateral(#%	luo)	points,	87,	93,	134,	137,	139140,260,487,505-508	balancing	excess	and	deficiency	with,	509	bladder	channel,
514	clinical	uses,	508-510	extraordinary	vessel	command	points	as,	282,	309	gallbladder	channel,	515-516	heart	channel,	512-513	individual	points,	510-517	kidney	channel,	514	large	intestine	channel,	511	liver	channel,	516	lung	channel,	510-511	pericardium	channel,	514-515	point	pairs	including,	571	regulating	yin	and	yang	with,	508	ren	vessel,
516	side	roads	metaphor,	500	small	intestine	channel,	192,	513-514	and	small	vessel	interplay,	509	spleen	channel,	512	stomach	channel,	511-512	tree	branching	metaphor,	507	triple	burner	channel,	515	yin	qiao	vessel,	516-517	Collateral	vessels	(#%Jl$.tuo	mai),	505	as	branches	of	regular	channels,	508	diagnostic	observation	of,	644	differentiation
from	varicose	veins,	644	distinguishing	from	regular	channels,	505-506	excess	and	deficiency	in,	510	as	facilitator	of	yin	and	yang	channel	connections,	505	observation	of,	643	shallowness	of,	510	stagnation	in,	626	tree	metaphor,	506-507	visibility	of,	506	Collaterals,	excess	in,	192	Combined	Cinnamon	Twig	and	Ephedra	Decoction	(gui	zhi	mahuang
ge	ban	tang),	461	Combined	excess	and	deficiency	channel	selection	in,	408	and	liver	channel	changes,	388	[	688)	General	Index	in	prostatitis	case	study,	350	Command	points,	134,	293,	298,	317	as	collateral	points,	282,	309	of	extraordinary	vessels,	274	point	pairs	including,	559	for	speech	and	throat	problems,	614	spleen	collateral	point	as,	512
strategies	for	extraordinary	vessels,	309-311	triple	burner	collateral	point	as,	515	use	in	point	pairs,	553	Commanding	the	qi	(.i.	ft.	zhu	qi),	78	Communication	system	(~	tll!.	tu	jing)	channels	as,	16-	17	role	of	source	points	in,	495	Communist	legacy,	and	spirituality	in	Chinese	medicine,	145-	149	Compilation	of	Channel	Examination	and	Point
Inspection	(ifli~£~	/t~,liij	Xun	jing	kiio	xue	biiin),	178,	179	Comprehensive	Outline	of	the	Materia	Medica	(	:f.	*'M	liJ	Ben	ciio	gang	mit),	131	Conductivity,	at	acupuncture	points	vs.	random	locations,	431	Confluent	points	(3t	lt	.'It	jiiio	hui	xue),	136,	274	Congealing	and	binding	(ilti!lfl	nfng	se),	169	Conjunctivitis,	555	Connective	tissue	and	interstitial
fluids,	495	and	shao	yang	disease,	238	Western	biomedical	underemphasis	on,	495	Connectivity(~~	/ian	xi),	425	of	acupuncture	points,	422	Constipation,	470	case	study,	91-92	tai	yin/yang	mfng	relationship	in	pathogenesis	of,	259	Constrained	heat	patterns,	and	ministerial	fire	in	gallbladder,	131	Context,	importance	in	medicine,	xxxi,	582
Contraction	(	lJi	shou),	80	Controlling	cycle,	5,	410,411,414	experiential	point	pairs	based	on,	553	and	five-phase	associatio	ns	of	transport	points,	482,483	point	pairs	based	on,	554	Coptidis	Rhizoma	(huang	/ian),	639	Coronary	artery	flow,	use	of	pericardium	cleft	point	for,	503	Corporeal	soul	(BJ.!.po),	77,207	character	for,	84	entering	and	exiting
with	essence,	164,	166,	167	lung	as	holder	of,	82	and	physical	strength,	82	relationship	with	liver	function,	164-	166	role	in	sleep	disorders,	205	as	yang	within	yin,	82	as	yin	within	yang,	164	Corpo	real	soul	strength	(9~.1:7	poll),	83-84	Corridor	(fiR	xi),	triple	burner	as,	220	*-	Cough	with	asthma	case	study,	351-352	river	points	in	treatment	of,	461
treatment	by	river	points,	447	Coughing	of	blood,	501	Counterbalance,	and	yin-yang	theory,	3	Counterflow	in	bladder	channel,	378	in	chong	vessel	disorder,	305	redirecting	downward	with	ren	collateral	point,	516	reversing	with	uniting	points,	88,	481	sea	point	treatment	for,	463	vs.	reversal,	306	Counterflow	qi	(itf\.	ni	qi),	304	leading	to	stagnation,
501	and	ren	vessel	disorder,	308	and	spleen	channel	changes,	372-373	Courage	association	with	ethereal	soul,	163	vs.	rashness,	163	Course	of	treatment,	in	chronic	conditions,	263	Cranial	surgery,	bladder	cleft	point	treatment,	502	Crohn's	disease	and	ren	vessel	changes,	394	sea-stream	pair	treatment	of,	470	and	triple	burner,	236	Crossed	eyes,
and	liver	channel	changes,	388	Crying	in	children,	as	sign	of	heat,	136,	137	Cui	Yue-Li	Ping	Xin	Tang	Clinic	of	Traditional	Chinese	Medicine,	xxix	Cultural	Revolution	power	of	train	conductors	during,	356	and	shamanistic	healing	practices,	244-249	and	spirituality	in	Chinese	medicine,	146	Cupping,	in	blurry	vision	case,	610	Cyperi	Rhizoma	(xiiingfu},
639	---	0	Da	Shi	Lan,	582	Dili	(girdle)	vessel,	297	Deli	vessel	disorders,	308-309	Dampness	(i.~	shi)	accumulation	with	yang	deficiency,	458	and	defined	hard	nodules	with	ease	of	movement,	345,	346	as	environmental	qi	factor,	30	internal	vs.	external,	63	point	pairs	benefitting,	73	regulating	transformation	with	sea	points,	465	resolving	with	du
collateral	point,	516	role	in	development	of	phlegm,	74	Spleen	transformation	of,	71-74	and	tai	yin	channel,	62,	63	transformation	by	tai	yin,	350	Daoism	influence	on	Chinese	medicine,	153	influence	on	open	point	treatment,	466	[	689]	General	Index	Darkness,	tai	yin	lung	channel,	363,	364	Daybreak	diarrhea	(li.JUg	wugeng	xii!),	267-271	excess	type,
26S-269	spleen-kidney	type,	26S,	270	yang	m{ng	stagnation	type,	270	Deafness,	623-624	as	diminished	hearing,	623	from	excess	in	large	intestine	collaterals,	260	problems	with	discernment	of	sounds,	624	sudden,	624	Deep	small	pulse,	shao	yin	kidney	channel,	3S1	Defense	mechanisms,	channel	system	role	in,	331-332	Deficiency	conditions,	437
channel	selection	in,	40S	limitations	of	sea	points	for,	4SO	treating	with	well	points	on	yin	channels,	452	Deficiency-type	tinnitus,	622	Deficient	patients	and	channel	confusion,	335	symptoms	preceding	channel	changes	in,	333	Dementia	back	areas	associated	with,	119	case	study,	141-142	point	pairs	for,	570	Dental	conditions,	and	qi	of	the	teeth,	64S
Depression	and	cleft	point	of	yin	qiao,	304	with	pain	in	internal	organs,	304	perimenopausal,	633	Depth.	See	Channel	depth	Dermatological	conditions	cleansing	blood	in,	162	and	heart	channel	changes,	373	and	inability	of	spleen	to	nourish	skin,	69	Descending(*	jiimg),	SO	Developmental	difficulties,	174	case	study,	135-139	and	du	vessel	disorder,
307	kidney	collateral	point	treatment,	514	point	pairs	for,	570,	573	Diabetes,	and	yang	ming	qi	dynamic	dysfunction,	256	Diagnostic	clarity,	xxxi-xxxii	and	curative	effects	of	treatment,	271	and	subjective	approach	in	Chinese	medicine,	326	Diagnostic	hypothesis	formulation,	344	channel	selection	in,	396	Diagnostic	methods,	344	forearm	palpation,	43
radial	pulse	diagnosis,	43	skin	color	observation,	43	Diagnostic	tools,	643	alternate	pulse	palpation,	64	7-650	observation	('iff	shen),	643-645	Diagrams	of	the	Channels	and	Collaterals	(	il:.	~	00	M	ling	luo	tu	jie),	5S9	[	690	Dialogue	importance	to	transmission	of	medicine,	325	and	oral	teaching	tradition,	326	role	in	teaching	and	learning,	xxv-xxvi
Diaphragm	problems,	and	ren	vessel	changes,	394	Diarrhea,	360,	447,	as	symptom	of	spleen	channel	counterflow463	Didactic	process,	historical	role	of,	326	Differential	diagnosis,	395	Difficult	concentration,	in	ADHD,	652	Diffuse	and	guide	gathering	qi	(	~	iJf	~	xuan	dao	zong	qi),	575	Diffusing	and	dispersing	(	~	1t	xuan	fa),	79	Diffusion(~	xuan),	SO,
474	Digestion	with	deficiency,	512	and	du	vessel	disorder,	307	and	ren	vessel	disorder,	30S	requirement	of	healthy	rhythm,	75	Digestive	complaints	differentiating	point	pairs	for,	562,	563	point	pairs	for,	557-561	Digestive	organs,	classical	physiology	of,	191	Diminished	hearing,	622	Diminished	tone,	342-343	Dioscoreae	Rhizoma	(shan	yao),	72
Discussion	of	Cold	Damage	(1~	~	~	Shang	hdn	lim),	29,	1S6,	209,	23S	Cinnamon	Twig	Decoction	in,	71	Discussion	of	Warm-Heat	Pathogen	Disorders	(ill	~	"t~	Wen	re	lim),	157,	159	Pericardium	functions	in,	157	Disease	differentiation	(7}-•1±	fen	xing),	14S-149	Disease	location,	and	channel	selection,	406-407	Disease	traveling	familiar	roads(~
k.~~~	bing	zou	shu	lit),	2S7	Distal	points	as	meeting	places	of	yin	and	yang,	477	reflecting	average	qi	in	body,	4	79	and	roots	of	channels,	445	specific	effects	of,	476	and	triple	burner	qi	transformation,	22S	vs.	trunk	points	in	five	transport	point	theory,	473-475	Distention	river-sea	point	treatment	for,	469-470	use	of	well	points	for,	449	Diverticulitis,
and	ren	vessel	changes,	394	Divine	Pivot	('iltti&	Ling	shu),	21,	164,	362,	39S,	427,4SO	on	acupuncture	points,	423	on	channel	palpation,	41-43	"Channels	and	Vessels"(~£.~$;	jing	mai	pian)	chapter,	5S9	Chapter	1	subjects,	437	on	clinical	relevance	of	channels,	25-26	on	corporeal	soul-essence	relationship,	164	*	l	General	Index	discussion	of
alternative	pulse	locations,	647	discussion	of	collateral	vessels,	505	discussion	of	source	points,	488	information	on	channel	trajectories,	589-590	relationships	of	psychic	aspects,	164-166	on	spirit-ethereal	soul	relationship,	165-166	tonification/draining	according	to	rhythm	of	patient's	breathing,	522	Dizziness,	case	study,	243	Dormant	papules	(~~
yEn	zhen),	645	Dou	Han-Qing	(	'f	~~	~l!J'),	274,	309	Downward	movement	(I'$:	jiimg),	of	lung	qi,	410	Drain	fire	and	clear	the	heart	(	)J!t	;k_	7t	•'->	xie	huo	qingxin),	101	Drain	the	Epigastrium	(xie	xin)	formulas,	86	Draining,	26,	405,	437,	542-543,	549	against	channel	flow,	528	in	Classic	of	Difficulties,	521-523	dependence	on	patient's	qi	and	blood
status,	542	and	drawing	qi	from	nutritive	aspect,	525	fluctuation	in	qi	sensations	during	treatment,	545	and	net	calming/slowing	effect,	543	and	overall	intensity	to	stimulation,	543	and	patient's	breathing	rhythm,	522	rhythm	of	qi	sensation	in,	545-546	simultaneously	with	tonification,	546	and	specific	nature	of	stimulus,	543	through	guiding	qi,	535
and	treatment	rhythm,	543-	544	Draining	technique,	315	Dredge	and	drain	the	shiw	yang	(J!.Uii;	:]..'	Jl;lj	shu	xie	shiw	yang),	556	Dredging	and	draining	(ilJ,t~	shu	xie),	151,403,	411	of	gallbladder	channel,	469-	470	liver's	role	in,	160	with	qi	and	heat	in	liver-gallbladder,	461	Dredging	and	unblocking	the	jue	yin	channels	and	collaterals
([email	protected]	iii	#,!l!.~	shu	t6ngjue	yin	jing	luo),	554	Drooling,617,618	Dry	cough,	64	source	point	treatment	for,	497	Dry	nasal	passages,	620	Dry	skin,	Lung	channel,	364	Dryness	Uf-	zao)	as	beginning	of	heat,	254	diagnostic	significance,	341	as	environmental	qi	factor,	30	transformation	to	pathogenic	fire,	255	and	yang	ming,	252,	254,	264	Du
vessel,	290-291	channel	palpation,	390-	392	channel	pathway,	604	observation	of	related	areas,	390	physiological	significance	of	channel	changes,	390	Du	vessel	disorders,	305-307	Dual	deficiency	of	kidney	and	liver	yin,	131	Dug-out	open	space(:£	rl¥.	kong	x	i),	421	Dumpling	steamer	metaphor	analogy	to	six	levels,	27-28	and	shao	yang	system,	211
and	tai	yin	system,	62	and	yang	ming	system,	252	Dynamic	balance,	in	five-phase	theory,	5	Dysmenorrhea,	460	Liver	cleft	point	treatment,	503	postmenstrual,	503	Spleen	cleft	point	treatment,	502	---	E	Ear	association	with	gallbladder	channel,	601	association	with	kidney	channel,	598	association	with	large	intestine	channel,	592	association	with
pericardium	channel,	599	association	with	small	intestine	channel,	596	excess	vs.	deficiency	in,	623	kidney	opening	to,	621-622	Ear	conditions	clinical	approach	to,	622	deafness,	623-	624	ear	pain,	624	excess	vs.	deficient,	621	tinnitus,	622	Ear	pain,	624	Ear	pellets,	357	Ear	problems,	role	of	small	intestine	channel	in,	192	Earache,	and	triple	burner
channel	changes,	384	Ears	association	with	kidney,	123	association	with	triple	burner	channel,	600	Earth,	as	yin	within	yin,	34	Earth	element,	placement	in	five-phase	diagrams,	261	Earth	pulses,	649-650	Earwax,	and	triple	burner	channel	changes,	384	Ecosystems,	analogies	to	five-phase	theory,	5	Eczema	(i.~	~	shi	zhen),	69,256	Edema
differentiating	between	channels,	124	due	to	kidney	vs.	heart	dysfunction,	113	and	lack	of	spleen	warmth	due	to	kidney	deficiency,	296	relationship	of	shao	yin	and	tai	yang	in,	188	and	tai	yin	system,	64	Eight	extraordinary	vessels,	147	channel	selection	strategies,	415-	418	Eight	principle	diagnosis,	role	in	clinical	encounter,	40,	397	Eight-Treasure
Decoction	(ba	zhen	tang),	94	Elation	(	$	xi),	77	Elbow	problems,	and	small	intestine	channel,	192	[	691	)	General	Index	Emotional	conditions	inADHD,652	association	with	pericardium,	151,	157	and	digestive	discomfort,	307	and	du	channel	changes,	392	andiBS,	310	inseparability	from	physiology,	304	and	insufficient	lactation,	453	Kidney	cleft	point
treatment,	504	loss	of	speech	due	to,	513	paralysis	in,	320-323	and	pericardium	jue	yin	channel,	106	point	pairs	for,	570	as	root	of	illness,	248	and	tongue	sores,	613	use	of	ghost	points	in,	519-520	and	well	point	treatment,	451	and	yin	wei	disorders,	299	Emotions.	See	Emotional	conditions;	Seven	emotions	(	-t	·It	qi	qing)	Emperor	of	Heaven's	Special
Pill	to	Tonify	the	Heart	(tiiin	wang	bU	xin	diin),	109,	112,	228,	655	analysis,	110	Empirical	points,	425	Enabling/expanding,	4	Endocrine	system	association	with	kidney,	123	and	gate	of	vitality	concept,	127	Endometriosis,	and	spleen	channel	changes,	372	Endurance,	and	corporeal	soul	strength,	84	Energizing,	as	net	result	of	tonification,	543
Environmental	qi	factors,	30.	See	also	Six	qi	(	i;;	$..	liit	qi)	relationships	to	six	levels	and	organs,	32	Envoy	(	!l.1Jt	chen	sh[),	155	Ephedra,	Apricot	Kernel,	Gypsum,	and	Licorice	Decoction	(ma	xing	shi	giin	tang),	184,	259	Epilepsy	extraordinary	channel	selection	in,	418	and	skin	changes	in	sacrum,	645	and	yin	qiiio	channel,	303	Esoteric	qi	gong
techniques,	11	and	channel	theory,	12	Essence	(ft	jing),	77,	82,	145.	See	also	Kidney	essence	(ft	jing)	dependance	of	will	on,	121	role	in	growth	and	development,	120	role	in	rooting	spirit,	165	yin	nature	of,	117	as	yin	within	yin,	82,	164	Essentials	from	the	Golden	Cabinet,	152	Establishment	of	essence	(Aft	chengjing),	427	Ethereal	soul	(iit	hun),	77,
207	clinical	manifestations,	166	failure	to	be	stored	by	liver,	205	pairing	with	spirit,	164	role	in	sleep	disorders,	205	storage	by	Liver,	163	as	yang	within	yin,	164	Examination	of	the	Extraordinary	Vessels(~~,!	Ailtdf	Qi	jing	bii	mai	kao),	274,	290	Excess	conditions,	437	channel	selection	in,	408	diagnosis	by	alarm	points,	518	draining	at	well	points,
449-450	treating	with	well	points	on	yang	channels,	452	Excess	movement,	in	ADHD,	657	Excess-type	tinnitus,	622	Exhalation,	79	Experiential	points,	xv,	404,	425	location,	426-427	Experiential	point	pairs,	553	Exterior	invasion	channel	provision	of	defense	against,	331-332	river	points	in	treatment	of,	461,	462	External	cold,	protection	of	body	from,
187-188	External	dampness,	63	tai	yin	level	and,	33	External	heat	effects	on	channels,	188	effects	on	internal	yin	levels,	188	External	pathogens,	invasion	of	channels	by,	16	Extinguish	internal	wind	(~	~	J!l	xi	nei	feng),	564	Extinguishing(~	xi),	168-169	preventing	damage	from	wind	by,	154-155	Extraordinary	organs	(~·l:!i.Z.Mf	qi	heng	zhifo),
233,404	Extraordinary	vessels	(	~	~,!AJlt	qi	jing	bii	mai),	273	absence	of	flow	to	upper	limbs,	276,	277	alternative	point	pairs,	575-576	case	study,	312-318	chong	(penetrating)	vessel,	296-297	and	chong	vessel	disorder,	304-305	Classic	of	Difficulties	discussion,	275-276	classical	understanding	of	differences	from	regular	channels,	277	cleft	points,
504	clinical	applications,	297-309	command	points	strategies,	309-311	comparison	with	triple	burner,	295	dai	(girdle)	vessel,	297	and	dai	vessel	disorders,	308-309	du	(governing)	vessel,	290	and	du	vessel	disorder,	305-307	flow	from	below	to	above,	276	and	fluid	maintenance	functions	of	regular	channels,	278	functions,	284-287	integration	of
channel	systems	by,	284-285	integration	of	yin-yang	wei	vessels	by,	298	lack	of	cutaneous	regions,	channel	sinews,	channel	divergences,	276,	277	lack	of	direct	connection	to	organs,	276,	277	new	ways	of	understanding,	276-283	in	paralysis,	318-323	point	pairs,	553,	572-573	relationship	to	triple	burner,	280-283	[	692]	General	Index	ren
('conception')	vessel,	283-290	and	ren	vessel	disorders,	307-308	reservoir/lakes	metaphor,	280,	284-285	role	in	interstitial	fluids,	328	spheres	of	influence,	288	spread	of	single-channel	condition	to,	416	as	supplementary	system	with	regular	channel	dysfunction,	285-288	use	in	chronic	conditions/severe	illness,	417,	418	water	systems	metaphor,	274
wetland	reservoirs	metaphor,	280,	281	and	yang	qiao	disorder,	300-303	and	yang	wei	disorder,	298-299	yang/yin	qiao	(heel)	vessels,	291-292	and	yin	qiao	disorder,	303-304	and	yin	wei	disorder,	299-300	yin-yang	wei	(linking)	vessels,	292-294	Exuberant	liver	fire,	in	ADHD,	653-654	Eye	disorders	borders	of	the	eye,	609	case	study,	609-611	channel
relationships	in,	606-	607	clinical	approaches,	607-609	eye	muscles,	609	and	gallbladder	channel	changes,	386	gallbladder	collateral	point	treatment,	515	lateral	eye	areas,	609	and	liver	channel	changes,	388	from	liver-gallbladder	fire,	515	pupil,	lens,	sclera,	vitreous	chamber,	608-	6090	retinal	and	optic	nerve	disorders,	607-608	and	small	intestine
channel	changes,	375,	377	small	intestine	cleft	point	treatment,	502	and	spleen	channel	changes,	372	Eye	musculature,	609	Liver	and,	167	Eye	problems,	and	small	intestine	channel,	192	Eye	redness,	and	gallbladder	problems,	168	Eye	swelling,	spleen	collateral	point	treatment,	512	Eyes	association	with	bladder	channel,	597	association	with
gallbladder	channel,	601	association	with	heart	channel,	595	association	with	liver	channel,	602	association	with	small	intestine	channel,	596	association	with	stomach	channel,	593	association	with	triple	burner	channel,	600	Liver	opening	through,	606-607	Liver	relationships	with,	166-168	meeting	of	yin-yang	qiao	vessels	at,	291,	301	organ
involvement	in	eye	conditions,	168	---	F	Facial	pain	and	small	intestine	channel	changes,	377	Stomach	collateral	point	treatment,	512	Facial	paralysis	cleft	point	treatment,	502	point	pairs	for,	562	Familial	relationships,	shared	classifiers	denoting,	57	Fatty	deposits,	unrelated	to	pathology,	335	Fear	(	!&	kong),	77	Feeling	diagnosis	(m	men),	337,	339-
340.	See	also	Channel	palpation	(4/ti	xun)	significance	of	common	findings,	341	Field	(	\lJ	tian),	56	Fire(.:!	[	693)	General	index	mother-son	strategy,	466,	470-471	open	point	treatment	strategy,	466	point	pair	examples,	466-471	point	theory	and	classical	physiology,	471-481	points	table,	438	river	points	(#._ill.	/t	jing	xue),	460-463	river-sea	point
pairs,	469-470	sea	points	(1i-	/t	he	xue),	463-465	sea-stream	point	pairs,	470	spring	points(~	/tying	xue),	454-456	stream	points(~	/t	shu	xue),	456-459	stream-sea	point	pairs,	468-469	synthesis	of	qi	circulation	theories,	475-480	transport	point	physiology	strategy,	466-471	well	points	(	#-	/t	jing	xue),	447-453	well-sea	point	pairs,	469	Flavor("'*'	wei),
vs.	taste,	65	Flesh	(	diJ	rou),	56	radical	as	constituent	of	nine	organ	characters,	56,58	Flesh	(	diJ	rou)	classifier	in	characters	for	organs,	56-	57,	58	heart,	pericardium,	and	triple	burner	as	exceptions	to,	57	Flicking	(1!¥-	tan)	technique,	531,	535,	540	Floating	or	submerged	(/fi1Lju	chen)	channels	and	collaterals,	42,	43	Fluid	buildup,	631	at	wrists	and
ankles,	493	Fluid	metabolism,	195-196	channel	comparisons,	278	differentiation	between	healthy	and	pathogenic	fluids,	458	impairment	in,	628	role	of	triple	burner	in,	489	and	triple	burner	theory,	443,	634-635	and	yang	ming	system,	254	Fluid	pathways,	196	Fluids	(it~	jin	ye),	193-194	differentiating	between	kidney	and	spleen	functions,	124
pathways,	196	points	for	reestablishing	healthy	metabolism	of,	87	regulation	by	fire	of	shew	yin,	101	role	of	small	intestine	in	producing,	190	spleen	role	in	maintaining	quality	of,	67	and	spleen	yin	vs.	spleen	qi,	71-72	Flying	(*'.fii)	technique,	462,	535,	536-537,	540	Food	stagnation,	255	For-profit	clinics,	23-24	Forbidden	City,	584,	585	concentric
highways	around,	318-319	Forearm,	palpation	of,	43	Fossilia	Den	tis	Mastodi	(long	chi),	174,	654	Fossilia	Ossis	Mastodi	(long	gu),	315,	318	Foster	yin	(	1f	J1t	yu	yin),	as	liver	function,	154	Foster	yin	and	regulate	the	lung	(j!f	J1tt}:lJJl;j>	yuyin	tiao	fei),	568	Four	examinations	(~~t"	si	zhen),	643	Four	gates(~	f!il	siguan),	315,	563	and	ren	vessel
disorder,	308	and	theory	of	channel	confusion	(#.!il.M~--!-	~L	jing	luo	wen	lw!!n),	314	Four-Gentleman	Decoction	(si	jun	z[	tang),	655	Four	limbs,	spleen	responsibility	for,	74	Four	Miracle	Pill	(si	shen	wan),	267	Freehand	insertion,	532	Fright	(l	jing),	77	Frigid	Extremities	Powder	(si	ni	san),	125,	316,	318	Front	Gate,	582	Frozen	shoulder,	empirical
points	for,	425	Fullness	below	heart,	447	Functional	anatomy,	in	Chinese	organ	theory,	65-66	Functional	potential	(	:r.}J	~~	gong	neng),	286	--G	Gallbladder,	232-234	association	with	liver	channel,	602	compromises	due	to	dredging	and	draining	functions	of	liver,	403	as	decision	maker,	403-404	differentiation	from	triple	burner	functions	,	235	as
extraordinary	organ	(	-it·t.!i.Z.Jl!ii-	qi	heng	zhi	fu),	233,	404	functions,	234	involvement	in	eye	conditions,	168	as	issuer	of	decisions,	52,	234	and	ministerial	fire,	128,	131,	132	as	pivot	for	regulation	of	digestion,	210	as	rectifier	(	(	694]	General	Index	Gate	of	vitality,	112,	124,	126-128,	194	association	with	ministerial	fire,	131	bladder	dependence	on,
202-203	deficiency	of	provision	of	source	qi	from,	635	and	origins	of	source	qi,	224,	488-489	and	Ren	vessel,	289	Gate	of	vitality	(	4p	P~	ming	men),	as	pivot,	101	Gate	of	vitality	point	(	4p	P~	R	ming	men	xue),	635	Gathering	of	the	Blossoms	ofAcupunaure	(:H	£it	M.!!i:.	Zhen,	jiu	ju	ying),	178,	179	Gathering	qi	(	;}-'	~	z6ng	qi),	128,	133,	134	Generating
(il'l1:.	xiiing	sheng)	cycle,	5,	410,411,	414	point	pairs	based	on,	554	and	use	of	mother-child	point	pairs,	553	Genital	pain,	and	heat	in	shew	yin	with	kidney	yang	deficiency,	119	Genital	problems,	and	liver	collateral	point,	516	Getting	qi	(11-	~de	qi),	523,	530,	549	flicking	technique,	535,	536	flying	technique,	535,	536-	537	importance	to	Dr.	Wang's
style,	547	manipulation	and,	535	optimum	depth	for,	534	pressing	technique,	535,	538	role	in	seven	steps	of	technique,	533-538	scratching	technique,	535,	538	vs.	arrival	of	qi,	534	Ghost	points,	247,	519-	520	order	of	use,	519	Ginseng	Radix	(ren	shen),	110,	125,631	Glandular	proble	ms	and	bladde	r	qi	transformation,	198	and	small	intestine
channel,	193	Glehniae/Adenophorae	Radix	(shii	shen),	639	Glycyrrhizae	Radix	(giin	ct1o),	125,	197,	639	Glycyrrhizae	Radix	preparata	(zhi	giin	ciio),	316,	318,631	Go	along	with	({Ni	xun),	41	Going	against	vs.	foll	owing	(lEE	!'It	ying	su[)	qi,	524	Governs	(#ft	tong),	67	Granularity,	338	du	vessel,	391	jue	yin	pericardium	channel,	383	and	liver	channel
changes,	388	shao	yin	heart	channel,	374	Great	collateral	of	spleen	(~	:k.#.%	pi	da	luo),	86,	417,507	Great	Compendium	ofAcupunaure	and	Moxibustion	(it	it	:k.A	Zhen	jiu	da	cheng),	455	Greater	omentum,	232	Greatest	Walk	in	Beijing,	579-	588	Groin	pulse,	649-	650	Growth	and	development,	as	manifestations	of	essence,	120	Guide	Out	the	Red
Powder	(dew	chi	san),	111,	184	Guide	to	Acupunaure	and	Moxibustion	(H	£it	4~	Z	hen	jiu	zhl	min),	533	Guide	tubes,	Dr.	Wang's	thoughts	on,	532-533	Guiding	qi,	by	tapping	along	channel,	531,	532	m	Gynecological	bleeding	jueyin	vs.	taiyin	differentiation,	169-	170	spleen	role	in,	69	Gynecological	conditions	and	skin	changes	in	sacral	area,	645	and
spleen	channel	changes,	372	Gynecological	problems	and	da	channel	changes,	392	and	ren	vessel	cha	nges,	394	-	--H	Haliotidis	Concha	(shi	jue	mfng),	174	Han	dynasty,	1	Hardness	and	tightness	in	channel	diagnosis,	343-344	like	bamboo,	345,	346	nodule	variations,	345	ren	vessel,	393	significance	of	deep	hardness,	345-347	tai	yang	small	intestine
channel,	376	tai	yin	lung	channel,	363	tai	yin	spleen	channel,	371	yang	ming	large	intestine	channel,	367	Headache	and	bladder	channel	cha	nges,	378	and	blockage	of	interstices,	187	from	deficiency,	501	occipital,	502	from	qi	gong	practices,	576	and	small	intestine	channel	changes,	375	small	intestine	collateral	point	treatment,	513	and	stomach
channel	changes,	368	triple	burner	case	study,	242	Healthy	patients,	channel	changes	preceding	symptoms	in,	334,	335,	352-	353	Hearing	loss,	case	study,	139-	141	Heart	(	,.:_;	xin)	anatomical	locatio	n,	114-	115	association	with	bladder	channel,	597	association	with	gallbladder	cha	nnel,	601	association	with	kidney	chan	nel,	598	association	with
liver	channel,	602	association	with	pericardium	channel,	599	association	with	small	intestine	channel,	596	association	with	stomach	channel,	593	clinical	pearls	of	wisdom,	119	as	commander	of	blood	vessels,	115-	117	as	emperor,	52,	78,	114	fire	toxin	in,	644	and	fright,	77	fun	ctions,	115-	119	holding	the	spirit,	612	as	issuer	of	spirit	clarity,	52,	114
and	joy,	elation,	77	and	knowing	the	five	fl	avors	(	f-a	1i	•.t	zhi	wu	wei),	611	-	612	opening	to	tongue,	117-	119	origins	of	classical	character,	57	[	695	J	General	Index	and	pensiveness,	77	as	pivot	for	movement	of	blood,	115	protection	by	blood	from	jue	yin,	158	role	in	blood,	116	role	in	heartbeat	and	blood	movement,	503	role	in	movement	of	blood,	67
role	in	swallowing,	612-613	and	skin	changes	in	thoracic	area,	645	and	sorrow,	77	and	speech	disorders,	611	and	spirit,	77	storage	of	spirit	by,	117	superior	position	as	monarch,	57	and	tongue	disorders,	611-616	as	yang	within	yang,	83	as	yin	organ	with	yang	movement,	183	Heart	(	•'->	xin)	channel	cause	of	changes	in,	105	palpable	changes	and
irregular	heart	beat,	105	in	treatment	of	heart	disease,	159	Heart	and	spleen	deficiency,	in	ADHD,	654-655	Heart	blood	deficiency,	use	of	heart	and	spleen	channel	points,	107	Heart	channel.	See	also	Arm	sh(w	yin	heart	channel	(	-f	j,'	ft	•'->	~!!	sh{m	shtio	yin	xin	jing)	channel	changes	in	weight	gain/lethargy	case	study,	402	cleft	point,	502	collateral
point,	512-513	five	transport	points,	438	historical	reluctance	to	needle,	104	location	and	nature,	18	organs	associated	with,	595	Heart	collateral	point,	512	clearing	heart	fire	(	7t	•'->	K	qing	xin	huo)	with,	513	unblocking	collaterals	of	brain	(:[email	protected]!U}	tong	nao	luo)	with,	513	unblocking	collaterals	of	heart	(:[email	protected]	•'->	~	tong
xin	luo)	with,	513	unblocking	collaterals	of	tongue	(:[email	protected]	ii"	~	tong	she	luo)	with,	513	Heart	disease,	pericardium	and	heart	channel	changes	in,	159	Heart	fire,	112-113	Heart-kidney	balance,	410	regulating	by	treatment	stage,	419	yin	deficiency	with	heat,	630	Heart-kidney	disharmony,	108-112,403	Heart-kidney	not	communicating	{•'->
f	T-	3t	xin	shen	bit	jiiio),	403	Heart-kidney	relationship,	105-107,	112	disharmony	concept,	108-112	effects	on,	108	mutual	strength	balance,	107	Heart	mirror,	117,	118	Heart	pain,	as	yin	wei	disorder,	301	Heart	throbbing,	case	study,	630-632	Heartbeat,	heart	collateral	point	regulation	of,	513	Heat	as	beginning	of	fire,	254	due	to	deficiency	of
yin/blood,	455	in	lung	channel,	364	and	nodule	palpation,	343	in	stomach	pathology,	261	in	the	t(li	yin	and/or	yang	ming	channels,	341	in	yang	ming	channel,	456	Heat	from	deficiency,	pulse	signs	of,	201	Heat	in	palms,	640	case	study,	637-641	Heat	in	the	yin	collaterals,	142	Heat	pathogens	blocked	internally(~~	pq	r,/l	re	xie	nei	hi),	113	Heaven
{fi;__	tiiin),	as	yang	within	yin,	34,	647	Heaven-penetrating	coolness	(~fi;__);f.	tou	tiiin	liang),	526	Heaven	pulses,	647,	648	Heaviness	stream	points	in	treatment	of,	458,	468	strengthening	Spleen	yang	qi	for,	459	Heavy	menstruation,	heart	collateral	point	treatment,	513	Hemorrhoids,	306	du	collateral	point	treatment,	517	lung	cleft	point	treatment,
502	and	skin	changes	in	sacrum,	645	Hepatitis,	and	gallbladder	channel	changes,	388	Herb	functions,	and	acupuncture	functions,	9-10	Herbal	medicine,	historical	need	for	modification,	587	Hernias,	307.	See	also	Bulging	disorder	(1.t	shim)	Herpetic	outbreaks,	du	collateral	point	treatment,	517	High	blood	pressure,	555	and	heaven	pulse	on	stomach
channel,	648	and	kidney	channel	changes,	380	from	liver	yang	rising	with	kidney	deficiency,	470	and	stomach	channel	changes,	368,	370	High	cholesterol,	404	High	fever,	159	river	points	in	treatment	of,	461	Historical	autopsy,	and	roots	of	channel	theory,	11	Historical	surgery,	and	channel	theory,	11-12	Holism,	8	Holman,	C.T.,	xvi,	625
Homonculous,	and	never/blood	concentration,	493	Hordei	Fructus	germinatus	(mai	ya},	316,	318	Hormones	and	bladder	qi	transformation,	198	and	triple	burner,	230	Hua	Bo-Ren	(it1H£),	274	Hua	Tuo	('*1'1::),	11	Huang-Fu	Mi	(.t_	mti),	11,337,530,531,590	[	696]	General	Index	Human	beings	between	heaven	and	earth,	29-30	as	qi	within	yin,	34
Human	beings	(A	ren),	56	Human	body,	linguistic	links	with	political	structure,	58	Humankind	pulses,	647,	648-649	Hutongs	(f/lff{lij	hu	tong),	xxvii,	265-271,	582	Hyper-function	(Jt:ii!	kimgjin),	of	heart	organ	due	to	kidney	deficiency,	112	Hypersensitive	patients,	channel	changes	preceding	symptoms	in,	334,	335,	352-353,	358-360	Hypersomnia,	and
yin	qitw	channel,	303	Hypochondriac	pain,	470	liver	cleft	point	treatment,	503	point	pairs	for,	556	I	Ching	(	Jb	~!l!.Yi	jing),	466	Immune	response	reflection	through	channel	system,	331-332,	352-353,	354	and	small	intestine	channel	changes,	375	Immune	system	disorders,	and	tili	yin	channel	approach,	87	Immunity,	and	channel	changes	preceding
clinical	symptoms,334,335	Imperial	government	officials,	comparison	of	organs	to,	51-59	Imperial	punishments,	and	channel	theory,	11-12	Inflammation	and	shao	yang,	215	and	triple	burner	channel	lumpiness,	232	Inhalation,	79	Inner	Classic,	xv,	xix,	1,	9,	14,	21,	25,	26	on	corporeal	soul,	82	discussion	of	source	points,	488	high	valuation	of	channel
palpation	by,	41	information	on	channel	trajectories,	589-590	inherent	acceptance	of	multiple	systems	of	thought	in,	326	manual	techniques	in,	42	references	to	manipulation,	530	as	standardization	of	prehistorical	medical	tradition,	437,	439	Inner	ear	problems,	621,	622	Insertion,	530,	549	angle	of,	529	palpation	prior	to,	523	within	seven	steps	of
technique,	531-532	speed	at	source	points,	532	through	skin	but	not	fascia,	533	Insomnia,	570	cleansing	blood	in,	162	and	heart-kidney	disharmony,	106	role	of	heart	in,	119	well	point	treatment	for,	450,	453	Integration	problems,	between	channels,	315	Intent	(;t	yi),	74,	76,	77,207	Inter-ocular	pressure	gallbladder	involvement	in,	168	and	liver
channel	changes,	388	Intercostal	muscles	point	pairs	for	pain	in,	556	role	of	great	collateral	of	the	spleen,	86	supply	by	great	collateral	of	spleen,	517	Interdependence,	and	yin-yang	theory,	3	Interior-exterior	organ	relationships,	kidneybladder,	Ill	Internal	dampness,	63	Internal/	external	paired	channels,	404,	407-408,	409	points	pairs	on,	553
Internal	fluids,	tai	yin	level	and	metabolism	of,	33	Interregulation	of	organs,	lack	of	balance	in	ADHD,	652,	655,	656	Interrelationships	and	five-phase	theory,	411	and	patients'	environment,	582	Interstices	(~~	cou	1{),	186-187	disorders	in	chronic	conditions,	317	opening	and	closing	mechanisms,	187	and	triple	burner,	228-229,	489,	641	Interstitial
fluids	and	connective	tissue	links	to	brain,	495	and	eight	extraordinary	vessels,	280	improved	circulation	through	acupuncture,	241	relationship	to	triple	burner,	281	role	of	extraordinary	vessels	in,	328	and	source	qi,	489	spleen	and	lung	transformations	in,	80	spleen	role	in,	294-296	and	triple	burner,	222-223,232,489	triple	burner	relationship	to,
237-238	underappreciation	of	role	in	physiology,	434-435	Interview	relative	importance	for	scholar	physicians,	47	role	in	clinical	encounter,	40,	397	Interwoven	network	(~.J!L~	wang	luo),	channels	as,	15-16,	17	Irregular	diet,	and	etiology	of	ADHD,	652	Irregular	heart	beat	and	heart	channel	changes,	373	and	heart	channel	palpation,	158	and
palpable	changes	on	heart	channel,	105	pericardium	collateral	point	treatment,	515	Irregular	menses,	point	pairs	for,	555	Irregular	uterine	bleeding	(	~	ill	beng	lou),	spleen	vs.	liver	involvement,	169-170	Irrigation	()l	~~	guan	shen),	at	acupuncture	points,	422,	424,	425	Irritability	and	pericardium	channel	changes,	382	well	point	treatment	for,	450
[697)	General	Index	--K	Irritable	bowel	syndrome	(IBS)	and	gallbladder	channel	changes,	388	treating	with	extraordinary	vessel	points,	310-311	---	J	japanese	tradition	abdominal	diagnosis	in,	328	source	point	use	by,	497	Jing	Shan	park,	585,	586	joint	pain	and	pathogenic	dampness	accumulation,	458-	459	stream	points	in	treatment	of,	458	joint
spaces,	high	nutritional	requirements	at,	494	joy	(%xf),	77	jue	yin	(Jik	fli	terminal/reverting	yin)	level.	24	analogy	to	solid	iron	pot,	29	governing	uniting	to	inside,	27	jue	yin	(Jikfli	terminal	yin)	system,	151	association	with	blood,	151	association	with	emotions,	153	association	with	wind,	151	case	study,	172-175	and	character	of	six	levels,	152	classical
perspectives	on	depth,	170-171	defining	character	of	jue,	153	differentiation	from	tai	yin	blood	functions,	169-170	general	function	and	nature,	151-	155	at	inside	of	inside,	151	liver	in,	159-169	pericardium	in,	155-159	in	qi	stasis	and	heat,	161	rationale	for	unique	nomenclature,	152	relationship	to	yang	moving	function	of	shew	yang,	171	as	reservoir
of	blood	surrounding	heart,	157	variable	translations	of,	152-	153	]ue	yin	channel	stasis,	172	jue	yin	liver	channel.	See	also	Leg	jue	yin	liver	channel	(Jtflk	fli	Jlf#,§!.	zu	jue	yin	giin	jing);	liver	channel	channel	palpation,	388-390	observation	of	related	areas,	388	physiological	significance	of	channel	changes,	388	jue	yin	pericardium	channel.	See	also
Arm	jue	yin	pericardium	channel	(	Jik	e.#~	shou	jue	yin	xin	biio	jing);	pericardium	channel	observation	of	related	areas,	382	physiological	significance	of	channel	changes,	382	pulse	palpation	related	to,	382	]ue	yin-shao	yang	dysfunction	differentiating	point	pairs	for,	557,	558	point	pairs	for,	554-556	)ujubae	Fructus	(da	ziw),	125,	197,631	+	n	,;:_;
Kidney,	120	anatomical	location,	120	association	with	bladder	channel.	597	association	with	endocrine	system,	123	chong	(penetrating)	vessel	relationship	to,	296	clinical	pearls	of	wisdom,	123	damage	due	to	stress,	123	and	essence,	77	failure	to	accept	qi,	47	and	fear,	77	fire-water	relationship	within	organ,	112	functions,	120-122	governing	of
bones	by,	121	as	issuer	of	wondrous	talent,	53,	120	as	material	root	of	the	body,	120	as	officer	of	forceful	accomplishment,	53,	120	opening	to	ears,	621-624	relationship	with	pupils	in	chronic	eye	problems,	167	and	ren	vessel,	289	as	root	of	prenatal	stimulus,	170,	171	source	qi	of,	650	storage	of	essence	by,	120-121	storage	of	will	by,	121-122	as	yin
within	yin,	83	Kidney	channel.	See	also	Leg	shao	yin	kidney	'It#~	ZU	shao	yin	shen	jing)	channel	(.!{_	J-'	channel	changes	in	weight	gain/lethargy	case	study,	402	cleft	point,	502-503	collateral	point,	514	five	transport	points,	438	location	and	nature,	18	organs	associated	with,	598	Kidney	collaterals,	excess	and	deficiency	conditions	in,	514	Kidney
deficiency	leading	to	liver	yang	rising,	470	and	soft	pulse	below	umbilicus,	649	and	stasis	in	prostatitis	case	study,	349	Kidney	essence	('ft	jing),	102	Kidney	qi	and	growth	and	development	of	bones,	212	hormonal	associations,	125	Kidney	qi	failing	to	transform	(	~._	~	:f	1t	shen	qi	bu	hua),	349	Kidney	stones	and	bladder	channel	changes,	378	and
kidney	channel	changes,	380	kidney	cleft	point	treatment,	503	Kidney	yin,	enriching	through	source	point,	497-498	Kidney	yin	deficiency	combining	liver,	spleen,	and	lung	points	in,	107	and	heat	from	deficiency	in	the	heart,	109	with	liver	yang	rising,	610	[	698]	n	General	Index	river	point	treatment	for,	467	Knots	(~	jie)	palpation	of,	43	and	rim
vessel	disorders,	307	Kuan	Jie	hospital	of	Chinese	medicine,	585	--L	Lactation	and	binding	from	emotional	excess,	453	and	chong	(penetrating)	vessel,	297	well	point	treatment	for,	451	Large	intestine,	256-257	association	with	lung	channel,	591	association	with	spleen	channel,	594	clinical	pearls,	260	deficiency	and	excess	in	collaterals,	260
differentiating	from	small	intestine	functions,	257	functions,	257-259	as	issuer	of	change	and	transformation,	53,	258	removal	of	fluids	by,	259	as	transport	master,	53,	257	transportation	and	transformation	of	waste	by,	257-259	Large	intestine	channel,	366.	See	also	Arm	yang	ming	large	intestine	channel	(	f-1%	6}3	:k.mb	#£	shou	yang	ming	da
chang	jing);	Yang	ming	large	intestine	channel	cleft	point,	502	collateral	point,	511	five	transport	points,	438	location	and	nature,	18	organs	associated	with,	592	Large	intestine	collaterals,	deficiency	and	excess	in,	511	Large	pulse,	yang	ming	large	intestine	channel,	367	Learning	process	importance	of	dialogue	in,	326-328	mining	the	classics,	176-
180	as	triangular	relationship	among	teacher,	text,	student,	54	Left	hand,	role	in	needling,	522-523	Left	thumb,	use	in	channel	palpation,	338,	339	Legjue	yin	liver	channel	(X..foiftJlH£	zu	jue	yin	gii.n	jing),	18	channel	pathway,	602	Leg	shew	yang	gallbladder	channel	(X..	jt'	1%	Jjfg	#£	zu	sht'lo	yang	dim	jing),	18	channel	pathway,	601	Leg	sht'lo	yin
kidney	channel	(X..	jt'	ft	'It#£	zu	sht'lo	yin	shen	jing),	18	channelpathwa~598	Leg	tai	yang	bladder	channel	(X..	k	1%	!lt	~U£	zu	tai	yang	pang	guang	jing),	18	channel	pathway,	597	Leg	titi	yin	spleen	channel	(X..	k	ft	}l1f.~_!l!.	zu	tai	yin	pi	jing),	18	channel	pathway,	594	Leg	yang	ming	stomach	channel	(X..	I%	aA	W#£	zu	yang	ming	wei	jing),	18
channel	pathway,	593	Leg	yin	channels	and	depth	of	associated	organs,	21	differences	among	cleft	points,	504	Lens	disorders,	608-609	Lethargy,	case	study,	400-404	Leukorrhea,	case	study,	92-93	Li	Shi-Zhen	(	~	ft),	131,	290	discussion	of	extraordinary	vessels,	27	4	Lifting	and	thrusting	technique	with	collateral	points,	510	for	sea	points,	465
Ligament	problems,	and	small	intestine	channel,	192	Lighting	the	fire	of	the	mountain	(~	J.J	1	*	[699)	General	Index	Liver	channel.	See	also	fue	yin	liver	channel;	Leg	jue	yin	liver	channel	(Jt..Jiift	JlHlJ!.	zu	jue	yin	giin	jing)	channel	changes	in	weight	gain/lethargy	case	study,	402	cleft	point,	503-504	collateral	point,	516	five	transport	points,	438
location	and	nature,	18	organs	associated	with,	602	Liver	fire	excess	small	intestine	collateral	point	treatment,	513	treating	gallbladder	channel	for,	455	Liver-gallbladder	clearing	and	regulating,	419	stasis	of	qi	with	heat	in,	461	Liver	I	gallbladder	fire,	point	pairs	for	counterflow	of,	555	Liver-kidney	relationship,	and	channel	selection,	415	Liver	qi



constraint,	172	and	gallbladder	qi	deficiency,	234	Liver-Spleen	disharmony,	confusion	with	gallbladder	complaints,	234	Liver	yang	rising	in	blurry	vision	case,	610	from	kidney	deficiency,	470	and	ministerial	fire,	131	point	pairs	for,	569	Local	dryness,	blood/yin	deficiency	in,	341	Lolling	tongue,	616	Longan	arillus	(long	yan	rim),	110	Lonicerae	Flos
(jin	yin	huii),	654	Low	back,	improving	circulation	with	sea	points,	465	Low	back	pain	chronic	deficiency/cold	type,	459	due	to	cold	in	channels,	459	due	to	cold	stasis,	459	Low	burner	accumulation,	and	dai	vessel	disorder,	309	Low-grade	fevers,	455	Lower	abdominal	pain	and	Liver	collateral	point,	516	Spleen	cleft	point	treatment,	502	Lower	burner,
221,	227,	association	with	pericardium	channel,	599	as	drainage	ditch,	227	Lower	esophagus,	and	large	intestine	channel	changes,368	Lower	source	Cr	mt	xia	yuan)	insufficiency,	574	Lowered	resistance,	as	yang	wei	disorder,	301	Lung	anatomical	location,	78	ascending	and	descending	function,	133	association	with	kidney	channel,	598	association
with	large	intestine	channel,	592	association	with	liver	channel,	602	association	with	nasal	conditions,	618-620	association	with	sorrow,	84	association	with	spleen	channel,	594	association	with	stomach	channel,	593	clinical	pearls	of	wisdom,	85-86	as	commander	of	qi,	63,	362	and	corporeal	soul,	77	as	delicate	organ,	32	differentiating	from
pericardium	functions,	155	diffusing	and	dispersing	action	(	'ii.	ft	xuiin	fa),	79	four	pathological	categories,	80	functions,	78-85	generation	by	spleen,	7	as	holder	of	corporeal	soul,	82	as	issuer	of	management	and	regulation,	52,	76	and	melancholy,	worry,	77	openings	to	external	environment,	64	outward-diffusing	and	downward-clarifying	actions,	81
as	prime	minister,	52,	76,	78,	81,	155	respiration	rhythm,	81	responsibility	for	respiration,	78-80	responsibility	for	skin	and	body	hair,	80-81	role	in	digestive	processes,	263-265	role	in	regulating	spleen	function,	76	as	ruler	of	hundred	vessels,	79	and	skin	changes	in	thoracic	area,	645	and	sorrow,	77	upward-downward	movements,	79	as	yang	within
yin,	83	as	yin	organ	with	yang	movement,	183	Lung	channel.	See	also	Arm	tai	yin	lung	channel	(4-	;t	Itt	Jl$	~,!	shOu	tai	yin	fei	jing);	Tai	yin	lung	channel	channel	changes	in	weight	gain/lethargy	case	study,	401,	402	cleft	point,	501-502	collateral	point,	510-511	five	transport	points,	438	location	and	nature,	18	organs	associated	with,	591	Lung-Kidney
point	pairs,	568-569	differentiating	uses	of,	569	Lung-kidney	qi	deficiency,	333	Lung	palace	(Jl$	l!&.foi	dian),	635	Lung	qi,	raising	and	descending	of,	265	Lung	qi	deficiency,	hardness	in,	365	Lung	yin	heat,	from	deficiency,	455	Lupus,	238	Lycium	Fruit,	Chrysanthemum,	and	Rehmannia	Pill	(qi	judi	huang	wan),	48	Lymph	nodes,	palpation	in	chronic
conditions,	141	Lymphatic	system	role	of	small	intestine	in,	193	and	triple	burner,	223	and	triple	burner	channel	changes,	386	[	700	l	Genera/Index	---	M	Magnetitum,	untreated	(sheng	ci	shi),	316	Magnoliae	officinalis	Cortex	(hiJU	po),	238,	639	Malabsorption,	256,	368	Mania	and	withdrawal	(:;®.11.	diiin	kudng),	extraordinary	vessel	cleft	point
treatment,	504	Manipulation	(-f.	iii:	shOujii),	529	Dr.	Wang's	favorite	methods,	547-549	in	draining	techniques,	545	to	help	get	qi,	535-538	with	right	hand,	523	Material	modifications	(1-!:Afa	hua	wu),	and	small	intestine,	258	Medical	Chinese,	multiple	meanings	in,	59	Meeting	points,	314	Melancholy	(	1l:	you),	77	Membrane	source	(~f.¥-	m6	yudn),
223	and	collagen	diseases,	238	Memory	problems,	and	heart	channel	changes,	373	Menopause	complex	patterns	related	to,	632	depression	and	night	sweats	at,	633	and	liver	channel	changes,	390	potential	effects	on	spleen,	632	and	spleen	channel	changes,	373	Menorrhagia,	blood	storage	problems	in,	162	Menstrual	cycle	and	chong	(penetrating)
vessel,	296	leg	swelling	during,	469	regulating	with	extraordinary	vessel	points,	309	Menstrual	irregularities.	See	also	Irregular	menses	and	liver	channel	changes,	390	point	pairs	for,	575-576	Mental	fogginess,	and	heart	channel	changes,	373	Menthae	haplocalycis	Herba	(bo	he),	175	Metabolic	dysfunction,	and	tai	yin	channel	approach,	87
Metabolism	discerning	through	channel	palpation,	46	of	fluids	and	nutrition	by	tai	yin,	64	reflection	in	distal	fluid	circulation,	44	role	of	channel	system	in	normal,	17	and	tai	yin-ydng	ming	organs,	61	Metrorrhagia,	congealing	and	astringing	of	blood	in,	162	Microcirculation	issues,	115	and	collateral	vessels,	508	and	heart	channel	changes,	373	heat
trapped	in	shao	yin,	113	point	pairs	for	brain,	570,	571	and	swallowing	disorders,	612	and	yin	qiiio	channel,	303	Midday-midnight	point	selections	(	T	If-	)f,~	ii.	zi	wu	liu	zhu),	274,	278-	279	Middle	burner,	221,	226-	227	association	with	pericardium	channel,	599	as	compost	or	pickling	pot,	226	Middle	ear,	621,	622	Mining	the	classics,	strategies,	177-
180	Ministerial	fire	(fgJ	:k.	xiang	hu6),	128-132	association	with	jue	yin,	104	and	autoimmune	conditions,	232	differentiation	from	source	qi,	224	and	gallbladder	channel	changes,	386	pathogenic	vs.	healthy,	213-214	relationship	of	pericardium	and	triple	burner	with,	185	and	shao	yang,	213	and	triple	burner	channel	changes,	386	Minor	Bupleurum
Decoction	(xiiio	chdi	hu	tang),	125,215,419	Minute	collaterals	U·H~	sun	luo),	506	Modern	masters,	lifestyle	differences	from	West,	325	Modified	Six-Gentleman	Decoction	with	Aucklandia	and	Amomum	(xiiing	shii	liu	jun	zi	tang),	639,	640,	641	Moistening	(ir.'J	run),	80	Moisture	differentiation,	in	channel	diagnosis,	339	Mother-child	point	pairs,	466,
467,	553,	568,	569,	570	combined	draining	and	tonifying	with,	470	Mouth	ability	to	hold	in	qi	and	fluids,	617	knowing	flavor	of	grains	(1-o	~	•t	zhi	gu	wei),	616	role	in	discerning	flavors,	616	and	speech,	616	Mouth	conditions	association	with	spleen,	616	bad	breath,	618	bitter	taste,	618	clinical	approach,	617-	618	common	treatment	points,	618
drooling,	618	sores	and	swelling,	617	Mouth	sores,	617	Movement	(if	xing),	67	and	concept	of	regulation,	210	importance	to	yang	channels,	181	of	muscles	and	joints,	212	and	pivot	concept,	211	Moving	qi	(IT~	xing	qi),	71,	530,	539-	542,	549	importance	with	every	patient,	541	water	movement	metaphor,	541	Moving	the	blood	(IT	in.	xing	xue),	78,
188	Moxa,650	with	accumulation	of	yin	turbidity	in	reproductive	organs,	300	rim	collateral	point	treatment	with,	516	on	source	points	in	severe	deficiency,	497	and	tai	ydng	inability	to	protect	against	external	cold,	187-	188	at	well	points,	450,	453	Multiple	channel	involvement	beyond	sea	points,	473	[	701]	General	index	difficulty	of	determining
treatment	strategy	with,	399	in	regular	channel	pathology,	417	Multiple-channel	meeting	points,	474	Muscle	disorders	and	channel	selection,	406	empirical	points	for	acute,	425	Muscle	movement,	and	yin-yang	qiao	vessels,	291,	292,301	Muscle	spasms,	association	with	wind,	154	Muscles	spleen	responsibility	for,	74	and	tai	yin,	212	Musculoskeletal
conditions	in	ADHD,653	and	shao	yang	channel	treatments,	215	Music	analogy	to	successful	acupuncture	treatment,	548	in	treatment	room,	547	Mutual	convertability,	3	---	N	Narratives,	role	in	teaching	and	learning,	xxvi	Nasal	polyps,	620	Natural	philosophy,	relationship	to	political	philosophy,	1	Nausea,	pericardium	collateral	point	treatment,	515
Neck	problems	and	bladder	channel	changes,	377	from	cold	in	tai	yang	channels,	459	and	small	intestine	channel	changes,	375	small	intestine	collateral	point	treatment,	513	and	triple	burner	channel	changes,	384	Needle	choice,	529	Needle	removal,	547	Needle	retention,	546-547,	549	at	deep	level	for	tonification,	523,	527	at	shallow	level	for
draining,	527	Needle	tip,	vibration	at,	535	Needling	technique	chronic	colitis	case	study,	263,	264	confluent	points	of	extraordinary	vessels,	311	direction	of	needle,	525	in	Divine	Pivot,	437	in	facial	paralysis	case,	313,	315-316	kidney	collateral	point,	514	odd	needling(~	J¥rJ	qi	ci),	637	opposite-side	needling,	637	with	or	against	channel,	525,	528
palpation	prior	to	insertion,	523	in	prostatitis	case	study,	349	Nelumbinis	Semen	(lian	zl),	175,	654	Nerve	stimulation,	in	Russian	acupuncture	styles,	519	Nervous	system	and	extraordinary	channel	selection,	418	and	system	function	of	channels,	17	Networks.	See	also	Interwoven	network(~#.}	wangluo)	channels	as,	15-16	Night	sweats	heart	cleft
point	for,	503	perimenopausal,	633	Nine	needle	types,	437	Nipple,	association	with	liver	channel,	602	Nodules,	338,	341	in	ADHD	case,	172	in	asthma	case	study,	351	and	blood	stasis,	345,	346	channel	palpation	for,	239	and	cold,	345,	346	damp	or	phlegm	accumulations	with,	345	depth	in	tai	yin	channel,	89	diagnostic	significance,	343	du	vessel,	391
easily	moved	and	slippery/smooth,	345	in	facial	paralysis	case,	313	hard	and	difficult	to	move,	345,	346	jue	yin	liver	channel,	389	jue	yin	pericardium	channel,	383	ren	vessel,	393	shao	yang	gallbladder	channel,	387	shao	yang	triple	burner	channel,	385	shao	yin	heart	channel,	374	shao	yin	kidney	channel,	381	and	spleen	qi	deficiency,	74	tai	yang
bladder	channel,	379	tai	yang	small	intestine	channel,	376	tai	yin	lung	channel,	363	tai	yin	spleen	channel,	371	unrelated	to	pathology,	335	in	urinary	incontinence	case,	199	in	weight	gain/lethargy	case	study,	401,	402	yang	ming	large	intestine	channel,	367	yang	ming	stomach	channel,	369	Normal	channel	flow,	reestablishing,	406	Normal
physiology,	stimulation	by	acupuncture,	332	Normal	qi	(zheng	ql),	91	flow	into	extraordinary	vessels,	285	Nose	association	with	heart	channel,	595	association	with	large	intestine	channel,	592	association	with	lung,	618-619	association	with	stomach	channel,	593	clinical	approach	to	nasal	conditions,	619-620	common	treatment	points,	620
Nosebleeds,	90,	620	Nourish	blood	(	*	k	yang	xue),	as	liver	function,	154	Nourish	sinews(*	%i	yangjin),	161	Nourishing	fluids	(	i:f	ilk	jin	ye),	spleen	role	in	generating,	71	Number	of	needles,	529	Numbness,	well	point	treatment	for,	452	[	702]	General	Index	Nutritive	and	protective	(if~r	ying-wei),	69-71,	262	and	12-channel	circuit,	442	consumption	by
channel	qi,	445	depth	within	body	tissues,	526	differentiating	from	channel	qi,	443	generation	by	yin	organs,	477	herb	pair	for	harmonizing,	70-71	relationships	of	tai	yin	and	tai	yang	to,	195	and	separation	of	clear	from	turbid,	197	in	tonification	and	draining,	525	and	use	of	Cinnamon	Twig	Decoction,	71	and	yin-yang	organ	pairings,	183	Nutritive
blood	(if	JirL	ying	xue),	62,	63,	130	Nutritive-level	heat,	clearing	with	pericardium	cleft	point,	503	Nutritive	qi	blood	as	medium	for	transporting,	67	constant,	even	rhythm	of,	69,	70	-	--	0	Obesity,	in	children,	262	Observation,	437	of	collateral	vessels,	644	du	vessel,	390	in	facial	boils	case	study,	645-646	jue	yin	liver	channel,	388	jue	yin	pericardium
channel,	382	sacral	pain	case	study,	646	shao	yang	gallbladder	channel,	386	shao	yang	triple	burner	channel,	384	shao	yin	kidney	channel,	380	of	skin	changes,	644-645	tai	yang	bladder	channel,	377	tai	yin	lung	channel,	364	tai	yin	spleen	channel,	370	yang	ming	large	intestine	channel,	366	yang	ming	stomach	channel,	368	Observation(~	shen),	643
Obsession,	75	Obstruction,	disbanding	with	well	point	treatment,	450-452	Odd	needling(~	jfi1j	qi	ci),	637	Older	patients,	symptoms	preceding	channel	changesin,333	Open	points,	146	five	transport	point	strategies,	466	Open	the	orifices	(Fil'J	it	kiii	qiao),	51	5	Opening	(	fllJ	kiii	)	functions,	27	within	six	levels,	152	Opening	outward	(	fllJ	kiii),	185
Opening	the	point	to	guide	the	qi	(	~	~	fllJ	It	diio	qi	kiii	xue),	531,	549	Ophiopogonis	Radix	(mai	m	en	dong),	110,	631,	639,655	Opposite-side	needling,	637	Optic	nerve	Liver	role	in,	167	treatment	of	disorders,	607-608	Oral	teaching	tradition,	19-20,	326-328	Organ	(Jlit!l'if	zangfu)	theory,	3,	8	acupuncture	within,	9	and	channel	depth	considerations,
170-171	contemporary	emphasis	on,	2	inseparability	from	channel	theory,	8	integrating	five	phases	with,	412-415,	415	opening,	closing,	pivoting	(	ril'J	,	00	,	;/!&	kiii,	he,	shu)	functions,	26-27	and	physiology/pathology,	3	reintegrating	with	channel	theory,	49	role	of	metaphor	in,	55-59	Organ	diagnosis	contemporary	emphasis	on,	49	failure	to	match
channel	diagnosis,	295	vs.	channel	diagnosis,	48	Organ	function	and	bumpiness	along	channel,	349	compromises	with	shallow	hardness/tightness,	345	Organ	pairings	liver-gallbladder,	211	six-level	significance	of,	33-	34	triple	burner	and	pericardium,	211	Organ	qi	transformation,	477	regulating	with	sea	points,	463	Organs	anatomical	and	functional
concepts	of,	65-66	dependence	on	qi,	479	likening	to	political-social	system	of	Han	dynasty,	52	metaphorical	comparisons	to	imperial	government	officials,	51	relationships	to	six	levels	and	environmental	qi	factors,	32	Organs	('t	guiin),	57	separating	from	channels	in	shao	yin,	103-	104	shared	radical	with	government	ministers,	58	Orifices,	clearing,
502	Outer	ear,	621,	622	Ovarian	cysts,	and	spleen	channel	changes,	372	Over-concentration,	75	Over-thinking,	75	--P	Paeoniae	Radix	alba	(bdi	shao),	70,	71,	126,	195,	316,318,639,654	Paeoniae	Radix	rubra	(chi	shao),	175	Pain	du	vessel,	391	jue	yin	liver	channel,	389	jue	yin	pericardium	channel,	383	from	qi	stasis,	462	shao	yang	gallbladder	channel,
387	shao	yang	triple	burner	channel,	385	tai	yang	bladder	channel,	379	tai	yang	small	intestine	channel,	376	tai	yin	lung	channel,	363	[	703]	General	Index	tai	yin	spleen	channel,	371	use	of	well	points	for,	449	yang	mfng	large	intestine	channel,	367	Pain	disorders	and	accumulation	of	pathogenic	qi,	338	along	yang	channels,	181	Pain	throughout	the
body	(-	~	~~	yi	shen	zhi	tOng),	86,	517	Painful	menstruation,	and	chong	vessel	disorder,	305	Palpation	({li	xun),	41	case	study,	630-632	as	diagnostic	method,	338	pulse	diagnosis	as,	328	temperature,	abdominal,	and	qi	gong	traditions,	328	Palpitations,	113	and	heart-kidney	disharmony,	106	Panic	(	Jt	~	jing	kong),	kidney	collateral	treatment,	514
Panicky	throbbing	(•tiE	•If	zheng	chong),	570	Papules	(Ji.?'}	qiu	zhen),	644,645	significance	of	blanching,	645	Paralysis	eight	extraordinary	vessels	in,	318-323	sudden,	311	Parasympathetic	nervous	system,	regulating	with	extraordinary	vessel	points,	310	Patchouli/	Agastache	Powder	to	Rectify	the	Qi	(huo	xiang	zheng	qi	san),	265	Patent	formulas,
583	Pathodynamic	(~~	bingji),	48	classical	sources	of,	531	and	specific	channel	changes,	361	Pathogenic	dampness,	Spleen	removal	of,	71	Pathogenic	fire,	transformation	of	dryness	and	fluids	into,	255	Pathogenic	heat,	in	shao	yin	vs.	jue	yin	channels,	104	Pathogenic	qi	(*f!	~!!.	xie	qi	sheng),	338	Pathomechanism,	suspected,	344	Pathways
([email	protected]	tong	dao	),	channels	as,	16,	17	Patient	breathing	with	abdominal	needling,	522	tonification	and	draining	according	to,	522	Patient	progress,	tracking	through	channel	palpation,	46	Patient	sensation,	and	development	of	channel	theory,	12	Patients,	as	best	teachers,	176,	180,	354	Pattern	of	disharmony	(#'i~~~	zheng	hou	jie	gou),49
Pelvic	inflammatory	disease,	455	Pensiveness(.$	si),	77	Pericarditis,	503	ren	collateral	point	treatment,	516	Pericardium	(•'->	~	xin	biio),	57,	151	alarm	point,	308	association	with	triple	burner	channel,	600	clinical	pearls	of	wisdom,	159	differentiating	from	heart	functions,	157-159	differentiating	from	lung	functions,	155	facilitation	of	outward
communication	by,	156	fire	toxin	in,	644	functions,	157	as	governmental	envoy,	53,	155	as	heart	envoy,	439	as	heart	protector,	104	heat	due	to	emotional	excess,	646	as	issuer	of	happiness,	53,	155,	156	lack	of	flesh	radical	in	character,	57	pairing	with	triple	burner,	185	protection	against	exterior	excess	by,	156	role	in	heart	muscle	and	heart	blood
supply,	503	as	sixth	yin	organ,	156	Pericardium	(	•'->	~	xin	biio)	channel	cause	of	changes	in,	105	changes	in	arteriosclerosis,	159	heat	problems	manifesting	as	palpable	changes	on,104	in	treatment	of	heart	disease,	159	Pericardium	blood	stasis,	172	Pericardium	channel.	See	also	Arm	jue	yin	pericardium	channel	(	-f-	Jkft	•'->	~~J.	shOu	jue	yin	xin
biio	jing)	cleft	point,	503	collateral	point,	514-515	five	transport	points,	438	location	and	nature,	18	organs	associated	with,	599	treating	heart	channel	through,	439	Pericardium	collateral	vessel,	excess	and	deficiency	in,	515	Pericardium	ministerial	fire,	128-129.	See	also	Ministerial	fire	(:.ffl	k	xiang	huo)	Perillae	Folium	(zi	su	ye),	654	Perimenopausal
complaints,	400	Perineum	association	with	kidney	channel,	598	meeting	of	ren	and	du	vessels	at,	291	Peristaltic	movement,	and	spleen	rhythm,	265	Pharmaceutical	treatment,	failure	to	cure	ADHD,	651	Phlegm	in	ADHD,	174,	655,	656,	657	and	bumpiness	along	channel,	349	collateral	point	treatment,	511	and	defined	hard	nodules	with	ease	of
movement,	338,	345,	346	and	kidney	channel	changes,	382	and	pericardium	channel	changes,	384	role	of	dampness	in	development	of,	74	transformation	using	stomach	collateral	point,	509	transforming	with	moxa	on	ren	collateral	point,	516	[704]	General	Index	Phlegm-heat,	accumulation	in	shao	yang	and	yang	mingchannels,	313	Phonetics,	in
Chinese	characters,	55	Physical	contact	classical	social	prohibitions	against,	47	importance	to	diagnosis,	328	lacking	among	modern	practitioners,	338	Physical	injury,	long-term	effects	on	internal	organs,637	Physical	strength,	and	corporeal	soul,	82,	85	Physiology	in	Basic	Questions	Chapter	8,	51	in	classical	medicine,	14	of	ear,	622	effects	of	point
pairs	on,	551	political	concepts	to	explain,	59	as	web	of	functional	levels	and	organs,	66	Pillars	of	Chinese	medicine,	1-2,	3	channel	theory,	8-10	organ	theory,	8	yin-yang	and	five	phases,	3-8	Pinching	technique,	42	Pinellia	Decoction	to	Drain	the	Epigastrium	(ban	xia	xie	xin	tang),	86	Pinelliae	Rhizoma	(ban	xia),	125,	174	Pinelliae	Rhizoma	preparatum
(zhi	ban	xia),	639	Ping	Xin	Tang	clinic,	xxix,	xxx,	586	Pitting	edema,	124	Pivot	(.li!	shu)	functions,	27,	253	early	concepts	of,	35	of	humankind,	29-30	and	peak	periods	of	human	life,	36	of	shao	yang,	209	of	shao	yin,	101,	102	of	shao	yin	and	shao	yang,	124-126	within	six	levels,	152	Platycladi	Semen	(bcU	zi	ren),	654,	655	Platycodi	Radix	(jie	geng),	110,
228	Platycodi	Semen	(bai	zi	ren),	110	Pleuritis,	503	Plucking(~	tan),	42	Plum-pit	qi,	576	Pneumonia,	Lung	cleft	point	treatment	for,	501	Point	categories,	425	cleft	points,	498-504	collateral	points,	505-517	importance	of	considering	multiple	concepts,	487	miscellaneous,	329	source	points,	487,488-498	Point	combination,	529	Point	functions	clear
understanding	with	point	pairs,	552	considering	in	advance	of	needling,	541	development	along	five	transport	points,	443-444	Point	location,	426,	541	by	proportional	measurement,	426	special	location	techniques,	426-427	variability	for	getting	qi,	534-535	Point	pair	differentiation,	562,	565,	567,	569,	572,	574,	575,	576-577	Point	pairs,	330,	551-
552.	See	also	Point	Index	for	specific	pairs	alternative	extraordinary	vessel	pairs,	575-576	based	on	transport	point	physiology,	466-471	benefits	of	using,	552	for	brain	function	enhancement,119	case	studies,	95	clear	understandings	of	point	functions	with,	552	conception	vessel	pairs,	574-575	concise	formulation	with,	552	for	digestive	complaints,
557-561	for	draining	yin	channel	excess,	161	effects	on	qi	transformation,	95	experiential	pairs,	553	extraordinary	vessel	pairs,	553	five	transport	points,	466-471	importance	of	context,	551	internal/	external	pairs,	553	lung-kidney	pairs,	568-569	mother-child	pairs,	553	mother-son	strategies,	466,	470-471	open	point	treatment	strategy,	466
philosophy	of	choosing,	72-73	for	qi	stasis	with/without	heat,	161	river-sea	point	pairs,	469-470	river-spring	point	pairs,	470-471,	472	same-name,	552	sea-stream	points	pairs,	470	for	simultaneous	qi	stagnation	in	liver	with	blood	stagnation	in	pericardium,	169	skin	disorders,	87	specific	effects	on	qi	transformation,	551	spleen	qi,	72	spleen	yin,	72
stream-sea	points,	468-469	synergistic	effects	with,	552	for	treatingjue	yin-shao	yang	dysfunction,	554-556	for	treating	Shao	yin	yin	and	blood	dysfunction,	569-572	for	treating	tai	yang	dysfunction,	572-574	for	treating	tai	yin,	565-567	types	of,	552-554	urinary	problems,	86	well-sea	point	pairs,	469	yang	m{ng	pairs	with	broad	clinical	application,
562-565	Point	palpation,	prior	to	insertion,	523,	527	Point	selection	based	on	clinical	efficacy,	468	based	on	herbal	strategies,	91	role	in	clinical	encounter,	40,	397	Point	songs,	177	Point	tables	cleft	points,	499	[70S)	Genera/Index	collateral	points,	505	five	transport	points,	438	GI	disorders	point	pairs,	563	mouth	disorder	points,	618	nose	disorder
points,	620	river	point	uses,	462	sea	point	uses,	465	shew	yin	points	for	tongue	conditions,	614	source	points,	488	spring	point	uses,	456	stream	point	uses,	459	well	point	uses,	453	Political	philosophy	and	nutritive-protective	qi,	70	relationship	to	natural	philosophy,	1	Polygalae	Radix	(yuan	zhi),	llO,	228,	655	Polygonati	Rhizoma	(huang	jing),	639
Polygoni	multiflori	Caul	is	(ye	jitw	teng),	631	Polyporus	(zhit	ling),	72,	198	Polyps,	and	large	intestine	channel	nodulations,	366	Poria	(jU	ling),	72,	llO,	174,	198,228,639	Post-natal	essence	development	through	yang	ming,	253	role	of	triple	burner	in	transport	of,	216	Post-natal	qi,	61	groin	pulse	and	state	of,	650	strengthening	in	developmental
difficulties	case	study,	136-137	tai	yin	level	as	source	of,	63	Post-partum	depression,	451	Pregnant	(~f	ren),	289	Premenstrual	syndrome,	470	point	pairs	for,	556	Prenatal	substances,	enriching	through	kidney	source	point,	498	Prepared	Licorice	Decoction	(zhi	gan	cao	tang),	630-631	Presenting	symptoms,	vs.	root	cause,	405	Pressing	(t:i	in
tonification	technique,	525	and	yin-yang	organ	pairings,	183	Protective	qi	deficiency,	and	nasal	congestion,	618	fierce	('t!f	han)	nature	of,	69,	70	Psoriasis,	69	Psychic	aspects.	See	also	Five	psychic	aspects	(li.	wuzhl)	and	associated	back	transport	points,	207	yin-yang	and	organ	relationships,	164	Psychology,	application	of	Chinese	medicine	to,	206
Psychosis,	in	yin-yang	wei	disorders,	298	Psychosomatic	diseases.	See	also	Emotional	conditions	and	Extraordinary	vessel	treatment,	311	Puerariae	Radix	(ge	gen),	654	Pulse	heat	signs	in,	201	and	location	of	source	points,	491	palpation	at	alternate	locations,	647-650	without	root,	649	Pulse	diagnosis,	328,	437	Pulse	diagnosis	(	+JJ	qie),	337	Pulse
palpation	at	alternative	locations,	647-650	earth	pulses,	649-650	heaven	pulses,	648	humankind	pulses,	647,	648-649	ren	vessel,	392	shao	yin	kidney	channel,	380	tai	yin	lung	channel,	364	tai	yin	spleen	channel,	370	yang	ming	large	intestine	channel,	366	yang	ming	stomach	channel,	368	Pulsing	beneath	the	heart	(	,;:_;	T	til~	xin	xia	dong	mai),	649
Pupils,	608-	609	liver	role	in	dilation	and	contraction,	167	Pustulating	sores	([email	protected]'!	pao	chuang),	115	.t	--Q	Qi(~)	dependence	on	nutritive	substance,	479	as	potential	for	change,	3	as	process	and	potential	for	action,	35	as	smallest	functional	unit,	3,	4,	286	spleen	movement	of,	71-74	as	substance,	3	Qi	Bo,	25,	26,	52	Qi	circulation,	475-
480.	See	also	Qi	flow	synthesis,	478	Qi	constraint	(~if	qi	yu),	386	Qi	counterflow,	72,	152,	447	differentiating	between	jue	yin	and	tai	yin	roles	in,	160	rooted	in	stasis	and	clumping	(;1#-#.t	yu	jie),	464	[	706	J	General	Index	Qi	counterflow	(*L.i&£	qi	ni),	306	Qi	deficiency,	with	soft	weak	areas,	343	Qi	dynamic	(	*l1~	qi	ji),	80,	180	and	Cinnamon	Twig
Decoction,	197	Qi	flow,	475-	480	along	five	transport	points,	439	from	arms	and	legs	toward	head	and	trunk,	440	city	metaphor,	443-444	as	closed	circuit,	441	and	extraordinary	vessel	functions,	286	synthesis	of	qi	circulation	theories,	475-480	Qigong(*L"h),	576	and	channel	theory,	12	practices	in	Beijing	parks,	586	Qi	gong	(*L"}])	techniques,	543	Qi
level	changes,	344	Qi	of	the	face	(ifu	*L	miim	qi),	648	Qi	of	the	teeth	(iii	R	chi	qi),	648	Qi	regulation,	91,	362	jue	yin	vs.	tai	yin	roles	in,	160-	161	as	net	effect	of	acupuncture,	527,	542	with	pericardium	collateral	point,	514	before	tonification,	92	Qi	sensations.	See	also	Getting	qi	(1ft	R	de	qi)	at	sea	points,	465	skipping	stones	metaphor,	539	Qi
stagnation,	362	and	shallow	hardness	on	palpation,	343	and	stick-like,	non-bumpy	channel	changes,	348,403	triple	burner	river	point	treatment	for,	461	vs.	qi	counterflow,	161	with	weak/soft	feeling	on	pressing,	338	Qi	transformation	(	*L	1t	qi	hua),	13	in	acupuncture	treatment,	72	channels'	role	in	normal,	51	considering	in	channel	selection,	407
dependence	of	bladder	on,	194,	202-	203	effects	of	point	pairs	on,	95	and	five-transport	channel	qi,	444	free	and	easy	movement	requirement,	218-219	location	and	environment	for,	217	modern	ignorance	of,	49	point	pair	effects	on,	551	primary	stimulus	requirement,	217	role	of	tai	yin	in	nutritive	and	protective,	69	sea	points	in	treatment	of,	468	in
shao	yin	system,	144	and	spirit-ethereal	soul	relationship,	166	and	synergistic	effects	of	point	pairs,	73	in	triple	burner,	21	7-219	underlying	modern	medical	conditions,	87	upward	and	downward	movement	and,	79	Qian	Men	Da	}ie,	583-	584	Qiiio	vessels,	diagnosis	of,	302	Qin	Bo-Wei	(~1a	t..J,	17,	244	Questioning,	395.	See	also	Interview	role	in
learning,	20	---	R	Radial	pulse	diagnosis,	43	equivalence	of	channel	palpation	with,	41	similarities	to	channel	palpation,	45	Radicals,	in	Chinese	characters,	55	Raised	red	papules	(ii:..i}	qiu	zhen)	and	bladder	channel	changes,	377	and	heart	channel	changes,	373	Rashness,	vs.	courage,	163	Raving	speech,	ghost	point	treatment	for,	520	Raw	herbs,	583
Reach	the	Membrane	Source	Decoction	(da	yuan	yin),	641	Recent	disease,	and	channel	selection,	406	Recognition,	three	levels	in	human	beings,	114	Recovery	from	disease,	extraordinary	channels'	role	in,	284,	287	Recovery	rate,	clues	through	channel	palpation,	44	Rectal	prolapse,	306	Rectifier	(	o/	.iE	zhang	zheng),	gallbladder	as,	233-	234	Rectum,
association	with	bladder	channel,	597	Redness	around	nose	in	large	intestine	channel,	366	lung	channel,	365	tai	yin	lung	channel,	363	Reflection(~	yi),	77	Regular	channel	pathology,	417	Regulate	the	channels	and	collaterals	C~J!]	;fer	#3!.!.!%	tiao	he	jing	luo),	564	Regulation	(~	J'l	tiao	li),	235,	282,	425	at	acupuncture	points,	422	and	concepts	of
movement,	210	as	form	of	treatment,	236-237	as	net	effect	of	acupuncture,	527	by	sea	points,	464	shao	yang	and,	211	by	triple	burner,	227,	236-	237	Rehmanniae	Radix	(sheng	di	huang),	72,	110,	631,	654,655	Relaxation,	as	net	result	of	draining,	543	Releasing	exterior,	with	lung	collateral	point,	510	Remainders,	in	Chinese	characters,	55	Ren
(conception)	vessel,	289-	290	collateral	vessels	of,	289	overlap	with	chong	vessel,	290	Ren	vessel	channel	palpation,	392-394	channel	pathway,	603	collateral	point,	516	physiological	significance	of	channel	changes,	392	pulse	palpation	related	to,	392	Ren	vessel	disorders,	307-	308	Ren	vessel	point	pairs,	574-	575	differentiating	uses	of,	575	Replete
but	not	filled	up	(	l	mi	:f	ir./i	sh£	er	bu	man),	181	[	707	]	General	Index	Resolve	toxicity	(!W.	jie	du),	515	Respiration,	lung	and,	78-80	Respiratory	t	ract	inflammation,	and	rim	vessel	changes,	392	Restlessness,	and	pericardium	channel	changes,	382	Retention.	See	Needle	retention	Retinal	disorders,	607-608,	611	Reversal	(!ik	jue),	305-306	vs.
counterflow,	306	Reverse	counterflow	and	raise	clear	qi	-ft	jicmg	ni	sheng	qing),	565	Rheumatoid	arthritis,	238	Rhythm	(	jfi	.ft	jie	lfl)	controlling	through	breath,	362	in	healthy	digestion	and	thought,	74-75	and	process	of	transformation	in	large	intestine,	259	role	in	treatment,	543-544,	545	in	yang	m[ng	organs,	255	Right	hand	role	in	needling,	522-
523	use	in	channel	palpation,	338,	339	Ringing	in	ears,	123.	See	also	Tinnitus	case	study,	139-141	River	metaphor,	for	well	point	function,	451	River	points	(#Jil.	71..	jing	xue'),	438,	460-462	representative	uses,	462	strong	movement	of	channel	qi	at,	472	treatment	of	asthma	by,	447	treatment	techniques,	462-	463	on	yang	channels,	482	on	yin
channels,	482	River-sea	point	pairs,	469-470	River-spring	point	pairs,	470-471,	472	Robertson,	jason,	xvi,	xvii,	625	Root	cause,	vs.	presenting	symptoms,	405	Roots	and	junctions	(t!!.~	gen	jie'),	25,26	Roughness,	Shew	yin	heart	channel,	374	Ruling	the	hundred	vessels	(.i..	1l	~	zhu	bii.i	mai),	79	Rushing	(.t	jt},	304	Russian	acupuncture,	and	nerve
stimulation	theory,	518-	519	--s	Sacral	foramina	points,	200	Sacral	pain,	observation	and	case	study,	646	Salviae	miltiorrhizae	Radix	(dan	shen),	110	Same-name	channels	point	pairs	for,	552,	554,	555,	567	rules	for	selection	for	treatment,	409	Sawada	Ken(	~	lfJ	~).	497	Scatter	external	wind	(i!i?~	Jl.	san	waifeng),	564	Scattered	thought,	75
Schisandrae	Fructus	(wu	wei	zi},	110	Scholar	physicians,	social	prohibitions	against	physical	contact,	47	Sciatica,	and	gallbladder	channel	changes,	388	Sclera	disorders,	608-609	Scleroderma,	238	Scolopendra	(wugong),	656	Scratching	(/B!	guii)	technique,	462,	535,	538,	540	Scrophulariae	Radix	(xuan	shen),	110	Scutellariae	Radix	(huang	q[n),	125,
639	Sea	of	qi	($'\.~	qi	hii.i),	308	Sea	points	(	1}	71..	he	xue),	438,	463-465	channel	qi	at,	464	concentration	at,	480	for	non-deficiency	conditions,	480-	481	regulation	by	moving,	465	regulation	of	counterflow	at,	464	representative	uses,	465	reversing	counterflow	with,	481	treatment	of	qi	counterflow	and	diarrhea	by,	447	treatment	techniques,	465	on
yang	channels,	482	o	n	yin	channels,	482	Sea-stream	point	pairs,	470	Secret	points/techniques,	docto	rs	with,	548	Sensory	organs,	605-606	ear	conditions,	621-624	eye	conditions,	606-611	mouth	conditions,	616-	618	nasal	conditions,	618-620	tongue	conditions,	611	-	616	Separating	the	clear	from	the	turbid	(	7f-	f.;Umill	fen	hie	qing	zhu6),	190,	191,
197	and	lymphatic	system,	193	Separation	(F~	MJ	ge	kiii),	with	reversal	disorder,	306	Separation	of	yin	and	yang	(	ft	~	71-	A!f.	yin	yang	f	en	jie),	and	carotid	artery	pulse,	649	Seriousness	of	condition,	and	hardness	of	channel	changes,	349	Seven	emotions	(-1::-tt	qi	q[ng),	147	chart,	77	heart	mirror	and,	118	sorrow,	84	vs.	five	psychic	aspects,	76
Severe	illness,	choice	of	channels	for	treatment,	417	Shaking	the	white	tiger's	tail	technique,	547	Shallow	hardness,	345	diagnostic	significance,	343	Shamanistic	healing,	244-249	Shao	yang	(	~'	~	lesser	yang)	channel	abundance	of	qi	and	dearth	of	blood	in,	384	channel	changes	in	weight	gain/lethargy	case	study,	401	and	clinical	manifestations	of
liver/pericardium	pathology,	171	draining	qi	stasis	and	heat	through,	161	and	flaring	of	ministerial	fire,	213	treating	liver	excess	via,	397	Shew	yang	(	~'	~	lesser	yang)	level,	24	[	708)	General	Index	analogy	to	bamboo	lid	controlling	steam	release,	28	governing	yang	pivot,	27	Shiw	yang	(	j,'	1%	lesser	yang)	system,	209	association	with	sinew-bones	(~
1f	jin	gU),	211	association	with	summerheat	(l-	shu),	212	as	balanced	in	center	and	spotless	(	tf	..iE	~W.	i~	zhang	zheng	jie	jing),	209,	233	case	studies,	242-243	clearing	of	heat	and	dispersing	of	clumped	qi	through,	214	freedom	from	corruption,	210	gallbladder	in,	232-242	general	function	and	nature,	209-215	between	interior	and	exterior,	209	and
musculoskeletal	conditions,	215	as	pivot(~	shu),	209,	210	relationship	to	fluids,	278-279	and	systemic	inflammation,	215	triple	burner	in,	216-232	Shiw	yang	disease,	238	Shiw	yang	gallbladder	channel.	See	also	Gallbladder	channel;	Leg	shiw	yang	gallbladder	channel	(.it	j,'	1%	llt	~,!!!.	zu	shiw	yang	dan	jing)	channel	palpation,	386-388	observation	of
related	areas,	386	physiological	significance	of	channel	changes,	386	Shiw	yang	physiology,	role	of	bodily	fluids	in,	44	Shiw	yang	pivot,	balancing	in	developmental	difficulties	case	study,	137	Shiw	yang	triple	burner	channel.	See	also	Arm	shao	yang	triple	burner	channel	(	j,'	1%	~	~	~I	shou	shiw	yang	siin	jiiio	jing);	Triple	burner	channel	channel
palpation,	384-386	observation	of	related	areas,	384	physiological	significance	of	channel	changes,	384	Shiw	yin	(	j,'	~	lesser	yin)	channel	channel	changes	in	weight	gain/lethargy	case	study,	401	vs.	shiw	yin	organs,	103-104	Shrw	yin	(	j,'	~	lesser	yin)	level,	24	analogy	to	upwardly	moving	bubbles,	28	balance	of	fire-water	relationships	in,	112
governing	yin	pivot,	27	Shao	yin	(	j,'	~	lesser	yin)	system,	101	and	bodily	fires,	126-133	case	studies,	133-142	channel	vs.	organ	heat	in,	103-104	clearing	heat,	stasis,	and	fire	through,	103-104	clinical	considerations,	112-113	and	five-phase	relationship	of	heart-kidney,	105-113	fluid	metabolism	in,	124	and	gate	of	vitality,	126-128	general	nature	and
function,	101-105	heart	in,	114-119	+	hormonal	analogies,	124-126	kidney	in,	120-123	links	to	tai	yang,	182-184	and	ministerial	fire,	128-132	as	pivot	among	yin	levels,	102	regulating	imbalances	via	tai	yang	system,	111	and	sovereign	fire,	132-133	and	spirituality	in	modern	Chinese	medicine,	142-149	Shao	yin	deficiency,	failing	to	send	clear	yang
upward,	139	Shao	yin	edema,	124	Shao	yin	heart	channel.	See	also	Arm	shao	yin	heart	channel	(	j,'	~	,-:_;	~,!!!.	sh6u	shao	yin	xin	jing)	channel	palpation,	373-375	observation	of	related	areas,	373	physiological	significance	of	channel	changes,	373	pulse	palpation	related	to,	373	Shao	yin	heat	clinical	manifestations,	113	draining	through	bladder
organ,	111	genital	pain	and,	119	Shao	yin	kidney	channel.	See	also	Leg	shao	yin	kidney	channel	(.it	j,'	~	'If~,!!!.	zu	shao	yin	shen	jing)	channel	palpation,	380-382	observation	of	related	areas,	380	physiological	significance	of	channel	changes,	380	pulse	palpation	related	to,	380	Shao	yin	yin	and	blood	dysfunction	differentiating	point	pairs	for,	572
point	pairs	for,	569-572	Shen	(#},	as	intelligence	inherent	in	existence,	148	Shingles,	556	Shoulder	joint	problems	case	study,	635-637,637-641	empirical	points	for,	425	role	of	small	intestine	channel	in,	192	and	small	intestine	channel	changes,	375	source	point	moxa	for,	497	and	triple	burner	channel	changes,	384	Sinew	pathways,	palpating,	418
Sinews	and	dilation/contraction	of	pupils,	167	nourishment	by	liver,	161-163	yin-yang	qiiio	vessels	and,	292	Singing,	origins	in	lung,	84	Sinusitis,	619	Six-Ingredient	Pill	with	Rehmannia	(liu	wei	di	huang	wan),	72,	654	Six	levels,	26,	66	and	channel	depth	considerations,	170	channel	system	overview,	182	classical	understanding	of,	24-29	movement
associated	with,	36	[	709]	+	General	Index	opening,	pivoting,	closing	characters	of,	152	relationship	with	six	environmental	qi,	188	relative	depths	in	body,	33	role	in	channel	differentiation,	405	significance	of	organ	pairings	in,	33-34	Six	pernicious	influences	(7\i£	liu	yin),	30	Six	qi	(	i\	~	liU	qi),	25,	26,	29-33	relationships	with	six	levels,	188	wind,	151
Sjogren's	syndrome,	238	Skin	changesin,643	lung	role	in,	80-81	observation	of,	644-645	Skin-attached-to-bone	sensation,	tai	yin	lung	channel,	363	Skin	color,	observation	of,	43	Skin	disorders,	treating	with	tai	yin	channel,	87-88	Skin	texture,	in	channel	diagnosis,	339-340	Skin	thickening	jue	yin	pericardium	channel,	383	shao	yang	gallbladder
channel,	387	shao	yang	triple	burner	channel,	385	shao	yin	heart	channel,	37	4	tai	yang	bladder	channel,	379	Sleep,	involvement	of	yin-yang	qii'w	vessels	in,	291	Sleep	disorders,	in	ADHD,	653	Sleep	rhythm,	and	yang	qiiio	channel,	303	Sleepwalking,	use	of	back	shu	points	for,	203	Slice	(-VJ	qie),	41	Slow	spleen	('tfM'-	man	p[),	stimulating	175	Small
intestine,	189-190	alarm	point,	308	association	with	heart	channel,	595	association	with	spleen	channel,	594	clinical	pearls,	192	confusion	over	clinical	applications,	192-193	functions,	190-191	as	issuer	of	material	transformation,	53	as	officer	of	abundant	reception,	53	provision	of	essential	substance	to	spleen	(#	tli.:t.#J	jing	wei	zhi	wu)	by,	190-191
as	receptacle	of	plenty	(	~	jj;	shiJU	cheng),	189	removal	of	excess	water	by,	191	removal	of	waste	by,	191	role	in	classification,	190	role	in	lymphatic	system,	193	transformation	of	red	to	maintain	blood	(1t	1f	MtJrz.	hua	chi	wei	xue)	by,	190	Small	intestine	channel.	See	also	Arm	tai	yang	small	intestine	channel	(	-f-	1%	•J'	~~£	shou	tai	yang	xiao	chang
jing);	Tai	yang	small	intestine	channel	cleft	point,	502	collateral	point,	512,	513-514	five	transport	points,	438	location	and	nature,	18	organs	associated	with,	596	*-	Smell,	loss	of,	625-627	Sneezing,	619	Softness	and	weakness	(	#.	$k	~	h	song	ruan	wu	li),	86,517	in	channel	diagnosis,	342-343	clinical	significance,	342-343	qi	or	yang	deficiency	with,
343	rim	vessel,	393	shao	yin	kidney	channel,	381	as	signs	of	deficiency,	403	tai	yang	small	intestine	channel,	376	tai	yin	spleen	channel,	371	yang	ming	large	intestine	channel,	367	yang	ming	stomach	channel,	369	Soreness	du	vessel,	391	ren	vessel,	393	tai	yin	spleen	channel,	371	Sores	(i/f~j(·	chuang	yang	huo	du),	113	Sorrow(.%	bei),	77	dispelling
of	qi	by,	85	effects	on	tai	yin	physiology,	85	lung	association	with,	84	Source	(J~t	yuan)	points,	87,	99,	100,	137,	201,	260,378,388,425,437,487,488-490,491-496	augmenting	qi	and	warming	yang	(	~	~	)J_J%	yi	qi	wen	yang)	with,	497	and	channel	mobility,	496	clinical	uses,	497-498	differences	between	yin	and	yang	channels,	497	exceptions	to
wrist/ankle	joint	locations,	496	frequency	of	movement	at,	491	high	motility	at,	492	interchange	at,	480,	481	market	metaphor,	491,	500	mechanism	of	drawing	source	qi	by,	494	and	nerve/blood	concentration,	493	points	table,	488	slow	insertion	at,	532	stream	points	as,	457	tonification	using,	497	turnover	of	qi	and	blood	at,	492	unique	diversity	of	qi
and	blood	at,	493-494	volume	of	qi	and	blood	consumed	at,	491	vs.	stream,	well,	spring	points,	490-491	where	channel	qi	begins	to	pour	("ii.	zhu),	490	at	wrist	and	ankle	joints,	491	Source	qi	(~~yuan	qi),	124,	217	analogy	to	fire	beneath	pot,	29	association	with	ministerial	fire,	132	circular	flow	of,	440	deficiencies	and	Triple	burner	channel	changes,
384,633-635	differentiation	from	ministerial	fire,	224	and	gate	of	vitality,	224	pathway	of,	223	relationship	to	well	points,	449	role	in	jump-starting	organ	metabolism,	498	role	in	process	of	channel	qi	development,	458	[	710	l	General	Index	role	in	triple	burner,	224-225	role	of	channel	bodily	fluids	in,	44	triple	burner	as	pathway	for,	229-230,	488-489
Sovereign	fire(;#"	k	jun	hui5),	101,	132-133	Spaces	(	rJJ	flf.	jit!m	xi),	channels	as,	13	Specific	channel	changes,	361-362	du	vessel,	390-392	jue	yin	liver	channel,	388-390	jue	yin	pericardium	channel,	382-384	ren	vessel,	392-394	shew	yang	gallbladder	channel,	386-388	shiw	yang	triple	burner	channel,	384-386	shew	yin	heart	channel,	373-375	shiw	yin
kidney	channel,	380-382	tai	yang	bladder	channel,	377-379	tai	yang	small	intestine	channel,	375-377	tai	yin	lung	channel,	362-366	tai	yin	spleen	channel,	370-373	yang	ming	large	intestine	channel,	366-368	yang	ming	stomach	channel,	368	Speech	Ct	yan),	56	association	of	heart	with,	611	role	of	mouth	in,	616	Speech	problems	heart	collateral	point
treatment,	512	point	pairs	for,	570	use	of	ghost	points	for	raving,	520	Spine,	association	with	kidney	channel,	598	Spiny	Zizyphus	Decoction	(suiin	zao	ren	tang),	419	Spirit(#	shen),	77,	207	essence	as	root	of,	122	kidney	collateral	point	calming	treatment,	514	as	unseen	intelligence	of	existence,	423	yang	nature	of,	117	as	yang	within	yang,	164	Spirit
calming	as	jue	yin	function,	154	with	pericardium	collateral	point,	514	Spirit	clarity	(#	aJJ	shen	ming),	114	Spirit-ethereal	soul	relationship,	164-166,	167	Spirituality,	vs.	spirit,	142	Spleen	(~	pt}	association	with	bruising,	560	association	with	mouth	conditions,	616	association	with	stomach	channel,	593	blood	governing	function,	67-71	in	classical
physiology,	6	clinical	pearls	of	wisdom,	76	contrast	with	liver	blood	functions,	67	control	of	blood	by,	65,	116,	117	dependence	of	yang	ming	fullness	of	qi	and	blood	on,	251	dependence	on	lung	function	for	qi,	410	dependence	on	lung	rhythm	to	support	digestion,	78	differentiation	from	liver	blood	functions,	169-170	dislike	of	dampness	by,	71	and
drooling,	617	excess	problems	with	pulsing	beneath	the	heart,	649	and	excess	saliva,	617	fluid	regulation	effects	on	bowels,	259	functions,	65-76	gathering	of	blood	at	level	of	microcirculation,	67	generating	and	controlling	relationships	of,	7	generation	oflung	by,	7	great	collateral	of,	47,	86	herbs	benefitting,	72	inability	to	control	blood,	68	and
intent,	reflection,	77	and	interstitial	fluids,	294-296	involvement	in	eye	conditions,	168	maintenance	of	limbs	by,	65	maintenance	of	nutritive	quality	of	fluids	by,	68	and	melancholy,	worry,	77	in	menopausal	women,	632	movement	of	qi	by,	71-74	openings	to	external	environment,	64	overlapping	functions	with	liver,	21	and	pensiveness,	77	and
peristaltic	movement,	265	and	pulsing	along	ren	vessel,	370	relationship	with	lung,	61	relationship	with	small	intestine,	190-191	relationship	with	stomach,	64	and	ren	vessel	changes,	392	and	ren	vessel,	289	responsibility	for	muscles	and	four	limbs,	74	rhythm	of,	74-75	role	in	blood,	116	role	in	fluid	metabolism,	195	significance	of	anatomical
location,	65	storage	of	intent	by,	74-76	storage	of	thought	by,	64	transformation	of	dampness	by,	65,	71-74	vs.	kidney	in	fluid	metabolism,	124	warming	of	five	yin	organs	by,	73	Spleen	channel.	See	also	Leg	tai	yin	spleen	channel	(	ft_	k	Ft	~	~£	zu	tai	yin	pi	jing)	cleft	point,	502	five	transport	points,	438	interweaving	with	stomach	channel,	23	location
and	nature,	18	organs	associated	with,	594	Spleen-kidney	relationship,	fluid	metabolism	and,	124-126	Spleen-liver	relationship,	channel	selection	based	on,	410-412	Spleen	qi	and	channel	palpation,	74	point	pairs	benefitting,	72	Spleen	qi	deficiency,	92	Spleen-stomach	as	issuers	of	five	flavors,	53,	64	[	711	l	General	Index	as	officer	of	granaries,	53,
64	Spleen	yin,	71-72	point	pairs	benefitting,	72,	73	Spotting	between	periods,	well	point	treatment	for,	452,	453	Spring	points	(	ying	xue),	438,	454-456	channel	qi	collection	at,	454	clearing	heat	from	deficiency	(	~	Ji	AA	qing	xu	re)	with,	454	cooling	and	yin-nourishing	nature	of,	454	fostering	yin	blood	(	t	Jlt	§a_	yu	yin	xue)	with,	454	representative
uses,	456	techniques	for	needling,	456	treatment	of	heat	by,	447	on	yang	channels,	482	on	yin	channels,	482	Stagnation	of	blood	in	yin	collaterals,	115	eliminating	with	well	points,	449-450	of	qi	in	yang	collaterals,	115	without	heat,	557	Stagnation	in	collateral	vessels	of	heart/brain	(•~ni\1~*	Xin	ntlO	luo	yu),113	Standardization	in	Han	dynasty	era,	1
of	modern	acupuncture,	10	Startle	response,	role	of	heart	in,	119	Stasis	due	to	underlying	kidney	deficiency,	349	and	flow	to	extraordinary	vessels,	285-286	Steadfastness	(~it	jiiin	ding),	121	Stem	and	branch	theory,	146	Stick-like	changes	in	acute	conditions,	347,	348	and	qi	stagnation,	403	tai	yang	small	intestine	channel,	376	Sties	and	small
intestine	channel	changes,	375	small	intestine	collateral	point	treatment,	513	Stimulation	intensity	of,	545,	546	for	spring	points,	456	Stomach	(	fi	wei),	260-261	association	with	lung	channel,	591	association	with	spleen	channel,	594	chong	(penetrating)	vessel	relationship	to,	296	clinical	pearls,	262	counterflow	qi	and	ren	vessel	disorder,	308	excess
problems	with	pulsing	beneath	the	heart,	649	as	field	from	which	flesh	comes,	56	functions,	261-262	as	officer	of	granaries,	260	and	pensiveness,	77	storage	and	decomposition	functions,	261-262	Stomach	channel.	See	also	Leg	yang	ming	stomach	channel	(	Jt	~	~	~~	zu	yang	ming	wei	jing);	Yang	ming	stomach	channel	*-'/\.	w	cleft	point,	502
collateral	point,	511-512	as	exception	to	yang	channel	location,	23	five	transport	points,	438	forehead	pulse,	648	interweaving	with	spleen	channel,	23	location	and	nature,	18	organs	associated	with,	593	relatively	yin	pathway	of,	64-65	Stomach	fire,	256	Stomach	heat,	with	spleen	qi	deficiency,	86-87	Stomach	pain,	cleft	point	treatment,	502	Stomach
qi,	groin	pulse	and	strength	of,	650	Stop	vomiting	and	reverse	upward	counterflow	(.ll:.	·~	zhi	ou	jiang	ni),	560	Storing	(#l	cang),	67	Stream	metaphor,	for	acupuncture	points,	426427,428	Stream	points	(tiitr	'/\.	shu	xue),	438,	456-453	as	areas	of	lively	qi	circulation,	457	representative	uses,	459	as	source	points	on	yin	channels,	457	treatment	of
bodily	heaviness	by,	447	treatment	techniques,	459	on	yang	channels,	482	on	yin	channels,	482	Stream-sea	point	pairs,	468-469	Stress,	damage	to	kidney	from,	123	Stroke	in	dementia	case	study,	142	facial	paralysis	from,	511	heart	collateral	point	treatment,	513	sequelae	and	du	vessel	disorder,	307	sequelae	and	yin	qiiio	channel,	303	and	tongue's
relationship	to	heart,	118	Strong	pulse	and	ren	vessel	changes,	392	ren	vessel,	393	yang	ming	stomach	channel,	369	Sublingual	veins,	diagnosis	of,	644	Submerged.	See	Floating	or	submerged	(~lll.jU	chen)	channels	and	collaterals	Sudden	changes,	association	with	wind,	154	Sudden	deafness,	624	Sudden	paralysis,	311	Suffering	from	heart	pain	(:ti
·~	~	kU	xin	tong),	299,300	Summerheat	(,f	shu)	association	with	shao	yang,	212	as	environmental	qi	factor,	30	Sun	Si-Miao	(~.$~).	247	Supreme	ultimate	(*ti	tai	j{),	35,	185,	186	yin-yang	as	aspects	of,	34	Swallowing	problems	association	of	heart	with,	612-613	and	yin	qiiio	channel,	303	Sweating	disorders	in	exterior	invasions,	511	fluid	deficiency
with	inability	to	sweat,	456	[	712]	'*.!!	General	Index	heart	cleft	point	treatment,	502	point	pairs	for,	572	river	points	in	treatment	of,	461	and	tai	yang	channel,	189	Swellings	caused	by	qi	deficiency,	468	du	vessel,	391	large	intestine	channel,	367-368	shiw	yang	gallbladder	channel,	387	shiw	yin	heart	channel,	374	from	Spleen	deficiency,	469	tai	yin
lung	channel,	363	Symptom	patterns	(#1	~t	zheng	hou	jie	gou),	xxxii,49	convergence	with	channel	changes,	332-335	role	in	diagnostic	hypothesis	formulation,	344	Synergy,	in	use	of	point	pairs,	552	Synovial	fluids,	and	sht'w	yang,	212	Systematic	Classic	ofAcupunaure	and	Moxibustion	(~it	1f	L..	~&!.	Zhen	jiu	jia	yl	jing),	XV,	11,337,409,530,590
importance	of	channels	over	points	in,	48	Systematic	Differentiation	of	Warm	Pathogen	Diseases	()]&~{~f.i	Wen	bing	tiao	bian),	157,	238,248	pericardium	functions	in,	157	Systemic	conditions,	use	of	extraordinary	channels	for,	416	v*	*	---	T	Tai	jf	qulin,	75,	586	Tai	jf	symbol,	109,	185,	186	Tt'li	yang	(	k	1%	greater	yang)	level,	24	analogy	to	steam
rising,	28	governing	opening	to	outside,	34	Tai	yang	(k	1%	greater	yang)	system,	181	and	back	shu	points,	203-207	bladder	in,	193-	198	case	study,	199-203	general	function	and	nature,	188-189	links	to	shao	yin,	182-	184	relationship	to	cold,	186-187	relationship	to	fluids,	278	small	intestine	in,	189-	193	Tai	yang	bladder	channel.	See	also	Bladder
channel;	Leg	tai	yang	bladder	channel	(Jt	k	1%	$	MM!	zu	tai	yang	pang	guiing	jing)	channel	palpation,	377-379	observation	of	related	areas,	377	physiological	significance	of	channel	changes,	377	pulse	palpation	related	to,	377	Tai	yang	dysfunction	differentiating	point	pairs	for,	574	point	pairs	for,	572-	574	Tai	yang	small	intestine	channel.	See	also
Arm	tai	yang	small	intestine	channel	(	k	1%	Mlli	+	+	#!	sh{JU	tai	yang	xiao	chang	jing);	Small	intestine	channel	channel	palpation,	375-377	observation	of	related	areas,	375	physiological	significance	of	channel	changes,	375	Taiyin	(kilt	greater	yin)	channel	channel	changes	in	weight	gain	case	study,	400	dampness	and,	62,	63	nutrition	functions,	63
and	nutritive	blood,	62	Tai	yin	(kilt	greater	yin)	channel	treatment	approaches,	Dr.	Wang's	preference	for,	87	Tai	yin	(kilt	greater	yin)	level,	24	analogy	to	steam	from	boiling	water,	28	governing	opening	to	outside,	27	responsibility	for	external	dampness	and	internal	fluid	metabolism,	33	Tai	yin	(k	fi	greater	yin)	organs,	relationship	with	yang	mfng
organs,	61	Tai	yin	(kilt	greater	yin)	system,	61	allergic	dermatitis	case	study,	88-	91	case	studies,	87-94	constipation	case	study,	91-92	dampness	mobilized	by,	63	differentiation	from	jue	yin	blood	functions,	169-170	general	function	and	nature,	61-64	generation	of	nutrition	by,	497	great	collateral	of	spleen,	86	leukorrhea	case	study,	92-	93	lung	in,
76-86	and	metabolism	of	dampness,	497	mixed	deficiency-excess	patterns,	86-87	nutrition	functions,	63	in	qi	counterflow,	161	rationale	for	channel	treatment	strategies,	87	relationship	to	fluids,	278	spleen	in,	64-76	spotting	case	study,	94	and	steaming	dumplings	analogy,	62	as	system	of	balance	between	upward	and	downward	movement,	263	and
urinary	incontinence,	97-	100	Tai	yin	deficiency,	99	Tai	yin	deficiency	with	yang	mfng	excess,	93	Tai	yin	disharmony,	89,	351	Tai	yin	edema,	124	Tai	yin	lung	channel.	See	also	Arm	tai	yin	lung	channel	(	-f-	kilt	Jl$"	#&!.	shou	tai	yin	fei	jing);	Lung	channel	channel	palpation,	364-366	observation	of	areas	related	to,	364-	366	pulse	palpation	of	related
areas,	364	specific	channel	changes,	362-	364	Tai	yin	point	pairs,	565-	567	differentiating	uses	of,	567	Tai	yin	qi	deficiency,	94	Tai	yin	qi	transformation	counterflow,	92	[	713]	General	Index	Tai	yin	spleen	channel.	See	also	Leg	tai	yin	spleen	channel	(	Jt	:;t	~	~	~£_	zu	tai	yin	pi	jing)	channel	palpation,	370-372	observation	of	related	areas,	370
physiological	significance	of	channel	changes,	370	pulse	palpation	related	to,	370	Tapping	the	channel,	guiding	qi	by,	531,	532	Taste	loss	of,	625-627	and	spleen,	614	vs.	flavor,	65	Teacher-student	relationships	importance	of	dialogue	in,	325-328	and	oral	tradition	of	Chinese	medicine,	327	Teachers,	role	in	transmitting	medical	art,	54	Technique	(ih!
zhenfii).	See	also	Classical	technique	classical	perspective,	330,	521-528	for	collateral	point	treatment,	510	contrast	to	manipulation	(	-f-	i!	shOu	fa),	529	getting	qi	(11-	de	qi),	533	insertion	of	needle,	531-532	lifting	and	thrusting,	465	modern	perspective,	330	moving	qi	xfng	qi),	539-542	needle	removal,	547	needle	retention,	546-547	opening	the	point
to	guide	the	qi	(	3J	mJ	5Z	diio	qi	kiii	xue),	531	and	patient's	breathing	rhythm,	522	for	river	point	treatment,	462-463	role	in	clinical	encounter,	40,	397	for	sea	point	treatment,	465	seven	steps	of,	529-531,	549	for	source	point	treatment,	498	for	spring	point	treatment,	456	for	stream	point	treatment,	459	tonification	and	draining,	542-546	for	well
point	treatment,	452-453	Teeth	association	with	large	intestine	channel,	592	association	with	stomach	channel,	593	Temperature	differentiation,	339	in	palpation,	328	Tenderness	in	channel	diagnosis,	339	du	vessel,	391	jue	yin	liver	channel,	389	jue	yin	pericardium	channel,	383	shilo	ydng	gallbladder	channel,	387	shao	ydng	triple	burner	channel,
385	shao	yin	heart	channel,	374	shilo	yin	kidney	channel,	381	tai	ydng	bladder	channel,	379	tai	yin	lung	channel,	363	tai	yin	spleen	channel,	371	in	weight	gain/lethargy	case	study,	401	yang	ming	stomach	channel,	369	*'-	(IT*'-	*'-	Tendons,	and	liver	blood,	212	Testudinis	Plastrum	(gui	ban),	174,654	Thick	fluids(~	ye),	190	Thickened	fascia,	390.	See
also	Skin	thickening	jue	yin	liver	channel,	389	jue	yin	pericardium	channel,	383	shilo	ydng	gallbladder	channel,	387	tai	yin	lung	channel,	363	Thin	and	thick	fluids	(it~jin	ye),	194	Thinking	(.$	si),	77	Three	concepts,	2	channel	theory,	8-10	organ	theory,	8	yin-yang	and	five	phases,	3-8	Three	li	treatment,	262,	269,	561	Throat	association	with	heart
channel,	595	association	with	kidney	channel,	598	association	with	large	intestine	channel,	592	association	with	lung	channel,	591	association	with	spleen	channel,	594	association	with	stomach	channel,	593	Throat	problems	from	deficiency,	455,	456	and	kidney	channel	changes,	380	Lung	cleft	point	treatment	for,	501	and	pericardium	channel
changes,	384	point	pairs	for,	568,	569	and	small	intestine	channel,	192,	193	Thumb,	channel	palpation	with	medial	side	of,	41	Thyroid	problems,	and	lung	channel	changes,	365	Tiananmen	Square,	580,	583	Time,	role	in	channel	differentiation,	405	Tinnitus,	555	case	study,	139-141	excess	vs.	deficient	type,	622	source	point	moxa	for,	497	Tong	Ren
Tang	herbal	pharmacy,	582-583	Tongue	association	with	heart,	117-119	association	with	heart	channel,	595	association	with	kidney	channel,	598	association	with	spleen	channel,	594	channels	and	collaterals	traveling	to,	613	and	collateral	vessel	of	heart,	612	diagnostic	observation	of	veins	beneath,	644	difficult	movement	of,	616	heart	opening	to,
611-614	hyperactive,	616	lolling	of,	616	numbness	in,	615	shao	yin	points	for	treating,	614	withered,	615	Tongue	sores	arising	from	digestive	complaints,	615	and	emotional	imbalance,	613	Tongue	swelling,	615	Tonification,	26,	405,	437,	542-543,	549	with	channel	flow,	528	[	714]	General	Index	in	Classic	of	Difficulties,	521	dependence	on	patient's	qi
and	blood	status,	542	effectiveness	at	source	points,	491	gradual	growth	of	qi	sensation	in,	544	and	net	excitement/movement,	543	and	overall	intensity	of	stimulation,	543	and	patient's	breathing	rhythm,	522	and	retention	at	deep	level,	523	rhythm	of	qi	sensation	in,	544-545	simultaneously	with	draining,	546	and	specific	nature	of	stimulus,	543
through	arrival	of	qi,	535	and	treatment	rhythm,	543-544	using	source	points,	497	vs.	qi	regulation,	92	Tonify	and	drain(#]~~	bu	xie),	524.	See	also	Draining;	Tonification	Tonify	the	Middle	and	Augment	the	Qi	Decoction	(bU	zhong	yi	qi	tang),	72	Tonsillitis	lung	cleft	point	treatment	for,	501	well-sea	point	pair	in	treatment	of,	469	Tooth	grinding	well
point	treatment	for,	450,	453	and	yang	ming,	262	Toothache	large	intestine	cleft	point	treatment,	502	large	intestine	collateral	point	treatment,	511	and	stomach	channel	changes,	368	Track	wind	in	the	hundred	joints	(-it-	~	Ef	W	.:t.Jl.	sou	yi	shen	hili	jie	zhi	feng),	564	Traditional	Chinese	Medicine	(TCM),	583	Train	conductors,	authority	during
Cultural	Revolution,	356	Transform	(~1-t	biim	hua),	258	Transform	phlegm	and	benefit	the	spleen	(1-t~	{it~	hua	tan	jian	p{),	561	Transformation	as	process	of	removing	pathogenic	fluids,	71-72	of	spleen	and	lung	in	interstitial	fluids,	80	Transformation	and	transportation	(t4fif.t	zhutin	shu),	at	acupuncture	points,	422	Transformation	to	red	(1-t.,fj;-
hua	chi),	190	role	of	small	intestine	in,	189	Translation	issues,	18-19	Transport	(fif,t	shu)	points,	425	from	internally-externally	paired	channels,	470	Transport	point	(1i..fif.t	wu	shu)	theory,	241.	See	also	Five	transport	points	Transport	point	physiology,	treatment	based	on,	466-471	Transport	points,	44	Traumatic	experiences,	and	etiology	of	ADHD,
652	Treatment	stages,	strategizing	channel	selection	by,	418-419	Treatment	strategies	integrating	channel	changes	into,	395-398	regulation,	236-237	Trigeminal	neuralgia	cleft	point	treatment,	502	extraordinary	vessel	cleft	point	treatment,	504	large	intestine	collateral	point	treatment,	511	lung	collateral	point	treatment,	511	and	small	intestine
channel	changes,	377	Trigrams	and	movement	associated	with	six	levels,	36	tripartite	and	binary	concepts	of,	34-35	Triple	burner(~~'	san	jiao),	216-217	cavity	concept,	227-228	at	cellular	level,	225	channel	palpation	tips,	239-242	classical	view,	221	clinical	pearls,	232	comparison	with	yang	ming	functions,	252	as	corridor,	220	differentiation	from
gallbladder	functions,	235	and	digestion,	229	functions,	229-232	having	name	but	no	form	(ff	~	J1i1	~1f}	you	ming	er	wu	xing),	220	and	human	ecosystem	analogy,	218-219	and	interstitial	fluids,	222-223,	237-238,	641	and	interstitial	spaces,	228-229	as	issuer	of	water	pathways,	53,	216	lack	of	flesh	radical	in	character,	57	as	manager	of	various	types
of	qi	(.:i.A~	~fl.	zhu	chi	zhu	qi),	230-231	and	membrane	source	(Jllm.	m6	yuan),	223	as	metaphor,	237-238	and	modern	concept	of	capillary	circulation,	222-223	as	officer	of	irrigation	design,	53	as	overall	regulator	of	digestion,	236-237	as	passageway	for	water	and	grains,	216,	231	as	pathway	for	source	qi	(m.	f.l.:i:,~IJ	1~	yuan	qi	zhi	hie	shi),	217,
229-230	pervasiveness	of,	231	as	place	of	yin-yang	transformation(~	1%	3t	lr	yin	yang	jiiio	hui),	231-232	qi	transformation	in,	217-219	regular	channels	moving	within,	235-236	and	regulation	of	movement	between	heart	and	kidneys,	228	as	regulator	of	Gl	tract	movement,	229	relationship	of	blood	and	fluids	in,	221-222	relationship	to	extraordinary
vessels,	280-283	relationship	to	source	qi,	488	role	in	fluid	metabolism,	489	role	of	source	qi	in,	224-225	shape	of,	220-223	source	qi	deficiency	of,	633-635	three	burners	concept,	226-227	yin-yang	balance	within,	184	[	715	l	General	Index	as	regional	rectifier,	53	Urinary	bladder	channel,	diagnostic	palpation	of,	341	Urinary	disorders	case	study,	632-
635	and	tai	yang	channel,	189	Urinary	incontinence	case	study,	199-203	and	heart	shao	yin,	119	Urinary	problems	involvement	of	lung,	85-86	point	pairs,	86	treating	with	tai	yin	channel,	100	Urinary	tract	infections	kidney	cleft	point	treatment,	502	and	ren	vessel	changes,	394	and	spleen	channel	changes,	373	Uterine	bleeding,	well	point	treatment
for,	453	Uterine	fibroids,	and	spleen	channel	changes,	372	Uterus,	and	ren	vessel,	289	Triple	burner	channel.	See	also	Arm	shiw	yang	triple	burner	channel	(	-f	Jt'	1%	..=.	ft,	~¥	shou	shiw	yang	san	jiao	jing);	Shew	yang	triple	burner	channel	collateral	point,	515	five	transport	points,	438	location	and	nature,	18	organs	associated	with,	600	Triple
burner	ministerial	fire,	129-130.	See	also	Ministerial	fire	(;ffl	k	xiimg	huo)	True	qi	(J\-	~	zhen	qi),	80,	130	role	of	lung	in,	78	Trunk	points	localized	effects	of,	473	nonspecific	effects	of,	475,	476,	485	vs.	distal	points,	473-475	Trust	(1'&	xin),	56	Tsaoko	Fructus	(cao	guo),	238,	639	Tumors	as	accumulation	of	yin	turbidity,	300	and	bladder	channel
changes,	378	Turbid	()JJ	zhu6),	69,	80	separation	of	clear	from,	190,	191	transport	by	small	and	large	intestines,	183	Twelve	organs,	66	Twelve	primary	channels,	18	Twitching,	association	with	wind,	154	Two-Cured	Decoction	(er	chen	tang),	656	---	V	--u	Ulcers	deficiency-type	and	stomach	channel	changes,	370	and	du	vessel	disorder,	306	and	ren
vessel	changes,	394	Umbilicus,	pulse	below,	649	Unblock	collaterals	and	awaken	the	brain	([email	protected]~	~U~	tong	luo	xfng	nao),	514	Unblock	collaterals	and	transform	stasis	([email	protected]~1t	~	tong	luo	hua	yu),	513	Uncariae	Ramulus	cum	Uncis	(gou	teng),	175,653	Undigested	food,	in	diarrhea	from	Spleen	qi	deficiency,	259	Unified
whole,	7	Uniting	(f}ll	he)	functions,	27,256,259	Uniting	points,	88,	202,	242,	373,	378.	See	also	Sea	points	([email	protected]	ft	hexue)	in	allergic	dermatitis	case,	91	in	qi	counterflow,	160	Unusual	disease	(~;,l;,	qf	bing),	315	Upper	burner,	221,	226	association	with	pericardium	channel,	599	as	clear	and	clean,	226	Upper-lower	burner	balance,	184
Upward	movement	(	ft	sheng),	of	spleen	qi,	410	Urinary	bladder	dependence	on	qi	transformation	for	release	of	fluids,	53	Vaginal	discharge,	and	dai	vessel	disorder,	309	Vapor	lock	metaphor,	450,	452	and	well	point	use,	452	Variability,	of	acupuncture	point	location,	427,	428	Varicose	veins,	644	Vasculature,	observing	changes	in,	643	Venous	return,
and	channel	qi,	478,	479	Venting(~ft	xitfa),	111	Vesicles	(i.IJ.%	shi	zhen),	645	Vessel	(JW	mai),	327	Vibration,	at	needle	tip,	535	Violinist	metaphor,	21	of	acupuncturist's	hands,	548	Vitreous	chamber,	608-	609	Voice	problems	point	pairs	for,	568,	569	shao	yin	points	for	treating,	614	---	W	Walker	vessel	See	also	Yang/yin	qiao	(heel)	vessels,	322
Walking	difficulties,	point	pairs	for,	573	Wang	ju-Yi,	xvi,	xvii,	xxii-xxiii,	xxvii	palpation	method,	xxxiii	patient	interview	method,	xxxii-xxiii	Wang	Le-Ting,	17	Wang	Zhi-Zhong	(.£til.	tf	),	531	Warm	the	Gallbladder	Decoction	(wen	dan	tang),	174,214,234,656	Warming	and	discharging	the	exterior(~	ft	xu	fa	biao),	185	Warming	and	strengthening	the	spleen
and	stomach	(i~	1lt.~	wen	jian	p[	wei),	561	Warmth,	maintenance	by	shao	yin,	102	[	716]	*-	w	General	Index	Warp	and	woof,	506	Warring	States	period,	1	Waste	role	of	small	intestine	in	removing,	191	transportation	and	transformation	by	large	intestine,	257-259	Water	diarrhea,	259	Waxing-waning,	3	Weight	gain,	case	study,	400-404	Well	points,
256,438,447-448,450	disbanding	obstruction	and	opening	clumps	with,	447,	450-452	draining	excess	and	eliminating	stagnation	at,	447,449-450	indications	for,	449	as	meeting	point	of	yin	and	yang,	448,	449	promoting	movement	by,	350	qi	emergence	at,	448	representative	uses,	453	source	qi	as	origin	of	channel	qi	at,	449	techniques	for	treating,
452-453	use	in	excess	and	stasis,	451	vapor	lock	metaphor,	452	on	yang	channels,	482	on	yin	channels,	482	Western	medicine,	growing	emphasis	in	China,	148	Western	patients,	vs.	Chinese	patients,	582	White,	as	color	of	mourning,	482	Will	(.t	zhi),	207	kidney	association	with,	120,	121-122	Wind	(li..feng)	association	with	jue	yin,	151	as
environmental	qi	factor,	30	extinguishing	internal,	154-155	relationship	to	blood,	154	Wind-cold	invasion,	river	point	treatment	for,	461	Withered	tongue,	615	Worry	(I:	you),	77	Wrenching	and	contusion	(~,#.shan	cuo	),	575	---Y	Yang	(!Jilt	fu)	organs,	18	flesh	classifier	in	characters	for,	56	as	hollow	conduits,	61	replete	with	raw	substances,	61	Yang
channels	channel	selection	in	deficiency	conditions,	408	channel	selection	in	excess	conditions,	408	choosing	paired	yin	channels	for	deficiency	I	cold,	407	clearing	excess	from,	419	collateral	points	to	treat	yin	channel	conditions,	509	direct	openings	to	outside	world,	32-33	draining	through,	407	five-element	sequence	of,	481,	482	five-phase
associations	of	transport	points,	482	importance	of	movement	to,	181	pain	disorders	along,	181	shiw	yang,	20	source	point	functions	on,	497	tai	yang,	20	unblocking	circulation	and	increasing	movement	on,	497	well	point	treatment	indications	on,	452	and	yang	body	surfaces,	22	yang	ming,	20	Yang	collaterals,	stagnation	of	qi	in,	115	Yang	deficiency
and	accumulation	of	dampness,	458	and	bladder	channel	changes,	378	with	soft	weak	areas,	343	treatment	of	bladder	channel	in,	187	Yang	ming	(fib	llA	yang	brightness)	level,	24	analogy	to	steam	and	dumplings,	28	governing	uniting	to	inside,	27	Yang	ming	(fib	llA	yang	brightness)	system,	251	association	with	dryness,	252	case	study,	262-263
comparison	with	triple	burner	functions,	252	development	of	pathogenic	fire	in,	255	and	earth	in	five-phase	diagram,	261	excess	masquerading	as	deficiency,	265-271,	270	fullness	of	qi	and	blood	in,	251	general	function	and	nature,	251-256	as	interior	of	the	exterior,	251	large	intestine	in,	256-260	points	and	qi	transformation,	257	qi	and	blood	stasis
in	collaterals	of,	636	and	relationship	oflung	in	digestion,	263-265	role	in	post-natal	qi	development,	253	stomach	in,	260-262	Yang	ming	large	intestine	channel	(+fib	llA	:k.Mb	#~	shou	yang	ming	da	chang	jing).	See	also	Large	Intestine	channel	channel	palpation,	366-368	observation	of	related	areas,	366	physiological	significance	of	channel
changes,	366	pulse	palpation	related	to,	366	Yang	ming	point	pairs	with	broad	clinical	application,	562-565	differentiating	uses	of,	565	Yang	ming	qi	deficiency,	in	chronic	colitis	case	study,	262	Yang	ming	Stomach	channel.	See	also	Leg	yang	ming	stomach	channel	(	li_	fib	a}j	i	~~	zu	yang	ming	wei	jing);	Stomach	channel	channel	palpation,	368-370
observation	of	related	areas,	368	pulse	palpation	related	to,	368	Yang	organs,	relatively	yin	nature	of,	183-184	Yang	qi	blockage,	305	Yang	qi	transformation	deficiency,	in	urinary	incontinence	case	study,	199	[	717]	Genera/Index	Yangqitw	disorder,	300-303	Yang	qiao	vessel,	cleft	point,	504	Yang	reversal	(Fl}j/i!:._yangjue),	318	Yang	wei	disorder,
298-299	Yang	wei	vessel,	cleft	point,	504	Yang	within	yang,	83	spirit	as,	164	Yang	within	yin,	83	ethereal	soul	as,	164	Yang/yin	qiao	(heel)	vessels,	291-292	associated	sinew	vessels	and	muscle	groups,	292	Ye	Tian-Shi	(	~	k	±	),	157,	294	psychological	techniques	of,	248	Yellow	Emperor,	52,	326	Yellow	Emperor's	Inner	Classic	(-Jif-t	pq	f.~	Huang	Di	nei
jing),	xx	Yin	organs	(/li.	zimg),	18	flesh	classifier	in	characters	for,	56	as	generators	of	fluids,	flesh,	and	blood,	61	replete	with	essence,	61	Yin	and	yang,	interdependence	of,	526	Yin	and	yang	fluids,	193-194	Yin	and	yang	organs	(/li.Mt	zt'mgfu),	66	Yin	channels	channel	selection	with	deficiency	patterns,	408	channel	selection	with	excess	patterns,	408
choosing	for	treatment	with	deficiency/cold,	407	choosing	yang	channels	for	excess/	heat/stasis,	407	differences	among	cleft	points,	503	five-element	sequence	of,	481,	482	five-phase	associations	of	transport	points,	482	jueyin,	19,20	as	reflection	of	associated	organ	location,	19,	21	and	relative	depth	of	channel	in	system,	21	shiw	yin,	19,	20	stream
points	as	source	points	on,	457	taiyin,	19,20	tonifying	effects	of	source	points,	497	tonifying	through,	407	using	collateral	points	to	treat	yang	channel	conditions,	509	well	point	treatment	indications	on,	452	and	yin	body	surfaces,	22	Yin	collateral	vessels	(f~	#.3-	yin	luo),	101	invasion	of	wind	into,	168-169	stagnation	in,	115	Yin	deficiency	and	kidney
channel	changes,	380	andlocaldryness,341	prenatal	in	ADHD,	657	Yin	fluids	(iii	ye),	513	Yin	heel	vessel	(yin	qiao	mai	),	and	tongue	function,	119	Yin	qiao	disorder,	303-	304	Yin	qiao	vessel	cleft	point,	504	collateral	point,	516	Yin	turbidity,	accumulation	of,	300	Yin	wei	as	regulator	of	metabolism	for	internal	organs,	576	as	regulator	of	yin	channel
interaction,	415	Yin	wei	disorder,	299-300	Yin	wei	vessel,	cleft	point,	504	Yin	within	yang,	83	corporeal	soul	as,	164	Yin	within	yin,	83	essence	as,	164	Yin-yang,	3-	8	binary	and	tripartite	components	of,	34-35	as	complementary	balancing	forces,	35	in	life	processes,	35	and	nature	of	things,	5	predominance	in	disease	patterns,	26	rationale	for	six	sub-
types	of,	34-36	and	tendencies	to	change,	3,	5	Yin-yang	and	five	phases	theory(~	flJi	li..it	Jl'.	ti	yin	yang	wu	xing	lim),	2,	3	Yin-yang	balance,	upper-lower	burners,	184	Yin-yang	organ	pairings,	rationales	for,	182-184	Yin-yang	symbol,	186	Yin-yang	wei	(linking)	vessels,	292-294	associated	channels	and	vessels,	293	integration	of,	298	pathologies
associated	with,	301	a	---z	Zhang)ie-Bin	(~1"-1\-1{),	82	Zhu	Zong-Xiang	(*-it-	jtJI),	Professor,	429-435,	585	Zingiberis	Rhizoma	recens	(shengjiang),	125,	197,	234,631	Ziziphi	spinosae	Semen	(suiin	Ztio	ren),	110,	174,	318,654,655	dry-fried,	316	[	718]	Applied	Channel	Theory	in	Chinese	Medicine	Wang	fu-	Yi~	Lectures	on	Channel	Therapeutics	WANG
JU-YI	AND	JASON	ROBERTSO	N	"For	those	of	you	reading	this	text,	I	fervently	hope	that	you	will	not	become	trapped	in	the	surface	of	acupuncture	therapy,	striving	only	to	learn	experiential	points	from	your	teachers	and	colleagues.	Bring	the	medicine	to	life	by	incorporating	the	system	of	channel	theory,	expand	its	applications,	and	innovate	from	a
place	of	theoretical	integrity.	The	field	of	acupuncture	must	continue	to	develop	and	expand,	treating	the	new	diseases	of	the	modern	era	while	always	keeping	a	firm	grasp	on	the	basics:'	-	Wang	fu-	Yi,	Preface	Applied	Channel	Theory	in	Chinese	Medicine	demonstrates	how	a	deeper	understanding	of	the	interrelationship	between	organ	and	channel
theory	can	lead	to	more	precise	diagnoses	and	better	clinical	results.	The	book	is	a	collaboration	between	Wang	Ju-Yi,	one	of	modern	China's	most	respected	scholars,	teachers,	and	practitioners	of	traditional	Chinese	medicine,	and	his	American	apprentice,	Jason	Robertson.	While	most	textbooks	focus	either	on	the	functions	of	the	organs	in	basic
physiology	or	the	uses	of	the	channels	in	treatment,	this	book	shows	the	essential	relationships	between	the	two.	Theory	and	practice	are	connected	through	a	channel	palpation	methodology	developed	by	Dr.	Wang,	which	leads	to	more	precise	and	effective	point	selection,	location,	and	technique.	Applied	Channel	Theory	in	Chinese	Medicine	was
developed	during	Mr.	Robertson's	apprenticeship	with	Dr.	Wang	in	Beijing,	and	is	presented	in	a	unique	format	that	preserves	Cover	illustration	by	Arne	Bendik	Sjur	Cover	design	by	Patricia	O'Connor	EASTLAND	PRESS	.,	SEATTLE	www	.eastlandpress.com	-	the	intimacy	of	dialogue	between	apprenti«	and	teacher,	with	questions	and	answers,
narratives,	and	case	studies.	Wang	Ju-Yi	(.1.....16!)	is	a	member	of	the	first	graduating	class	of	the	Beijing	University	Chinese	Medicine	(1962)	and	has.	practiced	Chinese	medicine	for	over	45	years.	After	three	decades	of	seeing	patients	at	the	Xuar:	Wu	Hospital	of	Chinese	Medicine	in	Beii"	Dr.	Wang	retired	to	edit	the	prestigious	nal	Chinese
Acupuncture	(	'f	~	#	~	zhiing	guo	zhen	jiu).	He	has	also	been	a	pioneer-	m	developing	a	private	Chinese	medical	practice	in	the	quickly	changing	environment	modern	Beijing.	Jason	D.	Robertson	is	a	graduate	of	the	Amencan	College	of	Traditional	Chinese	Medicior	(San	Francisco).	He	has	lived	and	worked	China	and	Taiwan	for	over	eight	years.	He
studied	Chinese	language	at	Washington	and	Lee	University,	and	then	completed	a	post-graduate	language	program	at	Tar	Normal	University.	Mr.	Robertson	currenth	maintains	a	private	practice	in	Seattle.	and	is	on	the	faculty	of	the	Seattle	Instiblte	Oriental	Medicine.
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